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AGENDA

CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING

August 10, 2021

5:00 PM, City Council Chambers
130 S Galena Street, Aspen

WEBEX
www.webex.com
Enter Meeting Number: 182 369 5616
Password: 81611
Click “Join Meeting”
OR 
Join by phone
Call: 1-720-650-7664
Meeting number (access code): 182 369 5616

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. SCHEDULED PUBLIC APPEARANCES

III.A. Swearing in of Officer Micah Samuelsen 

III.B. Historic Preservation Awards 

IV. CITIZENS COMMENTS & PETITIONS
(Time for any citizen to address Council on issues NOT scheduled for a public hearing. Please
limit your comments to 3 minutes)

V. SPECIAL ORDERS OF THE DAY
a)  Councilmembers' and Mayor's Comments
b)  Agenda Amendments
c)  City Manager's Comments
d)  Board Reports

VI. CONSENT CALENDAR
(These matters may be adopted together by a single motion)

VI.A. Resolution #072 Series 2021 - Utility Easements and Trench, Conduit and Vault
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Agreement at Cozy Point Ranch, 

VI.B. Resolution #074, Series of 2021 - Wheeler Masonry Project - Additional Quarried
Stone & Schedule Update

VI.C. Resolution #075, Series of 2021 - Calling for and establishing the date for the
Coordinated General Election and authorizing the City Clerk to execute the IGA with
Pitkin County.

VI.D. Resolution #076, Series of 2021 - Council Goals

VI.E. Draft Minutes of July 27th, 2021

VII. NOTICE OF CALL-UP

VIII. FIRST READING OF ORDINANCES

VIII.A. Ordinance #17, Series 2021 - 501 West Hopkins Avenue: Major Subdivision,
Amendments to the Land Use Code & Zoning Map, Planned Development Review-
Project Review and Growth Management Quota System Review 

VIII.B. Ordinance #18, Series 2021 - 501 West Hopkins Avenue: Planned Development-
Detailed Review  

VIII.C. Ordinance #19, Series of 2021 - Wheeler RETT

IX. PUBLIC HEARINGS

X. ACTION ITEMS

XI. ADJOURNMENT
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor and City Council

FROM: Mike Tunte, Landscape Architect and Construction Manager, 
Parks and Open Space

THROUGH: Matt Kuhn, Parks and Open Space Director

MEETING DATE: August 10, 2021

RE: Utility Easement and a Trench, Conduit and Vault Agreement at Cozy Point 
Ranch

REQUEST OF COUNCIL: 
Staff is seeking Council approval for a Holy Cross utility easement and a trench, conduit and vault 
agreement at Cozy Point Ranch.   

SUMMARY / BACKGROUND:  
Cozy Point Ranch, a 168-acre parcel owned by the City of Aspen, has two leaseholders: Cozy Point Ranch 
LLC and The Farm Collaborative LLC. As part of our effort to establish proper electrical service to the 
property, a new transformer and electrical service is planned.

DISCUSSION:  
To establish an appropriate level of service to Cozy Point Ranch LLC it was determined that the primary 
power lines should be extended from the recently installed splice vault to a new pad mounted 
transformer. An underground power line will connect the two and a secondary junction box will access 
the transformer. The easements and agreements (exhibits A and B) will facilitate the infrastructure 
upgrades that are necessary to meet the electrical needs of Cozy Point Ranch LLC. Installation of the 
conduit, vaults and transformer will be the responsibility of the City of Aspen in conjunction with Holy 
Cross Energy. 

FINANCIAL/BUDGET IMPACTS:  
There is no cost for granting these easements, but is required to facilitate the installation of a new 
transformer.  The projected cost is $24,000 for the installation of the transformer. The costs will be paid 
from the Parks Fund (100) as part of the Cozy Point Improvements capital project.  

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: 
This work will have no environmental impact.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the Holy Cross utility easement and the trench, conduit, and vault 
agreement. 
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RESOLUTION #072
(Series of 2021)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, 
COLORADO, APPROVING ONE EASEMENT AND A TRENCH AND VAULT 
AGREEMENT FOR UTITLITES AT COZY POINT RANCH AUTHORIZING 
TORRE, MAYOR, TO EXECUTE SAID EASEMENTS AND AGREEMENT ON 
BEHALF OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO.

WHEREAS, there has been submitted to the City Council one easement and 
a trench and vault agreement, a true and accurate copy of which is attached hereto 
as Exhibit “A” and Exhibit “B”;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF 
THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO, 

That the City Council of the City of Aspen hereby approves one easement 
and a trench and vault agreement for utilities at Cozy Point Ranch, a copy of the 
easements and agreement is annexed hereto and incorporated herein, and does 
hereby authorize the Mayor to execute said agreement on behalf of the City of 
Aspen.

INTRODUCED, READ AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of 
Aspen on the 10th day of August 2021.

Torre, Mayor

I, Nicole Henning, duly appointed and acting City Clerk do certify that the 
foregoing is a true and accurate copy of that resolution adopted by the City 
Council of the City of Aspen, Colorado, at a meeting held, August 10th, 2021.

Nicole Henning, City Clerk
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HOLY CROSS ENERGY 
UNDERGROUND RIGHT-OF-WAY EASEMENT 

 
 
KNOW ALL PEOPLE, that the undersigned, 
 
 City of Aspen 
 
(hereinafter called "Grantor"), for a good and valuable consideration, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, does 
hereby grant unto Holy Cross Energy, a Colorado corporation whose post office address is P. O. Box 2150, Glenwood 
Springs, Colorado (hereinafter called "Grantee") and to its successors and assigns, the right of ingress and egress across 
lands of Grantor, situate in the County of Pitkin, State of Colorado, described as follows: 
  

A parcel of land situate in Sections 16 and 21, Township 9 South, Range 85 West of the 6th P.M., as more fully  
described at Reception Number 375046 in the records of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder’s Office,  
Aspen, Colorado. 

 
And, to construct, reconstruct, repair, change, enlarge, re-phase, operate, and maintain an underground electric 
transmission or distribution line, or both, with the underground vaults, conduit, fixtures and equipment used or useable in 
connection therewith, together with associated equipment required above ground, within the above mentioned lands, upon 
an easement described as follows: 
 
An easement ten (10) feet in width, the centerline for said easement being an underground power line as constructed, the 
approximate location of which upon the above described property is shown on Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part 
hereof by reference. 
 
The rights herein granted specifically allow Grantee to install additional underground and/or pad-mounted facilities within 
the easement described herein.   
 
It shall be the Grantor’s responsibility to ensure that splice vaults, switchgear vaults and transformer vaults installed 
hereunder on said real property are accessible by Grantee’s boom trucks and other necessary equipment and personnel at 
all times.  The use of such access by Grantee shall not require removal or alteration of any improvements, landscaping, or 
other obstructions.  The ground surface grade shall not be altered within ten (10) feet of said splice, switchgear and 
transformer vaults, nor along the power line route between the vaults.  The ground surface grade at said transformer and 
switchgear vaults shall be six (6) inches below the top of the pad.  The ground surface grade at said splice vaults shall be 
even with the top of the pad.  The manhole opening of said splice vaults shall be uncovered (excluding snow) and 
accessible at all times.  Improvements, landscaping or any other objects placed in the vicinity of said transformers and 
switchgear shall be located so as not to hinder complete opening of the equipment doors.  The ground surface within ten 
(10) feet of said transformer and switchgear doors shall be flat, level and free of improvements, landscaping, and other 
obstructions.  Improvements, landscaping and other objects will be kept a minimum of four (4) feet from non-opening 
sides and backs of said transformers and switchgear.  Grantor hereby agrees to maintain the requirements of this 
paragraph and further agrees to correct any violations which may occur as soon as notified by Grantee.  Said corrections 
will be made at the sole cost and expense of Grantor. 
 
Together with the right to remove any and all trees, brush, vegetation and obstructions within said easement and the right 
to pile spoils outside said easement during construction and maintenance, when such is reasonably necessary for the 
implementation and use of the rights hereinabove granted.  In areas where vegetation is disturbed by the above described 
use of the easement, the ground surface shall be seeded using a standard native mix by Grantee.  Grantor agrees that 
landscaping or other surface improvements added on said easement after the date of execution hereof will be minimized 
and that Grantee will not be responsible for damage to said additional landscaping or surface improvements caused by 
exercise of its rights granted by this easement.  
 
Grantor agrees that all facilities installed by Grantee on the above described lands, shall remain the property of Grantee, 
and shall be removable at the option of Grantee. 
 
Grantor covenants that they are the owner of the above described lands and that the said lands are free and clear of 
encumbrances and liens of whatsoever character, except those held by the following:  All those of Record. 
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TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, said right-of-way and easement, together with all and singular, the rights and privileges 
appertaining thereto, unto Grantee, its successors and assigns, forever. 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has caused these presents to be duly executed on this                day of  
                                                                           , 20            . 
 
The individual signing this Holy Cross Energy Underground Right-of-Way Easement hereby represents that they have full 
power and authority to sign, execute, and deliver this instrument. 
 
         
          City of Aspen 
 
 
        By:        
                                      Mayor  
STATE OF                               ) 
                                  ) ss. 
COUNTY OF                            ) 
 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this                   day of                                                        , 
20                 , by       as Mayor of City of Aspen. 
 

WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 My commission expires:              
          Notary Public 
 
        Address:        
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TRENCH, CONDUIT, AND VAULT AGREEMENT 
 
This agreement is made and entered into this    day of     , 20  , 
between City of Aspen, whose mailing address is 130 S. Galena St., Aspen, CO 81611, hereinafter called "Owner", and Holy 
Cross Energy, a Colorado corporation whose mailing address is P. O. Box 2150, Glenwood Springs, Colorado 81602, hereafter 
called "Holy Cross". 
 
WHEREAS, Holy Cross has been requested by Owner to provide underground electric facilities, hereinafter called “Facilities”, 
to serve a project known as COZY POINT RANCH TRANSFORMER GRADING/DRAINAGE, hereinafter called “Project”; and, 
 
WHEREAS, Owner is required to provide all excavation, conduit and vault installation, backfill, compaction and cleanup 
needed to construct said requested Facilities; and,  
 
WHEREAS, Owner owns real property described as follows:  A parcel of land situate in Sections 16 and 21, Township 9 
South, Range 85 West of the 6th P.M., as more fully described at Reception Number 375046 in the records of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder’s Office, Aspen, Colorado, hereinafter called “Property”, which Property is the real property 
where the Project is being developed; and,  
 
WHEREAS, installation of Facilities to serve the Project may require trenching or other excavation on certain real property 
adjacent to the Project described as follows:   N/A, hereinafter called “Adjacent Land”.  
                     
NOW, THEREFORE, Owner and Holy Cross agree as follows: 
1.  Owner shall provide all excavation, conduit and vault installation, backfill, compaction and cleanup necessary for 

installation of Facilities to serve the Project.  Such excavation shall be located as shown on the construction plans 
approved by Holy Cross, and performed in accordance with Holy Cross Vault Installation Specifications, Construction 
Specifications and inspector requirements.  Any deviation from the approved construction plans will not be made unless 
approved by Holy Cross in advance.  All Facilities installed hereunder shall be inspected during construction by Holy 
Cross and shall meet all Holy Cross requirements prior to acceptance of such Facilities by Holy Cross. 

a. Prior to commencement of any work hereunder, Holy Cross shall furnish to Owner its Vault Installation Specifications 
and Construction Specifications and such specifications are made a part hereof by reference.  

b. All Facilities installed within the Property and Adjacent Land shall be within dedicated or conveyed and recorded 
utility easements. 

 c. The top of all conduits installed hereunder shall be located a minimum of 48” below the final grade of the ground 
surface.   

d.   A twelve-inch (12”) minimum separation will be maintained between conduits installed for the Facilities and all other 
new or existing underground utilities.  Wherever possible, this separation will be horizontal.  The Facilities conduit 
separation from plastic gas lines shall be greater than this minimum wherever practicable. 

 e. Holy Cross will supply the necessary conduit and vaults for installation by the Owner upon completion of contractual 
arrangements.  Owner assumes responsibility for all material lost or damaged after such material has been issued 
to and signed for by Owner or by an agent of Owner.  Alternatively, Owner may provide its own conduit and vaults 
meeting Holy Cross specifications for use on the Project and convey such provided material to Holy Cross with an 
acceptable Bill of Sale.  After installation by the Owner and acceptance by Holy Cross, Holy Cross shall continue as 
the owner of the conduit, vaults and related structures and facilities. 

f. If conduit and/or vault installation provided by Owner for the Project are found to be unusable or improperly 
constructed, irrespective of whether such discovery is made during or after installation, Owner will be responsible 
for correcting said problems at its expense as specified by Holy Cross and Owner shall reimburse Holy Cross for all 
additional costs resulting from conduit and/or vault installation being unusable or improperly constructed. 

 2. Despite the fact that Holy Cross reserves the right to specify acceptable work performed hereunder, Owner shall perform 
work hereunder as an independent contractor, including, but not limited to, the hiring and firing of its own employees, 
providing its own tools and equipment, payment of all wages, taxes, insurance, employee withholdings, and fees 
connected with its work on the Project. 

 3. Owner shall obtain all necessary digging permits and utility locations prior to excavation for work performed hereunder.  
Owner shall repair all damage caused during excavation promptly and at its expense.  No excavation will be undertaken 
within five (5) feet of existing underground electric facilities except under the on site supervision of a Holy Cross 
employee. 
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 4. Owner shall indemnify, save, and hold harmless Holy Cross, its employees and agents, against any and all loss, liability, 

claims, expense, suits, causes of action, or judgments for damages to property or injury or death to persons that may 
arise out of work performed hereunder, or because of a breach of any of the promises, covenants and agreements herein 
made by the Owner.  Owner shall promptly defend Holy Cross whenever legal proceedings of any kind are brought 
against it arising out of work performed hereunder by the Owner and/or work performed at the direction of the Owner.  
In the event Owner shall fail to promptly defend Holy Cross, it shall be liable to Holy Cross, and shall reimburse it, for 
all costs, expenses and attorney fees incurred in defending any such legal proceeding.  Owner agrees to satisfy, pay, 
and discharge any and all judgments and fines rendered against Holy Cross arising out of any such proceedings.  Owner 
also agrees to promptly satisfy and pay any monetary settlements of disputes that arise hereunder, provided Owner has 
been given the opportunity to join in such settlement agreements.  The above indemnification clause shall not apply to 
state and local governments or local service districts.  In lieu thereof, whenever Owner is a government or district it shall 
procure and maintain in effect at least $1,000,000 of public liability insurance covering the acts, damages and expenses 
described in the above indemnification clause.  Upon Holy Cross’ request, such an Owner shall furnish a Certificate of 
Insurance verifying the existence of such insurance coverage. 

5. Owner shall repair, at its expense, any excavation settlement and damage to asphalt paving or other surface 
improvements caused by such settlement resulting from work performed hereunder within the Property and Adjacent 
Land for a period of two (2) years beginning on the date backfill and cleanup are completed.   

6. Owner, at its expense, shall stop the growth of thistles and/or other noxious weeds in all areas disturbed by excavation 
performed hereunder for a period of two (2) years beginning on the date backfill and cleanup are completed. 

7. In the event Owner shall not promptly complete all of the obligations hereinabove agreed to be performed by Owner, 
Holy Cross may give written notice by registered or certified mail demanding Owner to complete the work and obligations 
undertaken by Owner herein, and if such is not completed within 30 days after receipt of such notice by Owner, Holy 
Cross may complete the work and obligations hereof.  If Holy Cross shall be required to complete the work, all costs of 
completion shall be chargeable to and collectible from Owner. 

8.  As set forth in paragraph 1 above, Owner covenants that the trench, and all Facilities within the trench installed hereunder 
shall be located within dedicated or conveyed and recorded utility easements and at the proper depth below finished 
grade.  It shall be the obligation of Owner to properly locate and construct the Facilities within the easement.  Should it 
ever be discovered that such Facilities have not been properly located within dedicated or conveyed and recorded utility 
easements, or at the proper depth, it shall be the obligation of Owner to provide new easements for the actual location 
of the Facilities, or to relocate the Facilities within the easement, all of which shall be at the sole cost and expense of 
Owner.  

9. It shall be Owner’s responsibility to ensure that splice vaults, switchgear vaults and transformer vaults installed 
hereunder on the Property are accessible by Holy Cross boom trucks and other necessary equipment and personnel at 
all times.  The use of such access by Holy Cross shall not require removal or alteration of any improvements, landscaping, 
or other obstructions.  The ground surface grade shall not be altered within ten (10) feet of said splice, switchgear and 
transformer vaults, nor along the power line route between the vaults.  The ground surface grade at said transformer 
and switchgear vaults shall be six (6) inches below the top of the pad.  The ground surface grade at said splice vaults 
shall be even with the top of the pad.  The manhole opening of said splice vaults shall be uncovered (excluding snow) 
and accessible at all times.  Improvements, landscaping or any other objects placed in the vicinity of said transformers 
and switchgear shall be located so as not to hinder complete opening of the equipment doors.  The ground surface 
within ten (10) feet of said transformer and switchgear doors shall be flat, level and free of improvements, landscaping, 
and other obstructions.  Improvements, landscaping and other objects will be kept a minimum of four (4) feet from non-
opening sides and backs of said transformers and switchgear.  Owner hereby agrees to maintain the requirements of 
this paragraph and further agrees to correct any violations that may occur as soon as notified by Holy Cross.  Said 
corrections will be made at the sole cost and expense of Owner. 

10. All Holy Cross meter locations must be approved in advance.  Notwithstanding such advance approval, it shall be the 
Owner’s responsibility to maintain acceptable access, as determined solely by Holy Cross, to all Holy Cross meters at all 
times.  At any time in the future, should access to any Holy Cross meters be determined by Holy Cross to be unacceptable, 
then it shall be the Owner’s responsibility, at the Owner’s sole cost, to correct the access and make it acceptable, as 
determined solely by Holy Cross. 

11. Owner covenants that it is the owner of the above described Property and that said Property is free and clear of 
encumbrances and liens of any character, except those held by the following:  All those of Record. 

 
The promises, agreements and representations made by Owner herein shall be covenants that run with the Property and 
shall be binding upon the successors in interest, and assigns, of the Property. 
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 The individual signing this Trench, Conduit and Vault Agreement hereby represents that he/she has full power and  
authority to sign, execute, and deliver this instrument. 

 
 
Holy Cross Energy, a Colorado corporation      City of Aspen 
 
By:                                                                        By:          
David Bleakley – Vice President, Engineering       Mayor 
             
        
 
 
 
 
STATE OF                                     ) 
                    ) ss. 
COUNTY OF                                 ) 
 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this             day of       , 20     , 
by       as Mayor of City of Aspen. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 My commission expires:             
          Notary Public 
 
        Address:        
 
 
 
 
 
 
STATE OF                                     ) 
                    ) ss. 
COUNTY OF                                 ) 
 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this            day of       , 20     , 
by David Bleakley – Vice President, Engineering Holy Cross Energy, a Colorado corporation. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 My commission expires:             
          Notary Public 
 
        Address:        
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor Torre and Aspen City Council

FROM: Robert Schober, Capital Asset Director

THROUGH: Lisa Rigsby Peterson, Director of the Wheeler Opera House

MEMO DATE: August 2, 2021

MEETING DATE: April 10, 2021

RE: Wheeler Opera House change order for additional quarried stone 
and schedule update

REQUEST OF COUNCIL:

Request approval and execution of Summit Sealants Change Order #4 in the amount of 
$126,918 for additional quarried stone required for the completion of the building masonry 
restoration.

SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND:
The attached change order is to supply enough stone (80 tons) to finish the project. The 
stone is mined at a quarry that only supplies this specific stone. It is the only quarry that 
the team was able to find that could supply the specific stone in the color and make up 
that matched the building. The Historic architect, Katherine Frey of Mills and Schnoering 
Architects, LLC, along with the project team, selected this stone through an extensive 
process of testing and mockups.

Summit Sealants bid the quantity of stone needed based on the contract scope and their 
professional experience with similar projects and stone. This stone is harvested per 
project from whatever level of the quarry that they are currently mining. Stone is natural 
material and the stone they are quarrying at this area in the quarry is not producing the 
yield of quality stone per ton that they had assumed in their original order. The stone has 
natural fissures and cracks that are reducing the amount of quality, carvable stone per 
ton. This, as well as the investigative process that has occurred as the team has 
preserved each area of the façade, has led to the need for an additional 80 tons of stone 
to be delivered to the stone carvers. The current market and health concerns has the 
quarry operating with a skeleton crew and only operating per order. The quarry will be 
reopened for the balance of the stone and ship the 80 tons through the month of August 
for the team to complete the project. 

This stone order should complete the stone portion of the preservation, the project team 
is currently scheduled to receive stone deliveries that allow them to remove the 
scaffolding from the east side of the building in September and then complete the South 
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façade mid-November with work continuing the west and north side as needed. Staff 
continues to work closely with the Director and tenants of the Wheeler to keep them fully 
informed of the impacts to the building. 

DISCUSSION:
Staff and the project team have looked at several other options, including delaying the 
completion of the project to conclude next spring. The project would require extensive 
work to “winterize” the unfinished project and extensive costs to remobilize the scaffold 
etc. Staff feels that it is most efficient to move the completion date with this much needed 
preservation. 

FINANCIAL IMPACTS:  

This request is funded through capital project #51428 Wheeler Masonry Restoration

Current project funding is as follows:

Council summary 
Current Project Budget #51428 Wheeler Masonry Restoration $2,057,000
Currently Obligated $1,841,367
Summit change order #4 $126,918

Total with changes $1,968,285

Remaining project funds for contingency $88,715

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: N/A

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Council to approve Summit Sealants change order #4.

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS:
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RESOLUTION # 74

(Series of 2021)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO,
DIRECTING THE CITY MANAGER OR ASSITANT CITY MANAGER TO TAKE 
SUCH ACTION NECESSARY TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT CHANGE ORDER. 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Resolution #74, Series of 2021, City Council approved the 
Contract Change Order in the amount of $126,918.00 a true and accurate copy attached as 
Exhibit A, between Summit Sealants. and the City of Aspen.

WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that it is in the best interest of the 
City of Aspen to approve the Contract pursuant to the terms thereof.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO,

That the City Council of the City of Aspen hereby directs the City Manager or Assistant 
City Manager to take any and all action necessary to approve the Contract Change Order, 
pursuant to the terms thereof.

INTRODUCED, READ AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Aspen on
the 10th, day of August, 2021.

Torre, Mayor

I, Nicole Henning, duly appointed and acting City Clerk do certify that the foregoing
is a true and accurate copy of that resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of
Aspen, Colorado, at a meeting held, August 10, 2021.

Nicole Henning, City Clerk
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

July 20, 2021  Wheeler Opera House Preservation CO4  Page: 1/2 
 

"At the Top of the Sealant and Restoration Industry for 13 Years” 

 

 

Denver Office 
2000 W. Quincy Avenue 

Englewood, CO 80110 

P: 720-389-8633 

F: 720-242-9276 

 

 

Main Office/ Accounting 

2450 North Townsend Ave 

Montrose, CO 81401  

P: 970-240-5971 

F: Fax 970-240-0951 

 

Seattle Office 
4210 B Street NW, Ste A 

Auburn, WA 98001 

P: 253-243-6172 

F: 253-243-6194 

 

 

 

In accordance with your request to provide additional masonry repairs for the above-mentioned property, we are 

providing our Change order #4 proposal for review and approval. All work will be performed in accordance to the 

National Historic Register and workmanship of the highest quality be utilized, as directed by the City of Aspen, 

Concept One Group and M+S Architects. All materials will be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s 

written recommendation.  

Items Listed below are due to natural imperfections of the sandstone, causing a high amount of material waste to 

produce the finished product.      

 
 

 

 

Additional Stone Materials      

• Re-open sandstone quarry.  

• Extract 80 tons of sandstone. 

• Cut down sandstone into 12-ton blocks for freight operations.   

  

 

 

Total Additional Cost for Change Order #4: + $126,918.00 
 

The proposed work is to be completed during normal working hours M-F, 7:00 am – 3:30 pm. 

 

Payment Terms: “Net 30 Days. Price is valid for 30 days.” 

 

This proposal is proprietary and confidential, intended only for the recipients addressed above. 

 

 

General Exclusions: Adequate- water, power, parking, sanitation, staging/laydown area, notifying tenants/public 

of noise associated with work, landscaping, temporary storage, uninterrupted access to work location, Removal or 

replication of any interior furnishings, including window treatments and coverings, multiple 

mobilizations/demobilizations, Fencing, abatement. 

  

 

Summit Sealants and Restoration Services Inc. proposal is based from its review of physical site conditions. 

Reference of (construction drawings project # 1909) provided by M+S Architects; And our experience performing 

similar scope of work. Please keep in mind exact stone details have not been provided and Should work reveal 

hidden problems or defects, changes in cost and scope of work may be required.  

 

July 20, 2021 Email:  wheeler@conceptonegroup.com 
robert.schober@cityofaspen.com 

   

City of Aspen 

130 South Galena Street 

Aspen, CO  81611 

Re:   Wheeler Opera House Preservation CO4 
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July 20, 2021  Wheeler Opera House Preservation CO4  Page: 2/2 
 

"At the Top of the Sealant and Restoration Industry for 13 Years” 

 

 

Denver Office 
2000 W. Quincy Avenue 

Englewood, CO 80110 

P: 720-389-8633 

F: 720-242-9276 

 

 

Main Office/ Accounting 

2450 North Townsend Ave 

Montrose, CO 81401  

P: 970-240-5971 

F: Fax 970-240-0951 

 

Seattle Office 
4210 B Street NW, Ste A 

Auburn, WA 98001 

P: 253-243-6172 

F: 253-243-6194 

 

 

Upon review and approval Summit Sealants and Restoration Services Inc. will submit all necessary schedules, 

mock-ups, samples, technical data sheets etc. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Summit Sealants and Restoration Services Inc. 

 

Derek Reece 
Derek Reece  

Project Manager  

970-901-6698 

Derekr@summitsealants.com 
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor and City Council

FROM: Nicole Henning, City Clerk

THROUGH: Jim True, City Attorney

MEMO DATE: August 3, 2021

MEETING DATE: August 10, 2021

RE: Resolution #75, Series of 2021 – Calling for and establishing the date
for the Coordinated General Election and authorizing the City Clerk 
to execute the IGA with Pitkin County.

REQUEST OF COUNCIL: Staff is recommending Council establish participation in the 
Coordinated November Election and authorize the City Clerk to execute the IGA.

SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND: The attached resolution calls for and sets the date for 
the Coordinated General Election for November 2, 2021 and authorizes the City Clerk to 
execute the Intergovernmental Agreement with the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder 
concerning that election.  Staff will be recommending to Council a ballot question seeking 
an amendment to the Aspen Municipal Code regarding the Wheeler Real Estate Transfer 
Tax, an exchange of property and other potential items, for the November 2, 2021 
coordinated election.  

DISCUSSION:  To coordinate with the County for the November election there are 
several time deadlines that must be met.  The first is calling for the election by resolution 
and execution of the IGA prior to August 24, 2021.  The second deadline to consider is 
that all ballot content must be delivered to the County by September 3, 2021.  At the 
Council meeting on August 24th, Staff will recommend ballot language for the questions 
noted above.  Council can still add ballot questions or issues up to the September 3rd

date either at the next regularly scheduled meeting or, if needed by holding a special 
meeting.

FINANCIAL IMPACTS:  Political Subdivision (City of Aspen) shall pay to the County Clerk 
its pro rata share of the direct costs and expenses actually incurred and paid by the 
County Clerk in order to prepare for and conduct the election, including without limitation 
post-election activities such as the post-election audit, canvass and certification of official 
results.  Political Subdivision’s prorated share of such costs and expenses shall be based 
on a) the total number of registered electors residing within the columnar length in inches, 
of ballot content certified to the County Clerk by the Political Subdivision.  The minimum 
charge for participation in the election is $1,000.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS: None

ALTERNATIVES:  If Council chooses not to place the question on the ballot in November, 
the next opportunity would be November of 2022.

RECOMMENDATIONS:  Staff is recommending Council adopt Resolution #75, Series of 
2021 to set the election date for the coordinated general election and authorize the City 
Clerk to sign the IGA.

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS:  
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RESOLUTION #75
(Series of 2021)

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO,
CALLING FOR AND ESTABLISHING A DATE FOR THE CITY OF ASPEN TO 
COORDINATE WITH PITKIN COUNTY FOR THE 2021 GENERAL ELECTION TO 
BE CONDUCTED ON NOVEMBER 2, 2021 AND AUTHORIZING THE CITY CLERK 
TO EXECUTE THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT CONCERNING THE 
2021 GENERAL ELECTION.

WHEREAS, there has been submitted to the City Council an intergovernmental 
agreement for the 2021 General Election, between the City of Aspen “Political 
Subdivision” and Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, a draft copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit “A”; and

WHEREAS, the City Council desires to place before the Aspen electorate certain 
ballot questions; and

WHEREAS, the City Council may add such additional questions to the ballot as it 
may hereafter deem appropriate,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF ASPEN, COLORADO,

Section 1:
The City of Aspen shall coordinate with the Pitkin County General Election established for 
Tuesday, November 2, 2021 for the purposes of submitting ballot questions regarding 
amending code provisions regarding the Wheeler Real Estate Transfer Tax, a property 
exchange and any other questions to be determined by the City Council at a future date.

Section 2:
Pursuant to Ordinance No. 31, Series of 1996, the coordinated election shall be conducted in 
accordance with the Uniform Election Code of 1992, as amended.  The City Clerk shall take 
all steps necessary to negotiate with the Pitkin Clerk and Recorder for the preparation of an 
intergovernmental agreement in accordance with Section 1-7-116, C.R.S., concerning the 
conduct of the November 2, 2021 Coordinated General Election according to law, 
substantially in the form of the draft attached hereto.  The City Clerk shall be authorized to 
execute the intergovernmental agreement concerning the 2021 general election, subject to 
final approval of the City Attorney.

Section 3:
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this resolution is for any 
reason held invalid or unconstitutional in a court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall 
be deemed a separate, distinct and independent provision and shall not affect the validity of 
the remaining portions thereof.  
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INTRODUCED, READ AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Aspen on
the 10th day of August 2021.

Torre, Mayor

I, Nicole Henning, duly appointed and acting City Clerk do certify that the foregoing
is a true and accurate copy of that resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of
Aspen, Colorado, at a meeting held, August 10, 2021.

Nicole Henning, City Clerk
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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:   Mayor and City Council 
 
FROM: Sara Ott, City Manager 
 
MEMO DATE: August 5, 2021 
 
MEETING DATE: August 10, 2021 
 
RE:   Resolution # 76-2021 Establishing City Council Goals for 2021-2022 
             
 
Please find attached a draft resolution to capture City Council’s goals identified as critical 
during the 2021 Goal Setting Retreat.   
 
A marked version is attached to this memo to show the changes since Council reviewed 
the draft resolution on August 2, 2021.  
 
 
 
 
 
Attachment 

- Marked version of Resolution 76-2021 
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RESOLUTION #____________ 
(Series of 2021) 

 
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO,  

ADOPTING THE 2021-2022 CITY COUNCIL GOALS 
 
WHEREAS, the City Council has a long history of establishing goals to direct priorities for the 

City; and 
 
WHEREAS, City Council endeavors to be strategic in its deliberations regarding these goals 

to ensure that current opportunities, needs and challenges facing the community are fully 
considered; and 

 
WHEREAS, the goals of City Council guide the actions of City Council and the City 

Administration in budgeting and programming initiatives; and 
 
WHEREAS, City Council desires to formally adopt year 2021-2022 goals to guide the City in 

shaping its future; and 
 
WHEREAS, City Council wishes to articulate the most critical goals for the upcoming work of 

the City, while continuing the essential services; and 
 

WHEREAS, Aspen has been a leader for decades in acknowledging the essential nature of 
affordable housing to the long-term sustainability of the community through the successful 
implementation of policy, and facilitating the construction of affordable housing units; and,  

 
WHEREAS, in spite of this success, Aspen, like many peer communities, faces new challenges 

related to housing affordability that have been exacerbated by real estate trends emerging from 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  These challenges have been documented in the recently released 
Mountain Migration Report, published by NWCCOGNorthwest Colorado Council of 
Governments in July of 2021; and,  
 

WHEREAS, the importance of the affordable housing issue demands meaningful actions that 
best leverage the resources of the City of Aspen in meeting this critical community need; and 

 
WHEREAS, Aspen has recognized the needs for high quality early childhood education as an 

important foundation for young children, as a critical support for working families and the Aspen 
economy, and has actively supported and funded early childhood education since 1989; and  

 
WHEREAS,  City Council has identified an increasing need for childcare spaces that requires 

leadership and strong community-wide partnerships to provide physical space and teachers; and   
 

WHEREAS there is a global climate crisis that requires coordinated local efforts and 
meaningful action by government leaders worldwide, and  
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WHEREAS the global climate crisis has direct impacts to regional ecology, community 

resiliency, and the City of Aspen’s ability to deliver services, and  
 
WHEREAS the scientific community emphasizes that the next eight years are the most critical 

to reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to levels that will hold global warming to the critical 
1.5° Celsius threshold, and 

 
WHEREAS Aspen has a responsibility to reduce the local carbon footprint of the community, 

and  
 
WHEREAS waste generation contributes to Aspen’s greenhouse gas footprint and must be 

reduced to achieve global carbon reductions, and  
 
WHEREAS the City of Aspen has been and is committed to remaining a global climate action 

leader, and 
 
ADD WHEREAS the next eight years are critical for greenhouse gas reductions, the City will 

utilize the United Nation’s Race to Zero Program as well as other climate partnerships including 
Colorado Communities for Climate Action (CC4CA), The Mountain Pact and others to support our 
efforts; 

 
WHEREAS, City Council has identified Critical Goals, where a critical goal is defined as one 

where there community is at significant risk of failure without adjusting present course, need to 
chart a critical path. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO , 
 
Section 1. That the City Council of the City of Aspen hereby adopts the following City of Aspen 

2020-2021 Council Goals, and does hereby authorize the City Manager to pursue said goals. 
 

Critical Goals 
 
1. Increase number of Affordable Housing Units: In order to deliver an affordable housing 
system that is high quality, sustainable, and results in a lived-in community, Council will continue 
to evaluate, identify opportunities, plan, partner, facilitate, and leverage existing and new 
resources to invest in the development and maintenance of affordable housing.  
 

This will be accomplished through: 
a. Convening a City Housing SummitRetreat;  
b. Creating an affordable housing strategic plan; 
c. Completing Council directed affordable housing development projects; 
d. Continuing to seek additional affordable housing development opportunities; 
e. Leveraging and amending regulations and policies in support of affordable housing; and 
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f. Supporting continuous improvement with the APCHA program, including ensuring 
adequate resources. 

 
 
2. Increase the number of available childcare spaces  
 

This will be accomplished through: 
a. Plan, design to repurpose or build new buildings to add physical capacity to increase 

available childcare space. 
b. Increase the recruitment and retention of qualified early childhood teachers 
c. Generate funding to meet the community need for early childhood educationsupport the 

development of new childcare spaces   
 
 
3. Reduce Aspen’s Greenhouse Gas emissions: Take meaningful action and provide leadership 
in reducing the Aspen community’s contribution to greenhouse gas emissions by the amount 
which is scientifically proven to limit global temperature change. 

 
This will be accomplished through: 
a. Maximizing efficiency and minimizing carbon emissions in all of Aspen’s emissions 

inventory sectors including: Waste Reduction and Diversion, Transportation, and the Built 
Environment  

b. Leading climate policy and legislative efforts at local, regional, national, and global scales 
 
 
INTRODUCED, READ AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Aspen on the 
_________ day of ____________. 
 
 
 
 
 

Torre, Mayor 
 
 

I, Nicole Henning, duly appointed and acting City Clerk do certify that the foregoing is 
a true and accurate copy of that resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of Aspen, 
Colorado, at a meeting held, May 25August 10, 2021. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nicole Henning, City Clerk 
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RESOLUTION #76 
(Series of 2021) 

 
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO,  

ADOPTING THE 2021-2022 CITY COUNCIL GOALS 
 
WHEREAS, the City Council has a long history of establishing goals to direct priorities for the 

City; and 
 
WHEREAS, City Council endeavors to be strategic in its deliberations regarding these goals 

to ensure that current opportunities, needs and challenges facing the community are fully 
considered; and 

 
WHEREAS, the goals of City Council guide the actions of City Council and the City 

Administration in budgeting and programming initiatives; and 
 
WHEREAS, City Council desires to formally adopt year 2021-2022 goals to guide the City in 

shaping its future; and 
 
WHEREAS, City Council wishes to articulate the most critical goals for the upcoming work of 

the City, while continuing the essential services; and 
 

WHEREAS, Aspen has been a leader for decades in acknowledging the essential nature of 
affordable housing to the long-term sustainability of the community through the successful 
implementation of policy, and facilitating the construction of affordable housing units; and,  

 
WHEREAS, in spite of this success, Aspen, like many peer communities, faces new challenges 

related to housing affordability that have been exacerbated by real estate trends emerging from 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  These challenges have been documented in the recently released 
Mountain Migration Report, published by Northwest Colorado Council of Governments in July of 
2021; and,  
 

WHEREAS, the importance of the affordable housing issue demands meaningful actions that 
best leverage the resources of the City of Aspen in meeting this critical community need; and 

 
WHEREAS, Aspen has recognized the needs for high quality early childhood education as an 

important foundation for young children, as a critical support for working families and the Aspen 
economy, and has actively supported and funded early childhood education since 1989; and  

 
WHEREAS,  City Council has identified an increasing need for childcare spaces that requires 

leadership and strong community-wide partnerships to provide physical space and teachers; and   
 

WHEREAS there is a global climate crisis that requires coordinated local efforts and 
meaningful action by government leaders worldwide, and  
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WHEREAS the global climate crisis has direct impacts to regional ecology, community 

resiliency, and the City of Aspen’s ability to deliver services, and  
 
WHEREAS the scientific community emphasizes that the next eight years are the most critical 

to reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to levels that will hold global warming to the critical 
1.5° Celsius threshold, and 

 
WHEREAS Aspen has a responsibility to reduce the local carbon footprint of the community, 

and  
 
WHEREAS waste generation contributes to Aspen’s greenhouse gas footprint and must be 

reduced to achieve global carbon reductions, and  
 
WHEREAS the City of Aspen has been and is committed to remaining a global climate action 

leader, and 
 
ADD WHEREAS the next eight years are critical for greenhouse gas reductions, the City will 

utilize the United Nation’s Race to Zero Program as well as other climate partnerships including 
Colorado Communities for Climate Action (CC4CA), The Mountain Pact and others to support our 
efforts; 

 
WHEREAS, City Council has identified Critical Goals, where a critical goal is defined as one 

where there community is at significant risk of failure without adjusting present course, need to 
chart a critical path. 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO, 
 
Section 1. That the City Council of the City of Aspen hereby adopts the following City of Aspen 

2020-2021 Council Goals, and does hereby authorize the City Manager to pursue said goals. 
 

Critical Goals 
 
1. Increase number of Affordable Housing Units: In order to deliver an affordable housing 
system that is high quality, sustainable, and results in a lived-in community, Council will continue 
to evaluate, identify opportunities, plan, partner, facilitate, and leverage existing and new 
resources to invest in the development and maintenance of affordable housing.  
 

This will be accomplished through: 
a. Convening a City Housing Retreat;  
b. Creating an affordable housing strategic plan; 
c. Completing Council directed affordable housing development projects; 
d. Continuing to seek additional affordable housing development opportunities; 
e. Leveraging and amending regulations and policies in support of affordable housing; and 
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f. Supporting continuous improvement with the APCHA program, including ensuring 
adequate resources. 

 
2. Increase the number of available childcare spaces  
 

This will be accomplished through: 
a. Plan, design to repurpose or build new buildings to add physical capacity to increase 

available childcare space. 
b. Increase the recruitment and retention of qualified early childhood teachers 
c. Generate funding to support the development of new childcare spaces   

 
3. Reduce Aspen’s Greenhouse Gas emissions: Take meaningful action and provide leadership 
in reducing the Aspen community’s contribution to greenhouse gas emissions by the amount 
which is scientifically proven to limit global temperature change. 

 
This will be accomplished through: 
a. Maximizing efficiency and minimizing carbon emissions in all of Aspen’s emissions 

inventory sectors including: Waste Reduction and Diversion, Transportation, and the Built 
Environment  

b. Leading climate policy and legislative efforts at local, regional, national, and global scales 
 
 
INTRODUCED, READ AND ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of Aspen on the 
_________ day of ____________. 
 
 
 
 
 

Torre, Mayor 
 
 

I, Nicole Henning, duly appointed and acting City Clerk do certify that the foregoing is 
a true and accurate copy of that resolution adopted by the City Council of the City of Aspen, 
Colorado, at a meeting held, August 10, 2021. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nicole Henning, City Clerk 
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REGULAR MEETING         ASPEN CITY COUNCIL       JULY 27, 2021

At 5:00 p.m. Mayor Torre called the regular meeting to order with Councilors Richards, Doyle, Mesirow
in attendance and Councilor Hauenstein joining via WebEx.

CITIZEN COMMENTS: 

Jim Pomeroy – Mr. Pomeroy said he lives in Aspen and is a city employee. He is speaking as a private 
citizen and not speaking for the city or his department. He said the APCHA board is looking to modify 
their guidelines in the next month or so and are getting rid of a few things. He would hope the members 
consult with their fellows on how to proceed. They are planning to get rid of the special review
committee which grants variances. This is walking into the lion’s mouth because it’s aimed at he and his
family. The committee has a right to grant variances if there is an unusual hardship that can be shown. 
They got a lot of grief for it and now the board wants to eliminate this. This is a solution in search of a 
problem. To assume that the board or staff is automatically going to know how to solve these problems, 
is foolish. There has to be a way for big issues to have a way out. A teapot has to be able to let off its 
steam. It’s ok to modify or add more criteria. Fixing is better than eliminating. He’s happy to talk about 
this offline. 

Bob Dylan – Mr. Dylan said he lives at Chateau Chaumont. He has formed an alliance of groups 
surrounding the W hotel and it is all of the properties surrounding the W. He filed a formal complaint 
with Jim True and distributed to council. The wet deck at the W has become a nuisance to everyone. The 
loud music coming from the speakers and thumping bass from the external speakers is what is so 
bothersome. They originally told us they wanted to be good neighbors with sound proofing on the wet 
deck. The city asked us to start calling police which we’ve done. This has been to no effect. The decibel
level is most of the time met but the thumping bass comes through your windows. The association is all 
of the condos surrounding, so something needs to be done. Sky Hotel wasn’t a problem because it was 
ground level. 

David Arnold – Mr. Arnold said he lives at the Little Nell Condos located on West End Street. He has 
been authorized by the board of directors to be here tonight. The noise and primarily bass coming from 
W makes it very uncomfortable. At night it’s a real issue. We need help from city council. It just doesn’t 
stop. 

Ken Rifkin – Mr. Rifkin said he lives at the Aspen Alps and is troubled by the penetrating sound at the W 
Hotel. He has visited them a number of times and their response is that their main focus is dealing with 
the city and if they are in good standing with the city, they don’t care about us. Another time they were 
offered a 10 percent discount. The wet deck should have public access, but last week they said they had 
a minimum food and beverage charge, so this is also in violation with what they are supposed to provide 
to citizens of Aspen. This is about what they can get away with. They have a DJ with a sound board and 
portable speaker, and this is against the rules. The decibel level was about 85 so this is also incorrect. He 
spoke with a manager and head of security and has spoken to half a dozen people including the 
manager of the wet deck. He wants them to be successful but not at the expense of the community 
around them. 

Nes Wygin – Mr. Wygin said he is a member of the West End pedestrian group. He said he can’t believe 
how much the traffic has increased over the past year and it seems out of control and not just over rush 
hour. It’s a serious traffic and safety issue. He spoke about people using the west end as a cut through. A 
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close friend of his said he was up on the cemetery on his bike and was almost hit. It’s a dangerous issue. 
He appreciates council’s attention to this matter. 

Michael Newman – Mr. Newman is an owner at Chateau Chaumont and in preparation for the meeting, 
he went to the wet deck at 3:30 today to listen to the noise. He knows he’s an older gentleman, but he 
found the thumping of the bass speakers was very uncomfortable and he left shortly. The decibel of 
constant noise is not integrated with the level of bass. He had a conversation with John Sarpa when they 
were planning the new hotel, and he said they understood and were committed to being a good 
neighbor. If you look at the sound deadening equipment, it’s deficient. The booming of the bass must be 
controlled. Please focus in on this. 

Scott Lupow – Mr. Lupow said he lives at the Dumont, and it’s been so annoying. He said on the 
weekends, it starts around 1 pm and goes on until 7-8 every night. There’s nowhere to escape to 
because you can close your windows and go inside and still hear the loud bass. There are ways they can 
tone it down, like fabric or awnings of some kind because the glass they have there isn’t doing it. 

Val Stevenson – Ms. Stevenson said she lives at 610 W Smuggler Street and is a member of the west end 
safety group. She’s adding her concerns about the traffic safety issues in the west end. There is a backup
of cars bumper to bumper for three hours. Smuggler is unusable during this timeframe. This is creating 
environmental and health concerns. We have cars idling in the neighborhood for three hours and is not 
ideal for commuters either. She’s happy to be a part of a group to try and fix this issue. Please consider a 
task force. 

Councilor Mesirow is wondering how much of this is people being scared to ride RFTA again because of 
COVID and may go back. 

Sara Ott, City Manager, said that transit still has capacities under public health orders. They are currently 
running at 60 percent compared to pre-COVID. She doesn’t think it will change for the summer season. 

Mayor Torre asked what we are doing in the near term to address the problem. Ms. Ott said officers are 
out there five evenings a week. This is not a high accident zone that would make it a priority call over 
other needs of the community. They are pulling out old data to get a sense of the hourly distribution. 
The neighborhood needs to reconcile the pedestrian environment without the pedestrian infrastructure. 
It’s a tough request. It’s a volume issue and I don’t see it going down, at least for the summer season. 

Councilor Richards said she agrees with everything Sara said, but it’s on us to find ways to deal with this. 
She believes until we tackle the entrance to Aspen, we’re just going to keep rearranging deck chairs on 
the Titanic. We’ve seen a lot of residential growth, so traffic just continues to grow. She requests to get 
a memo from Jim and Sara about closing power plant road for 3-4 hours a day. We’ve got to deal with 
the entrance to Aspen. She’d like to know their full range of options. 

Mayor Torre asked about the W issue. He’s concerned about access and wondered if they are in 
violation of anything that Mr. Rifkin brought up. Jim True, City Attorney, said he received the message 
from Bob Dylan last week, and has attempted to pull together the approvals granted to the W through 
the process. He does know that the environmental health department has received complaints and 
hasn’t had a chance to connect with CJ about his investigation yet. Phillip is aware of the complaints. It’s 
a little premature to determine what all the issues and violations are. We are in process of working on 
this and he will coordinate with all other departments. Phillip said sound levels are compliant and said 
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he had a conversation with John Sarpa two months ago and said they do have an obligation to the 
public. 

Councilor Richards said she would like verification on the bass vs decibels. Maybe our sound ordinance
needs some tuning up and wondered if this is contemporaneous with 2021 issues. 

Mayor Torre said it’s a shallow dive into this. 

Ms. Ott said there are other communities that have a section about bass in their noise ordinance and we 
can bring back some educational materials about how that’s gone in other places, and we’re happy to 
do that. 

COUNCILMEMBER COMMENTS:

Councilor Richards said that some communities are asking for masking inside again because COVID is 
growing across the country and rising in a number of areas. Be safe out there. She is glad to see that
AVH is bringing back the health fair this fall, but doing it differently this year, by appointment only. 
There will be no walk ins and will be from September 30th – October 2nd. It’s been a while, so please 
check with aspenhospital.org 

Councilor Doyle said the Salt Lake Tribune is reporting that the Great Salt Lake is at its lowest water level 
in recorded history. Lake Powell is at a record low as well. Things seem to be getting worse before they 
get better. 

Councilor Richards said they are taking excess water from the Flaming Gorge and the Blue Mesa
Reservoir. We’re starting to empty the safety buckets out on the Colorado system at this point in time.   

Mayor Torre said this is the best thing going on tonight. It’s interesting times right now in Aspen and at 
this table. We just heard about noise complaints on the east side of town, and car complaints on the 
west side of town, constant stress and strain of locals and workers, a lack of employees and housing. We 
have a lot of issues ahead of us. This community needs to stay together and stay connected. Please 
reach out to us anytime you want. Today he had a half hour call with someone in tears for 27 minutes of 
that call. There a lot of things eating at a lot of us, and it’s more than ok to bring your comments to 
council. We have solidified the Wheeler opening date as august 27th with a Beetles tribute band. August
29th is the Mayors Cup golf tournament and is open to anyone who has the ability to play. We want to 
make it a mental health awareness event. Aspen Strong and the Hope Center are to benefit. You’ll hear 
more about this to come. 

AGENDA AMENDMENTS: Mr. True said he is amending the executive session to add the Aspen Film Isis 
lease. 

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS: Ms. Ott said the community picnic is coming up on August 18th at the Red 
Brick lawn if any of you are interested in serving or hosting, we’d love to have you with the community 
fellowship. This coming Tuesday, a joint meeting with the BOCC will be hosted by Pitkin County and she 
is unsure of how many applications we will have for the APCHA board, so she is thinking through 
alternate talking points. 

Councilor Mesirow asked for the link to the application for the county. Sara announced that it’s on their 
website and to go to boards and commissions and the application is right there. 
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Mayor Torre said he is speaking to Kelly Kury-McNicholas regarding other topics of discussion. He is very 
interested in talking about the AABC area. 

Ms. Ott introduced the monthly drought update in conjunction with fire bans in the county. Tyler 
Christoff, Steve Hunter, and April Long presented. Mr. Christoff said they are lucky to be speaking to 
council that is interested in these resource issues. Mr. Hunter said the dates have changed, but the
graphics have not. Things have deteriorated on the west side and now we are in a severe drought and 
west of us is extreme drought. The temperature outlook is showing 50-60 percent above average temps 
for August, September, and October. The precipitation outlook is the same, which is below average 
precipitation. We are seeing some monsoon moisture up here. Ms. Long explained the comparison of 
flows in dry years. Mr. Christoff said it’s their recommendation to stay in stage 2 water restrictions for 
now and come back to council in another month with an update. 

BOARD REPORTS: 

Councilor Doyle said he had Nordic Council and they are discussing setting up a 3-kilometer ski loop 
behind the high school. It’s a community asset so it would allow for opening one month before and a 
month later than usual. A pump would be needed. He spoke about securing water. 

Councilor Richards said she had the Club 20 policy meetings in Craig last week. At the subcommittee
level and passed a resolution and at the fall meeting it will be accepted or not. They passed a resolution
regarding childcare on the western slope asking the state to support quality childcare facilities and 
staffing. 

Mayor Torre said he had ACRA, and they had a Pandora expansion presentation. There’s not a lot of 
excitement around planning, tourism, events, etc. and there is a lot of introspection going on currently.
They spoke about tourism management as opposed to marketing. 

Councilor Hauenstein said he had CCLC, and they had a presentation from the local bear coalition. They 
spoke about alleyways and commercial gentrification. We need private sector involvement. It’s an 
important issue. He also met with the 4th of July committee this morning and there were 320 
respondents to the survey. 

CONSENT CALENDAR: 

Councilor Richards pulled resolution #067 and Mayor Torre pulled resolution #070. 

Resolution #067, Series of 2021 

Councilor Richards wants to make an amendment to the land use restrictions section regarding the 
CDOT easement being referred to as “the straight shot” and that is incorrect; it should be “the modified 
direct”. Mayor Torre asked for staff input regarding the comments that have surfaced around the bike 
park. Matt Kuhn, Parks Director, confirmed that if a bike park does come up, it will be a focused 
discussion with the community. The concerns are about keeping Marolt Open Space as it is in its current 
state. 

Councilor Richards motioned to approve Resolution #067, Series of 2021, with the amendment to 
correct the name of the easement for transportation across the Marolt; Councilor Mesirow seconded. 
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Mayor Torre pointed out that Ted Mann is here and asked if he had any thoughts. Mr. Mann said the 
Open Space board voted unanimously to approve this. 

Roll call vote: Doyle, yes; Hauenstein, yes; Mesirow, yes; Richards, yes; Torre, yes. 5-0, motion carried. 

Resolution #070, Series of 2021

Mayor Torre pulled this to check in and what this resolution means to the process. Chris Everson, 
Affordable Housing Project Manager, said he is here with Wayne Freeman, a principle with Cushing 
Terrell. The scope of work for this contract, aims to pick up the ball where we left at the end of 2020.
Wayne’s first piece of work will be to work on the parking alternatives analysis and address some of the 
other outstanding matters. We received seven proposals and four of those were fully complete and 
evaluated by staff. Cushing Terrell was highly qualified. They have a lot of experience, horsepower, 
diversity and volume. This has been a community engagement driven process. 

Councilor Hauenstein said he’s going to support this and thinks the team has done a great job to 
respond to council. He appreciates their efforts. 

Councilor Mesirow asked about an integrated transit plan. He wants to know when things get locked in. 
Mr. Everson said they have the rest of this year to discuss parking, and nothing is locked in until you 
decide the application is ready to be submitted. 

Councilor Mesirow said he will support this moving forward. 

Mayor Torre said that Wayne is here, and he understands the gravity of this project and the challenges. 
Mr. Freeman said that every community throughout the west is faced with this number one problem of 
housing and it’s just getting worse. We have an entire division of people to deal with this issue. Bozeman 
Montana, for example, has the exact same issue, so we totally appreciate where you are all coming from 
and your concerns. 

Mayor Torre is going to support this enthusiastically. 

Councilor Richards motioned to approve Resolution #070, Series of 2021; Councilor Doyle seconded. Roll 
call vote: Doyle, yes; Hauenstein, yes; Mesirow, yes; Richards, yes; Torre, yes. 5-0, motion carried. 

Councilor Richards motioned to approve Resolution #069, Series of 2021, and the draft minutes; 
Councilor Mesirow seconded. Roll call vote: Doyle, yes; Hauenstein, yes; Mesirow, yes; Richards, yes; 
Torre, yes. 5-0, motion carried. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS: Resolution #068, Series of 2021 – Temporary Art Installation 

Phillip Supino, Community Development Director, said this is a request for continuation. The design of 
the exterior art installation that will be mounted on the north façade, is continuing to change, so the 
applicant has asked for this to be continued to Sept 14th and the updated design will be presented at 
that time. 

Councilor Richards motioned to approve Resolution #068, Series of 2021; Councilor Doyle seconded. Roll 
call vote: Doyle, yes; Hauenstein, yes; Mesirow, yes; Richards, yes; Torre, yes. 5-0, motion carried. 

Mr. True requested that council move into executive session regarding Centennial vs City of Aspen and 
the Aspen Film Isis lease. 
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Councilor Mesirow motioned to move into executive session; Councilor Richards seconded. Roll call 
vote: Doyle, yes; Hauenstein, yes; Mesirow, yes; Richards, yes; Torre, yes. 5-0, motion carried. 

______________________________

City Clerk, Nicole Henning
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor Torre and Aspen City Council 

FROM: Kevin Rayes, Planner  

THRU: Amy Simon, Planning Director 

RE: 1st Reading: 501 West Hopkins Avenue: Major Subdivision, Amendments to 
the Land Use Code & Zoning Map, Planned Development Review- Project 
Review and Growth Management Quota System Review 

MEETING DATE: August 10, 2021

Applicant: 
R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC

Representative: 
Mitch Haas, Haas Land Planning LLC, 
420 East Main Street, Suite 220

Location: 
501 West Hopkins Avenue, legally 
described as Lot 1, Boomerang Lot 
Split, a Planned Community, 
according to the Plat recorded June 
16, 2006, in Plat Book 79 at Page 70, 
as Reception No. 525370, Pitkin 
County, Colorado. 

Current Zoning: 
Medium-Density Residential (R-6) 

Summary: 
The applicant is requesting a Major 
Subdivision to vacate, acquire and 
merge 4,000 sq. ft. of City-owned 
property, some of which are a platted 
but undeveloped section of Fourth 
Street, to the benefit of the subject 
property. The applicant requests to 
rezone the acquired property from 
Park (P) to Medium Density 
Residential (R-6) and to add a 
Planned Development (PD) overlay to 
the amended property.

The applicant also requests Growth 
Management Review for the ability to 
meet future affordable housing 
mitigation requirements via fee-in-lieu.

Staff Recommendation:
The requests associated with this application meet all 
applicable review criteria and comply with the 
requirements and goals of the Engineering and Parks 
Departments. 

For context, this application is part of a proposed land 
exchange between the applicant and the City of Aspen 
for purposes of the City and Pitkin County securing a 
permanent conservation easement for public access 
and recreation across 19.39 acres of the applicant’s 
adjoining property, commonly known as the Pride of 
Aspen Mining claim (depicted in Figure 4). Based on 
referral comments from the Parks Department, the 
public benefits associated with this land exchange are 
significant.

Staff recommends approval of First Reading and setting 
a public hearing date for August 24, 2021.  

Figure 1: Subject property

501 W. 
Hopkins
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REQUEST OF COUNCIL:
The Applicant is requesting approval of the reviews listed below. At the time of writing this memo, 
the Planning & Zoning Commission has not yet held a hearing to vet the application. A hearing is 
scheduled for August 3rd. A recommendation will be made available to City Council prior to Second 
Reading. This application is subject to a public vote in November. 

Major Subdivision, Vehicular Rights of Way (Land Use Code Section 26.480.070.b)
To vacate and convey a total of 4,000 sq. ft. of City-owned right-of-way and developable land to 
the benefit of the subject property. The lands proposed for vacation and transfer are represented 
as Parcels A, B & C in Figure 5. 

Amendments to the Land Use Code & Official Zone District Map (Land Use Code Section 
26.310)
As mentioned above, the applicant requests that the City vacate an area of public right-of-way 
and convey that and other adjacent the lands to the benefit of the subject property. The city-owned 
lands are currently located within the Park (P) zone district and would be acquired by the property 
located within the R-6 zone district. The applicant requests to rezone the acquired lands to the R-
6 zone district. (Note that the vacated r.o.w. land is not zoned.)

Planned Development- Project Review (Land Use Code Section 26.445.050)
Upon acquiring and rezoning the City-owned property, the applicant requests to create a Planned 
Development (PD) overlay on the newly established parcel. Although an application requesting to 
create a PD is generally associated with a parcel that is at least 27,000 sq. ft., the Community 
Development Director has determined that adding a PD overlay to the subject property will help 
facilitate the proposed land exchange, which is considered a significant community goal. 

Project Review is intended to establish the allowed dimensions of a property and ensure site 
planning is compatible with the context of the area and meets the standards required by the 
Engineering and Parks departments. 

Growth Management- Provision of Required Affordable Housing Via Fee-in-Lieu Payment  
(Land Use Code Section 26.470.110.C) 
Pursuant to the Land Use Code, the provision of affordable housing mitigation in excess of 0.10 
Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) via a fee-in-lieu payment must be approved by City Council. The 
application requests the ability to meet future affordable housing mitigation via fee-in-lieu by-right 
instead of being subject to City Council review and approval. 
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BACKGROUND:
501 W. Hopkins was created as part of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat, 
granted by City Council via Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006. The Ordinance and associated Plat 
established the subject property as a 7,500 sq. ft. parcel, legally described as Lot 1 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split. Pursuant to the approvals, Lot 1 was limited to one single-family dwelling 
with or without permitted accessory structures, subject to the dimensional standards of the R-6 
zone district. 

Today the property is located within the Medium Density Residential (R-6) zone district and is 
currently improved with a single-family dwelling. A “for sale” ADU/Carriage House between 750 
and 1,200 sq. ft. of net livable area was built on Lot 2 and serves as the employee housing 
mitigation required for the development of the home on Lot 1. 

As depicted in Figure 3, 
the property is located 
adjacent to the terminus of 
South Fourth Street. This 
portion of the right-of-way 
provides vehicular access 
to the subject property, 
and the adjacent property 
at 431 W. Hopkins Ave, as 
well as non-motorized, 
public access to the 
Midland and Little Cloud 
Trails. 

Figure 2: Lot 1 Depicted on the Boomerang Subdivision Plat

Figure 3: Recent Street View of 501 W. Hopkins

Lot 1
(7,500 sq. ft.)
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In coordination with the Parks and Open Space Department, the applicant has proposed a land 
exchange with the City of Aspen and Pitkin County for purposes of the City and County securing 
a permanent conservation easement for the purpose of extinguishing any potential development 
rights and allowing public access and recreation across 19.39 acres of the applicant’s adjoining 
property, commonly known as the Pride of Aspen Mining claim (Figure 4). Based on referral 
comments from the Parks and Open Space Department, the public benefits associated with this 
land exchange are significant. 

In exchange for executing a conservation easement on the mining claim, this application seeks 
the necessary land use approvals related to the adjacent property located at 501 W. Hopkins to 
enable the proposed land exchange to occur. 

PROJECT SUMMARY:
The applicant is interested in making the following changes and improvements to the property:

Figure 4: Pride of Aspen Mining Claim Proposed for Conservation Easement

501 W. 
Hopkins
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PROJECT SUMMARY:
The application includes several conditions that are required to successfully execute the proposed 
land exchange.  The conditions are associated with the property located at 501 W. Hopkins and 
are listed below based on the applicable Land Use Code section. 

Major Subdivision
As a condition for deeding a conservation easement on the mining claim, the applicant requests 
that the City vacate and convey 4,000 sq. ft. of land, including an area of right-of-way to the 
benefit of the property located at 501 W. Hopkins. According to the application, approval of the 
right-of-way vacation and dedication of the requested abutting areas to the subject parcel is an 
integral component and requirement of the proposed land exchange. Figure 5 shows the subject 
property (Lot 1) and the surrounding parcels that are requested to be added to the property 
(Parcels A, B & C). These parcels are highlighted in green. 

Lot 1
(7,500 sf)

Key
Existing Parcel

Proposed land for vacation

Public right-of-way

~ 65-ft.

Figure 5: Proposed lands for vacation and conveyance to Lot 1 (501 W. Hopkins)
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Parcel A: The subject property is located adjacent to the terminus of South Fourth Street. 
This portion of the right-of-way provides vehicular access to the subject property, and the 
adjacent property at 431 W. Hopkins Ave, as well as non-motorized public access to the 
Midland and Little Cloud Trails from Hopkins Avenue. The width of the road measures just 
over 75-ft. By vacating the westerly 10-ft. of street, 65-ft. of right-of-way would remain, 
which is well above the minimum standards required by the Engineering Department. 
Vehicular access to both properties and non-motorized access to the Midland Trail would 
remain. 

Parcels B & C: The Midland Trail runs laterally east to west behind the subject property. 
The distance measured from the northern side of the Midland Trail to the southern-most 
side of the subject property ranges from 28-ft. to 40-ft. By acquiring Parcels B & C, the 
distance from the northern side of the Midland Trail to the southern-most side of the subject 
property would range from approximately 8 ft. to 26 ft. The R-6 zone district prescribes a 
10-ft. minimum rear yard setback for primary structures and a 5-ft. minimum for accessory 
structures. Taking these requirements into consideration, if the property were to be 
redeveloped at some point in the future, a minimum distance of 18-ft. would be maintained 
between a primary structure and the Midland Trail. A minimum of 13-ft. would be 
maintained between an accessory structure and the Midland trail. There are no criteria in 
the Land Use Code that require a minimum distance to be maintained between a public 
trail and a property line. However, in this case, the applicant is working with the Parks 
Department to develop and maintain a landscape easement that would create a visual 
buffer between the subject property and the Midland Trail to minimize any visual impacts 
that might occur in the future. The easement would be located on City property and the 
applicant would be responsible for maintaining it, pursuant to the requirements established 
by the Parks Department. 

Amendments to the Land Use Code & Official Zone District Map 
501 W. Hopkins is located 
within the Medium-Density 
Residential (R-6) zone 
district. The City-owned 
parcels that are proposed for 
conveyance to the subject 
property are currently 
located within the Park (P) 
zone district. The area of 
Fourth Street to be vacated 
is not zoned.  Pursuant to 
the Land Use Code, 
amendments to the Zone 
District Map are prohibited if 
two zone districts are 
created on a single parcel. 
To avoid this scenario, the 
applicant requests to rezone 
the newly acquired lands 
from the Park (P) zone 

Key

Medium Density 
Residential (R-6)

Mixed-Use (MU)

Park (P)

501 W. 
Hopkins

Figure 6: Surrounding Zoning to the Subject Property
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district to the R-6 zone district, to be consistent with the fathering parcel. 
Planned Development- Project Review
Upon vacating, acquiring, and rezoning the City-owned lands, the applicant requests to 
concurrently establish a Planned Development (PD) overlay on the newly formed lot. The 
purpose of establishing a PD overlay is to memorialize a building envelope and to prescribe 
allowable Floor Area for the property. 

Building Envelope: Figure 7 depicts the location of the proposed building envelope. 

Based on the proposed building envelope dimensions, the front, rear, and side yard 
setbacks of the property would comply with underlying zoning. However, the combined 
side-yard setbacks in the R-6 zone district is not met and the applicant requests this 
requirement be deleted through the PD. For context, Table 1 outlines the existing, 
proposed and required setback standards associated with the subject property. 

Table 1: Setback Requirements in the R-6 Zone District

Existing Proposed Required

Side Yard (west 
side)

8.5 ft. 5 ft. 5 ft. 

Side Yard (east 
side)

13.9 ft. 10 ft. 5 ft. 

Combined Side 
Yard

22.4 ft. 15 ft. 38.75 ft.  (after land 
acquisition)

Front Yard 10 ft. 10 ft. 10 ft. 
Rear Yard 10 ft. 10 ft./5 ft. 

garage & 
accessory

10 ft./ 5ft. garage & 
accessory 

Key

Proposed 
building 
envelope

Figure 7: Proposed Building Envelope on Amended Lot
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Floor Area: Pursuant to Land Use Code Section 500.575.020, Calculations & 
Measurements, allowable Floor Area is reduced for properties containing steep slopes 
with a grade exceeding 20 percent. As a condition of approval for the proposed land 
exchange, the application requests that Floor Area and density not be reduced due to the 
presence of steep slopes on the subject property. As depicted in Table 2 below, staff 
analyzed the allowable Floor Area for a single-family dwelling under three scenarios: 1) 
For context and purposes of comparison, the allowable Floor Area on the existing lot, 2) 
The allowable Floor Area after acquiring the City-owned lands and reducing for steep 
slopes, and 3) The allowable Floor Area after acquiring the City-owned lands and not 
reducing for steep slopes. It appears that a difference of 60 sq. ft. of Floor Area would be 
allowed if steep slopes were not deducted from the Floor Area calculation.  

Table 2: Floor Area Requirements of the R-6 Zone Districts 

Allowable 
Floor Area Now

Allowable FA after 
land acquisition with 
reduction for steep 
slopes 

Allowable FA after 
land acquisition & 
no reduction for 
steep slopes

3,450 sq. ft. 3,750 sq. ft. 3,810 sq. ft. 

Within the R-6 zone district, properties with a Minimum Net Lot Area of 4,500 sq. ft. per 
dwelling unit may be developed with a duplex or two single-family dwellings. Upon acquiring 
the City-owned property, a total of 4,230 sq. ft. of Floor Area may be developed for a duplex or 
two detached dwellings.

For example, the existing home contains approximately 3,450 sq. ft. of Floor Area. If a second 
dwelling were developed on the property without removing or altering the existing home, a total 
of 780 sq. ft. could be developed for a total of 4,230 sq. ft. between the two dwellings. 

Growth Management Review
Affordable housing mitigation associated with the existing home on the subject property has 
been met via the development of off-site affordable housing. (It should be noted that the off-site 
housing is located on the adjacent Lot 2.) Upon acquiring City-owned lands, the subject property 
will gain additional development rights. Although no development is requested as part of this 
application, new development may be requested at any point in the future, thus triggering 
additional affordable housing mitigation. The application requests flexibility to meet future 
mitigation requirements via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in effect at the time of building permit. 
Pursuant to the Land Use Code, the provision of affordable housing mitigation in excess of 0.10 
Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) via a fee-in-lieu payment must be approved by City Council. The 
application requests the ability to meet future affordable housing mitigation via fee-in-lieu by-right 
instead of being subject to City Council review and approval.
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STAFF COMMENTS:
The land exchange proposed by the applicant will prevent any future development and 
guarantee public access and recreation opportunities across 19.3 acres of the Pride of Aspen 
Mining Claim in perpetuity. This application requests that the City convey 4,000 sq. ft. of land 
and grant additional development rights to the applicant to ensure the land exchange is 
successful. Two fundamental questions should be considered when reviewing such a request: 
1) Are the review criteria met? and 2) Is the land exchange in the best interest of the community? 
The second question will likely remain the focus of the public when this application goes to a 
vote in November, while the discussion at Council should focus on the review criteria. However, 
staff does encourage Council Members to consider the overall context of this application when 
determining if the review criteria are met. 

The Parks and Open Space department has been working to secure this parcel for many years 
with little progress. This application presents an opportunity to work within the Land Use Code 
to advance the goals and objectives of the City. The discussion below is focused on the review 
criteria set forth in the Land Use Code and is framed within the context of the land exchange. 

Major Subdivision
The General Subdivision Review Standards require guaranteed, unobstructed, perpetual access 
to a public way. This includes access to any adjacent properties. The southern terminus of South 
Fourth Street currently provides access to the subject property, and the adjacent property at 431 
W. Hopkins Ave, as well as non-motorized public access to the Midland and Little Cloud Trails 
from Hopkins Avenue. The width of the road measures just over 75-ft. By vacating the westerly 
10-ft. of street, 65-ft. of right-of-way would remain, which is well above the minimum standards 
required by the Engineering Department. Vehicular access to both properties and non-motorized 
access to the Midland Trail would remain. By vacating the proposed lands, perpetual, 
unobstructed legal vehicular access will be maintained. Additionally, the applicant has dedicated 
a utility easement on the northeast corner of the lot for installation, maintenance, repair and 
replacement of underground utility services, drainage improvements and an above-ground fire 
hydrant. 

Additionally, the General Review Standards prohibit a single lot to be in more than one zone 
district. The lands proposed for vacation are currently located in the Park (P) zone district while 
the subject property is zoned Medium-Density Residential (R-6). Upon obtaining the vacated 
lands, the amended property would be in two zone districts. To avoid this outcome, the applicant 
requests to concurrently rezone the acquired lands from P to R-6, thus creating one zone district 
over the amended parcel. 

The standards for Major Subdivision are intended to ensure compatible and environmentally 
sensitive development, and to provide normal traffic circulation, traffic control capabilities, 
access by emergency and service vehicles, pedestrian and bike connections, drainage 
infrastructure, street and infrastructure maintenance needs including snow removal are 
maintained or improved. In this instance, the access for each of these needs will not be 
impacted. As previously mentioned, by vacating the westerly 10-ft. of South Fourth Street, the 
remaining right-of-way will meet the width required by the Engineering Department. 

Staff finds that all the review criteria associated with Major Subdivision are met. Each criterion 
is addressed in Exhibit A.1. 
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Amendments to the Land Use Code & Official Zone District Map 
The first criterion required to rezone a parcel requires compatibility between the proposed zone 
district and surrounding zone districts, land uses and neighborhood characteristics. In this 
instance, the subject property is located within the Medium-Density Residential (R-6) zone 
district. Upon vacating and conveying the City-owned lands to the subject property, the applicant 
requests to zone/rezone the newly acquired lands to the R-6 zone district. Rezoning to R-6 is 
compatible with the surrounding land use and existing neighborhood characteristics. 

Additionally, no adverse impacts to the natural environment should result from zoning. While 
the subject property will gain additional development rights, no development is proposed as part 
of this application. If development is proposed in the future, it will be subject to additional staff 
review and will comply with underlying zoning and the Planned Development. Staff believes the 
environmental benefit of conserving 19.39 acres of land in perpetuity outweighs the impacts of 
additional development rights on the subject property.  

Staff finds that all the review criteria associated with Amendments to the Land Use Code & 
Official Zone District Map are met. Each criterion is addressed in Exhibit A.2. 

Planned Development- Project Review
The purpose of Planned Development review is to encourage flexibility and innovation in the 
development of land. Although an application requesting to create a PD is generally associated 
with a parcel that is at least 27,000 sq. ft., the Community Development Director has determined 
that adding a PD overlay to the subject property will help facilitate the proposed land exchange, 
which is considered a significant community goal.

Project Review is intended to establish the allowed dimensions of a property and ensure site 
planning is compatible with the context of the area and meets the standards required by the 
Engineering and Parks departments. 

The purpose of establishing a PD overlay on the subject property is to memorialize a building 
envelope and to prescribe allowable Floor Area for the property. As is typical with PD overlays, 
establishing a PD on this property would allow specific dimensions to be established that may 
differ from underlying zoning. Dimensional flexibility is a typical component of a Planned 
Development. Although several requests for dimensional variations and affordable housing 
flexibility are within this application, staff believes that none of these requests will negatively 
impact the overall character of the neighborhood. By not deducting steep slopes from Floor Area 
calculations, the property gains approximately 60 sq. ft. of additional Floor Area to develop a 
single-family dwelling from what would have been allowed based on normal Floor Area 
calculations. It is unlikely that 60 additional sq. ft. will impact the cohesiveness or distinctive 
identity of the neighborhood or surrounding development patterns. The property will continue to 
be subject to all other standards prescribed within the R-6 zone district, including those relating 
to height, maximum site coverage and Residential Design Standards. There are no special 
requests related to the provision of off-street parking spaces. Upon consultation with the Parks 
Department, staff believes the community benefit of securing a conservation easement over 19.3 
acres land outweighs the requests for dimensional flexibility included in this application.

Staff finds that all the review criteria associated with Planned Development- Project Review are 
met. Each criterion is addressed in Exhibit A.3.
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Growth Management Review 
As previously mentioned, the application requests flexibility to meet future mitigation 
requirements via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in effect at the time of building permit. Pursuant to the 
Land Use Code, the provision of affordable housing mitigation in excess of 0.10 Full-Time 
Equivalents (FTEs) via a fee-in-lieu payment must be approved by City Council. The application 
requests the ability to meet future affordable housing mitigation via fee-in-lieu by-right instead of 
being subject to City Council review and approval. When considering such a request, the criteria 
require the applicant to make a reasonable, good-faith effort in providing required affordable 
housing offsite through the construction of new dwelling units or a reasonable, good-faith effort in 
pursuit of providing affordable housing through the purchase and extinguishment of Certificates 
of Affordable Housing Credit. Affordable housing associated with the existing home has been 
met via the development of off-site affordable housing located on Lot 2, adjacent to the subject 
property. Upon acquiring the vacated lands, the property will gain additional development rights. 
However, according to the application, the provision of additional housing onsite is impractical 
given the dimensions of the land area being added. Although the purchase of affordable housing 
credits would generally be required if employee housing is not developed, staff believes that 
providing the flexibility to meet future mitigation via cash-in-lieu is warranted given the overall 
context of this application. Mitigation shall be based upon the fee-in-lieu rate in place at the time 
of building permit.

Staff finds that all the review criteria associated with Growth Management Review are met. Each 
criterion is addressed in Exhibit A.4.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that Council approve the ordinance on First Reading & set a public 
hearing date to fully vet the request. The following motion can be made: 
“I move to approve Ordinance #017 (Series of 2021) on First Reading & set a public hearing 
(Second Reading) for August 24, 2021.”

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS: 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

ATTACHMENTS:
Exhibit A.1 | Major Subdivision | Staff Findings 
Exhibit A.2 | Amendment to the Land Use Code & Official Zone District Map | Staff Findings 
Exhibit A.3 | Planned Development- Project Review | Staff Findings 
Exhibit A.4 | Growth Management Review | Staff Findings  
Exhibit 2 | Application 
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ORDINANCE # 17
(SERIES OF 2021)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE ASPEN CITY COUNCIL APPROVING A MAJOR 
SUBDIVISION, AMENDMENTS TO THE LAND USE CODE & ZONING MAP, 

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT-PROJECT REVIEW, AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT 
REVIEW, FOR THE PROPERTY COMMONLY KNOWN AS 501 WEST HOPKINS 

AVENUE, LEGALLY DESCRIBED AS LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT, A 
PLANNED COMMUNITY, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED JUNE 16, 2006 

IN PLAT BOOK 79 AT PAGE 70, AS RECEPTION NO. 525370, PITKIN COUNTY, 
COLORADO. 

WHEREAS, the Community Development department received an application from R.D. 
Olson Investments II, LLC, requesting approval for Major Subdivision, Amendments to the Land 
Use Code & Zoning Map, Planned Development Review-Project Review, and Growth 
Management Review for the property located at 501 West Hopkins Avenue; and, 

WHEREAS, upon review of the application and the applicable Land Use Code standards, the 
Community Development Director recommended approval for Major Subdivision, Amendments 
to the Land Use Code & Zoning Map, Planned Development Review- Project Review, and Growth 
Management Review; and, 

WHEREAS, the City of Aspen Planning and Zoning Commission recommended 
____________ of the proposed Land Exchange via Resolution #XX, Series of 2021 under the 
applicable provisions of the Municipal Code as identified herein, reviewed and considered the 
recommendation of the Community Development Director and took and considered public 
comment at a duly noticed public hearing on August 3rd, 2021; and, 

WHEREAS, the Aspen City Council considered the request at 1st Reading on August 10th, 
2021 and at 2nd Reading (a duly noticed public hearing) on August 24th; and, 

WHEREAS, the Aspen City Council has reviewed and considered the request under the 
applicable provisions of the Municipal Code as identified herein, has reviewed, and considered the 
recommendation of the Community Development Director, and has taken and considered public 
comment at a public hearing; and,

WHEREAS, the Aspen City Council finds that the proposal for a Major Subdivision, 
Amendments to the Land Use Code & Zoning Map, Planned Development- Project Review, and 
Growth Management Review meets the applicable land use standards, and voted X to X (X to X) on 
August 24th, 2021 to approve the request; and,

WHEREAS, the City Council finds that this Ordinance furthers and is necessary for the 
promotion of public health, safety, and welfare.
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NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, THE ASPEN CITY COUNCIL APPROVES
THE FOLLOWING: 

Section 1: Major Subdivision
Pursuant to the procedures and standards set forth in Title 26 of the Aspen Municipal Code, City 
Council hereby approves the request for Major Subdivision to vacate and convey a total of 4,000 
sq. ft. of City-owned right-of-way and other City owned land to the benefit of the subject property. 
The land approved for vacation is Parcel A, which is to be conveyed along with Parcels B & C as 
represented in Exhibit A to this Resolution.

Section 2: Amendments to the Land Use Code & Zoning Map 
Upon the vacation and conveyance of the City-owned lands referenced in Section 1, City Council
hereby approves zoning the acquired lands from Park (P) to Medium Density Residential (R-6). 

Section 3: Planned Development- Project Review 
Upon the vacation, conveyance and zoning of the City-owned lands referenced in Section 1, City 
Council hereby approves a Planned Development overlay on the newly amended parcel, subject 
to the following conditions: 

1. The maximum allowable Floor Area on the amended parcel shall not exceed 3,810 sq. ft. 
for a single-family dwelling and 4,230 sq. ft. for a duplex dwelling or two detached 
dwellings. Floor Area shall be based upon the methodology prescribed within the Land 
Use Code, however all vacated right-of-way and other land transferred by the City to the 
applicant and incorporated in the amended Lot 1 shall be included in the lot area for 
purposes of calculating allowable floor area and density on the property.

2. Pursuant to the standards prescribed within the R-6 zone district, each residence on the 
parcel, excluding accessory dwelling units and carriage houses, shall be eligible for one (1) 
floor area increase in exchange for the extinguishment of one (1) historic Transferrable 
Development Right. Each TDR shall allow an additional 250 sq. ft. of Floor Area above 
the maximum prescribed in Section 3.1 of this Ordinance. Any TDRs previously 
extinguished on the subject property shall be deducted from the total number of TDRs 
allowed for extinguishment.

3. Exhibit B represents the building envelope for the property. The table below sets forth the 
minimum setbacks required on the parcel as depicted on the building envelope. 

Setback Dimensions

Minimum Setback
Side Yard (west side) 5 ft. 
Side Yard (east side) 10 ft. 
Combined Side Yard 15 ft. 
Front Yard 10 ft. 
Rear Yard 10 ft./ 5ft. 

garage/accessory
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Section 4: Growth Management Review 
Future affordable housing mitigation associated with new development on this property may be 
met by right via fee-in-lieu. Mitigation shall be assessed at the rate in place at the time of building 
permit, or the last fee-in-lieu rate in place if no current rate exists.
   

Section 5: Subsequent Reviews
Pursuant to Land Use Code Section 26.445.090, Documents and Deadlines, a plan set shall be 
submitted to the Community Development department within one hundred eighty (180) days 
following the date of voter approval. The plan set shall be subject to review and approval by City 
Staff to ensure P&Z, City Council and voter intent. The plan set shall include the following 
documents, all of which shall be approved and recorded concurrently: 

1. An Amended Plat representing the new lot and approved building envelope
2. A Right-of-Way Vacation Plat
3. A Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit Map 
4. The Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map

Section 6: Election
Pursuant to Section 5.5, of the Home Rule Charter for the City of Aspen, and a resolution of City 
Council setting the ballot question, City Council refers this Ordinance No. 17 (Series of 2021) to 
the voters at the coordinated election scheduled for November 2, 2021, to be considered 
coincident with and as one question with Ordinance No. 18 (Series of 2021).

Section 7: Material Representations 
All material representations and commitments made by the Applicant pursuant to the development 
proposal approvals as herein awarded, whether in public hearing or documentation presented 
before City Council, are hereby incorporated in such site development approvals and the same 
shall be complied with as if fully set forth herein, unless amended by an authorized entity. 

Section 8: Existing Litigation
This resolution shall not affect any existing litigation and shall not operate as an abatement of any 
action or proceeding now pending under or by virtue of the ordinances repealed or amended as herein 
provided, and the same shall be conducted and concluded under such prior ordinances.

Section 9: Severability   
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this ordinance is for any reason held 
invalid or unconstitutional in a court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a 
separate, distinct and independent provision and shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions 
thereof.

INTRODUCED, READ AND ORDERED PUBLISHED as provided by law, by the City 
Council of the City of Aspen on the 10th day of August 2021.
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APPROVED by City Council at its meeting on August 10th, 2021.

ATTEST:

_______________________________ _______________________________
Nicole Henning, City Clerk Torre, Mayor 

FINALLY, adopted, passed, and approved by an X to X (X - X) vote on this 24th day of August
2021.

Approved as to form: Approved as to content:

__________________________ ______________________________
James R. True, City Attorney Torre, Mayor 

Attest:

__________________________
Nicole Henning, City Clerk
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Exhibit A: Parcels Recommend for Vacation & Conveyance to the Benefit of Lot 1

Lot 1
(7,500 sf)

Key
Existing Parcel

Proposed land for vacation

Public right-of-way

~ 65-ft.
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Exhibit B: Building Envelope Recommended for Approval 

Key

Approved
building 
envelope
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Land Use Code Section 26.480.040, General Subdivision Review Standards

All subdivisions shall be required to conform to the following general standards and 
limitations in addition to the specific standards applicable to each type of subdivision:

a) Guaranteed Access to a Public Way. All subdivided lots must have perpetual 
unobstructed legal vehicular access to a public way. A proposed subdivision shall 
not eliminate or obstruct legal vehicular access from a public way to an adjacent 
property. All streets in a Subdivision retained under private ownership shall be 
dedicated to public use to ensure adequate public and emergency access. 
Security/privacy gates across access points and driveways are prohibited.

Staff response: 
The southern terminus of South Fourth Street currently provides access to the 
subject property, as well as the adjacent property at 431 W. Hopkins Ave, and non-
motorized public access to the Midland Trail from Hopkins Avenue. The width of 
the road measures just over 75-ft. By vacating the westerly 10-ft. of street, 65-ft. 
of right-of-way would remain, which is well above the minimum standards required 
by the Engineering Department. Vehicular access to both properties and non-
motorized access to the Midland Trail would remain. By vacating the proposed 
lands, perpetual, unobstructed legal vehicular access will be maintained. 
Additionally, the applicant has dedicated a utility easement on the northeast 
corner of the lot for installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of 
underground utility services, drainage improvements and an above-ground fire 
hydrant. No security or privacy gates are proposed. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

b) Alignment with Original Townsite Plat. The proposed lot lines shall approximate, 
to the extent practical, the platting of the Original Aspen Townsite, and additions 
thereto, as applicable to the subject land. Minor deviations from the original 
platting lines to accommodate significant features of the site may be approved.

Staff response: 
The proposed lot lines conform and align with the platting of the Original Aspen 
Townsite. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

c) Zoning Conformance. All new lots shall conform to the requirements of the zone 
district in which the property is situated, including variations and variances 
approved pursuant to this Title. A single lot shall not be located in more than one 
zone district unless unique circumstances dictate. A rezoning application may be 
considered concurrently with subdivision review.

Staff response: 
The subject property is located within the Medium-Density Residential (R-6) zone 
district. This zone district prescribes a minimum lot area of 6,000 sq. ft. The 
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existing lot currently contains 7,500 sq. ft. of Gross Lot Area. By acquiring 
additional lands, the amended lot will contain 11,500 sq. ft. of Gross Lot Area and 
will maintain a width of 115 ft. and a depth of 100-ft. The new lot configuration 
will comply with underlying zoning. A rezoning is concurrently requested within 
this application to change the area of City owned townsite lots from Park (P) to 
R-6, and to zone the land being vacated to R-6 as well, to match the zoning of 
the fathering parcel, resulting in only one zone district. 

Staff finds this criterion met. 

d) Existing Structures, Uses, and Non-Conformities. A subdivision shall not create 
or increase the non-conformity of a use, structure or parcel. A rezoning 
application or other mechanism to correct the non-conforming nature of a use, 
structure, or parcel may be considered concurrently.

Staff response: 
The existing structure and use conform with the requirements of the R-6 zone 
district. The proposed subdivision and concurrent approval of the proposed 
setback provisions will not result in non-conformities. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

Land Use Code Section 26.480.070

A. Land Subdivision 

Land Subdivision. The division or aggregation of land for the purpose of creating 
individual lots or parcels shall be approved, approved with conditions, or denied 
according to the following standards:

1. The proposed subdivision complies with the requirements of Section 
26.480.040—General Subdivision Review Standards.

Staff response: The request to vacate the westerly 10-ft. of the South Fourth 
Street right-of-way complies with the General Subdivision Review standards 
addressed on the previous pages. 

Staff finds this criterion met.

2. The proposed subdivision enables an efficient pattern of development that 
optimizes the use of the limited amount of land available for development.

Staff response: The proposed subdivision enables an efficient pattern of 
development on the property. The location of the parcels proposed for vacation 
are contiguous in relation to the subject property. Allocating 4,000 sq. ft. of 
additional lot area to the property will allow the Floor Area of the existing single-
family dwelling to increase by 360 sq. ft. 780 sq. ft. of additional Floor Area may 
be added if a second dwelling unit is added. Although additional development 
rights may be granted, it’s important to emphasize that the actual Floor Area 
Ration (the ration of allowable Floor Area to the lot area) is reduced. The existing 
7,500 sq. ft. lot allows 3,450 sq. ft. of Floor Area for a single-family dwelling which 
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equates to a 0.46 FAR. The resulting 11,500 sq. ft. lot would allow 3,810 sq. ft. 
of Floor Area for a single-family use (0.33 FAR) or 4,230 sq. ft. of Floor Area for 
two dwellings (037 FAR). 
Staff finds this criterion met.

3. The proposed subdivision preserves important geologic features, mature 
vegetation, and structures or features of the site that have historic, cultural, 
visual, or ecological importance or contribute to the identity of the town.

Staff response: The proposed subdivision and land exchange would guarantee 
perpetual preservation of 19.329 acres of important geological features, mature 
vegetation and features with historic, cultural, visual and ecological importance. 
Staff finds this criterion met.

4. The proposed subdivision prohibits development on land unsuitable for 
development because of natural or man-made hazards affecting the property, 
including flooding, mudflow, debris flow, fault ruptures, landslides, rock or soil 
creep, rock falls, rock slides, mining activity including mine waste deposit, 
avalanche or snow slide areas, slopes in excess of thirty percent (30%), and any 
other natural or man-made hazard or condition that could harm the health, safety, 
or welfare of the community. Affected areas may be accepted as suitable for 
development if adequate mitigation techniques acceptable to the City Engineer 
are proposed in compliance with Title 29—Engineering Design Standards. 
Conceptual plans for mitigation techniques may be accepted with specific design 
details and timing of implementation addressed through a Development 
Agreement pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.

Staff response: The proposed subdivision and land exchange will sanitize the 
existing Pride of Aspen Mining Claim. This 19.329 acre parcel will be preserved 
in perpetuity. The land added to the subject lot cannot be developed until 
subsequent reviews are complete by City staff. These reviews will ensure that 
future development will not occur on land unsuitable for development. 
Staff finds this criterion met.

5. There has been accurate identification of engineering design and mitigation 
techniques necessary for development of the proposed subdivision to comply 
with the applicable requirements of Municipal Code Title 29 - Engineering Design 
Standards and the City of Aspen Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP). The 
City Engineer may require specific designs, mitigation techniques, and 
implementation timelines be defined and documented within a Development 
Agreement.

Staff response: No development is proposed as part of this application. If 
development is proposed in the future, the Engineering Department will ensure 
that the development will comply with the standards of Title 29. 
Staff finds this criterion met.
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6. The proposed subdivision shall upgrade public infrastructure and facilities 
necessary to serve the subdivision. Improvements shall be at the sole cost of the 
developer.

Staff response: Staff and the applicant do not anticipate any upgrades to public 
infrastructure of public facilities that will be required as a result of this land 
exchange. 
Staff finds this criterion met.

7. The proposed subdivision is exempt from or has been granted all growth 
management approvals pursuant to Chapter 26.470—Growth Management 
Quota System, including compliance with all affordable housing requirements for 
new and replacement development as applicable.

Staff response: The addition of lands to a lot within a previously approved 
subdivision is exempt from all Growth Management approvals pursuant to Land 
Use Code Section 26.470. The existing dwelling on the subject property provided 
affordable housing mitigation in the form of a newly-built, deed restricted for-sale 
dwelling unit located on the adjacent Lot 2 of the Boomerang Lot Split Exemption 
Plat. Staff finds this criterion met.

8. The proposed subdivision meets the School Land Dedication requirements 
of Chapter 26.620 and any land proposed for dedication meets the criteria for 
land acceptance pursuant to said Chapter.

Staff response: School land dedication fees were paid in association with 
development on the existing home on Lot 1. If additional fees are required in 
association with new development on the resulting lot, the applicant will pay the 
associated fees. Staff finds this criterion met.

9. A Subdivision Plat shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.

Staff response: An amended Subdivision Plat as well as a Right-of-Way 
Vacation Plat will be recorded in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and 
Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490. Staff finds this criterion met.

10.A Development Agreement shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the 
Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval 
Documents.

Staff response: Pending a successful public election, a Development 
Agreement, including and amendment of the recorded Subdivision Exemption 
Agreement for the Boomerang Lot Split, will be provided to the City for review 
and recording in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to 
Land Use Code Section 26.490, Approval Documents. 
Staff finds this criterion met.
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B.  Vehicular Rights of Way. The dedication, boundary alteration, realignment, or any 
partial or whole vacation of a Street, Alley, or other vehicular right-of-way serving more 
than one (1) parcel, shall be approved, approved with conditions, or denied according 
to the following standards:

1. The proposed change maintains or improves the public health, safety, and 
welfare of the community and is in the best interests of the City of Aspen.

1. Staff response: According to the application, approval of the right-of-way 
vacation and dedication to the subject parcel is an integral component and 
requirement of the proposed land exchange to the City of a dedicated Deed of 
Conservation Easement. It’s important to reiterate that the community benefit of 
obtaining recreational access to a 19.329 acre of land in this part of town has 
been a goal of the Parks Department for many years. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

2. The proposed change to the public rights-of-way maintains or improves safe 
physical and legal access from a public way to all adjacent properties and shall 
not restrict the ability for a property to develop by eliminating or hindering access. 
Redundant access, such as a primary street access plus alley access, is 
preferred.
Staff response: 

Parcel A: The subject property is located adjacent to the terminus of South Fourth 
Street. This portion of the right-of-way provides vehicular access to the subject 
property, as well as the adjacent property at 431 W. Hopkins Ave, and non-
motorized public access to the Midland Trail from Hopkins Avenue. The width of 
the road measures just over 75-ft. By vacating the westerly 10-ft. of street, 65-ft. 
of right-of-way would remain, which is well above the minimum standards required 
by the Engineering Department. Vehicular access to both properties and non-
motorized access to the Midland Trail would remain. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

3. The design of the proposed change complies with Municipal Code Title 29—
Engineering Design Standards and is consistent with applicable adopted policies, 
plans, and approved projects for the area (such as a highway access policy, an 
approved development project, an infrastructure plan, a trails plan, an 
improvement district plan, and the like). 
Staff response: 

As previously mentioned, by vacating the westerly 10-ft. of South Fourth Street,
65-ft. of road width will remain, which is well above the minimum standards 
required by the Engineering Department. Vacating this parcel will help ensure 
that a successful land exchange is executed, between the applicant and the City. 
Upon recordation of the proposed Conservation Easement, the City and County 
would be permitted to maintain recreational infrastructure within the Pride of 
Aspen mining claim. Gaining access to this land has been a major priority for the 
Park’s Department for several decades. Staff finds this criterion met. 
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4. The proposed change maintains or improves normal traffic circulation, traffic 
control capabilities, access by emergency and service vehicles, pedestrian and 
bike connections, drainage infrastructure, street and infrastructure maintenance 
needs, and normal operating needs of the City including snow removal.

Staff response: 

Normal traffic circulation and traffic control as well as access by emergency and 
service vehicles, pedestrian and bike connections, drainage infrastructure, street 
and infrastructure maintenance needs and normal operating needs of the city 
including snow removal will not be impacted.
Staff finds this criterion met.

5. For all new rights-of-way and physical changes to existing rights-of-way, the 
applicant shall design and construct the proposed right-of-way improvements 
according to the design and construction standards of the City Engineer. Upon 
completion, the right-of-way improvements shall be subject to inspection and 
acceptance by the City Engineer. The City may require a performance warranty. 
The requirements of this criterion shall be reflected in a Development Agreement.

Staff response: No new rights-of-way are proposed as part of this application. 
Staff finds this criterion to be not applicable. 

6. For partial or full vacation of existing rights-of-way, the applicant shall 
demonstrate the right-of-way, or portion thereof, has no current or future use to 
the community as a vehicular way, pedestrian or bike way, utility corridor, 
drainage corridor, or recreational connection due to dimensions, location, 
topography, existing or proposed development, or other similar circumstances. 
The City shall consider whether the interests of the applicant and the City can be 
achieved through a "closure" of the right-of-way.

Staff response: 

The southern terminus of South Fourth Street has existed since the late 1800s’ 
but has not been used for as a vehicular way since the end of mining in the 
adjacent area. Vacating the westerly 10-ft. of the street will allow the remainder 
of the road to continue providing vehicular access to the subject property and the 
adjacent home located at 431 W. Hopkins. Non-motorized pedestrian and bicycle 
access to the Midland Trail will remain as well. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

7. A Right-of-Way Dedication/Vacation Plat shall be reviewed and recorded in the 
office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—
Approval Documents. The plat shall demonstrate how the lands underlying 
vacated rights-of-way shall accrue to adjacent parcels in compliance with State 
Statute.
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Staff response: 

A proposed Right-of-Way Vacation Plat has been provided for review within the 
application. A final, executed version will be recorded pending the appropriate 
approvals from P&Z, City Council and the public vote. Recording of the document 
shall comply with Land Use Code Section 26.490, Approval Documents. The 
document shall demonstrate how the affected lands accrue to and are 
incorporated into the Amended Plat of Lot 1 of the Boomerang Lot Split 
Subdivision Exemption. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

8. A Development Agreement shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the 
Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval 
Documents. This requirement may be waived if no right-of-way construction is 
proposed.

Staff response: 

Pending review and approval from P&Z, City Council and the public vote, a 
Development Agreement, including and amendment of the recorded Subdivision 
Exemption Agreement for the Boomerang Lot Split will be provided to the City for 
review and recorded pursuant to Land Use Code Section 26.490, Approval 
Documents. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 
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Land Use Code Section 26.310.090, Rezoning- Standards for Review 

In reviewing an amendment to the Official Zone District Map, the City Council and the 
Planning and Zoning Commission shall consider:

a. Whether the proposed amendment is compatible with surrounding zone districts 
and land uses, considering existing land use and neighborhood characteristics.

Staff response: The subject property is located within the Medium-Density 
Residential (R-6) zone district. Upon vacating and conveying the City-owned 
lands to the subject property, the applicant requests to rezone the newly 
acquired lands to the R-6 zone district. Rezoning to R-6 is compatible with the 
surrounding land use and existing neighborhood characteristics. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

b. Whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would result in 
demands on public facilities and whether and the extent to which the proposed 
amendment would exceed the capacity of such public facilities including, but not 
limited to, transportation facilities, sewage facilities, water supply, parks, 
drainage, schools and emergency medical facilities.

Staff response: Rezoning the acquired lands will not result in demands on 
public facilities or services. Although the City will be conveying existing public 
right-of-way to a private interest, no impacts to transportation, sewage, water 
supply parks, drainage, schools or emergency/medical facilities will result from 
the land exchange. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

c. Whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would result in 
significantly adverse impacts on the natural environment.

Staff response: No adverse impacts to the natural environment are anticipated 
as part of rezoning the acquired lands. The subject property will gain additional 
development rights, but no development is proposed as part of this application. 
If development is proposed in the future, it will be subject to additional staff 
review and will comply with underlying zoning. When considering the significant 
community benefit of ensuring the conservation of 19.39 acres in perpetuity, 
staff believes that additional protections to the natural environment will be
achieved. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 
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d. Whether the proposed amendment is consistent and compatible with the 
community character in the City and in harmony with the public interest and the 
intent of this Title.

Staff response: Amending the acquired City lands to R-6 is consistent and 
compatible with the neighborhood and community character. Staff believes that 
the public interest of gaining 19.39 acres of preserved land within the Pride of 
Aspen Mining Claim outweighs the cost of conveying 4,000 sq. ft. of City owned 
property. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 
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Land Use Code Section 26.445.050, Planned Development Project Review Standards 

The Project Review shall focus on the general concept for the development and shall outline any 
dimensional requirements that vary from those allowed in the underlying zone district. The burden 
shall rest upon an applicant to show the reasonableness of the development application and its 
conformity to the standards and procedures of this Chapter and this Title. The underlying zone 
district designation shall be used as a guide, but not an absolute limitation, to the dimensions 
which may be considered during the development review process. Any dimensional variations 
allowed shall be specified in the ordinance granting Project Approval. In the review of a 
development application for a Project Review, the Planning and Zoning Commission or the 
Historic Preservation Commission, as applicable, and City Council shall consider the following:

A. Compliance with Adopted Regulatory Plans. The proposed development complies with 
applicable adopted regulatory plans. 

Staff Response: 501 W. Hopkins is subject to the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision 
Exemption Plat which was granted by City Council via Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006.
The existing lot complies with the associated regulatory plans. Staff finds this criterion 
met.

B. Development Suitability. The proposed Planned Development prohibits development on 
land unsuitable for development because of natural or man-made hazards affecting the 
property, including flooding, mudflow, debris flow, fault ruptures, landslides, rock or soil creep, 
rock falls, rock slides, mining activity including mine waste deposit, avalanche or snow slide 
areas, slopes in excess of 30%, and any other natural or man-made hazard or condition that 
could harm the health, safety, or welfare of the community. Affected areas may be accepted 
as suitable for development if adequate mitigation techniques acceptable to the City Engineer 
are proposed in compliance with Title 29 – Engineering Design Standards. Conceptual plans 
for mitigation techniques may be accepted for this standard. The City Engineer may require 
specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation timelines be defined as part of the 
Detailed Review and documented within a Development Agreement. 

Staff Response: As was required by the original approvals, a geotechnical and soil 
stability report was performed by a qualified, licensed engineer to demonstrate that the 
land is suitable to handle development. A similar report was provided demonstrating that 
rock fall from the slope above the development was sufficiently mitigated to prevent 
hazards. These reports were deemed sufficient to allow development on the subject 
property. Both reports are included in the application on file. Staff finds this criterion met.
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C. Site Planning. The site plan is compatible with the context and visual character of the area. 
In meeting this standard, the following criteria shall be used: 

1. The site plan responds to the site’s natural characteristics and physical constraints such 
as steep slopes, vegetation, waterways, and any natural or man-made hazards and 
allows development to blend in with or enhance said features. 

Staff Response: The existing home was developed based on the findings from the 
geotechnical and soil stability report. While the proposed site plan would allow 
additional development rights on the property, it’s important to note that the acquired 
parcels from the City are mostly flat, excluding some slopes that were previously 
disturbed along the southwest corner. These slopes are considered to have been 
artificially steepened by dumping overburden during previous mining activities, 
construction of the old railroad grade and or improvement of the Midland Trail. Any 
development that is proposed in the future will be subject to review by City staff and 
shall respond to the man-made slopes appropriately. Staff finds this criterion met.

2. The project preserves important geologic features, mature vegetation, and structures 
or features of the site that have historic, cultural, visual, or ecological importance or 
contribute to the identity of the town.

Staff Response: No development is proposed as part of this application. The 
proposed lands to be vacated and conveyed to the subject property may be contain 
some development at some point in the future. The acquired lands do not contain 
any geologic features, vegetation, structures, or other features that have historic, 
cultural, visual or ecological importance. Staff finds this criterion met.

3. Buildings are oriented to public streets and are sited to reflect the neighborhood context. 
Buildings and access ways are arranged to allow effective emergency, maintenance, 
and service vehicle access. 

Staff Response: The subject parcel is currently improved with a single-family 
dwelling. This home is oriented towards the street and reflects the neighborhood 
context. Any future development on the property will be subject to City of Aspen 
Residential Design Standards as well as the Floor Area constraints prescribed within 
the PD. These standards are intended to ensure that any future development will 
continue to reflect the neighborhood context. Although the westerly 10-ft. of South 
Fourth Street is proposed for vacation and conveyance to the subject property, the 
road will maintain a width of 65-ft., which is well above the minimum required by the 
Engineering Department. Maintaining this distance will continue to allow access for 
emergency and maintenance vehicles to the area. The applicant has also included
a utility easement along the northeast side of the property.  Finds this criterion 
met.
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D. Dimensions. All dimensions, including density, mass, and height shall be established during 
the Project Review. A development application may request variations to any dimensional 
requirement of this Title. In meeting this standard, consideration shall be given to the following 
criteria: 

1. There exists a significant community goal to be achieved through such variations. 

2. The proposed dimensions represent a character suitable for and indicative of the 
primary uses of the project. 

3. The project is compatible with or enhances the cohesiveness or distinctive identity of 
the neighborhood and surrounding development patterns, including the scale and 
massing of nearby historical or cultural resources. 

4. The number of off-street parking spaces shall be established based on the probable 
number of cars to be operated by those using the proposed development and the nature 
of the proposed uses. The availability of public transit and other transportation facilities, 
including those pedestrian access and/or the commitment to utilize automobile 
disincentive techniques in the proposed development, and the potential for joint use of 
common parking may be considered when establishing a parking requirement. 

5. The Project Review approval, at City Council’s discretion, may include specific 
allowances for dimensional flexibility between Project Review and Detailed Review. 
Changes shall be subject to the amendment procedures of Section 26.445.110 –
Amendments. 

Staff Response: The subject property is located within the Medium-Density 
Residential (R-6) zone district. The applicant is requesting a Planned Development 
overlay to memorialize setbacks and to clarify allowable Floor Area. Staff has 
included an analysis of what is required pursuant to underlying zoning compared to 
the dimensional parameters requested by the applicant.   

Setback Requirements in the R-6 Zone District

Existing Proposed Required

Side Yard 
(west side)

8.5 ft. 5 ft. 5 ft. 

Side Yard 
(east side)

13.9 ft. 5 ft. 5 ft. 

Combined 
Side Yard

22.4 ft. 10 ft. 38.75 ft. (after 
land 
acquisition)

Front Yard 10 ft. 10 ft. 10 ft. 

Rear Yard 10 ft. 10 ft./ 5 ft. 
garage & 
accessory

10 ft. / 5 ft. 
garage & 
accessory
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Floor Area Requirements of the R-6 Zone Districts 

Allowable 
Floor Area Now

Allowable FA after 
land acquisition with 
reduction for steep 
slopes 

Allowable FA after 
land acquisition & 
no reduction for 
steep slopes

3,450 sq. ft. 3,750 sq. ft. 3,810 sq. ft. 

Lastly, the applicant requests the ability by-right to meet affordable housing mitigation via payment 
of fee-in-lieu. Pursuant to the Land Use Code, the provision of affordable housing mitigation more 
than 0.10 Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) via a fee-in-lieu payment must be approved by City 
Council.

Although several requests for dimensional variations and affordable housing flexibility are 
requested within this application, Community Development believes that none of these requests 
will negatively impact the overall character of the neighborhood. By not deducting steep slopes 
from Floor Area calculations, the property gains approximately 60 sq. ft. of additional Floor Area 
from what would have been required from normal Floor Area calculations. It is unlikely that sixty 
additional square ft. will impact the cohesiveness or distinctive identity of the neighborhood or 
surrounding development patterns. The property will continue to be subject to all other standards 
prescribed within the R-6 zone district, including those relating to height, maximum site coverage 
and Residential Design Standards. There are no special requests related to the provision of off-
street parking spaces. Upon consultation with the Parks Department, staff believes the community 
benefit of securing a Conservation Easement over 19.3 acres land outweighs the requests 
included in this application. Staff finds this criterion met. 
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E. Design Standards. The design of the proposed development is compatible with the 
context and visual character of the area. In meeting this standard, the following criteria 
shall be used: 

1. The design complies with applicable design standards, including those outlined 
in Chapter 26.410, Residential Design Standards, Chapter 26.412, Commercial 
Design Standards, and Chapter 26.415, Historic Preservation. 

2. The proposed materials are compatible with those called for in any applicable 
design standards, as well as those typically seen in the immediate vicinity. 
Exterior materials are finalized during Detailed Review, but review boards may 
set forth certain expectations or conditions related to architectural character 
and exterior materials during Project Review. 

Staff Responses: There is no request for development included in this 
application. As previously mentioned, the subject property is currently 
improved with a single-family dwelling. Any proposals to redevelop the 
property in the future will be subject to review by staff. Staff finds this 
criterion not applicable.

F. Pedestrian, bicycle & transit facilities. The development improves pedestrian, 
bicycle, and transit facilities. These facilities and improvements shall be prioritized 
over vehicular facilities and improvements. Any vehicular access points, or curb cuts, 
minimize impacts on existing or proposed pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facilities. 
The City may require specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation 
timelines be defined as part of the Detailed Review and documented within a 
Development Agreement. 

Staff Response: The subject property is located adjacent to the terminus of South 
Fourth Street. This portion of the right-of-way provides vehicular access to the subject 
property, as well as the adjacent property at 431 W. Hopkins Ave, and non-motorized 
public access to the Midland Trail from Hopkins Avenue. The width of the road measures 
just over 75-ft. By vacating the westerly 10-ft. of street, 65-ft. of right-of-way would remain, 
which is well above the minimum standards required by the Engineering Department. 
Vehicular access to both properties and non-motorized access to the Midland Trail would 
remain.

Staff finds this criterion met. 

G. Engineering Design Standards. There has been accurate identification of 
engineering design and mitigation techniques necessary for development of the 
project to comply with the applicable requirements of Municipal Code Title 29 –
Engineering Design Standards and the City of Aspen Urban Runoff Management Plan 
(URMP). The City Engineer may require specific designs, mitigation techniques, and 
implementation timelines be defined as part of the Detailed Review and documented 
within a Development Agreement. 
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Staff Response: As previously mentioned, the southern terminus of South Fourth 
Street currently provides access to the subject property, as well as the adjacent 
property at 431 W. Hopkins Ave, and non-motorized public access to the Midland 
Trail from Hopkins Avenue. The width of the road measures just over 75-ft. By 
vacating the westerly 10-ft. of street, 65-ft. of right-of-way would remain, which is 
well above the minimum standards required by the Engineering Department. 
Vehicular access to both properties and non-motorized access to the Midland Trail 
would remain. By vacating the proposed lands, perpetual, unobstructed legal 
vehicular access will be maintained. No security or privacy gates are proposed. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 

H. Public Infrastructure and Facilities. The proposed Planned Development shall 
upgrade public infrastructure and facilities necessary to serve the project. 
Improvements shall be at the sole costs of the developer. The City Engineer may 
require specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation timelines be 
defined as part of the Detailed Review and documented within a Development 
Agreement. 

Staff Response: The applicant has dedicated a utility easement on the northeast 
corner of the lot for installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of 
underground utility services, drainage improvements and an above-ground fire 
hydrant. Additionally, the applicant is working with the Parks Department to 
develop and maintain a landscape easement that would create a visual buffer 
between the subject property and the Midland Trail to minimize any visual impacts 
that might occur in the future. The easement would be located on City property 
and the applicant would be responsible for maintaining it according to the 
conditions established by the Parks Department. 

Staff finds this criterion met.

I. Access and Circulation. The proposed development shall have perpetual 
unobstructed legal vehicular access to a public way. A proposed Planned 
Development shall not eliminate or obstruct legal access from a public way to an 
adjacent property. All streets in a Planned Development retained under private 
ownership shall be dedicated to public use to ensure adequate public and 
emergency access. Security/privacy gates across access points and driveways are 
prohibited.

Staff Response: The southern terminus of South Fourth Street currently provides
access to the subject property, as well as the adjacent property at 431 W. Hopkins Ave, 
and non-motorized public access to the Midland Trail from Hopkins Avenue. The width of 
the road measures just over 75-ft. By vacating the westerly 10-ft. of street, 65-ft. of right-
of-way would remain, which is well above the minimum standards required by the 
Engineering Department. Vehicular access to both properties and non-motorized access 
to the Midland Trail would remain. By vacating the proposed lands, perpetual, 
unobstructed legal vehicular access will be maintained. Additionally, the applicant has 
dedicated a utility easement on the northeast corner of the lot for installation, 
maintenance, repair and replacement of underground utility services, drainage 
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improvements and an above-ground fire hydrant. No security or privacy gates are 
proposed. Staff finds this criterion to be met. 
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Land Use Code Section 26.470.110. C, Provision of Affordable Housing Via a Fee-in-
Lieu Payment

Provision of required affordable housing via a fee-in-lieu payment. The provision of 
affordable housing in excess of 0.10 Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) via a fee-in-lieu 
payment, upon a recommendation from the Planning and Zoning Commission shall be 
approved, approved with conditions or denied by the City Council based on the following 
criteria:

1. The provision of affordable housing on site (on the same site as the project 
requiring such affordable housing) is impractical given the physical or legal 
parameters of the development or site or would be inconsistent with the character 
of the neighborhood in which the project is being developed.

Staff response: Affordable housing mitigation associated with the existing home 
on the subject property has been met via the development of off-site affordable 
housing. (It should be noted that the off-site housing is located on the adjacent 
Lot 2.) Upon acquiring City-owned lands, the subject property will gain additional 
development rights. Although no development is requested as part of this 
application, new development may be requested at any point in the future, thus 
triggering additional affordable housing mitigation. The application requests 
flexibility to meet future mitigation requirements via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in 
effect at the time of a building permit application. According to the application, 
the provision of additional housing onsite is impractical given the dimensions of 
the land area being added. Although the purchase of affordable housing credits 
would generally be required if employee housing is not developed, staff believes 
that providing the flexibility to meet future mitigation via cash-in-lieu is warranted
given the overall context of this application. 

Staff finds this criterion met. 

2. The applicant has made a reasonable good-faith effort in pursuit of providing the 
required affordable housing off site through construction of new dwelling units, 
the deed restriction of existing dwelling units to affordable housing status, or 
through the purchase of affordable housing certificates.

Staff response: As mentioned above, affordable housing associated with the 
existing home has been met via the development of off-site affordable housing 
located on Lot 2, adjacent to the subject property. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 
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3. The applicant has made a reasonable good-faith effort in pursuit of providing the 
required affordable housing through the purchase and extinguishment of 
Certificates of Affordable Housing Credit.

Staff response: Although the purchase of affordable housing credits would 
generally be required if employee housing is not developed, staff believes that 
providing the flexibility to meet future mitigation via cash-in-lieu is warranted 
given the overall context of this application.
Staff finds this criterion met. 

4. The proposal furthers affordable housing goals, and the fee-in-lieu payment will 
result in the near-term production of affordable housing units.

Staff response: The City recently increased the cash-in-lieu rates required for 
affordable housing. The applicant has committed to paying cash-in-lieu at the 
rate required at the time of building permit to ensure compliance with current 
city code. 
Staff finds this criterion met. 
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PRIDE OF ASPEN LAND EXCHANGE 
AN APPLICATION INVOLVING MAJOR 
SUBDIVISION OF LAND AND RIGHT-OF-WAY 
VACATION, AMENDMENT TO THE ZONING 
MAP, ZONING VARIANCES & VESTED RIGHTS 
 
 
 

HAAS LAND PLANNING, LLC 

420 EAST MAIN STREET, SUITE 220  

ASPEN, CO 81611 

E: MITCH@HLPASPEN.COM 

O: (970) 925-7819 C: (970) 309-2773 

 

JUNE 16, 2021 

PID# 2735-124-66-002 
501 WEST HOPKINS AVENUE 
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R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
520 Newport Center Drive, Suite 600 

Newport Beach, CA 92660 
  
 
 
July 1, 2021 

City of Aspen 
Community Development Department 
130 South Galena Street, Third Floor 
Aspen, Colorado 81611 

Re: Pride of Aspen Land Exchange Application Amendment - Lot 1, Boomerang Lot 
Split Subdivision Exemption Plat, City of Aspen (501 W. Hopkins Avenue; Parcel ID 
No. 2735-124-66-002) 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

On behalf of R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC (the Applicant), please accept this letter from our 
authorized representative, Mitch Haas of Haas Land Planning, LLC as a formal addendum 
requesting a change to the submitted application. Rather than move forward with the requested 
variances, we instead ask that the rezoning request include all affected lands (Lot 1 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split and the City exchange parcels) such that a Planned Development (PD) 
Overlay be put into place on the requested underlying zoning of R-6. With this, we ask that the 
Community Development Director waive the 27,000 square foot lot area requirement for 
instituting the PD overlay and that the previously proposed variances be withdrawn and instead 
be processed as PD variations.    
 
Please contact the undersigned with any questions. 
 
HAAS LAND PLANNING, LLC 

 
Mitch Haas,  
Owner/President 
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

SURVEY NOTES:

5. THIS SURVEY WAS PREPARED WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A TITLE COMMITMENT,

THEREFORE, ANY EXCEPTIONS TO TITLE THAT MAY AFFECT THE SUBJECT PROPERTY

HAVE NOT BEEN REVIEWED BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC.

6. ELEVATIONS SHOWN HEREON ARE BASED ON NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM

OF 1988 (NAVD 88) REFERENCED FROM NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY (NGS)

BENCHMARK STATION S 159 HAVING AN ELEVATION OF 7720.88.

7. CONTOUR INTERVAL EQUALS ONE FOOT.

8. THIS PROPERTY LIES WITH ZONE X (AREA OF MINIMUM FLOOD HAZARD) ACCORDING

TO FEMA FIRM MAP COMMUNITY PANEL NO. 08097C0354E WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE

OF AUGUST 15, 2019.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION,

A PORTION OF FOURTH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY

& ASSOCIATED CITY OF ASPEN PROPERTIES

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

IMPROVEMENT &

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com

PROJECT NO: 2021-100
DATE: May 12, 2021
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PLAT NOTES:

5. THIS AMENDED PLAT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A TITLE SEARCH BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC FOR

ALL INFORMATION REGARDING EASEMENT, RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND/OR TITLE OF RECORD, TRUE NORTH

COLORADO, LLC. RELIED UPON TITLE COMMITMENT NO. XXXXXXXXXXXX ISSUED BY XXXXXXXXXXXXX,

EFFECTIVE DATE: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

6. PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE NO. ___ - SERIES OF 2021, AND AS CONFIRMED BY VOTE OF THE PUBLIC

HELD ON NOVEMBER 2, 2021:

A.) ALL VACATED RIGHTS OF WAY AND OTHER LANDS TRANSFERRED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN TO THE

OWNER AND INCLUDED WITHIN AMENDED LOT 1 AS SHOWN HEREON SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE LOT

AREA FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING ALLOWABLE FLOOR AREA ON THE PROPERTY AND THERE SHALL BE

NO REDUCTION IN LOT AREA BASED ON STEEP SLOPES. AS SUCH, THE NET LOT AREA FOR AMENDED LOT 1

SHALL BE 11,500 SQUARE FEET.

          B.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY ON THE BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT

SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION PLAT RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 79 AT PAGE 70 OF THE PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS

OR IN THE CITY OF ASPEN LAND USE REGULATIONS, THE SETBACKS FOR AMENDED LOT 1 SHALL BE AS

SHOWN HEREON.  THE TEN-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO PRINCIPAL STRUCTURES

AND THE FIVE-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO ANY PORTION OF A PRINCIPAL

STRUCTURE CONTAINING A GARAGE (NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT LIVING FACILITIES MAY BE BUILT

ABOVE OR BELOW SUCH GARAGE) AND ANY ACCESSORY STRUCTURES.  THERE SHALL BE NO COMBINED

SIDE YARD SETBACK REQUIREMENT.

          C.) ANY AFFORDABLE HOUSING MITIGATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OR

REDEVELOPMENT OF AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE SATISFIED WITHOUT ANY FURTHER PROCESS OR REVIEW BY

PAYMENT OF A FEE-IN-LIEU AT THE THEN-APPLICABLE RATE OR THE THEN-LAST-APPLICABLE RATE IF THERE

IS NO THEN-APPLICABLE RATE.  AT THE ELECTION OF THE OWNER, ANY SUCH AFFORDABLE HOUSING

MITIGATION MAY BE SATISFIED BY ANY OTHER METHOD THAT IS THEN ALLOWED IN THE CITY OF ASPEN

LAND USE REGULATIONS WITHOUT FURTHER REVIEW.

D.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY IN PRIOR APPROVALS, AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE

USED AND DEVELOPED TO INCLUDE A SECOND RESIDENTIAL DWELLING.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

AMENDED PLAT

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com
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DATE: May 12, 2021
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

I, RODNEY P. KISER, A REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE PREPARED THE AMENDED PLAT

OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION, THAT THAT LOCATION OF THE OUTSIDE BOUNDARY AND

OTHER FEATURES ARE ACCURATELY AND CORRECTLY SHOWN HEREON, THAT THE SAME ARE BASED ON A FIELD

SURVEY PERFORMED JANUARY 27, 2021 UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND RESPONSIBLE CHARGE AND THAT THE

PLATTED SITE CONFORMS TO THOSE STAKED ON THE GROUND.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I HAVE SET MY HAND AND SEAL THIS ______ DAY OF ____________________, 2021.

______________________________________________________________________________

CLERK  & RECORDER CERTIFICATE

THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION HAS BEEN

ACCEPTED FOR FILING IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK AND RECORDER OF PITKIN COUNTY,

COLORADO ON THIS ________ DAY OF ______________________, 2021, IN PLAT BOOK ________ AT

PAGE ___________ AS RECEPTION NO. ________________________.

_________________________________________________________________

 CLERK & RECORDER

BY: _____________________________________________________________

DEPUTY

PURPOSE STATEMENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1 BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

IS TO ADD CITY OWNED PARCELS TO LOT 1 AND ADJUST THE OVERALL PROPERTY BOUNDARY

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

THIS _________ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 PHILLIP SUPINO - DIRECTOR

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CITY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REVIEW

THIS AMENDED PLAT WAS REVIEWED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT THIS ____

DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 TRISH ARAGON, PE

CITY ENGINEER

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP

THE UNDERSIGNED, R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC AS OWNER OF AMENDED LOT 1, AS SHOWN

HEREON, AND DESCRIBED AS THE EASTERN ONE-HALF OF LOT F, AND LOTS G, H & I, BLOCK 32,

CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN, TOGETHER WITH THE WESTERN 10 FEET OF SOUTH FOURTH STREET

IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO SUCH LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN DOES HEREBY

COMBINE SUCH PROPERTY INTO AMENDED LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION."

CONTAINING 0.172 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, DOES HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THIS AMENDED PLAT;

AND DOES HEREBY DEDICATE TO THE PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICE PROVIDERS THE UTILITY EASEMENT

SHOWN HEREON FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF

UNDERGROUND UTILITY SERVICES, DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS AND AN ABOVE-GROUND FIRE

HYDRANT, AND FOR ACCESS TO THE SAME.

R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600

NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

BY:_________________________________________________________

MANAGER

STATE OF COLORADO )

) SS

COUNTY OF PITKIN )

THE FOREGOING AMENDED PLAT WAS EXECUTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE ME ON

____________________________________________________, 2021 BY ________________________________________.

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 

______________________________________________________

NOTARY PUBLIC

CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COUNCIL PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE

NO._______________, SERIES OF 20___, RECORDED AS RECEPTION NO.___________________________________

AND CONFIRMED BY A VOTE OF THE PUBLIC PURSUANT TO ELECTION HELD NOVEMBER ___, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 CITY COUNCIL OFFICIAL
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PRIDE OF ASPEN LAND EXCHANGE APPLICATION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This application seeks the necessary land use approvals to enable a proposed land 
exchange between the Applicant (R.D. Olson Investments, LLC) and the City of Aspen. 
In its most basic terms, with details further explained later herein, the Applicant owns Lot 
1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat and would be acquiring 4,000 
square feet of City-owned property to add to his lot. In exchange, the Applicant will 
dedicate to the City of Aspen and Pitkin County, jointly, a 19.329-acre conservation 
easement that allows for maintenance and development of trails. The final terms of the 
exchange and, in turn, of any approvals obtained pursuant to this application will be 
spelled out in an ordinance, which will be subject to a public vote of the City of Aspen 
electorate to be held November 2, 2021.  

PRIMARY PARCEL: 
Parcel ID: 2735·124·66·002 
Owner Name: R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
Address: 501 West Hopkins Avenue, Aspen  
Legal Description: Lot 1, Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat, City of Aspen, 

Pitkin County, Colorado  
Zone District: Medium-Density Residential (R-6) 
Lot Size: 7,500 Sq. Ft. (0.172 acres +/-)  

ACQUIRED PARCEL: 
Parcel ID: Not Applicable 
Owner Name: City of Aspen 
Address: Not Applicable  
Legal Description: 

 
Zone District: Park (P) 
Lot Size: 4,000 Sq. Ft. (0.092 acres +/-)  

CONSERVATION 
PARCEL: 
Parcel ID: 2735·124·00·005 
Owner Name: R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
Address: Not Applicable (Fourth Street)  
Legal Description: M&B in T10, R85 S13 and 12 (See Conservation Easement Exhibit)  
Zone District: Pitkin County R-15, AR-10, TR-1 and RR 
Lot Size: 841,971 Sq. Ft. +/- (19.329 acres +/-) 
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Legal access is gained by direct connection from the existing driveway to South Fourth 
Street. The property’s general location relative to the surrounding area is shown on the 
Vicinity Map below.  

VICINITY MAP (OVERVIEW): 

 

The topographic Vicinity Map pasted above provides an understanding of the relative scale 
of the properties involved. The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant and addition 
to his existing lot is 0.5% of the size of the conservation easement being offered in exchange 
to the City and County. The Applicant’s final resulting lot size of 11,500 square feet, by 
comparison, would still be less than only 1.4% of the size of the conservation easement to 
be granted.  

While the Vicinity Map above demonstrates the relative scale of properties involved, a blow-
up image is provided below to provide a better understanding of the site location at the 
southwest corner of West Hopkins Avenue and the South 4th Street stub, with the 
conservation easement area located above/south of the Midland Trail and the primary and 
acquired parcels residing just below/north of the trail.      
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VICINITY MAP (BLOW-UP):   

 

This application is submitted pursuant to the following sections of the Aspen Land Use 
Code (the Code): 26.304, Common Development Review Procedures; 26.304.035, 
Neighborhood Outreach; 26.308, Vested Rights Extension; 26.310, Amendments to the 
Land Use Code and Zoning Map; 26.314.040(A), Variances – Dimensional Requirements; 
26.470.110(C), GMQS- Provision of Required Affordable Housing Via Fee-In-Lieu 
Payment; 26.480.030(C), Procedures for Review – Major Subdivisions; 26.490, Approval 
Documents – For Plat Requirements; 25.575.020, Calculations and Measurements; and 
26.710.040, Zone Districts, Medium-Density Residential (R-6).    

The application, submitted by R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC (owner of the primary parcel 
and hereinafter “the Applicant”), is divided into five sections. This Section provides a brief 
introduction while Section II furnishes background on the existing conditions of the 
property. The proposed development is described in detailed in Section III. Section IV 
identifies the relevant review criteria of the Code and provides responses demonstrating 
compliance and/or consistency with each standard, as applicable. Section V provides a 
brief summary. 

For the reviewer’s convenience, all pertinent supporting documents are provided in the 
various exhibits to the application, including the following:  
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• Exhibit 1: Pre-Application Conference Summary 

• Exhibit 2: Required Forms: 
A. Land Use Application Form 
B. Dimensional Requirements Form 
C. HOA Compliance Form 
D. Agreement to Pay Application Fees 

• Exhibit 3: Existing Conditions 
A. Vicinity Maps  
B. GIS Parcel Reports  
C. Improvement & Topographic Survey 

• Exhibit 4: Previous Approval Documents 
A. Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat (Book 79 at Page 70) 
B. Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006 (Reception No. 525368) 
C. Subdivision Exemption Agreement for The Boomerang Lot Split (Reception No. 

525369) 
• Exhibit 5: Proposed Amended Plat    

• Exhibit 6: Proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat  

• Exhibit 7: Proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map  
• Exhibit 8: Proposed Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit Map 

• Exhibit 9: Proposed Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map 

• Exhibit 10: Studies and Reports About Proposed Conservation Easement Lands 

• Exhibit 11: Proof of the Applicant’s ownership (Bargain and Sale Deed, 
Assessor’s Page, and Statement of Authority)   

• Exhibit 12: Authorization for Haas Land Planning, LLC, (HLP) to represent the 
property owner for this application   

• Exhibit 13: A list of property owners within a 300-foot radius and their mailing 
addresses of record 

While the Applicant has attempted to address all relevant provisions of the Code and 
provide sufficient information to enable a thorough evaluation, questions may arise which 
require further information and/or clarification. Upon request, HLP will provide such 
additional information as may be required during the review.  
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II. BACKGROUND/EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The Primary Parcel was created with the June 16, 2006 recording of the Boomerang Lot 
Spit Subdivision Exemption Plat in Book 79 at Page 70, Reception Number 525370, of 
the records of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder (“the Plat”). The Applicant’s property 
is the 7,500 square foot Lot 1. The enabling subdivision exemption/lot split approval was 
granted by the Aspen City Council on April 10, 2006 pursuant to Ordinance Number 6 
(Series of 2006), recorded as Reception No. 525368 (“the Ordinance”). The Ordinance 
and associated Plat established Lot 1 as a 7,500 square foot, Medium-Density Residential 
(R-6) lot. Concurrent with the Plat recording, an associated Subdivision Exemption 
Agreement was recorded as Reception Number 525369 (“the SEA”). Pasted below is a 
screenshot from the Plat: 

BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION PLAT EXCERPT:   

 

Per the Ordinance, Plat and SEA (together, “the Approvals”), Lot 1 was limited to one (1) 
single-family dwelling unit, with or without permitted accessory structures, subject to the 
use and dimensional requirements of the R-6 Zone District. That said, the Approvals 
provide that the owner of Lot 1 has the rights afforded under the Land Use Code to request 
variances from the dimensional requirements of the zone district from an entity with the 
authority to hear and decide such requests. A “for sale” ADU/Carriage House of between 
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750 and 1,200 square feet of net livable area was built on Lot 2 and serves as complete 
employee housing mitigation for the home developed on the subject Lot 1. Similarly, all 
impact fees, including but not limited to Park Development and School Land Dedication 
Fees were paid at the time of building permit issuance.  

The 4,000 square feet in gross of City-owned, Park (P) zoned lands to be added to the 
Applicant’s lot in exchange for the Deed of Conservation Easement are visible on the 
recorded Plat and outlined by dashed red lines on the image pasted below.  

PLAT EXCERPT WITH PROPOSED CITY-OWNED EXCHANGE LANDS OUTLINED IN RED:   

 

The existing development on the subject Lot 1, as well as the current disposition of the 
City-owned exchange lands, is depicted on the Improvement & Topographic Survey 
provided in Exhibit 3.C. The 4,000 square feet of City-owned exchange lands are made 
up of three parts, depicted on the Improvement & Topographic Survey as Parcels A, B 
and C. Pasted below is a screenshot from the Improvement & Topographic Survey 
depicting all existing improvements, utilities, topography and slope analysis (white is 0-
20% slopes; yellow is 20-30% slopes and orange is greater than 30% slopes) on the 
Applicant’s Lot and the three City-owned exchange parcels:  
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IMPROVEMENT & TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY EXCERPT:   

 

Parcel A is the westerly ten (10) feet of the 75.66-foot wide South Fourth Street right-of-
way. Parcels B and C are understood to be separately owned by the City of Aspen, 
perhaps where either or both are owned by the Parks Department in particular. The City 
Attorney advises that bestowing ownership of Parcels B and C to a private party requires 
approval by a vote of the City electorate. 

As the Improvement & Topographic Survey shows, pursuant to the Approvals, a single-
family home has been built and issued a Certificate of Occupancy on the subject Lot 1. 
The home utilized the maximum allowable floor area with the extinguishing of a single 
transferable development right. The side yard setbacks of the development on the existing 
7,500 square feet lot are 8.3-feet on the west and 13.9-feet on the east, for a total of 22.2-
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feet combined. This is nonconforming by 0.3 feet (3.6 inches) with respect to the 22.5-feet 
of required combined side yard setbacks. 

As was required by the Approvals, geotechnical and soil stability reports performed by a 
qualified, licensed engineer were provided to the City to demonstrate that the land is 
suitable to handle the development. A similar report was provided demonstrating that rock 
fall from the slope above the development was sufficiently mitigated to prevent hazards. 
Building permits and subsequent Certificate of Occupancy were duly issued. As such, it 
is apparent that these reports were deemed sufficient for the purposes required and that 
all other requirements of the Approvals, including public improvements, were similarly 
satisfied.   

The Approvals also require that vehicular access for Lot 1 be taken from the adjacent 
South Fourth Street stub, and that there be no vegetation taller than 30-inches from 
existing grade within the area fifteen (15) feet south or north of the driveway, at the 
property line or in the public right-of-way to maintain a sufficient view corridor for trail 
users to see vehicles crossing the trail. The Improvement & Topographic Survey 
demonstrates that access was properly taken from the South Fourth Street stub, and the 
issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy by the City indicates that sufficient view corridors 
were maintained. 

While the Approvals prohibited “further subdivision of either lot in the Boomerang Lot Split 
without approval(s) from the City of Aspen,” this application seeks only to add land to Lot 
1, which is not considered “further subdivision” of the property. Moreover, any approvals 
granted pursuant to this application would qualify as “approval(s) from the City of Aspen” 
and, therefore, be consistent with the terms and limitations of the Boomerang Lot Split 
Subdivision Exemption entitlements. 

As the Improvement & Topographic Survey shows, the City-owned parcels proposed for 
transfer to the applicant are largely devoid of utilities. There is a fire hydrant at the 
northeast corner of Parcel A while the very northerly edge of that parcel is crossed by 
underground electric and cable television lines that already run through the applicant’s 
front yard area. The only other utility in the City-owned parcels is the sanitary sewer 
service line connection that runs from within the South Fourth Street right-of-way to the 
applicant’s existing home. Parcels B and C have no known utilities within them.  

The City-owned parcels are essentially flat other than previously disturbed slopes at the 
southwest corner. These slopes are considered to have been artificially steepened by the 
dumping of overburden during previous mining activities, construction of the old railroad 
grade, and/or improvement of the Midland Trail. The steepness of these slopes is not a 
natural condition. 

The Conservation Easement area is depicted on the Vicinity Map provided above (page 
3). It extends from Aspen Townsite Line 7-8, basically up to the top of Shadow Mountain 
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and back down its westerly side to and across Castle Creek. Its 19.329 +/- acres is 
comprised of patented mining claims, including all or parts of the Pride of Aspen M.S. 
7364, Copperopolis M.S. 1759, Extra M.S. 4712 and Gov’t Lot 34.  

The base of the conservation parcel, at the Aspen Townsite Line, resides at approximately 
7,940 feet in elevation. The first 100-feet in elevation, up to the City’s mapped 8040-
Greenline, has an area of 1.64-acres in which the recognizable piles of mine rock and 
existing City trail crossings are located. On the opposite end of the Conservation 
Easement parcel, there is some relatively flat area along both sides of Castle Creek 
(which runs through the parcel) just upslope from which an old historic ditch/water flume 
and an associated roadbed traverse the parcel, all somewhat accessible from the end of 
South Seventh Street. The Shadow Mountain areas between these two ends of the 
Conservation Parcel are characterized by steep slopes, dense forest, and rock 
outcroppings.   

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT PARCEL (OUTLINED IN LIGHT BLUE):  
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The Conservation Easement Parcel was, at one time, part of a larger 29.089-acre 
property. That larger property was owned by Hans Gramiger, who is now deceased, and 
included the 9.76 or so acres that extended down from the top of Shadow Mountain to 
the intersection of West Hopkins Avenue and South Seventh Street. While under Mr. 
Gramiger’s ownership, the City and County showed interest in securing preservation of 
the lands and/or rights for public access for trails and recreation. It would come as no 
surprise to anyone who ever knew Mr. Gramiger that he was unshakably unwilling to work 
with the local governments to in any way guarantee preservation or to allow any such 
public use or access.  

Prior to his passing, Mr. Gramiger sold a deed for the 9.76-acre area to an adjacent 
property owner who also proved steadfast in their unwillingness to work with the local 
governments for preservation of public access rights. Upon his passing, the 19.329-acre 
proposed conservation easement parcel was bequeathed to his heirs, the Alexander 
family from Grand Junction. The Alexanders struggled with ways to separate the parcel 
from the merged portion but never made any true progress due in part to a complete 
unwillingness on the part of the other owner to cooperate or even hold any meaningful 
discussions. As a result, the Alexanders put the 19.329-acres up for sale.  

Back in 2017 or so, Pitkin County Open Space and Trails offered the Alexanders a price 
of $850,000 for the land but that offer was rejected and the Alexanders, like Mr. Gramiger 
before them, were unwilling to negotiate any kind of preservation guarantees or public 
access. Instead, the Alexanders listed the property for sale and the current Applicant, Mr. 
Bob Olson, closed on the $1 million purchase on December 24, 2018. Being the owner 
of the then under-construction home at the base of the parcel, Mr. Olson purchased the 
land for prophylactic purposes to know that nobody could do or propose anything he might 
oppose right behind his home.  

Upon learning that the City and County had for decades desired some level of control or 
rights to the property he now owned, Mr. Olson found himself the first owner willing to 
listen and engage. Both directly and through his representatives, Mr. Olson has since 
been cooperatively discussing various iterations of the proposal contained in this 
application with representatives of the City of Aspen Parks Department and Attorney’s 
office as well as Pitkin County Open Space and Trails.      

With sufficient progress having been made in the discussions, the Applicant agreed to 
and has incurred and covered all costs associated with preparing this application and the 
associated documents (including but not limited to legal fees, planning costs, and 
surveyor fees) and the costs of going through the City land use approvals process.  

In the end, the City and County unsuccessfully pursued a level of interest and control over 
the proposed Conservation Easement lands for a matter of decades. Only now, with this 
Applicant, does the City and County finally find themselves in a position where there is 
an earnest opportunity to achieve the public goals of open space preservation and 
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recreational trail use and access. Not only is the opportunity being presented, but the deal 
being offered is quite generous when put into proper perspective.   

A standard block in the City and Townsite of Aspen has an area of 59,400 square feet, 
including the 20-foot-wide alley right-of-way. The proposed Conservation Easement 
includes 841,971 square feet of land. In other words, the Applicant is seeking ownership 
of just 4,000 square feet of land and a yard and landscape easement over another 1,999 
square feet in exchange for the proposed Conservation Easement parcel that could hold 
more than 14 full City blocks. For sake of comparison, Aspen’s entire Commercial Core 
Zone District contains less than 12 full City and Townsite blocks.  

The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 
conservation easement being offered in exchange to the City and County. In other words, 
the proposed Conservation Easement has an area that is more than 210-times that of the 
land the Applicant stands to acquire. The Applicant gains approximately 0.092-acre of 
land while granting to the City and County 19.329-acres of Conservation Easement for 
open space and trails that the City and County have actively sought for at least the last 
two decades, if not longer.    
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III.  PROPOSAL SUMMARY 

This application seeks the necessary land use approvals to enable a proposed land-for-
conservation easement exchange between the Applicant (R.D. Olson Investments, LLC) 
and the City of Aspen. In its most basic terms, with details further explained below, the 
Applicant owns Lot 1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision and would be acquiring 
4,000 square feet of City-owned property to add to his lot. In exchange, the Applicant will 
dedicate to the City of Aspen and Pitkin County, jointly, a 19.329-acre conservation 
easement that allows for maintenance and development of trails as well as open space 
preservation in perpetuity. The final terms of the exchange and, in turn, of any approvals 
obtained pursuant to this application will be spelled out in an ordinance, which will be 
subject to a public vote of the City of Aspen electorate to be held November 2, 2021.  

The Applicant proposes to grant to the City of Aspen Parks Department and Pitkin County 
Open Space and Trails, jointly, a Deed of Conservation Easement over all 19.329-acres 
(approximately 841,971 square feet) of his land to the south of the Midland trail with rights 
for trail maintenance and trails development, as shown on the screenshot image pasted 
below. The proposed Deed of Conservation Easement is provided herewith for review. 

Conservation Easement Parcel Exhibit Map: 
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In exchange, the City would grant to the Applicant fee simple ownership of the 4,000 
square feet of land depicted as Parcels A (10’ x 100’), B (105’ x 20’) and C (30’ x 30’) on 
the map pasted below. The City would also grant the Applicant a Yard and Landscape 
easement area (1,999 square feet) to allow installation of retaining, drainage and 
landscaping improvements, subject to City Parks Department plans approval, which 
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. The Applicant would, at his cost and 
pursuant to duly issued building permits, install and maintain a retaining wall and enjoy 
yard usage rights of the area to the north of the wall. A proposed Yard and Landscape 
Easement Agreement and the proposed design of the wall and landscaping is provided 
for review with this application.  

The described City-Owned Exchange areas are shown on the image pasted below. 

PROPOSED CITY-OWNED EXCHANGE LANDS:   
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Parcel A is the westerly 10-feet of the South Fourth Street right-of-way and this application 
seeks to vacate that area, leaving the South Fourth Street stub with a remaining and more 
than adequate 65.66 feet of width. The combined 4,000 square feet of land contained in 
Parcels A, B and C will be added to the Applicants property through an amendment of Lot 
1, Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat. Vacation of right-of-way and adding 
the area to the Applicant’s lot requires Major Subdivision approval. Parcels A, B and C 
need to be concurrently rezoned from Park (P) to Medium-Density Residential (R-6) to 
match with and be properly incorporated into the Applicant’s lot.   

Both the Subdivision and the Rezoning require review and approval by City Council, but 
additional City Council approval is required since this application includes a proactive 
request to allow for any future affordable housing mitigation to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu 
at the rate in effect at the time of application. Any mitigation would be for the incremental 
increase in floor area that might occur with an addition to the existing residence and, rather 
than maybe need to come before Council in the future to request the ability to satisfy it with 
cash-in-lieu as opposed to having to utilize Affordable Housing Credit Certificates, the 
Applicant prefers to have this option approved with this application.  

Furthermore, as a condition of the proposed land exchange, the Applicant requires modest 
dimensional variations, as follows: 

(1) A maintained 5-foot minimum west side yard setback where 15-feet would typically be 
required for the resulting lot; 

(2) No combined side yard setback requirement will apply, effectively leaving the 
combined side yard setback requirement at 10-feet where the resulting lot would 
typically require 38.75-feet of combined side yard setbacks; and 

(3) Net Lot Area reductions for steep slopes and areas within a vacated right-of-way shall 
not apply to the resulting lot, leaving an effective Net Lot Area of 11,500 square feet. 

Briefly put, as a condition of the land-for-conservation easement exchange, the Applicant 
requires the approval ordinance and resulting plat to state that: (a) “No lot area reductions 
(for slopes or vacated rights-of-way) will apply to the resulting 11,500 square foot 
property;” (b) “The minimum side yard setback requirement shall continue to be 5 feet 
and there is no combined side yard setbacks requirement for Amended Lot 1.” It will also 
be necessary for the ordinance and plat to specified that, (c) “Any applicable affordable 
housing mitigation requirement for additional Floor Area developed on the resulting lot 
can be satisfied by either payment of the then applicable fee in-lieu without further review 
or through other means allowed in the Land Use Code, at Applicant’s discretion.”  

Regarding the third condition, the Applicant is merely seeking to proactively allow for any 
future affordable housing mitigation to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in effect at 
the time of building permit application. Any mitigation would be for the incremental increase 
in floor area that might occur on the resulting lot and, rather than maybe need to come before 
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Council in the future to request the ability to satisfy it with cash-in-lieu as opposed to having 
to utilize Affordable Housing Credit Certificates, the Applicant prefers to have this option 
approved at this time. 

Finally, the Applicant requests that City Council grant at least 5 years of vested property 
rights. The Applicant feels strongly that this minimum vesting period is warranted given 
that there will be a good deal of time consumed by the need for the public vote and follow-
up processes to complete and memorialize the exchange and the fact that the City and 
County will have its part of the deal (the Conservation Easement) in perpetuity as the 
Deed of Conservation Easement would be recorded concurrently with the Amended Plat 
and any associated documents. 
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IV.  REVIEW REQUIREMENTS 

The Community Development Director authorized a consolidated application process 
pursuant to Code Section 26.304.060(b)(1). As such, decision-making authority for all the 
various proposals contained herein will lie with the Aspen City Council for inclusion within 
a single Ordinance that will require ratification by the general electorate. 

As the Pre-Application Conference Summary (attached as Exhibit 1) explains, the extent, 
limitations, and legal requirements of the proposed Deed of Conservation Easement to 
be jointly granted to the City and County in exchange for the approvals requested herein 
do not fall within the jurisdiction of the Land Use Code and the Conservation Easement 
exchange is not implicitly related to the review criteria for the proposed Subdivision or 
Rezoning. As such, Community Development Department did not require inclusion of the 
proposed Deed of Conservation Easement with this application.  

Nevertheless, the Applicant has included a copy of the proposed Deed of Conservation 
Easement for review (and acceptance) by the City and County since it is understood that 
the transfer of City-owned lands to the Applicant and subsequent Rezoning are to be 
conditioned upon the dedication of the conservation easement to the City and County.  It is 
further recognized that approval of the transfer of City-owned lands requires a public vote 
and that process is separate and distinct from the Subdivision and Rezoning processes 
addressed herein. 

Chapter 26.480 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for 
Subdivision actions within the City of Aspen. Because this application involves a requested 
Street (right-of-way) Vacation, the review is Major Subdivision and the Applicant must 
provide information relevant to and address the requirements in Code Sections 26.480.040, 
General Subdivision Review Standards, and 26.480.070, Major Subdivision.    

Chapter 26.310 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for the 
Rezoning of the City-owned lands from Park (P) to Medium-Density Residential (R-6). 
Pursuant to said Chapter, this application provides information relevant to and addresses 
the requirements in Code Sections 26.310.060, Rezoning Procedure for Amendment, 
26.310.080, Rezoning Application Contents, and 26.310.090, Rezoning Standards for 
Review.   

The Zoning Map Amendment, Subdivision and City lands transfer are Planning and Zoning 
and Council level reviews. Neighborhood Outreach will be completed prior to the public 
hearings in accordance with the Land Use Code Section 26.304.035. Per staff’s 
recommendation, the Applicant will provide enhanced public information according to 
Section 26.304.035.C., including additional information about the application in both the 
mailing notice and the posting on site. The additional information (besides the standard 
public notice information) included in the mailing and the posted notice signs will include a 
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copy of the Improvement & Topographic Survey and the proposed Amended Plat along with 
a summary description of the proposal.  

Both the Subdivision and the Rezoning require review and approval by City Council, but 
additional City Council approval is required to allow for any future affordable housing 
mitigation to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu and to allow the modest dimensional variations 
of the proposal. Finally, the request for more than 3-years of vested property rights can only 
be approved by City Council. 

The relevant review standards of the Code have been identified in the Pre-Application 
Conference Summary attached as Exhibit 1. This section of the application addresses 
said Code Sections/review standards in the following order:  

A) Major Subdivision (§26.480.030.C, §26.480.040, §26.480.070.A and B, and 
§26.490) 

B) Amendments to the Zoning Map (§26.310) 

C) Variances – Dimensional Requirements (§26.314.040.A) 

D) GMQS – Provision of Required Affordable Housing Via a Fee-In-Lieu Payment 
(§26.470.110.C) 

E) Miscellaneous (§26.710.040, R-6 Zone District, and §26.575.020, Calculations 
and Measurements)  

F) Vested Rights Extension (§26.308) 

While identified in the Pre-Application Conference Summary as relevant Code Sections, 
the Common Development Review Procedures and Neighborhood Outreach provisions 
do not require addressing but are acknowledged and will be complied with as directed by 
City staff during the review and entitlements process. The same is largely true of Section 
26.480.030.C, Procedures for Review of a Major Subdivision. Sections 26.490, (Approval 
Documents for Plat Requirements), 26.710.040 (R-6 Zone District), and 26.575.020 
(Calculations and Measurements) are largely addressed throughout this application and 
in the associated submission documents but are further discussed to the extent 
necessary, below.   

A. MAJOR SUBDIVISION (§§26.480.030.C, .040, .070.A AND B, & .490) 
The purpose of Chapter 26.480, Subdivision, of the Aspen Land Use Code is to: (a) assist 
in the orderly and efficient development of the City; (b) ensure the proper distribution of 
development; (c) encourage the well-planned subdivision of land by establishing 
standards for the design of a subdivision; (d) safeguard the interests of the public and the 
subdivider and provide consumer protection for the purchaser; (e) provide procedures so 
that development encourages the preservation of important and unique natural or scenic 
features, including but not limited to mature trees or indigenous vegetation, bluffs, 
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hillsides or similar geologic features or edges of rivers and other bodies of water; and (f) 
promote and protect the health, safety and general welfare of the residents of the City of 
Aspen.  

Chapter 26.480 applies to the division or aggregation of real estate into lots, parcels, 
tracts, or other physical units or legal interests of land, for the purpose of transferring or 
enabling transfer of deeded interests in real estate including fee simple interest or similar 
forms of real estate interest. Chapter 26.480 also applies to the creation, alteration, 
realignment, amendment, vacation, or elimination of any lot line, property boundary, 
subdivided real estate interest, or other physical or legal definition of real estate, 
established by or reflected on a plat or deed recorded in the office of the Pitkin County 
Clerk and Recorder. In addition, subdivision review is required for the dedication, 
boundary alteration, realignment, or any partial or whole vacation of a Street, Alley, or 
other vehicular right-of-way. Finally, Chapter 26.480 applies to creating, amending, 
aggregating, or vacating separate deeded interests in a property.  

Because this application involves a requested Street (right-of-way) Vacation and the 
aggregation of the vacated right-of-way and other City-owned lands into Lot 1 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat, the review is Major Subdivision and the 
Applicant must provide information relevant to and address the requirements in Code 
Sections 26.480.040, General Subdivision Review Standards, and 26.480.070, Major 
Subdivision. 

1. Sec. 26.480.040, General Subdivision Review Standards 

All subdivisions are required to meet the following general standards and limitations in 
addition to the specific standards applicable to each type of subdivision. The applicable 
standards are provided below in indented and italicized text and each is immediately 
followed by the Applicant’s response demonstrating compliance or consistency therewith, 
as applicable.  

(a) Guaranteed Access to a Public Way. All subdivided lots must have perpetual 
unobstructed legal vehicular access to a public way. A proposed subdivision shall not 
eliminate or obstruct legal vehicular access from a public way to an adjacent property. 
All streets in a Subdivision retained under private ownership shall be dedicated to 
public use to ensure adequate public and emergency access. Security/privacy gates 
across access points and driveways are prohibited.  

The proposal involves adding lands to an existing, previously approved lot. The lot has 
perpetual, unobstructed legal vehicular access to West Hopkins Avenue by way of the 
South Fourth Street stub, both of which are public rights-of-way. The existing driveway 
will continue to provide access into the lot from the S. Fourth Street right-of-way, which 
after the proposed vacation will maintain 65.66 feet of unobstructed width. All other 
properties utilizing the S. Fourth Street right-of-way will maintain unobstructed access as 
well. There are and will not be any streets within the subdivision. However, by virtue of 
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the Certificate of Ownership on the proposed Plat, the Applicant is dedicating to the public 
utility service providers an easement at the northeast corner of the lot “for installation, 
maintenance, repair and replacement of underground utility services, drainage 
improvements and an above-ground fire hydrant, and for access to the same.” No security 
or privacy gates across access points or driveways are proposed.     

(b) Alignment with Original Townsite Plat. The proposed lot lines shall approximate, to 
the extent practical, the platting of the Original Aspen Townsite, and additions thereto, 
as applicable to the subject land. Minor deviations from the original platting lines to 
accommodate significant features of the site may be approved.  

The proposed lot lines conform to and align with the platting of the Original Aspen 
Townsite. In fact, the proposed lot boundaries better conform to and align with the Original 
Aspen Townsite plat than do the existing boundaries.    

(c) Zoning Conformance. All new lots shall conform to the requirements of the zone 
district in which the property is situated, including variations and variances approved 
pursuant to this Title. A single lot shall not be located in more than one zone district 
unless unique circumstances dictate. A rezoning application may be considered 
concurrently with subdivision review.  

The amended lot will contain 11,500 square feet where the final underlying R-6 zoning 
stipulates a minimum lot area of 6,000 square feet. The lot will also have a 115-foot lot 
width where the required minimum is 60-feet. As such, the resulting lot will be a fully 
conforming lot of record. A rezoning is concurrently requested with this subdivision to 
change the P zoning on the City exchange parcels to match the R-6 zoning of the 
Applicant’s property and will result in only one applicable zone district.  

(d) Existing Structures, Uses, and Non-Conformities. A subdivision shall not create or 
increase the non-conformity of a use, structure or parcel. A rezoning application or 
other mechanism to correct the non-conforming nature of a use, structure, or parcel 
may be considered concurrently.  
In the case where an existing structure or use occupies a site eligible for subdivision, 
the structure need not be demolished and the use need not be discontinued prior to 
application for subdivision.  
If approval of a subdivision creates a non-conforming structure or use, including a 
structure spanning a parcel boundary, such structure or use may continue until 
recordation of the subdivision plat. Alternatively, the City may accept certain 
assurance that the non-conformities will be remedied after recordation of the 
subdivision plat. Such assurances shall be reflected in a development agreement or 
other legal mechanism acceptable to the City Attorney and may be time-bound or 
secured with a financial surety.  

The existing structure and use are in conformance with the requirements of the underlying 
R-6 zoning. The proposed subdivision, with concurrent approval of the proposed setback 
provisions, will not result in any nonconformities.    
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2. Sec. 26.480.070, Major Subdivisions 

Code Section 26.480.070 provides that major subdivisions shall be approved, approved 
with conditions, or denied by the City Council, after receiving a recommendation from the 
Planning and Zoning Commission. Major subdivisions are subject to Section 26.480.030, 
Procedures for Review, the standards and limitations of Section 26.480.040, General 
Subdivision Review Standards (addressed above), and the standards and limitations of 
each type of subdivision, described below.  

(a) Land Subdivision. The division or aggregation of land for the purpose of creating 
individual lots or parcels shall be approved, approved with conditions, or denied 
according to the following standards:  

(1) The proposed subdivision complies with the requirements of Section 26.480.040—
General Subdivision Review Standards.  

If not for involving a requested vacation of the westerly 1-feet of the South Fourth Street 
right-of-way, this application would be reviewed as a minor subdivision. However, the 
proposed aggregation of land for purposes of adding to an individual lot is considered a 
major subdivision. Compliance with the requirements of Section 26.480.040 has been 
demonstrated above.   

(2) The proposed subdivision enables an efficient pattern of development that optimizes 
the use of the limited amount of land available for development.  

The proposed subdivision enables an efficient pattern of development and optimizes the 
use of the limited amount of land available for development. The existing lot is fully built 
out. The addition of just 4,000 square feet of contiguous land enables the development 
of only 360 square feet of additional floor area if the single-family residential use is 
maintained or 780 square feet of additional floor area if a second dwelling unit is added.  

Either way, the actual floor area ratio (Floor Area : Lot Area) is substantially reduced. That 
is, the existing 7,500 square foot lot allows 3,450 square feet of floor area for its single-
family use, which equates to a 0.46 FAR. The resulting 11,500 square foot lot would allow 
3,810 square feet of floor area for single-family use (0.33 FAR) or 4,230 square feet of 
floor area for two dwellings (0.37 FAR). Therefore, even if maximized, which would 
represent the most efficient pattern of development and optimization of the limited amount 
of land available, the actual FAR is reduced by 9%.  

Meanwhile, in exchange for these modest increases, the parcel proposed for acquisition 
by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 841,971 square foot conservation 
easement being offered to the City and County. The proposed Conservation Easement 
has an area that is more than 210-times that of the land the Applicant stands to acquire. 
Moreover, the Conservation Easement optimizes open space and trails immediately 
adjacent to the original Aspen Townsite and connected with the Midland Trail and West 
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Hopkins Avenue pedestrian/bike corridor. Control over this 19.329-acres has been a goal 
of the City and County for at least the last two decades, if not longer.   

If efficiency and optimization are still a concern relative to value, then consider the 
following.  As a matter of public record, the Applicant paid $1,000,000 for the proposed 
Conservation Easement land. The added value the Applicant stands to gain in unbuilt 
floor area rights, therefore, would come at a cost of $1,282 per square if used for the 
additional of a second dwelling or $2,778 per square foot is used for an addition to the 
existing single-family use. By way of comparison, a 250 square foot City of Aspen 
transferable development right (TDR) sells for approximately $165,000, or approximately 
$660 per square foot of unbuilt floor area rights. Furthermore, any additional floor area 
developed by the Applicant will be fully mitigated for employee housing and any other 
applicable impact fees in accordance with the then-effective requirements. In other words, 
no matter how one looks at it and at little to no cost to taxpayers, the City is being offered 
the opportunity for nothing short of a screaming-good deal that will greatly and perpetually 
benefit the public.  

These numbers do not even factor in the substantial “soft costs” the Applicant is incurring 
and risking in making this exchange possible, including but not limited to the last 2½ years 
of taxes and carry/opportunity costs on the property, the City’s review fees, professional 
services fees (i.e., surveying, legal, planning, etc.), and his share of the cost that will be 
associated with a public election.     

(3) The proposed subdivision preserves important geologic features, mature vegetation, 
and structures or features of the site that have historic, cultural, visual, or ecological 
importance or contribute to the identity of the town.  

The proposed subdivision and land exchange would guarantee the perpetual preservation 
of 19.329 acres of important geological features, mature vegetation and features that 
have historic, cultural, visual, and ecological importance, all of which greatly and 
indisputably contributes to the identity of the town. In addition to these significant 
preservation values, the City also stands to gain the ability to implement important, long 
desired trail links and connections that would forever benefit both residents and visitors. 
The land that would be added to the Applicant’s lot contains no important features, 
vegetation or structures that contribute to the historical, cultural, visual or ecological 
identity of the town.      

(4) The proposed subdivision prohibits development on land unsuitable for development 
because of natural or man-made hazards affecting the property, including flooding, 
mudflow, debris flow, fault ruptures, landslides, rock or soil creep, rock falls, rock 
slides, mining activity including mine waste deposit, avalanche or snow slide areas, 
slopes in excess of thirty percent (30%), and any other natural or man-made hazard 
or condition that could harm the health, safety, or welfare of the community. Affected 
areas may be accepted as suitable for development if adequate mitigation techniques 
acceptable to the City Engineer are proposed in compliance with Title 29—
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Engineering Design Standards. Conceptual plans for mitigation techniques may be 
accepted with specific design details and timing of implementation addressed through 
a Development Agreement pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.  

By placing the subject 19.329 acres into a conservation easement to be granted to the 
City and County, all the types of unsuitable land described in this standard would be 
precluded from development except for appropriate development of trails to be 
undertaken by the City and County. The land to be added to the Applicant’s lot is suitable 
for development and any limited potential of hazards will be completely mitigated in 
accordance with applicable City of Aspen engineering and design requirements. The land 
to be added to the Applicant’s lot is no more subject to hazards than is the land within his 
existing lot, and any new development will require the same types of studies and design 
considerations that were required in association with development of the existing 
residence.      

(5) There has been accurate identification of engineering design and mitigation 
techniques necessary for development of the proposed subdivision to comply with the 
applicable requirements of Municipal Code Title 29 - Engineering Design Standards 
and the City of Aspen Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP). The City Engineer 
may require specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation timelines be 
defined and documented within a Development Agreement.  

All identification of engineering design and mitigation techniques for development of the 
proposed subdivision was accurately carried out in association with construction of the 
Applicant’s existing residence. The land to be added to the Applicant’s lot is no more 
subject to hazards than is the land within his existing lot, and any new development will 
require the same types of engineering studies and design considerations that were 
required in association with development of the existing residence.   

(6) The proposed subdivision shall upgrade public infrastructure and facilities necessary 
to serve the subdivision. Improvements shall be at the sole cost of the developer.  

It is not anticipated that the proposed subdivision would generate impacts that would 
necessitate upgrades to public infrastructure and facilities. However, should any such 
improvements prove necessary, the Applicant will bear all associated costs.  

(7) The proposed subdivision is exempt from or has been granted all growth management 
approvals pursuant to Chapter 26.470—Growth Management Quota System, 
including compliance with all affordable housing requirements for new and 
replacement development as applicable.  

The proposed addition of lands to a lot within a previously approved subdivision is exempt 
from all growth management approvals pursuant to Chapter 26.470 of the Code. The 
existing dwelling on the Applicant’s lot provided affordable housing mitigation in the form 
a newly build, deed-restricted, for sale dwelling unit that is located on Lot 2 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split. See Plat Notes on the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption 
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Plat, Section 6 of Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006, and Section 3.e. of the Subdivision 
Exemption Agreement, all of which are attached as Exhibit 4.     

(8) The proposed subdivision meets the School Land Dedication requirements of Chapter 
26.620 and any land proposed for dedication meets the criteria for land acceptance 
pursuant to said Chapter.  

School land dedication fees were paid in association with development of the existing 
home on Lot 1. If additional fees are required in association with any new development 
on the resulting lot, the Applicant will pay those at the appropriate time. 

(9) A Subdivision Plat shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the Pitkin County 
Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.  

A proposed Amended Subdivision Plat is provided herewith for review, as Exhibit 5. In 
addition, a proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat is provided as Exhibit 6. Both will be 
recorded in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490, Approval Documents. 

(10) A Development Agreement shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.  

Should this application be approved, and the public election be successful, a 
Development Agreement, including amendment of the recorded Subdivision Exemption 
Agreement for the Boomerang Lot Split, will be provided to the City for review and 
recording in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490, Approval Documents.  

(b) Vehicular Rights-of-Way. The dedication, boundary alteration, realignment, or any 
partial or whole vacation of a Street, Alley, or other vehicular right-of-way serving 
more than one (1) parcel, shall be approved, approved with conditions, or denied 
according to the following standards:  

(1) The proposed change maintains or improves the public health, safety, and welfare of 
the community and is in the best interests of the City of Aspen.  

The proposed right-of-way vacation and dedication is an integral component and 
requirement of the proposed exchange to the City of a dedicated Deed of Conservation 
Easement over 19.329-acres that would perpetually preserve important open space lands 
while allowing for the maintenance and development of important trail connections and 
links. In this light, the proposed change to the South Fourth Street right-of-way will not 
just maintain but vastly improve the public health, safety, and welfare of the community 
and is in the best interests of the City of Aspen.        

The proposed partial (westerly 10-feet by 100-feet deep) South Fourth Street right-of-way 
vacation along with its dedication to and boundary alteration of Lot 1 of the Boomerang 
Lot Split maintains the public health, safety, and welfare of the community and is in the 
best interests of the City of Aspen. The South Fourth Street right-of-way has never been 
used as a street. Instead, it serves as vehicular access to only two private homes, one of 
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which is owned by the Applicant. Otherwise, it serves as public pedestrian and bicycle 
access to the Midland and Little Cloud trails. These access functions, along with 
underground utility use, will continue within the remaining 65.66 feet of right-of-way width 
without issue or adverse effect. Furthermore, while 1,000 square feet of right-of-way 
would be vacated, the northeast 10’W x 12’D (120 square feet) area of the vacation, by 
virtue of the Certificate of Ownership on the proposed Plat, will be dedicated to public 
utility service providers as an easement “for installation, maintenance, repair and 
replacement of underground utility services, drainage improvements and an above-
ground fire hydrant, and for access to the same.”     

(2) The proposed change to the public rights-of-way maintains or improves safe physical 
and legal access from a public way to all adjacent properties and shall not restrict the 
ability for a property to develop by eliminating or hindering access. Redundant access, 
such as a primary street access plus alley access, is preferred.  

Please refer to the response provided for the previous review standard. The proposed 
change to the public right-of-way fully maintains safe physical and legal access from a 
public way to all adjacent properties and does not in any way eliminate or hinder access 
or restrict the ability of a property to develop. The only other property that utilizes the 
South Fourth Street stub for vehicular access will continue to have the same, unaltered 
access while still fronting on West Hopkins Avenue and maintaining contiguity to the Block 
39 alley right-of-way. Trail access will be unaffected as well.   

(3) The design of the proposed change complies with Municipal Code Title 29—
Engineering Design Standards and is consistent with applicable adopted policies, 
plans, and approved projects for the area (such as a highway access policy, an 
approved development project, an infrastructure plan, a trails plan, an improvement 
district plan, and the like).  

Preliminary discussions with City of Aspen staff have confirmed that the proposed right-
of-way vacation, including the proposed dedication of utility easement over the north 12-
feet of the vacated area, complies with Municipal Code Title 29, Engineering Design 
Standards, and is consistent with applicable adopted policies, plans, and approved 
projects for the area. The proposed dedication of conservation easement would also 
greatly advance long-held goals of trails and open space plans. 

(4) The proposed change maintains or improves normal traffic circulation, traffic control 
capabilities, access by emergency and service vehicles, pedestrian and bike 
connections, drainage infrastructure, street and infrastructure maintenance needs, 
and normal operating needs of the City including snow removal.  

Please see the response provided for standard (b)(1), above. As explained above, the 
proposed change maintains or improves normal traffic circulation, traffic control 
capabilities, access by emergency and service vehicles, pedestrian and bike connections, 
drainage infrastructure, street and infrastructure maintenance needs, and normal 
operating needs of the City, including snow removal.     
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(5) For all new rights-of-way and physical changes to existing rights-of-way, the applicant 
shall design and construct the proposed right-of-way improvements according to the 
design and construction standards of the City Engineer. Upon completion, the right-
of-way improvements shall be subject to inspection and acceptance by the City 
Engineer. The City may require a performance warranty. The requirements of this 
criterion shall be reflected in a Development Agreement.  

This standard is not applicable.  No new rights-of-way are proposed, nor are any physical 
changes to existing rights-of-way that will remain. 

(6) For partial or full vacation of existing rights-of-way, the applicant shall demonstrate 
the right-of-way, or portion thereof, has no current or future use to the community as 
a vehicular way, pedestrian or bike way, utility corridor, drainage corridor, or 
recreational connection due to dimensions, location, topography, existing or proposed 
development, or other similar circumstances. The City shall consider whether the 
interests of the applicant and the City can be achieved through a "closure" of the right-
of-way.  

The proposed area of right-of-way vacation has existed since the late 1800s’ platting of 
the original City and Townsite of Aspen. Other than for access to two private homes, as 
described above, it has not been used as a vehicular way since the end of mining in the 
immediately adjacent area. With acceptance of the proposed Deed of Conservation 
Easement, there will forever be no need for additional vehicular access in the to-be-
vacated area and the remaining 65.66-feet of South Fourth Street right-of-way width will 
be more than adequate to serve all potential future use to the community. A “closure” of 
the right-of-way would not serve the interests of the Applicant adequately enough to 
compel the proposed exchange of Conservation Easement rights and benefits.    

(7) A Right-of-Way Dedication/Vacation Plat shall be reviewed and recorded in the office 
of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval 
Documents. The plat shall demonstrate how the lands underlying vacated rights-of-
way shall accrue to adjacent parcels in compliance with State Statute.  

A proposed Right-of-Way Vacation Plat has been provided for review herewith as Exhibit 
6. A final, executed version will be recorded in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and 
Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490, Approval Documents, concurrent with the 
recording of all other required approval documents. As directed and required by the City, 
the right-of-way vacation plat will demonstrate how the affected lands accrue to and will 
be incorporated into the Amended Plat of Lot 1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision 
Exemption.        

(8) A Development Agreement shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents. This 
requirement may be waived if no right-of-way construction is proposed.  

Should this application be approved, and the public election be successful, a 
Development Agreement, including amendment of the recorded Subdivision Exemption 
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Agreement for the Boomerang Lot Split, will be provided to the City for review and 
recording in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490, Approval Documents.  

3. Chapter 26.490, Approval Documents 

The stated purpose of Chapter 26.490 is to: a) create certainty and clarity between a 
developer and the City regarding land use entitlements granted by the City, including 
certain expectations and obligations of a developer and of the City; b) improve public 
records regarding the character and nature of development approvals granted by the City; 
c) improve land records and survey monuments by establishing standards for surveys 
and plats; d) ensure the timely installation and maintenance of public facilities, landscape 
improvements, storm water improvements, and other improvements required pursuant to 
a land use approval; and, e) ensure the public health, safety, and welfare of the 
community is maintained during the construction process, including unforeseen 
circumstances of development.  

Accordingly, this application includes draft/proposed approval documents for review by 
the City, including the following: 

• Exhibit 5: Proposed Amended Plat    

• Exhibit 6: Proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat  

• Exhibit 7: Proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map  

• Exhibit 8: Proposed Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit Map 

• Exhibit 9: Proposed Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map 
In addition, the Applicant intends to supply the City with a draft civil engineering and 
landscape plan for the Yard & Landscape Easement area described and defined in Exhibit 
8. The intention will be for this plan, as may be required to be revised, to be recorded with 
the final Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement to establish the approved 
improvements for the subject area. Furthermore, within 180-days (unless duly extended 
pursuant to Code Section 26.490.080) of Development Order issuance, which issuance 
should not occur until validation of the approved public vote, the Applicant will provide to 
the City a draft Development Agreement and Amendment of the Subdivision Exemption 
Agreement for The Boomerang Lot Split (Reception No. 525369) to document and 
memorialize the terms of the new approval. Any necessary financial and site protection 
requirements and/or performance guarantees will be addressed within this Development 
Agreement and Amended Subdivision Exemption Agreement. 

Together, the provided draft documents and those intended to be supplied at the 
appropriate time for review and eventual recordation are believed to satisfy all 
requirements of Chapter 26.490 and sub-section 26.490.040. An Annexation Map is not 
applicable, nor is an Approved Plan Set more typical of a Planned Development. Similarly, 
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Conceptual or Final Commercial or Historical Design Review Plans, Planned 
Development (PD) Plans, Environmentally Sensitive Area Plans, Hazards Maps or 
Hazards Mitigation Plans, Illustrative Site Plans, Accessibility Plans, Transportation 
Management Plans, Historic Preservation Plans, Architectural Character Plans, 
Landscape Character Plans, Vegetation Removal/Protection Plans, Existing and 
Proposed Site Topography and Drainage Plans, Public Easement Plans, and Public 
Infrastructure Plans are not applicable or necessary at this time. 

Instead, the amended property will remain subject to the Land Use Code and other 
requirements applicable to the building permit process. For instance, at the time of 
building permit application, it will be necessary to address consistency with the 
Residential Design Standards and applicable zoning requirements, as well as applicable 
engineering, drainage and hazard mitigation requirements, and tree removal permit 
requirements. Single-family residential development is exempt from Transportation 
Management Plan requirements. There are no historic resources on the property, and no 
public infrastructure improvements or upgrade requirements are anticipated. All 
necessary easements are depicted for public dedication on the proposed Plat.      

B. AMENDMENTS TO THE ZONING MAP (§26.310)  
A proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map, including legal description, is provided as 
Exhibit 7 to this application and Exhibit 3.C. provides an accurate survey map of the real 
property proposed for amendment; both were prepared by a licensed surveyor. 

The combined 4,000 square feet (0.092 acre +/-) of land contained in Parcels A, B and 
C, as such are described in Section III of this application, above, and shown on the 
Improvement & Topographic Survey attached as Exhibit 3.C., are currently owned by the 
City of Aspen and would be added to Lot 1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision 
Exemption Plat in exchange for the Applicant granting to the City and County a Deed of 
Conservation Easement over 19.329 acres of Shadow Mountain. For the exchange to 
occur and work, Parcels A, B and C need to be concurrently rezoned from Park (P) to 
Medium-Density Residential (R-6) to match with and be properly incorporated into the 
Applicant’s lot.  

An application for amendment to the Official Zone District Map (a/k/a Rezoning) may be 
initiated by the City Council, the Community Development Director, or a person or persons 
owning more than fifty percent (50%) of the area of land subject to the amendment and 
shall be processed in accordance with the common development review procedures set 
forth at Chapter 26.304. The Pre-Application Conference Summary attached hereto as 
Exhibit 1 was issued by the Community Development Director and authorizes the initiation 
of this rezoning request for land owned by the City of Aspen. The proposed rezoning will 
not take effect unless or until the subject land area is owned by the Applicant.  
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Code Section 26.310.090 provides that, in reviewing an amendment to the Official Zone 
District Map, the City Council and the Planning and Zoning Commission shall consider 
the proposed rezoning’s consistency with the following standards, each of which is 
provided below in indented and italicized text and immediately followed by the Applicant’s 
response.  

(a) Whether the proposed amendment is compatible with surrounding zone districts and land 
uses, considering existing land use and neighborhood characteristics.  

The proposed amendment is fully compatible with surrounding zone districts and land 
uses, particularly in light of existing land use and neighborhood characteristics. The 
proposed Medium-Density Residential (R-6) zoning matches that of the lot into which the 
subject land is to be incorporated. The excerpt from the City of Aspen Zoning Map pasted 
below demonstrates consistency with this review standard. 

 
(b) Whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would result in demands on 

public facilities and whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would 
exceed the capacity of such public facilities including, but not limited to, transportation 
facilities, sewage facilities, water supply, parks, drainage, schools and emergency 
medical facilities.  

The proposed zoning amendment will not result in demands on public facilities or services 
and certainly will not cause capacities of any public facilities or services to be exceeded. 

(c) Whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would result in significantly 
adverse impacts on the natural environment.  
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The proposed amendment will have no adverse impacts on the natural environment, 
much less any significantly adverse impacts. To the contrary, the proposed amendment 
involves tradeoffs with significantly positive effects on the natural environment in the form 
of the guaranteed perpetual preservation of a substantial portion of Shadow Mountain, 
including areas of geologic features, dense natural forest, Castle Creek, and riparian 
vegetation/wetland complexes.    

(d) Whether the proposed amendment is consistent and compatible with the community 
character in the City and in harmony with the public interest and the intent of this Title.  

Please refer to Section III of this application as well as the responses provided for the 
various review criteria above.  It has been clearly demonstrated herein that the proposed 
amendment and the resulting outcomes are very much consistent and compatible with 
and will serve to enhance the community character in the City. This application further 
demonstrates that the proposal is not merely in harmony with but will benefit the public 
interest and intent of the Land Use Code.   

C. VARIANCES – DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS (§26.314.040.A)  
As a condition of the proposed land exchange, the Applicant requires modest dimensional 
variations, as follows: 

(1) A maintained 5-foot minimum west side yard setback where 15-feet would typically be 
required for the resulting 11,500 square foot lot; 

(2) No combined side yard setback requirement will apply, effectively leaving the 
combined side yard setback requirement at 10-feet where the resulting lot would 
typically require 38.75-feet of combined side yard setbacks; and 

(3) Net Lot Area reductions for steep slopes and areas within a vacated right-of-way shall 
not apply to the resulting lot, leaving an effective Net Lot Area of 11,500 square feet. 

Briefly put, as a condition of the land-for-conservation easement exchange, the Applicant 
requires the approval ordinance and resulting plat to state that: (a) “No lot area reductions 
(for slopes or vacated rights-of-way) will apply to the resulting 11,500 square foot 
property;” (b) “The minimum side yard setback requirement shall continue to be 5 feet 
and there is no combined side yard setbacks requirement for Amended Lot 1.” 

The required side yard setbacks on the existing 7,500 square foot lot area a minimum of 5-
feet on each side and a minimum combined total of both side yards of 22.5-feet.  The actual 
side yard setbacks of the development on the existing 7,500 square feet lot are 8.3-feet on 
the west and 13.9-feet on the east, for a total of 22.2-feet combined. This is nonconforming 
by 0.3 feet (3.6 inches) with respect to the 22.5-feet of required combined side yard 
setbacks. 

Once the lot becomes 11,500 square feet in area, the R-6 zoning provides that the required 
side yard setbacks become a minimum of 15-feet on each side and a minimum combined 
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total of both side yards of 38.75-feet. Given the location of the existing development relative 
to the proposed lot boundaries once the property increases to 11,500 square feet in area, 
the setback on the west side will continue to be only 8.3-feet and would be rendered 
nonconforming while the east side yard setback will be 23.9-feet, thereby increasing the 
degree of nonconformity with respect to the combined side yard requirement.  

The requested west side yard setback variance will simply recognize and allow for 
continuation of an existing condition without it being rendered nonconforming. The current 
west side yard setback is conforming.  However, with the enlarging of the lot, the required 
minimum side yard setback increases to 15-feet, but the Applicant is not going to move 
the house to accommodate this. Having to do so would clearly be a practical difficulty and 
hardship. 

Given the existing 8.3-foot west side yard setback, the Applicant would have to provide a 
30.45-foot setback on the east to meet the resulting 38.75-foot combined side yard 
setback requirement (38.75 minus 8.3 = 30.45). This is already impossible with the 
existing east side yard setback being 13.9-feet and only 10 more feet of land width being 
added to the lot. That is, the existing structure will have an east side yard setback of just 
23.9-feet. In the context of the overall land exchange proposal, the Applicant is not 
amenable to maintaining this 23.9-foot east side yard setback and requires the flexibility 
to simply comply with the minimum side yard setback of 15-feet applicable to an 11,500 
square foot R-6 zoned property. In the end, the Applicant will maintain the existing 8.3-
foot setback on the west side and a 15-foot setback on the east side, for a combined side 
yard setback total of 23.3-feet.    

The point of setback requirements is to provide a relatively consistent and minimum 
amount of open area and separation between structures. Waiving the combined side yard 
setback requirement is consistent with the provision of the Code that already renders the 
requirement inapplicable when two detached residential dwellings on one lot are 
separated by at least ten feet. In other words, the combined requirement is only important 
when the next structure might be too close to allow for maintenance of open area 
between. In the current case, the west side yard setback is already set while the east side 
yard is adjacent to open right-of-way area that is not now or ever planned for use as a 
roadway. Consequently, the desired amount of open land between the subject property 
and the next structure to the east will continue to be not less than 91.66-feet (the 
Applicant’s 15-foot east side yard setback requirement, plus the remaining 65.66-feet of 
right-of-way, plus the next property to the east’s minimum required side yard setback of 
10-feet). 

Under standard application of applicable Code provisions, the resulting 11,500 square 
foot lot would have a Net Lot Area of 10,500 square feet for purposes of determining 
allowable density (deduct only the 1,000 square feet of vacated right-of-way), which would 
continue to allow two detached residential dwellings or a duplex. The Net Lot Area for 
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purposes of determining allowable Floor Area would be 9801.5 square feet (must deduct 
all area within the vacated right-of-way, all area where slopes exceed 30% and half of the 
area where slopes fall between 20-30%), which allows 3,708 square feet of Floor Area 
for single-family development and 4,128 square feet for a duplex or two detached 
residences.      

In the scope of the overall proposal being made herein, the Applicant is not willing to be 
penalized with Lot Area reductions due to the presence of artificial, man-made steep 
slopes. Unfortunately, unlike the Pitkin County Land Use Code, the City Code fails to 
differentiate between naturally occurring steep slopes and minor slope anomalies that are 
the result of human activities and disturbances. The Applicant’s existing lot and the City-
owned parcels that would be added to it are essentially flat other than such minor slope 
anomalies. The slopes of greater than 20% on the Applicant’s current parcel were all 
created with the development of his home and yard just a few years ago and were the 
result of City requirements for retaining and storm drainage. Similarly, the slopes on the 
City-owned parcels are considered to have been artificially steepened by the dumping of 
overburden during previous mining activities, construction of the old railroad grade, and/or 
improvement of the Midland Trail. The steepness of these slopes is not a natural condition 
and, upon further use and development of the property should this proposal be approved, 
they will be recontoured in conformance with City Engineering standards anyway.  

This application is unique as it involves a proposed land exchange and associated 
negotiated terms as well as a required public vote to ratify any resulting approvals. The 
fact that these dimensional variances are essentially an element within the overall 
framework that makes up the terms of the deal renders application of the standard Section 
26.314.040 review criteria clumsy and awkward. In other words, the codified review 
standards for dimensional requirement variances were certainly not written with this type 
of extraordinary application in mind.  

Nevertheless, staff has directed that the Applicant respond to the standards of Section 
26.314.040 as the only codified criteria available. Said Section provides that, to authorize 
a variance from the dimensional requirements of Title 26, the appropriate decision-making 
body shall make a finding that the following three (3) circumstances exist (each is cited 
below in indented and italicized text and immediately followed by the Applicant’s 
response): 

(1) The grant of variance will be generally consistent with the purposes, goals, objectives 
and policies of this Title and the Municipal Code; and  

The proposed variances are generally consistent with the purposes, goals, objectives and 
policies of the Aspen Land Use and Municipal Codes. Please reference the narratives 
provided earlier herein as they address many of the ways this proposal is not only 
consistent with but also forwards the purposes, goals, objectives, and policies of the City 
Code.  Further, Code Section 26.710.010 provides that,  
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In order to ensure that all development is consistent with the goals and objectives 
of the Aspen Area Community Plan and this Title, it is necessary and proper to 
establish a series of Zone Districts to ensure that each permitted and conditional 
use is compatible with surrounding land uses, is served by adequate public 
facilities and is consistent with the environmental sensitivity of the City and its 
surrounding area’s natural resources. All development within each Zone District 
shall be consistent with the purposes stated for that Zone District…Any use which 
is not specifically listed…as a permitted or conditional use…shall be considered 
prohibited…      

The Applicant is not seeking to vary the approved uses in the Zone District and is only 
requesting variances from dimensional standards. All uses are and will continue to be 
consistent with the R-6 zoning. Responses provided above in relation to the various 
subdivision and rezoning review standards address the proposal’s full consistency with 
public utilities and services capacities as well as consistency with environmental 
sensitivity and surrounding natural resources.   

The variances will have no effect on the property’s, its use’s or this overall proposal’s 
strong degree of consistency with the codified purpose of the R-6 Zone District, which is 
“to provide areas for long-term residential purposes…and customary accessory uses. 
Recreational…uses customarily found in proximity to residential uses are included…Lands in the 
Medium-Density Residential (R-6) Zone District are generally limited to the original Aspen 
Townsite, contain relatively dense settlements of predominantly detached and duplex residences 
and are within walking distance of the center of the City.”    

The property will continue to be utilized for long-term residential purposes and customary 
accessory uses. The overall proposal not only maintains but significantly enhances 
recreational uses and opportunities in proximity to the residential uses of the zone district. 
The Applicant’s lot and the land being added to it are within the original Aspen Townsite, 
in an area with relatively dense settlements of predominantly detached and duplex 
residences within walking distance of the Commercial Core.  

(2) The grant of variance is the minimum variance that will make possible the reasonable 
use of the parcel, building or structure; and  

Please reference the narratives provided earlier in this Section IV.C. of the application, 
prior to the review standards responses. The proposed variances are the minimum that 
will make possible the proposed land exchange, which represents the minimum the 
Applicant considers will make possible the reasonable use of the parcel and its future 
building(s).    

(3) Literal interpretation and enforcement of the terms and provisions of this Title would 
deprive the applicant of rights commonly enjoyed by other parcels in the same zone 
district and would cause the applicant unnecessary hardship, as distinguished from 
mere inconvenience. In determining whether an applicant's rights would be deprived, 
the Board shall consider whether either of the following conditions apply:  
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a. There are special conditions and circumstances which are unique to the parcel, 
building or structure, which are not applicable to other parcels, structures or buildings 
in the same zone district and which do not result from the actions of the applicant; or  

b. Granting the variance will not confer upon the applicant any special privilege denied 
by the terms of this Title and the Municipal Code to other parcels, buildings or 
structures, in the same zone district.  

Please reference the narratives provided earlier in this Section IV.C. of the application, 
prior to the review standards responses. This entire proposal represents special 
conditions and circumstances which are unique to the subject parcel and not applicable 
to other parcels in the R-6 zone district. The actions of the Applicant are not at fault for 
the fact that the proposed enlargement of the subject parcel would render the existing 
structure nonconforming with respect to the minimum west side yard setback and 
minimum combined side yard setback requirements.  

The City’s nonconforming structure regulations are, for lack of a better way to put it, often 
punitive and inflexible but would be rendered inapplicable if the requested variances are 
granted. As part of the overall proposal put forth herein, the Applicant prefers to have the 
grant of the variances, subject to ratification by the voters, replace and supersede the 
nonconforming status that would otherwise result.      

D. GMQS – PROVISION OF REQUIRED AFFORDABLE HOUSING VIA FEE-IN-LIEU 
PAYMENT (§26.470.110.C)  

The proposed addition of lands to a lot within a previously approved subdivision is exempt 
from all growth management approvals pursuant to Chapter 26.470 of the Code. The 
existing dwelling on the Applicant’s lot provided affordable housing mitigation in the form 
a newly build, deed-restricted, for sale dwelling unit that is located on Lot 2 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split. See Plat Notes on the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption 
Plat, Section 6 of Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006, and Section 3.e. of the Subdivision 
Exemption Agreement, all of which are attached as Exhibit 4.     

The Applicant is seeking to proactively allow for any future affordable housing mitigation 
associated with any additional development on the resulting lot to be satisfied via Cash-in-
Lieu at the rate in effect at the time of building permit application. Any mitigation would be 
for the incremental increase in floor area that might occur on the resulting lot and, rather 
than maybe need to come before Council in the future to request the ability to satisfy it with 
cash-in-lieu as opposed to having to utilize Affordable Housing Credit Certificates, the 
Applicant prefers to have this option approved at this time. 

Per Code Section 26.470.110(c), the provision of affordable housing in excess of 0.10 
Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) via a fee-in-lieu payment, upon recommendation from the 
Planning and Zoning Commission, may be approved by City Council based on the 
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following criteria (each is cited below in indented and italicized text and immediately 
followed by the Applicant’s response): 

(1) The provision of affordable housing on site (on the same site as the project requiring 
such affordable housing) is impractical given the physical or legal parameters of the 
development or site or would be inconsistent with the character of the neighborhood 
in which the project is being developed. 

The existing home has already provided actual, built affordable housing that is essentially 
on-site (on the adjacent Lot 2). The provision of additional housing onsite is impractical 
given the dimensions of the land area being added. Further, any required affordable 
housing incrementally required for mitigation of the floor area that might be added to the 
property will likely be a fraction of an FTE but still more than the miniscule 0.10 FTE 
threshold that would require City Council approval to satisfy via fee-in-lieu. The Applicant 
is not seeking to avoid full mitigation requirements. Rather, the Applicant is merely 
seeking to proactively allow for any future affordable housing mitigation associated with any 
additional development on the resulting lot to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in 
effect at the time of building permit application as opposed to having only the option of 
finding, purchasing and extinguishing AH Credit Certificates.     

(2) The applicant has made a reasonable good-faith effort in pursuit of providing the 
required affordable housing off site through construction of new dwelling units, the 
deed restriction of existing dwelling units to affordable housing status, or through the 
purchase of affordable housing certificates.  

Please refer to the response provided for the previous review criterion, above. 

(3) The applicant has made a reasonable good-faith effort in pursuit of providing the 
required affordable housing through the purchase and extinguishment of Certificates 
of Affordable Housing Credit.  

Please refer to the response provided for the previous review criterion, above. 

(4) The proposal furthers affordable housing goals, and the fee-in-lieu payment will result 
in the near-term production of affordable housing units.  

The City of Aspen has been engaged in studying and increasing the cash-in-lieu rates 
required for affordable housing mitigation and is building in a mechanism for the rates to 
automatically escalate with the passage of time. Those rates are being established for 
the purpose of enabling the production of actual affordable housing units. The Applicant 
has faith that the resulting Code requirements will achieve these goals and feels strongly 
that the commitment to fully mitigate in accordance with the applicable requirements of 
the Code in effect at the time will result in the near-term production of affordable housing.    
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E. MISCELLANEOUS (§26.710.040, R-6 ZONE DISTRICT, AND §26.575.020, 
CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS)  

The proposal is consistent with the Intent and allowed uses of the R-6 Zone District.  
Various dimensional requirements of the zone have been discussed and addressed 
throughout the foregoing. Other than modest and neighborhood-compatible side yard 
setback and net lot area concessions requested in consideration of the overall land 
exchange proposal put forth herein, all other dimensional requirements of the R-6 zoning 
and all remaining applicable provisions of Section 26.575.020, Calculations and 
Measurements, will be adhered to and satisfied.      

F. VESTED RIGHTS EXTENSION (§26.308)  

The Applicant requests that City Council grant at least 5 years of vested property rights. 
The Applicant feels strongly that this minimum vesting period is warranted given that there 
will be a good deal of time consumed by the need for the public vote and follow-up 
processes to complete and memorialize the land for conservation easement exchange 
and the fact that the City and County will have its part of the deal (the Conservation 
Easement) guaranteed in perpetuity as the Deed of Conservation Easement would be 
recorded concurrently with the Amended Plat and any associated documents. 

Per Section 26.308.010(c) of the Code, the City Council may approve an extension of 
vested rights. In reviewing such a request, the City Council shall consider, but not be 
limited to, the following criteria (each is cited below in indented and italicized text and 
immediately followed by the Applicant’s response): 

a. The applicant's compliance with any conditions requiring performance prior to the 
date of application for extension or reinstatement;  

This standard is not applicable given that the request is for an extended period of initial 
vested rights, not a reinstatement or extension. Nevertheless, as stated above, the City 
and County will have its part of the deal (the Conservation Easement) guaranteed in 
perpetuity as the Deed of Conservation Easement would be recorded concurrently with 
the Amended Plat and any associated documents. 

b. The progress made in pursuing the project to date including the effort to obtain any 
other permits, including a building permit and the expenditures made by the applicant 
in pursuing the project;  

This standard is also not applicable given that the request is for an extended period of 
initial vested rights, not a reinstatement or extension. Regardless, the Applicant agreed 
to and has incurred and covered all costs associated with preparing this application and 
the associated documents (including but not limited to legal fees, planning costs, and 
surveyor fees). There have also been substantial “soft costs” incurred and risked by the 
Applicant is in making this exchange possible, including but not limited to the last 2½ 
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years of taxes and carry/opportunity costs on the property, the City’s review fees, and his 
share of the cost that will be associated with a public election.     

c. The nature and extent of any benefits already received by the City as a result of the 
project approval such as impact fees or land dedications;  

The guaranteed and perpetual nature and substantial benefits that will be received by the 
City because of the project approval have been addressed at length throughout the 
foregoing. The City and County unsuccessfully pursued a level of interest and control 
over the proposed 19.329-acres of Conservation Easement lands for a matter of decades. 
Only now, with this Applicant, does the City and County finally find themselves in a 
position where there is an earnest opportunity to achieve the public goals of open space 
preservation and recreational trail use and access. Not only is the opportunity being 
presented, but the deal being offered is quite generous when put into proper perspective.   

A standard block in the City and Townsite of Aspen has an area of 59,400 square feet, 
including the 20-foot-wide alley right-of-way. The proposed Conservation Easement 
includes 841,971 square feet of land. In other words, the Applicant is seeking ownership 
of just 4,000 square feet of land and a yard and landscape easement over another 1,999 
square feet in exchange for the proposed Conservation Easement parcel that could hold 
more than 14 full City blocks. For sake of comparison, Aspen’s entire Commercial Core 
Zone District contains less than 12 full City and Townsite blocks.  

The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 
conservation easement being offered in exchange to the City and County. In other words, 
the proposed Conservation Easement has an area that is more than 210-times that of the 
land the Applicant stands to acquire. The Applicant gains approximately 0.092-acre of 
land while granting to the City and County 19.329-acres of Conservation Easement for 
open space and trails that the City and County have actively sought for at least the last 
two decades, if not longer.    

d. The needs of the City and the applicant that would be served by the approval of the 
extension or reinstatement request. 

The needs of the City are obvious. The extended vesting period is a condition of the 
Applicant’s willingness to provide the conservation easement and associated rights. The 
needs of the Applicant are simple as well. The Applicant does not want to be hurried to 
act upon the approval while the conservation easement granted in exchange is 
guaranteed in perpetuity. The Applicant is not requesting an equal exchange in the form 
of perpetual vested rights, although one might argue that such would be warranted. 
Instead, the Applicant is requesting at least five years of vested rights to act upon the 
approvals but with the public-benefitting caveat that the applicable rate required for cash-
in-lieu of affordable housing would remain subject to whatever is current at the time of 
building permit application for development of additional floor area (i.e., not vesting 
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against changes to affordable housing mitigation requirements). This ensures that an 
additional important City need continues to be served.   

V. SUMMARY 

Thank you for considering this application. The Applicant has provided all information 
requested for the review and approval. This application involves a sensitive, community-
serving, and creative solution to an unmet desire that the City and County have held for 
a matter of decades. Consistency with the character of the surrounding neighborhood has 
been accounted for and enhanced.  

The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 
841,971 square foot conservation easement being offered to the City and County. The 
proposed Conservation Easement has an area that is more than 210-times that of the 
land the Applicant stands to acquire. Moreover, the Conservation Easement optimizes 
open space and trails immediately adjacent to the original Aspen Townsite and connected 
with the Midland Trail and West Hopkins Avenue pedestrian/bike corridor.  

Control over this 19.329-acres has been a goal of the City and County for at least the last 
two decades, if not longer.  As demonstrated herein, no matter how one looks at it and at 
little to no cost to taxpayers, the City is being offered the opportunity for nothing short of 
an incredible deal that will greatly and perpetually benefit the public.  

The proposal merits approval based on conformance with all relevant sections of the Land 
Use Code and the substantial public benefit to be derived. Should further information be 
necessary for a complete review of the application, please contact the Applicant through 
the authorized representative: Haas Land Planning, LLC. 
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PRIDE OF ASPEN LAND EXCHANGE – 501 WEST HOPKINS AVENUE 
ò EXHIBITS ò 

 
• Exhibit 1: Pre-Application Conference Summary 

 
• Exhibit 2: Required Forms: 

A. Land Use Application Form 
B. Dimensional Requirements Form 
C. HOA Compliance Form 
D. Agreement to Pay Application Fee 

 
• Exhibit 3: Existing Conditions 

A. Vicinity Maps  
B. GIS Parcel Reports  
C. Improvement & Topographic Survey 

 
• Exhibit 4: Previous Approval Documents 

A. Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat (Book 79 at Page 70) 
B. Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006 (Reception No. 525368) 
C. Subdivision Exemption Agreement - Boomerang Lot Split (Reception No. 

525369) 
 

• Exhibit 5: Proposed Amended Plat   
 

• Exhibit 6: Proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat  
 

• Exhibit 7: Proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map  
 

• Exhibit 8: Proposed Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit 
Map 
 

• Exhibit 9: Proposed Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map 
 

• Exhibit 10: Studies and Reports About Proposed Conservation Easement 
Lands 
 

• Exhibit 11: Proof of the Applicant’s Ownership 
   

• Exhibit 12: Authorization for Haas Land Planning, LLC 
   

• Exhibit 13: Public Notice Mailing List 
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PRE-APPLICATION CONFERENCE SUMMARY 
DATE: October 8, 2020 

PLANNER:  Phillip Supino | 429-2767 | phillip.supino@cityofaspen.com     

PROJECT NAME AND ADDRESS: Pride of Aspen Conservation Easement, Major Subdivision and Zoning Map 
Amendment – 501 W. Hopkins Ave.   

PARCEL ID#: 273512466002 

REPRESENTATIVE:  Mitch Haas 

DESCRIPTION: 501 W. Hopkins is a R-6 single-family property on a 7,500 square foot lot at the base of Shadow 
Mountain and the Midland Trail trailhead.  The applicant seeks to acquire and draw into their property a portion of 
public right-of-way east of the subject parcel on S. 4th Street and a portion of unimproved City-owned lands to the 
south, as well as an easement for limited uses on additional City-owned lands to the south.  Those lands are zoned 
Public.  Subdivision review is required for vacation of the right-of-way and replatting of the lot and Rezoning review is 
required to identify the new parcel as being zoned R-6.  In exchange for vacation and dedication of the City- owned 
lands and easement, the applicant agrees to dedicate a conservation easement for the unimproved Pitkin County 
parcel commonly known as The Pride of Aspen.  
 
The extent, limitations, and legal requirements of that conservation easement do not fall within the jurisdiction of the 
Land Use Code and are not included in the application requirements or review criteria for the Subdivision or Rezoning.  
However, it is understood that the transfer of City-owned lands to the applicant and subsequent Rezoning are 
conditioned upon the dedication of the conservation easement to the City.  Approval of the transfer of City-owned 
lands requires a public vote.  That process is separate and distinct from the Subdivision and Rezoning processes 
described herein. 
 
Chapter 26.480 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for Subdivision actions within the City.  
Because the application includes a Street Vacation, the review is Major Subdivision and the applicant must provide 
information relevant to and address the requirements in section 26.480.040 – General Subdivision Review Standards 
and 26.480.070 – Major Subdivision.    
 
Chapter 26.310 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for the Rezoning.  The application for 
the Rezoning must provide information relevant to and address the requirements in section 26.310.060 – Rezoning 
Procedure for Amendment, 26.310.080 Rezoning Application Contents, and 26.310.090 Rezoning Standards for 
Review.   
 
The Zoning Map Amendment, Subdivision and City lands transfer are Planning and Zoning and Council level reviews. 
 
Neighborhood Outreach is required prior to the public hearings in accordance with the Land Use Code Section 
26.304.035. Staff recommends the applicant provide enhanced public information according to Section 26.304.035.C. 
Staff recommends additional information on the application be provided in both the mailing notice and the posting on 
site. The additional information included in the mailing should include a proposed site plan and description of the 
proposal. A poster showing the proposed lot split should also be posted on site. The poster should include the site 
plan, description, and contact information for the applicant.     
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A request to allow for any future affordable housing mitigation via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in effect at the time of 
application will require approval by City Council.  
 
The applicant is requesting a 5-year period of vested rights, exceeding the standard 3-year period of vesting in the 
code. Approval of an extension requires approval by City Council.  
 
Two dimensional variances are requested. A setback variance for 5’ setbacks is requested where larger side yard 
setbacks would typically be required for the newly created lot. The applicant is also requesting a net lot area 
deduction exemptions which would eliminate net lot area deductions for steep slopes and areas within a right of way.  
 
The applicant is requesting a land use application fee waiver. All land use application fees and deposits shall be paid 
once the application has been deemed complete. If City Council approves a reduction or fee waiver, all applicable 
funds will be refunded.  
 
The application will be referred to the City Parks, City Engineering, and Pitkin County Community Development 
Department for comment prior to the Planning and Zoning Commission Hearing.  
 
Below are links to the Land Use Application form and Land Use Coe for your convenience: 

 
RELEVANT LAND USE CODE SECTIONS: 
Section Number    Section Title 
26.104.070    Land Use Application Fee Waiver  
26.304     Common Development Review Procedures 
26.304.035     Neighborhood Outreach 
26.308      Vested Rights Extension  
26.310     Amendments to the LUC and Zoning Map 
26.314.040.A    Variances – Dimensional Requirements   
26.470.110.C GMQS - Provision of Required Affordable Housing Via a Fee-in-Lieu 

Payment 
26.480.030.C    Procedures for Review - Major Subdivisions  
26.480.040     General Subdivision Review Standards  
26.480.070.A and B   Major Subdivision, Land Subdivision and Vehicular Rights-of-Way 
26.490      Approval Documents – For Plat Requirements  
26.575.020    Calculations and Measurements  
26.710.040    Zone Districts, Medium Density Residential (R-6)  
For your convenience – links to the Land Use Application and Land Use Code are below: 

                                 Land Use Application  Land Use Code 

REVIEW BY:  -     Community Development Staff for complete application and recommendations 
- Planning and Zoning Commission for recommendations 
- City Council for Decision 

 
PUBLIC HEARING:   Yes, Planning and Zoning, and City Council  

PLANNING FEES: $7,800 for 24 hours of staff time (additional/lesser hours will be billed/refunded at 
$325/hour) 

REFERRAL FEES: Engineering - $325 Deposit for 1 hour of review (additional hours will be billed at 
$325/hr.) 

 Parks - $1,300 Flat Fee  
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TOTAL DEPOSIT:  $9,425 
 
APPLICATION CHECKLIST – Please submit the following as one pdf document to phillip.supino@cityofaspen.com. 
 

¨ Completed Land Use Application, HOA Compliance Form, and signed Fee Agreement. 
 

¨ Pre-application Conference Summary (this document). 
 

¨ Applicant’s name, address and telephone number, contained within a letter signed by the applicant stating 
the name, address, and telephone number of the representative authorized to action on behalf of the 
applicant.  

 
¨ Street address and legal description of the parcel on which development is proposed to occur, consisting of 

a current (no older than 6 months) certificate from a title insurance company, an ownership and 
encumbrance report, or attorney licensed to practice in the State of Colorado, listing the names of all 
owners of the property, and all mortgages, judgments, liens, easements, contracts and agreements 
affecting the parcel, and demonstrating the owner’s right to apply for the Development Application. 
 

¨ An 8 1/2” by 11” vicinity map locating the parcel within the City of Aspen. 
 

¨ An Improvement survey (no older than one year from submittal) including topography and vegetation 
showing the current status of the parcel certified by a registered land surveyor licensed in the State of 
Colorado.  In lieu of hazard and existing condition mapping required in the City of Aspen Engineering 
Design Standards, this survey shall include slopes in excess of 30%, and any other natural or man-made 
hazard or condition that could harm the health, safety, or welfare of the community. 
 

¨ A written description of the proposal and written explanation of how the request complies with the 
review standards relevant to the application. 

 
¨ The present Zone District classification and existing land uses of the real property proposed to be amended. 

 
¨ The area of the property proposed to be amended, stated in square feet or acres. 

 
¨ An accurate survey map of the real property proposed for amendment. 

 
¨ A Draft Plat meeting the plat requirements of Chapter 26.490 – Approval Documents.  

 
¨ A narrative prepared by a Colorado registered Professional Engineer, and depiction or mapping as 

necessary, describing the potential infrastructure upgrades, alignment, design, and mitigation techniques 
that may be necessary for development of the site to be served by public infrastructure, achieve compliance 
with Municipal Code Title 29 – Engineering Design Standards, and achieve compliance with the City of Aspen 
Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP).   

 
The information shall be of sufficient detail to determine the acceptable location(s) and extent of 
development and to understand the necessary upgrades and the possible alignments, designs, or mitigation 
techniques that may be required.  Specific engineered solutions and design details do not need to be 
submitted for land use review.  An applicant may be required to submit specific design solutions prior to or 
in conjunction with recordation of a subdivision plat and development agreement, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490 – Approval Documents. 
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¨ A statement regarding School Land Dedication requirements of Section 26.620.060 and a description of any 

lands to be dedicated to meet the standard. 
 

¨ For changes to vehicular rights-of-way, a draft right-of-way vacation/dedication plat meeting the 
requirements of Chapter 26.490 – Approval Documents, describing and depicting the boundary of the 
vacation/dedication including bearings and dimensions with adequate ties to existing monuments to 
permit accurate legal definition. 

 
¨ For changes to vehicular rights-of-way, a statement and depiction on the draft vacation/dedication plat 

regarding compliance with State Statute showing which portions of vacation areas accrue to which 
properties.  

¨ For changes to vehicular rights-of-way, a statement by the surveyor that all utility companies have been 
contacted and a depiction of all existing utility lines in the right(s)-of-way in which the vacation/dedication 
is requested. 

 
If the copy is deemed complete by staff, the following items will then need to be submitted:  

¨ Total deposit for review of the application.  

Depending on further review of the case, additional items may be requested of the application.  Once the deposit 
is received, the case will be assigned to a planner and the land use review will begin.   

Disclaimer: 
The foregoing summary is advisory in nature only and is not binding on the City.  The summary is based on current 
zoning, which is subject to change in the future, and upon factual representations that may or may not be accurate.  
The summary does not create a legal or vested right. 
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CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 April 2020 

LAND USE APPLICATION 

APPLICANT: 

REPRESENTIVATIVE: 

Description: Existing and Proposed Conditions 

Review: Administrative or Board Review 

Required Land Use Review(s): 

Growth Management Quota System (GMQS) required fields: 

Net Leasable square footage  Lodge Pillows Free Market dwelling units 

Affordable Housing dwelling units Essential Public Facility square footage 

Have you included the following? FEES DUE: $ 

Pre-Application Conference Summary 
Signed Fee Agreement 
HOA Compliance form 
All items listed in checklist on PreApplication Conference Summary 

Name:  

Address: 

Phone#: email: 

Address: 

Phone #: email: 

Name: 

Project Name and Address: 

Parcel ID # (REQUIRED)   
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CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 April 2020 

DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS FORM 
Complete only if required by the PreApplication checklist 

Project and Location 

Applicant: 

Zone District: Gross Lot Area: Net Lot Area: 

**Please refer to section 26.575.020 for information on how to calculate Net Lot Area 

Please fill out all relevant dimensions 
Single Family and Duplex Residential 

1) Floor Area (square feet)

2) Maximum Height

3) Front Setback

4) Rear Setback

5) Side Setbacks

6) Combined Side Setbacks

7) % Site Coverage 

Existing Allowed Proposed 
Multi-family Residential 

1) Number of Units

2) Parcel Density (see 26.710.090.C.10)

3) FAR (Floor Area Ratio)

4) Floor Area (square feet)

Existing Allowed Proposed 

8) Minimum distance between buildings

Proposed % of demolition

5) Maximum Height

6) Front Setback

7) Rear Setback

8) Side Setbacks 

Proposed % of demolition

Commercial 

Proposed Use(s) 
Existing Allowed Proposed 

1) FAR (Floor Area Ratio)

2) Floor Area (square feet)

3) Maximum Height

4) Off-Street Parking Spaces 

5) Second Tier (square feet)

6) Pedestrian Amenity (square feet)

Proposed % of demolition

Existing non-conformities or encroachments: 

Variations requested: 

Lodge 

Additional Use(s) 

1) FAR (Floor Area Ratio)

2) Floor Area (square feet)

3) Maximum Height

4) Free Market Residential(square feet)

4) Front setback

5) Rear setback

6) Side setbacks 

7) Off-Street Parking Spaces 

8) Pedestrian Amenity (square feet)

Proposed % of demolition

Existing Allowed Proposed 
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April 2020 City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 

CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

Homeowner Association Compliance Policy 

All land use applications within the City of Aspen are required to include a Homeowner Association 
Compliance Form (this form) certifying that the scope of work included in the land use application 
complies with all applicable covenants and homeowner association policies. The certification must be 
signed by the property owner or Attorney representing the property owner. 

Property 
Owner (“I”): 

Name: 

Email: Phone No.: 

Address of 
Property: 

(subject of 
application) 

I certify as follows: (pick one) 

□ This property is not subject to a homeowner association or other form of private covenant.

□ This property is subject to a homeowner association or private covenant, and the improvements 
proposed in this land use application do not require approval by the homeowners association or 
covenant beneficiary.

□ This property is subject to a homeowners association or private covenant and the improvements 
proposed in this land use application have been approved by the homeowners association or 
covenant beneficiary. 

I understand this policy and I understand the City of Aspen does not interpret, enforce, or manage the 
applicability, meaning or effect of private covenants or homeowner association rules or bylaws. I 
understand that this document is a public document. 

Owner signature: Date: 

Owner printed name: 

or, 

Attorney signature: Date: 

Attorney printed name: 
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CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 April 2020 

Agreement to Pay Application Fees 
An agreement between the City of Aspen (“City”) and 

Address of Property:   
Please type or print in all caps 

Property Owner Name:  Representative Name (if different from Property Owner): 

Billing Name and Address - Send Bills to: 

Contact info for billing: e-mail: Phone: 

I understand that the City has adopted, via Ordinance No. 20, Series of 2020, review fees for Land Use applications, and 
payment of these fees is a condition precedent to determining application completeness. I understand that as the property 
owner, I am responsible for paying all fees for this development application.

For flat fees and referral fees: I agree to pay the following fees for the services indicated. I understand that these flat fees 
are non-refundable.

$. flat fee for . $. flat fee for 

$. flat fee for . $. flat fee for 

For deposit cases only: The City and I understand that because of the size, nature, or scope of the proposed project, it is not 
possible at this time to know the full extent or total costs involved in processing the application. I understand that additional 
costs over and above the deposit may accrue. I understand and agree that it is impracticable for City staff to complete 
processing, review, and presentation of sufficient information to enable legally required findings to be made for project 
consideration unless invoices are paid in full.

The City and I understand and agree that invoices sent by the City to the above listed billing address and not returned to the 
City shall be considered by the City as being received by me. I agree to remit payment within 30 days of presentation of an 
invoice by the City for such services.

I have read, understood, and agree to the Land Use Review Fee Policy, including consequences for non-payment. I agree to 
pay the following initial deposit amounts for the specified hours of staff time. I understand that payment of a deposit does 
not render an application complete or compliant with approval criteria. If actual recorded costs exceed the initial deposit, I 
agree to pay additional monthly billings to the City to reimburse the City for processing my application at the hourly rates 
hereinafter stated.

$  deposit for hours of Community Development Department staff time. Additional time 
above the deposit amount will be billed at $325.00 per hour. 

$  deposit for  hours of Engineering Department staff time. Additional time above the 
deposit amount will be billed at $325.00 per hour. 

City of Aspen: 

Phillip Supino, AICP 
Community Development Director 

City Use: 
Fees Due: $ Received $ 
Case # 

Signature: 

PRINT Name:   

Title:  
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Report Created: 4/29/2021 9:49:15 AM

Parcel ID: 273512400005

Pitkin County Parcel Report

  AACP, East of Aspen - Independence Pass, Modified Castle
  Castle Creek

 Master Plan Area
 Caucus
Boundaries

  Pitkin County Library
  Aspen School District No. 1 (RE)
  Aspen Fire Protection District
  City of Aspen Water Service Area
  Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District

 Library District
 School District
 Fire District
 Water District
 Sewer System
Services

Land Use Category

Improvements

Assessor's Information

Township, Range, Section

19.226 Acres

FOURTH ST

Split: Pitkin County (in Aspen UGB) and Pitkin County
GIS Parcel Size 

Address (Assessor's Records)

Jurisdiction

Property Information

0100: Vacant Land-Residential Lot

FOU
RTH 
ST

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600  NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

R015511
R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLCOwner

Account

Owner Address

T:10, R:85, S:13;  T:10, R:85, S:12

Subdivision: MINING CLAIM, Section: 12 Township: 10 Range: 85 GOVERNMENT 
LOT 19 & 21 Section: 13 Township: 10 Range: 85 GOVERNMENT LOT 34 
ROARING FORK MINING DISTRICT MINE: PRIDE OF ASPEN - 7364 100% 10.16 
ACRESALL SURFACE & MINERAL RIGHTS MINE: COPPEROPOLIS LODE - 1759 
PORTION LYING WITHIN THE PRIDE OF ASPEN USMS 7364 MINE: EXTRA - 
4712 100% 7.24 ACRESALL SURFACE & MINERAL RIGHTS

Legal Description
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 1

 1, 5

 U.S. House of
 Representatives District

 Board of County
 Commissioners District(s)

  State Senate District
  State House District
  Voting Precinct

Voting Information

3

5
61

  Hallam Lake, Twin Ridge, Thomas Ranch, Reeder, Holy Cross Electric, Little Cloud, 
Thomas Estate Park, Holden Marolt barn area, Marolt Ranch, Little Cloud Park, Jenny 
Adair Park, Center Lode Mining Claim, Barbee

  Racetrack, Villas, W Hallam St, S Seventh St, Trueman , Water Place, Community 
Garden, Zoom, Summit St Cutoff , Castle Creek Rd, Roundabout , Post Office, E Hallam 
St, Marolt Foot Path, Roundabout, Ajax - Little Cloud connector, E Hopkins Ave, Meadows 
Rd, Little Cloud, Midland Trail , Bugsy Barnard, W Hopkins Ave, Hospital, Ajax, Aspen 
Mountain Rd, Bergman, Marolt, Top of Mill Crossover, Trueman, Red Brick, Water Plant, 
Music Tent, Midland - 3rd St, Castle Creek Underpass, Holy Cross, W Hopkins Path

  Wagner Park, Pioneer Park, Hillyard Park, Triangle Park, Bugsy Barnard Park, Koch 
Lumber Park, Wheeler Park, Clapper Park, Francis Whitaker Park, Paepcke Park, Yellow 
Brick School Park, Willoughby ParK, Library Plaza, Armstrong AKA Crash Point, Waite 
Robinson Park, Lift One A Park, Cooper Park, Hyman Park, Silver Circle Ice Rink, Mary B

 Open Spaces Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Trails Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Parks Nearby (1/2 Mile)
Public Amenities

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River, Castle Creek
  Not within a Historic District
  No Zoning Overlay on this parcel

 Watershed Subbasin
 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

 Master Plan Area

Tax Information

Address
Retired Parcel

Documents
Parcel 273512400005

None Found

  Brush Creek-Roaring Fork River, Outlet Castle Creek

AR-10 (Agricultural/Residential-10 Acre), R-15 (Moderate Density Residential-15,000 Sq Ft 
Lot), RR (Rural and Remote), TR-1 (Transitional Residential-1)

Zone District

COUNTY TV/FM TRANSLATOR

COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES

ASPEN VALLEY HOSPITAL
ROARING FORK TRANSP  AUTH

COLORADO RIVER WATER CONS

Total

COUNTY ROAD & BRIDGE

ASPEN HISTORIC PARK & REC

PITKIN COUNTY LIBRARY
OPEN SPACE & TRAILS

HEALTHY COMMUNITY FUND

ASPEN SCHOOL DISTRICT

ASPEN CONSOLIDATED SANITA

ASPEN AMBULANCE DISTRICT

COLORADO MTN COLLEGE

PITKIN COUNTY GENERAL FND

ASPEN FIRE PROTECTION

2.65

2.638
1.436

0.501

4.013

0.956

2.422

3.75

0.177

0.094
2.297

0.287

0.502

8.844

0.065

0.3

$826.50
$110.42

$584.06
$506.26
$20.72

$63.25

$210.70

$533.82

$316.49

$39.01
$14.33

$110.64

$581.41

$884.46

$66.12

$1,949.21

AmountAuthority Mill Levy

30.932 $6,817.40

273513200001 273512400201 273512400003
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Report Created: 4/29/2021 10:07:58 AM

Parcel ID: 273512466002

Pitkin County Parcel Report

  Not within a Historic District
  No Zoning Overlay on this parcel

  AACP
  Not within a Caucus Area

 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

 Master Plan Area
 Caucus
Boundaries

  Pitkin County Library
  Aspen School District No. 1 (RE)
  Aspen Fire Protection District
  City of Aspen Water Service Area
  Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District

 Library District
 School District
 Fire District
 Water District
 Sewer System
Services

Land Use Category

Improvements

Assessor's Information

Township, Range, Section

7535.88 Sq. Feet

501 W HOPKINS AVE

Aspen
GIS Parcel Size 

Address (Assessor's Records)

Jurisdiction

Property Information

1112: Residential-Single Family Residence

501 
W 
HOP

Address (GIS Points) 501 W HOPKINS AVE
Address (GIS Points) 501 W HOPKINS AVE

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600  NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

R020010
R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLCOwner

Account

Owner Address

T:10, R:85, S:12

Subdivision: BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT Lot: 1Legal Description

No Zoning District on this parcelZone District
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 1

 2

 U.S. House of
 Representatives District

 Board of County
 Commissioners District(s)

  State Senate District
  State House District
  Voting Precinct

Voting Information

3

5
61

  Hallam Lake, Thomas Ranch, Reeder, Holy Cross Electric, Little Cloud, Holden Marolt 
barn area, Marolt Ranch, Little Cloud Park, Jenny Adair Park, Center Lode Mining Claim, 
Barbee

  Racetrack, Villas, W Hallam St, S Seventh St, Trueman , Community Garden, Castle 
Creek Rd, Post Office, E Hallam St, Marolt Foot Path, Ajax - Little Cloud connector, E 
Hopkins Ave, Meadows Rd, Little Cloud, Midland Trail , Bugsy Barnard, W Hopkins Ave, 
Ajax, Aspen Mountain Rd, Bergman, Marolt, Trueman, Aspen Institute, Red Brick, Music 
Tent, Midland - 3rd St, Castle Creek Underpass, Holy Cross, W Hopkins Path

  Wagner Park, Pioneer Park, Hillyard Park, Triangle Park, Bugsy Barnard Park, Koch 
Lumber Park, Wheeler Park, Francis Whitaker Park, Paepcke Park, Yellow Brick School 
Park, Willoughby ParK, Armstrong AKA Crash Point, Lift One A Park, Cooper Park, 
Hyman Park, Mary B

 Open Spaces Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Trails Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Parks Nearby (1/2 Mile)
Public Amenities

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River
  Not within a Historic District

 Watershed Subbasin
 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

Tax Information

Address
Retired Parcel

Documents
Parcel 273512466002

501 W HOPKINS AVE

  Brush Creek-Roaring Fork River

COUNTY TV/FM TRANSLATOR

COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES

ASPEN CONSOLIDATED SANITA
ASPEN VALLEY HOSPITAL

COLORADO MTN COLLEGE

Total

COUNTY ROAD & BRIDGE

ASPEN HISTORIC PARK & REC
COLORADO RIVER WATER CONS

PITKIN COUNTY LIBRARY
OPEN SPACE & TRAILS

HEALTHY COMMUNITY FUND

ROARING FORK TRANSP  AUTH

ASPEN FIRE PROTECTION

ASPEN AMBULANCE DISTRICT

ASPEN SCHOOL DISTRICT

PITKIN COUNTY GENERAL FND

CITY OF ASPEN

2.297

0.3

5.093
1.436

0.501

8.844

0.956

2.422

3.75

0.177

2.638
0.094

0.287

4.013

2.65

0.065

0.502

$4,755.11
$635.28

$2,912.67

$380.41

$119.19
$3,345.06

$363.92

$1,212.24

$3,071.19

$1,820.89

$224.44
$82.42

$5,088.61

$6,458.08

$11,214.46

$636.55

$3,360.28

AmountAuthority Mill Levy

36.025 $45,680.80

273512466001
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Report Created: 4/29/2021 10:08:46 AM

Parcel ID: 273512466851

Pitkin County Parcel Report

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River
  Not within a Historic District
  No Zoning Overlay on this parcel

  AACP
  Not within a Caucus Area

 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

 Master Plan Area
 Caucus
Boundaries

  Pitkin County Library
  Aspen School District No. 1 (RE)
  Aspen Fire Protection District
  City of Aspen Water Service Area
  Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District

 Library District
 School District
 Fire District
 Water District
 Sewer System
Services

Land Use Category

Improvements

Assessor's Information

Township, Range, Section

38245.68 Sq. Feet

No parcel information found

Aspen
GIS Parcel Size 

Address (Assessor's Records)

Jurisdiction

Property Information

9149: Exempt-Political Subdivision - Non-Residential

130 S GALENA ST  ASPEN, CO 81611

R014767
CITY OF ASPENOwner

Account

Owner Address

T:10, R:85, S:12

Subdivision: CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN Block: 32 Lot: D AND:- Lot: Thru I, 
Subdivision: CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN Block: 39 Lot: K AND:- Lot: Thru N 
PART OF LOTS D - I & PART OF LOTS O, P, & Q

Legal Description

No Zoning District on this parcelZone District
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 1

 2

 U.S. House of
 Representatives District

 Board of County
 Commissioners District(s)

  State Senate District
  State House District
  Voting Precinct

Voting Information

3

5
61

  Hallam Lake, Thomas Ranch, Reeder, Holy Cross Electric, Little Cloud, Holden Marolt 
barn area, Marolt Ranch, Little Cloud Park, Jenny Adair Park, Center Lode Mining Claim, 
Barbee

  Racetrack, Villas, W Hallam St, S Seventh St, Trueman , Rio Grande Park, Community 
Garden, Summit St Cutoff , Castle Creek Rd, Post Office, E Hallam St, Courthouse, 
Marolt Foot Path, Golf Course, Ajax - Little Cloud connector, Puppy Smith, E Hopkins Ave, 
Meadows Rd, Little Cloud, Midland Trail , Bugsy Barnard, W Hopkins Ave, Ajax, Aspen 
Mountain Rd, Bergman, Rio Grande, Marolt, Top of Mill Crossover, Trueman, Aspen 
Institute, Red Brick, Music Tent, Midland - 3rd St, Castle Creek Underpass, Holy Cross, W 
Hopkins Path

  Wagner Park, Pioneer Park, Hillyard Park, Triangle Park, Bugsy Barnard Park, Koch 
Lumber Park, Wheeler Park, Conner Memorial Park, Clapper Park, Francis Whitaker 
Park, Paepcke Park, Yellow Brick School Park, Willoughby ParK, Library Plaza, Armstrong 
AKA Crash Point, Lift One A Park, Rio Grande Park, Cooper Park, Hyman Park, Silver 
Circle Ice Rink, Mary B

 Open Spaces Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Trails Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Parks Nearby (1/2 Mile)
Public Amenities

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River
 Watershed Subbasin
 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District

Tax Information

Address
Retired Parcel

Documents
Parcel 273512466851

None Found

  Brush Creek-Roaring Fork River

Total
NO TAX -- PUBLIC LAND 0 $0.00

AmountAuthority Mill Levy

0 $0.00

273512400201

Pitkin County GIS presents the information and data on this report as a service to the public. Every effort has been 
made to ensure that the information and data contained in the report is accurate, but the accuracy may change. 

http://www.pitkinmapsandmore.com

Pitkin County GIS makes no warranty or guarantee concerning the completeness, accuracy, or reliability of the 
content at this site or at other sites to which we link.  Assessing accuracy and reliability of information and data is the 
sole responsibility of the user.  The user understands he or she is solely responsible and liable for use, modification, 
or distribution of any information or data obtained on this web site.

Disclaimer

Data is presented in WGS 1984 Web Mercator.  Size, shape, measurement and overlay of features may be distorted.  
In some cases, multiple results could be valid; for example, Zoning.  In other cases, a parcel may cross over the 
boundary of more than one data area, for example, multiple Precincts.  More information about Trails, Parks and 
Open Space can be found www.pitkinoutside.org.  Visit the Pitkin County GIS Department at
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

SURVEY NOTES:

5. THIS SURVEY WAS PREPARED WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A TITLE COMMITMENT,

THEREFORE, ANY EXCEPTIONS TO TITLE THAT MAY AFFECT THE SUBJECT PROPERTY

HAVE NOT BEEN REVIEWED BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC.

6. ELEVATIONS SHOWN HEREON ARE BASED ON NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM

OF 1988 (NAVD 88) REFERENCED FROM NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY (NGS)

BENCHMARK STATION S 159 HAVING AN ELEVATION OF 7720.88.

7. CONTOUR INTERVAL EQUALS ONE FOOT.

8. THIS PROPERTY LIES WITH ZONE X (AREA OF MINIMUM FLOOD HAZARD) ACCORDING

TO FEMA FIRM MAP COMMUNITY PANEL NO. 08097C0354E WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE

OF AUGUST 15, 2019.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION,

A PORTION OF FOURTH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY

& ASSOCIATED CITY OF ASPEN PROPERTIES

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

IMPROVEMENT &

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com

PROJECT NO: 2021-100
DATE: May 12, 2021
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PLAT NOTES:

5. THIS AMENDED PLAT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A TITLE SEARCH BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC FOR

ALL INFORMATION REGARDING EASEMENT, RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND/OR TITLE OF RECORD, TRUE NORTH

COLORADO, LLC. RELIED UPON TITLE COMMITMENT NO. XXXXXXXXXXXX ISSUED BY XXXXXXXXXXXXX,

EFFECTIVE DATE: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

6. PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE NO. ___ - SERIES OF 2021, AND AS CONFIRMED BY VOTE OF THE PUBLIC

HELD ON NOVEMBER 2, 2021:

A.) ALL VACATED RIGHTS OF WAY AND OTHER LANDS TRANSFERRED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN TO THE

OWNER AND INCLUDED WITHIN AMENDED LOT 1 AS SHOWN HEREON SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE LOT

AREA FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING ALLOWABLE FLOOR AREA ON THE PROPERTY AND THERE SHALL BE

NO REDUCTION IN LOT AREA BASED ON STEEP SLOPES. AS SUCH, THE NET LOT AREA FOR AMENDED LOT 1

SHALL BE 11,500 SQUARE FEET.

          B.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY ON THE BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT

SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION PLAT RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 79 AT PAGE 70 OF THE PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS

OR IN THE CITY OF ASPEN LAND USE REGULATIONS, THE SETBACKS FOR AMENDED LOT 1 SHALL BE AS

SHOWN HEREON.  THE TEN-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO PRINCIPAL STRUCTURES

AND THE FIVE-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO ANY PORTION OF A PRINCIPAL

STRUCTURE CONTAINING A GARAGE (NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT LIVING FACILITIES MAY BE BUILT

ABOVE OR BELOW SUCH GARAGE) AND ANY ACCESSORY STRUCTURES.  THERE SHALL BE NO COMBINED

SIDE YARD SETBACK REQUIREMENT.

          C.) ANY AFFORDABLE HOUSING MITIGATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OR

REDEVELOPMENT OF AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE SATISFIED WITHOUT ANY FURTHER PROCESS OR REVIEW BY

PAYMENT OF A FEE-IN-LIEU AT THE THEN-APPLICABLE RATE OR THE THEN-LAST-APPLICABLE RATE IF THERE

IS NO THEN-APPLICABLE RATE.  AT THE ELECTION OF THE OWNER, ANY SUCH AFFORDABLE HOUSING

MITIGATION MAY BE SATISFIED BY ANY OTHER METHOD THAT IS THEN ALLOWED IN THE CITY OF ASPEN

LAND USE REGULATIONS WITHOUT FURTHER REVIEW.

D.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY IN PRIOR APPROVALS, AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE

USED AND DEVELOPED TO INCLUDE A SECOND RESIDENTIAL DWELLING.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

AMENDED PLAT

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com

PROJECT NO: 2021-100
DATE: May 12, 2021
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ACTION BASED UPON ANY DEFECT IN THIS SURVEY BE COMMENCED MORE

THAN TEN YEARS FROM THE DATE OF CERTIFICATION SHOWN HEREON.

VICINITY MAP

SITE

CITY OF ASPEN

N

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

I, RODNEY P. KISER, A REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE PREPARED THE AMENDED PLAT

OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION, THAT THAT LOCATION OF THE OUTSIDE BOUNDARY AND

OTHER FEATURES ARE ACCURATELY AND CORRECTLY SHOWN HEREON, THAT THE SAME ARE BASED ON A FIELD

SURVEY PERFORMED JANUARY 27, 2021 UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND RESPONSIBLE CHARGE AND THAT THE

PLATTED SITE CONFORMS TO THOSE STAKED ON THE GROUND.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I HAVE SET MY HAND AND SEAL THIS ______ DAY OF ____________________, 2021.

______________________________________________________________________________

CLERK  & RECORDER CERTIFICATE

THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION HAS BEEN

ACCEPTED FOR FILING IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK AND RECORDER OF PITKIN COUNTY,

COLORADO ON THIS ________ DAY OF ______________________, 2021, IN PLAT BOOK ________ AT

PAGE ___________ AS RECEPTION NO. ________________________.

_________________________________________________________________

 CLERK & RECORDER

BY: _____________________________________________________________

DEPUTY

PURPOSE STATEMENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1 BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

IS TO ADD CITY OWNED PARCELS TO LOT 1 AND ADJUST THE OVERALL PROPERTY BOUNDARY

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

THIS _________ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 PHILLIP SUPINO - DIRECTOR

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CITY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REVIEW

THIS AMENDED PLAT WAS REVIEWED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT THIS ____

DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 TRISH ARAGON, PE

CITY ENGINEER

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP

THE UNDERSIGNED, R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC AS OWNER OF AMENDED LOT 1, AS SHOWN

HEREON, AND DESCRIBED AS THE EASTERN ONE-HALF OF LOT F, AND LOTS G, H & I, BLOCK 32,

CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN, TOGETHER WITH THE WESTERN 10 FEET OF SOUTH FOURTH STREET

IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO SUCH LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN DOES HEREBY

COMBINE SUCH PROPERTY INTO AMENDED LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION."

CONTAINING 0.172 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, DOES HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THIS AMENDED PLAT;

AND DOES HEREBY DEDICATE TO THE PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICE PROVIDERS THE UTILITY EASEMENT

SHOWN HEREON FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF

UNDERGROUND UTILITY SERVICES, DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS AND AN ABOVE-GROUND FIRE

HYDRANT, AND FOR ACCESS TO THE SAME.

R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600

NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

BY:_________________________________________________________

MANAGER

STATE OF COLORADO )

) SS

COUNTY OF PITKIN )

THE FOREGOING AMENDED PLAT WAS EXECUTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE ME ON

____________________________________________________, 2021 BY ________________________________________.

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 

______________________________________________________

NOTARY PUBLIC

CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COUNCIL PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE

NO._______________, SERIES OF 20___, RECORDED AS RECEPTION NO.___________________________________

AND CONFIRMED BY A VOTE OF THE PUBLIC PURSUANT TO ELECTION HELD NOVEMBER ___, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 CITY COUNCIL OFFICIAL
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PLAT NOTES:

5. THIS AMENDED PLAT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A TITLE SEARCH BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC FOR

ALL INFORMATION REGARDING EASEMENT, RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND/OR TITLE OF RECORD, TRUE NORTH

COLORADO, LLC. RELIED UPON TITLE COMMITMENT NO. XXXXXXXXXXXX ISSUED BY XXXXXXXXXXXXX,

EFFECTIVE DATE: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

6. THE DEPICTION OF ALL EXISTING UTILITIES SHOWN HEREON ARE BASED ON ACTUAL UNDERGROUND

UTILITY LOCATIONS PERFORMED AND LOCATED ON JANUARY 27, 2021.

SOUTH FOURTH STREET

SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH P.M.

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com

PROJECT NO: 2021-100
DATE: April 27, 2021
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NOTICE:  ACCORDING TO COLORADO LAW YOU MUST COMMENCE ANY

LEGAL ACTION BASED UPON ANY DEFECT IN THIS SURVEY WITHIN THREE

YEARS AFTER YOU FIRST DISCOVER SUCH DEFECT.  IN NO EVENT MAY ANY

ACTION BASED UPON ANY DEFECT IN THIS SURVEY BE COMMENCED MORE

THAN TEN YEARS FROM THE DATE OF CERTIFICATION SHOWN HEREON.

VICINITY MAP

SITE

CITY OF ASPEN

N

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

I, RODNEY P. KISER, A REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE PREPARED TTHIS RIGHT-OF-WAY

VACATION PLAT, THAT THAT LOCATION OF THE OUTSIDE BOUNDARY AND OTHER FEATURES ARE ACCURATELY AND

CORRECTLY SHOWN HEREON, THAT THE SAME ARE BASED ON A FIELD SURVEY PERFORMED JANUARY 27, 2021 UNDER

MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND RESPONSIBLE CHARGE AND THAT THE PLATTED SITE CONFORMS TO THOSE STAKED ON

THE GROUND. LINEAR ERROR OF CLOSURE IS LESS THAN 1:15,000.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I HAVE SET MY HAND AND SEAL THIS ______ DAY OF ____________________, 2021.

______________________________________________________________________________

CLERK  & RECORDER CERTIFICATE

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT HAS BEEN ACCEPTED FOR FILING IN THE OFFICE OF THE

CLERK AND RECORDER OF PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO ON THIS ________ DAY OF

______________________, 2021, IN PLAT BOOK ________ AT

PAGE ___________ AS RECEPTION NO. ________________________.

_________________________________________________________________

 CLERK & RECORDER

BY: _____________________________________________________________

DEPUTY

PURPOSE STATEMENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT IS TO VACATE

THE WESTERN 10 FEET OF SOUTH FOURTH STREET LYING IMMEDIATELY EASTERLY TO LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR APPROVAL

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

THIS _________ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 PHILLIP SUPINO - DIRECTOR

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CITY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REVIEW

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT WAS REVIEWED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENT THIS ____ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 TRISH ARAGON, PE

CITY ENGINEER

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP

THE UNDERSIGNED, CITY OF ASPEN AS OWNER OF THE WESTERN 10 FEET SOUTH FOURTH STREET

LYING IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN

CONTAINING 0.023 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, DOES HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY

VACATION PLAT.

CITY OF ASPEN

130 S. GALENA STREET

ASPEN, CO 81611

BY:_________________________________________________________

CITY MANAGER

STATE OF COLORADO )

) SS

COUNTY OF PITKIN )

THE FOREGOING RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT WAS EXECUTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE

ME ON ____________________________________________________, 2021

BY ________________________________________.

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 

______________________________________________________

NOTARY PUBLIC

CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COUNCIL

PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE NO._______________, SERIES OF 20___, RECORDED AS RECEPTION

NO.___________________________________ AND CONFIRMED BY A VOTE OF THE PUBLIC PURSUANT

TO ELECTION HELD NOVEMBER ___, 2021.

BY:__________________________________________________________________

 CITY COUNCIL OFFICIAL

WATER LINE

SEWER LINE

TELEPHONE LINE

GAS LINE

CATV LINE
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                        TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
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NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com
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 LANDSCAPING AND YARD EASEMENT AGREEMENT 
 
 

This LANDSCAPING AND YARD EASEMENT AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made 
and effective this       day of                    , 2021 between R.D Olson Investments II, LLC, a 
California limited liability company, whose address is 520 Newport Center Drive, Ste. 600, Newport 
Beach, CA 92660 (“RDOI”), and the CITY OF ASPEN, a body corporate and politic, whose address 
is 130 South Galena St., Aspen, Colorado 81611 (“City”).  Individually, RDOI and the City are 
each a “Party” and together the “Parties.” 
 
 RECITALS 
 

A. City is the owner of the property described on Exhibit A, attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by this reference (“Easement Area”). 
 

B. The City has agreed to grant RDOI an easement for the benefit of RDOI on the 
Easement Area.  The purpose of this Agreement is to grant RDOI an easement for the 
installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of yard and landscaping areas, including, but 
not limited to, plants, trees, shrubs, bushes, grass, patios and decks, lighting, sitting areas, shade 
features or improvements, a hot tub, a swimming pool, underground utilities, fencing, retaining 
walls, planting structures, walls, and other features common to yards and landscaping areas. 
 
 AGREEMENT 
 

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged and confessed, the parties agree as follows: 
 

1. Grant of Easement.  City hereby conveys, assigns, transfers and grants to RDOI a 
perpetual and exclusive easement over and across the Easement Area.  The Easement Area shall 
be used by RDOI for construction, installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of yard and 
landscaping areas including, but not limited to, plants, trees, shrubs, bushes, grass, patios and 
decks, lighting, sitting areas, shade features or improvements, a hot tub, a swimming pool, 
underground utilities, fencing, retaining walls, planting structures, walls, and other structures 
and features common to yards and landscaping areas.  RDOI shall pay all costs for construction, 
installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of all improvements within the Easement 
Area.  Any utilities shall be underground.  RDOI shall keep the Easement Area and all 
improvements in good repair and condition.  RDOI agrees at all times to maintain the Easement 
Area so its appearance is compatible with the surrounding property.  No improvements shall be 
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installed within the Easement Area without the prior written consent (which may be by email) 
of the Parks and Recreation Department of the City, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld, conditioned or delayed.  Prior to the installation of any improvements within the 
Easement Area, RDOI shall provide to the Parks and Recreation Department plans and 
specifications for any proposed improvements.  The failure of the Parks and Recreation 
Department to respond for a period of thirty (30) days shall be deemed to be an approval of such 
proposed improvements.  Any lighting shall comply with the requirements of the City standards. 
 Without the express written consent of both parties, which consent may be withheld for any or 
no reason, the use of the Easement Area shall not be expanded or increased.  There shall be no 
parking at any time in the Easement Area. 

 
2. Indemnification.  RDOI agrees to protect, indemnify and hold harmless City from 

and against any loss, damage or claims, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, arising out 
of: (i) the use of the Easement Area by RDOI or its guests or invitees, which indemnity shall 
include, but not be limited to, injury or loss to persons or property; and (ii) any mechanic lien 
claims for unpaid labor, services or materials affecting any of the Easement Area.  RDOI shall 
obtain, at its expense, and keep in full force and effect, with a reputable insurer, general public 
liability insurance for the Easement Area with a limit of not less than $1,000,000.00 and, during 
times of construction of any improvements, repairs or replacements, shall maintain (or cause its 
contractor to maintain) workmen's compensation and builder's risk insurance in amounts 
reasonably satisfactory to City; and all said policies shall name City (or any subsequent owner of 
the land burdened hereby) as an additional insured and RDOI shall provide City (or any 
subsequent owner of the land burdened hereby) with proof of such insurance.  The City shall 
have the right to request RDOI to review and increase the limits of insurance coverage 
hereunder based on prevailing limits then carried by like or similar risks. 

 
3. Representations of City.  With respect to the lands included in the Easement Area, 

City represents that it is well seized of and has good title to such lands, free and clear of all liens 
or encumbrances and free and clear of all taxes, and that RDOI shall have, subject to the terms, 
provisions, and conditions hereof, the quiet and peaceful possession and use of the Easement 
Area for the purposes intended. 

 
4. Notices.  Any notice, demand, or document which either party is required or may 

desire to give, deliver or make to the other party shall be in writing and may be personally 
delivered or given by United States certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to the 
address set forth in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement.  Any notice, demand or 
document so given, delivered or made by United States mail shall be deemed to have been 
received on the earlier of the date actually received or the third business day after the same is 
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deposited in the United States mail as certified matter, addressed as above provided, with postage 
prepaid. 

 
5. Miscellaneous. 

 
a. Notice of Default, Right to Cure.  In the event of any default under the 

provisions of this Agreement, the non-defaulting party shall, prior to the exercise of any 
right or remedy, give the party alleged to be in default written notice of such default 
together with right for a period of ten days after receipt of such notice to cure said 
default.  If an alleged default by its nature is not capable of being cured within the time 
provided, the party alleged to be in default shall, provided such party is proceeding with 
all due diligence, have up to an additional twenty days to cure said default.  If a default is 
not cured within the time provided or any extension thereof (which right to cure period 
shall not under any circumstances exceed in the aggregate thirty days), the non-
defaulting party shall then and thereafter be free to pursue any right or remedy allowed 
by this Agreement or otherwise by law. 

 
b. Remedies.  Either party shall have the right and power to bring suit in its 

own name for any legal or equitable relief due to lack of compliance with any provisions 
of this Agreement.  If any court proceedings are instituted in connection with the rights 
of enforcement and remedies provided in this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to reimbursement of its costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, 
in connection therewith. 

 
c. No Waiver.  The failure of either party to insist upon the strict 

performance of any provisions of this Agreement or to exercise any right or option 
available to it, or to serve any notice or to institute any action, shall not be a waiver or a 
relinquishment for the future of any such provision. 

 
d. Amendments in Writing.  This Agreement may not be amended, nor may 

any rights hereunder be waived, except by an instrument in writing executed by the 
parties hereto and duly recorded in the real estate records of Pitkin County, Colorado. 

 
e. Colorado Law.  The interpretation, enforcement or any other matters 

relative to this Agreement shall be construed and determined in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Colorado. 
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f. Run With the Land.  All the provisions of this Agreement, including the 
benefits and burdens created thereby, shall run with the land. 

 
g. Correction Documents.  In the event any clerical or other errors are found 

in this Agreement or any legal descriptions or other exhibits hereto, or in the event any 
exhibit shall be missing, the parties agree to promptly execute, acknowledge, initial 
and/or deliver as necessary any documentation in order to correct the erroneous 
document, description, exhibit or to provide any missing exhibit. 

 
h. Binding Effect; Recording.  All provisions of this Agreement inure to the 

benefit of and are binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, successors, assigns and 
personal representatives.  This Agreement shall be recorded in the records of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder’s Office.   

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have signed this Agreement the day and year first 

written above. 
 
 
      GRANTOR: 
  R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, a California limited liability company 
 
 
      By:        
       Robert D. Olson, Managing Member 
 
 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the 
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy or validity of that document.     
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

 
COUNTY OF ORANGE ) 

 
On ___________________________ before me, _____________________________ 
             (insert name and title of the officer) 
personally appeared Robert D. Olson, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to 
be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to 
me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
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I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 
 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
Signature ____________________________________________________ (Seal) 
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R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, a California limited liability company 
 
 
By:        
 Robert D. Olson, Managing Member 
 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the 
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy or validity of that document.     
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

 
COUNTY OF ORANGE ) 

 
On ___________________________ before me, _____________________________ 

   (insert name and title of the officer) 
personally appeared Robert D. Olson, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to 
be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to 
me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
 
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 
 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
Signature ____________________________________________________ (Seal) 
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ATTEST:     THE CITY OF ASPEN 
 
 
 
      By:         
_______________________    Torre, Mayor 
Deputy City Clerk     DATE:       
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:   MANAGER APPROVAL: 
 
 
              
James True     Sara Ott 
City Attorney     City Manager 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
 
 
      
Austin Weis, Director 
Parks and Open Space Program 
 
 
STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by Torre, as Mayor of the City of Aspen, Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
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Recording requested by and return to: 
City of Aspen  
Parks & Recreation Department 
130 South Galena 
Aspen, Colorado 81611 
 

DEED OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT 
PRIDE OF ASPEN – CITY OF ASPEN 

 
 

THIS DEED OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT (“Deed”) is granted effective as of the 
______ day of ____________, 202__, by the R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC a California lim-
ited liability company, whose address is 520 Newport Center Drive, Ste. 600, Newport Beach, 
CA 92660 (“Grantor”), to the CITY OF ASPEN, a body corporate and politic, whose address is 
130 South Galena St., Aspen, Colorado 81611 (“City”) and to the BOARD OF COUNTY 
COMMISSIONERS OF PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO (“BOCC”), a body corporate and 
politic, whose address is 530 East Main Street, Aspen, Colorado 81611 (the City and the County 
are sometimes referred to herein as the “Grantee”), for the purpose of forever conserving the 
open space character, wildlife habitat, and scenic qualities of the subject property. 
 

WITNESS THAT: 

Grantor is the sole owner in fee simple of the property (the “Property”) which is specifi-
cally described on Exhibit A hereto and depicted on Exhibit B, consisting of approximately 
19.329 acres of land more or less located in Pitkin County, State of Colorado and immediately 
adjacent to the City of Aspen, Colorado.  The Property is a part of one of the most prominent and 
important views from within the City and areas of the County near the City. 

In accordance with the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (“IRC”) and Treas-
ury Regulation 1.170A-14(d)(4) regarding preservation of open space, the parties agree and 
acknowledge that the preservation of the Property will yield a significant public benefit and will 
add to the scenic and open space character of the landscape in Pitkin County and as viewed from 
the City.  The Property qualifies as open space because it will be preserved for the scenic enjoy-
ment of the general public and is preserved pursuant to a clearly delineated governmental con-
servation policy.  Conservation of the Property will further yield a significant public benefit. 
 

• Scenic Enjoyment.  The Property lies within a mapped Environmentally Sensitive Area 
designated by the City, and adds to the scenic character of the local rural landscape in 
which it lies, and provides a degree of openness, contrast and variety to the overall land-
scape.  The Property is adjacent to the City of Aspen and provides a critical and very 
prominent view area.  A portion of the Property is visually accessible to the general public 
from most of the City of Aspen as well as from Colorado Highway 82 and from Castle 
Creek Road, which are open to and actively used by residents of Pitkin County and the 
State of Colorado, and from public lands and trails on and surrounding Aspen, a popular 
recreational destination. The terms of the Easement do not permit future development on 
the Property that would interfere with the essential scenic quality of the land. 
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• Governmental Policies. Conservation of the Property is promoted by the following local 
and state governmental policies.  The laws and regulations of the State of Colorado and 
the United States also support conservation of the Property relative to its scenic, wildlife 
habitat, agricultural heritage, educational and natural area values:   

 
o Local Policies:  Conservation of the Property helps to maintain a valuable open 

space resource.  The City of Aspen addresses the need for protecting open space 
in its Home Rule Charter, which contains the Open Space/Trails Program under 
Article XIII and through its Environmentally Sensitive Areas regulations which 
discourages development above the 8,040 elevation level for scenic protection 
purposes.  Similarly, Pitkin County addresses the need for protecting open space 
in its Home Rule Charter, which contains the Open Space and Trails Program’s 
enabling legislation under Article XIII.  Under both Home Rule Charters, criteria 
for open space acquisitions include: (1) Areas within public scenic viewplains; (2) 
Incorporating or protecting significant wildlife habitat; (3) Protecting recreational 
opportunities such as trails; and (4) protecting other public lands from the impacts 
of development. 
 

o Statewide Policies: The State of Colorado has recognized the importance of pri-
vate efforts toward the preservation of natural systems in the State by the enact-
ment of several sections of Colorado Revised Statutes (“C.R.S.”) (see below). 

 
• Significant Public Benefit.  The Property is a unique part of a rural, mountainous area of 

Pitkin County, where there is a trend toward residential development in the near vicinity.  
The City of Aspen is immediately adjacent to the Property.  There is a strong likelihood 
that development of the Property would contribute to degradation of the scenic and natural 
character of the area.  Preservation of the Property will continue to provide an opportunity 
for the general public to appreciate its scenic values and will increase the amount of con-
served lands.  Further, Grantor has granted to the Grantee the right to construct and main-
tain non-motorized, recreational trails and associated connections to or re-routing of other 
trails through the Property for the public benefit. 

 
In accordance with the IRC and Treasury Regulation 1.170A-14(d)(3) regarding the pro-

tection of a natural environmental system or habitat, preservation of the Property will provide 
significant relatively natural habitat in which wildlife, plant communities, or similar ecosystems 
normally live. 

• Relatively Natural Habitat.  The native plant communities on the Property are in excellent 
condition.  The Property provides access to Castle Creek for wildlife and riparian habitat 
along Castle Creek.  The Colorado Parks and Wildlife Big Game Species Wildlife Habi-
tat Mapping shows the property to include: Elk Winter Range and Elk Overall Range; 
Mule Deer Summer Range and Mule Deer Overall Range; and Black Bear Fall Concen-
tration and Overall Range. 

• Open Space [§ 1.170A-14(d)(4)].  The Property qualifies as open space because it will be 
preserved for the scenic enjoyment of the general public and is pursuant to a clearly delin-
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eated governmental conservation policy.  Conservation of the Property will further yield a 
significant public benefit.   

 
In accordance with the IRC and Treasury Regulation 1.170A-14(d)(4)(ii) regarding sce-

nic enjoyment, this Deed provides for the preservation of land for the scenic enjoyment of the 
public.  Preservation of the Property is important to maintaining the scenic character of the local 
rural landscape.  The Property is visually accessible to the general public traveling along Colora-
do State Highway 82, Castle Creek Road and within most of the City of Aspen, as described 
above. 
 

The open space character, wildlife habitat, and scenic qualities of the Property collective-
ly represent the “Conservation Values” of the Property as such term is used throughout this 
Deed.  These Conservation Values are of great importance to the Grantor, the people of the City, 
the people of Pitkin County, and the people of the State of Colorado. 
 

A collection of baseline data on the Property and its resources (the “Baseline Documenta-
tion”) shall be prepared by Grantee as soon as practicable following conveyance of this Conser-
vation Easement to Grantee. The Baseline Documentation shall be the property of and shall be 
deemed owned by the Grantee with a copy to be provided to the Grantor.  The Grantor hereby 
grants Grantee or Grantee’s agent(s) access to the portions of the Property necessary in order to 
prepare the Baseline Documentation.  The data and explanatory text, photographs and maps to be 
assembled in the Baseline Documentation is agreed by the parties hereto to provide an accurate 
representation of the Property at the time of this grant, notwithstanding the fact that the Baseline 
Documentation will be prepared after the effective date of this grant, and the parties 
acknowledge that the Baseline Documentation will serve as an objective information baseline for 
monitoring compliance with the terms of this Conservation Easement.  Grantee shall bear the 
expense of the preparation of the Baseline Documentation. 

 
The parties agree that, in the event a controversy arises with respect to the nature and ex-

tent of the biological or physical condition of the Property, the parties shall not be foreclosed 
from utilizing all other relevant or material documents, surveys, reports, and other information to 
assist in the resolution of the controversy. 
 

The conservation purposes of this Deed are recognized by, and the grant of this Deed will 
serve, at least and without limitation, the following clearly delineated governmental conservation 
policies: 
 

§ Colorado Revised Statutes §§38-30.5-101, 102, et seq., providing for the estab-
lishment of conservation easements to maintain land “in a natural, scenic or open condition, or 
for wildlife habitat, or for agricultural * * * or other use or condition consistent with the pro-
tection of open land having wholesome environmental quality or life-sustaining ecological di-
versity, * * *.” 

§ The Colorado Wildlife and Parks and Outdoor Recreation statutes, Colorado 
Revised Statutes §33-1-101, et seq., which provide that “it is the policy of the state of Colora-
do that the wildlife and their environment are to be protected, preserved, enhanced, and man-
aged for the use, benefit and enjoyment of the people of this state and its visitors.” 
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§ The City of Aspen Home Rule Charter, Article XIII, Open Space/Trails. 

§ The Pitkin County Land Use Code which states that the preservation of wildlife 
habitat and open space conforms with Policies 2-120 (Scenic Quality), 2-160 (Wildlife Man-
agement), 2-280 (Compatibility with Public Lands), and 2-290 (Access to Public Lands). 

§ Colorado Revised Statutes §38-30.5-102, provides for the establishment of conserva-
tion easements to maintain land “in a natural, scenic, or open condition, or for wildlife habitat, or 
for agricultural * * * or other use or condition consistent with the protection of open land, envi-
ronmental quality or life-sustaining ecological diversity.” 

§ The Colorado Wildlife and Parks and Outdoor Recreation statutes, Colorado Revised 
Statutes §33-1-101 and §33-10-101, which provide, respectively, that “it is the policy of the state 
of Colorado that the wildlife and their environment are to be protected, preserved, enhanced, and 
managed for the use, benefit, and enjoyment of the people of this state and its visitors” and that 
“it is the policy of the state of Colorado that the natural, scenic, scientific, and outdoor recreation 
areas of this state are to be protected, preserved, enhanced, and managed for the use, benefit, and 
enjoyment of the people of this state and visitors of this state.” 

§ The Colorado Department of Transportation statutes, Colorado Revised Statutes 
§43-1-401, et seq., provide that the “preservation and enhancement of the natural and scenic 
beauty of this state” is a substantial state interest. 

§ The Western Governors' Association Policy Resolution 08-21 supports “voluntary in-
centive-based methods for preserving open space, maintaining land and water for agricultural 
and timber production, wildlife and other values.” 

The Grantee is a “qualified conservation organization” as defined by the IRC, and accepts 
the responsibility of enforcing the terms of this Deed and upholding its conservation purposes 
forever. 
 

Grantor intends that the property interest conveyed by this Deed to Grantee be for the ex-
clusive purpose of assuring that, under Grantee’s perpetual stewardship, the Conservation Values 
of the Property will be conserved and maintained forever, and that uses of the land that are in-
consistent with these Conservation Values or that would substantially diminish or impair the 
Conservation Values will be prevented or corrected.  The parties agree, however, that non-
motorized trail uses and improvements on the Property are consistent with the conservation pur-
poses of this Deed. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the facts recited above and of the mutu-
al covenants contained herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and suf-
ficiency of which are hereby confessed and acknowledged, Grantor hereby grants and conveys to 
Grantees, and their assigns, a perpetual conservation easement in gross, pursuant to Section 38-
30.5-101, et seq., Colorado Revised Statutes, over, across and upon the Property, subject to the 
terms and conditions hereinafter set forth (the “Conservation Easement”). Grantees hereby 
acknowledge, accept without reservation and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of 
this Conservation Easement. 
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1. Purpose. It is the essential purpose of this Conservation Easement to preserve and 

protect, in perpetuity, the natural, ecological, wildlife habitat, open space, and scenic values (the 
Conservation Values) of the Property.  To achieve this Purpose, Grantor intends to convey this 
Deed of Conservation Easement to Grantee to ensure that the Conservation Values of Property 
will be preserved and protected forever.  Subject to the purpose of this Easement, Grantor and 
Grantee intend to permit only uses of the Property which do not substantially diminish or impair 
the Property’s Conservation Values and to prevent any use of the Property that will substantially 
impair or interfere with protecting the Property’s Conservation Values.  It is the intent of the 
Grantor to preserve the Property in its scenic, natural, historic and open space condition to pre-
serve the open space character, wildlife habitat, and scenic qualities of the Property.  Notwith-
standing the foregoing, nothing herein shall prohibit Grantee from safely and sensitively devel-
oping non-motorized, recreational trails on, over or through the Property. 

2. Rights of Grantee. To accomplish the purpose of this Deed the following rights 
are conveyed to Grantee by this Deed: 

A. To preserve and protect the Conservation Values of the Property; 

B. To enter upon the Property at reasonable times in order to monitor Gran-
tor’s compliance with the terms of this Deed; provided that such entry shall be upon prior rea-
sonable notice to Grantor, which shall typically be no less than forty-eight (48) hours’ advance 
notice, and Grantee shall not unreasonably interfere with Grantor’s use and quiet enjoyment of 
the Property;  

C. Subject to compliance with any applicable land use entitlement or review 
process, constructing, developing, maintaining, repairing and replacing non-motorized, recrea-
tional trails on, over or through the Property; and 

D. To prevent any activity on or use of the Property that is inconsistent with 
the purpose of this Deed and to require the restoration of such areas or features of the Property 
that may be damaged by any inconsistent activity or use. 

3. Permitted and Prohibited Uses. Grantor shall not perform, nor knowingly allow 
others to perform, any act on or affecting the Property that is inconsistent with the covenants 
herein.  Grantor hereby authorizes Grantee and it shall be Grantees’ obligation to enforce these 
covenants and restrictions in the manner described below.  However, nothing in this Deed shall 
require Grantor to take any action to restore the condition of the Property after any fire, change 
in climate, act of God or other event over which Grantor had no control. 

A. Structures.  The construction of any building or other structures, other than 
as specifically permitted under the terms of this Conservation Easement, is prohibited. 

B. Fences.  Grantor may, but shall not be obligated to replace, repair or im-
prove any existing fences on the Property and erect new fencing provided such new or replaced 
fencing is consistent with then-current Colorado Division of Wildlife (“CDOW”) guidelines for 
fencing located within a wildlife migration area and any applicable county regulations, so as to 
permit the movement of wildlife across the Property.  Any disturbance to the Property that re-
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sults from such fence maintenance or construction shall be reseeded and restored to as close to its 
prior condition as possible.   

C. Subdivision.  All partition, division, subdivision or de facto subdivision of 
title to the Property, whether by physical or legal process, is prohibited.  The Property shall be 
conveyed only in its entirety. 

D. Development Rights. Grantor hereby grants to Grantee all development 
rights except as specifically reserved herein, and the parties agree that such rights are terminated 
and extinguished, and may not be used on or transferred off of the Property to any other proper-
ty, adjacent or otherwise. 

E. Conservation Practices.  Grantor recognizes the importance of good re-
source management and stewardship to maintain the Conservation Values for present and future 
generations.  Grantor shall comply with and have responsibility for compliance of the Property 
with the Colorado Noxious Weed Act and any other governmental noxious weed control regula-
tions. 

F. Timber Harvesting.  Trees may be cut to control insects and disease, to 
prevent personal injury and property damage, for firewood and for other domestic uses, includ-
ing construction of fences on the Property, and as minimally necessary for purposes of construc-
tion, maintenance, repair and replacement of recreational trails.  

G. Mining.  The commercial mining or extraction of soil, sand, gravel, oil, 
natural gas, fuel, coal, or any other mineral substance owned by Grantor as of the date of this 
Deed or later acquired by Grantor, using any surface mining method is prohibited.  Grantor 
makes no warranties or representations concerning the existing mining waste materials on the 
Property and shall have no obligation to remove or remediate such mining waste. 

H. Paving, Road & Trail Construction.  No portion of the Property shall be 
paved or otherwise be covered with concrete, asphalt, or any other paving material.  No addition-
al road shall be constructed for access within the Property, for access to other adjacent proper-
ties, or for other purposes, except for any unpaved road or trail on or permitted to hereafter be 
constructed on the Property.  After reasonable notice to Grantee, any such road or trail permitted 
by this paragraph shall be constructed in a manner that does not substantially diminish or impair 
the Conservation Values of the Property. 

I. Trash.  The dumping or accumulation of any kind of trash or refuse on the 
Property, other than farm-related trash and refuse produced on the Property, is strictly prohibited.  
Grantee shall be responsible for removal of any trash, refuse, liter or other waste left on the 
Property by members of the public. 

J. Recreational Uses and Improvements.  Other than non-motorized recrea-
tional trails, no recreational building, structure or improvement shall be built on the Property, 
including but not limited to, restrooms, washing facilities, trash enclosures, athletic fields, golf 
courses or ranges, race tracks, airstrips, helicopter pads, or shooting ranges.  Use of the Property 
for more than “de minimis” commercial recreation activity is prohibited.  The term “de minimis” 
shall have the meaning as set forth in § 2031(c)(8)(B), IRC, and the Treasury Regulations adopt-
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ed pursuant thereto.  Non-motorized recreational uses are permitted only if they are (i) not com-
mercial; (ii) on trails approved by the Grantee for non-motorized use; and (iii) conducted in a 
manner that would not substantially diminish the Conservation Values. 

K. Motorized Vehicles. Motorized vehicles may only be used for construction 
and maintenance of non-motorized hiking and biking trails and shall be used in a manner that 
does not substantially diminish or impair the Conservation Values of the Property.  There shall 
be no off-road vehicle courses for snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles, motorcycles, E-Bikes or 
electric bicycles, or other motorized vehicles.  Recreational use of motorized vehicles is prohib-
ited.  

L. Camping/Commercial Uses/Hunting.  No camping shall be allowed on the 
Property.  No industrial or commercial uses shall be allowed on the Property.  No hunting is al-
lowed on the Property.   

M. Signage or Billboards. No commercial signs, billboards, awnings, or ad-
vertisements shall be displayed or placed on the Property, except for any trail signs if a trail is 
constructed on the Property, “no trespassing” signs, and signs informing the public of the status 
of ownership.  No signs shall materially adversely affect the Conservation Values of the Proper-
ty. 

4. Rights Retained by Grantor.  As owners of the Property, Grantor retains the right 
to perform any act not specifically prohibited or limited by this Deed. These ownership rights 
include, but are not limited to, the right to sell or otherwise transfer the Property to anyone Gran-
tor shall choose. 

5. Notice of Intention to Undertake Certain Permitted Actions. The purpose of re-
quiring Grantors to notify Grantee prior to undertaking certain permitted activities is to afford 
Grantee an opportunity to ensure that the activities in question are designed and carried out in a 
manner consistent with the purpose of this Deed.  Whenever notice is required, Grantors shall 
notify Grantee in writing not less than thirty (30) days prior to the date Grantors intend to under-
take the activity in question.  The notice shall describe the nature, scope, design, location, time-
table, and any other material aspect of the proposed activity in sufficient detail to permit Grantee 
to make an informed judgment as to its consistency with the purpose of this Deed. 

6. Grantee’s Approval.  Where Grantee’s approval is required, Grantee shall grant or 
withhold its approval in writing within thirty (30) days of receipt of Grantor’s written request 
therefor.  Grantee’s approval may be withheld only upon a reasonable determination by Grantee 
that the action as proposed would be inconsistent with the purpose of this Deed.  Failure of 
Grantee to respond within the required thirty (30) days shall be deemed approval by Grantee. 

7. Responsibilities of Grantor and Grantee Not Affected.  The parties agree to the 
following responsibilities: 

A. Taxes.  Grantor shall continue to be solely responsible for payment of all 
taxes and assessments before delinquency levied against the Property by competent authority 
(collectively “taxes”).  If Grantee is ever required to pay any taxes or assessments on its interest 
in the Property, Grantor will reimburse Grantee for the same. 
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B. Upkeep and Maintenance.  Grantee, not Grantor, shall be solely responsi-
ble for the upkeep and maintenance of the Property, to the extent it may be required by law, in-
cluding but not limited to the control of noxious weeds.  Grantor shall have no obligation for the 
upkeep or maintenance of the Property.  Moreover, it shall be the Grantee’s obligation to prevent 
trespass, “squatters” and public camping on the Property.  Grantor shall enforce the covenants 
and restrictions contained in Section three (3) above.  Grantee shall be responsible for compli-
ance with any hazard mitigation associated with installation of non-motorized, recreational trails 
on the Property. 

C. Liability Insurance and Indemnification.  Grantee shall obtain and pay for 
a general liability insurance policy for the Property and include Grantor as an additional insured 
on such insurance policy.  Such general liability insurance policy shall have limits of at least 
one-million dollars per occurrence and two million dollars aggregate.  Grantee shall not be enti-
tled to “self-insure” for this obligation.  Grantee shall provide certificates of such insurance to 
Grantor upon reasonable request on an annual basis.  To the extent any liability associated with 
the Property is not covered and paid for by such liability insurance, Grantee shall hold Grantor 
and its members, managers, officers, employees, attorneys, agents and affiliates (collectively, the 
"Indemnified Grantor Parties" and each an “Indemnified Grantor Party”) harmless from and 
against the aggregate of all losses, obligations, liabilities, assessments, judgments, damages, de-
ficiencies, demands, claims, costs, penalties, fees and expenses of every kind and nature whatso-
ever (including, without limitation, reasonable counsel and paralegal fees and expenses) incurred 
or suffered by any Grantor Indemnified Party directly arising out of, relating to, or resulting from 
all obligations and liabilities incurred by Grantor with respect to its ownership of the Property, 
except for general real property taxes, after the Effective Date which are asserted against Indem-
nified Grantor Parties (or any of them) and will fully indemnify them for any payments, loss or 
other damages suffered, including reasonable costs and expenses in defending the same, inclu-
sive of reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs and costs of appeal in connection with such liabili-
ties and obligations of Grantor.  The Grantee acknowledges that, since it is the Grantee’s obliga-
tion to maintain the Property and any and all improvements, such as trail improvements, which 
may be constructed and maintained on the Property, the Grantee is the party that would be re-
sponsible for any claim or damage that occurs on the Property and, as such, this agreement to 
indemnify and hold harmless is not an agreement by the Grantee to “become responsible for” a 
debt of a third party in violation of Article XI, Section 1 of the Colorado Constitution.   

8. Enforcement. Grantee shall have the right to prevent and correct or require correc-
tion of violations of the terms of this Deed.  With reasonable advance notice to Grantor (except 
in the case of any ongoing or imminent violation, in which case such notice is not required), 
Grantee may enter the Property for the purpose of inspecting for violations.  If Grantee finds 
what it believes is a violation, Grantee may, at its discretion, take appropriate legal action.  Upon 
discovery of any such violation, the Grantee shall immediately notify Grantor in writing of the 
alleged violation.  The Grantee shall give Grantor sixty (60) days to correct the alleged violation 
before filing any legal action.  When an ongoing or imminent violation is causing material dam-
age to or could irreversibly diminish or impair the Conservation Values of the Property, Grantee 
may, at its discretion, take appropriate legal action.  If the parties cannot resolve the violation 
themselves, the parties may mutually agree to an alternative method of dispute resolution, such 
as meditation.  If a court with jurisdiction determines that a violation may exist or has occurred, 
Grantee may obtain an injunction, temporarily or permanently, in addition to such other relief as 
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the court deems appropriate.  A court may also issue an injunction requiring Grantor to restore 
the Property to its condition prior to the violation.  In any case where a court finds that a viola-
tion has occurred, Grantor shall reimburse Grantee for all its expenses incurred in stopping and 
correcting the violation, including but not limited to reasonable attorneys’ fees. 

Any failure by Grantee to discover a violation or forbearance by the Grantee to exercise 
their rights under this Deed in the event of any breach of any term of this Deed by Grantor shall 
not be deemed or construed to be a waiver by Grantee of such term of any subsequent breach of 
the same or any other term of this Deed or of any of Grantee's rights under this Deed.  No delay 
or omission by the Grantee in the exercise of any right or remedy upon any breach by the Gran-
tor shall impair such right or remedy, or be construed as a waiver.  The Grantor hereby waives 
any defense available to the Grantor pursuant to Colorado Revised Statutes §38-41-119, or the 
defense of laches, estoppel, or prescription. 

9. Access.  No right of access to the general public to any portion of the Property is 
conveyed by this Deed nor shall such a right ever be construed to have been conveyed by this 
Deed, except in the event that Grantee may hereafter install a non-motorized, recreational trail 
for access across the Property. 

10. Transfer of Easement; Requirement for Assignment or Enforcement. 

A. Transfer by Grantee.  With the prior written consent of Grantor (which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned) Grantee shall have the right 
to transfer the easement created by this Deed and to assign its rights thereunder to any private 
nonprofit organization that, at the time of transfer, is a qualified organization under § 170(h), 
IRC, and under Colorado Revised Statutes §38-30.5-101, et seq., (a “Qualified Organization”), 
expressly agrees to assume the responsibility imposed on Grantee by this Deed and agrees that 
the conservation purposes of this Deed will continue to be carried out.  Notwithstanding anything 
in this paragraph to the contrary, this Deed shall not be transferred by Grantee to any govern-
mental entity or public agency without the consent of the Grantor, which consent shall be in 
Grantor’s sole discretion.  If Grantee desires to transfer this Deed to a Qualified Organization, 
but Grantor refuses to approve the transfer, a court with jurisdiction shall transfer this Deed to 
another Qualified Organization that is not a governmental organization and that agrees to assume 
the responsibility of enforcing this Deed, provided that Grantor receives notice of and an oppor-
tunity to participate in the court proceeding. 

B. Transfer by Judicial Process.  If the Grantee ever ceases to exist or is no 
longer a Qualified Organization, then the Deed shall be assigned to another Qualified Organiza-
tion having similar purposes that agrees to assume the responsibility imposed on Grantee by this 
Deed.  If the Grantee is no longer monitoring and enforcing the terms of this Deed to preserve 
and protect the Conservation Values of the Property, then the Grantor may apply to a court with 
jurisdiction for such court to transfer this Deed to another Qualified Organization having similar 
purposes that agrees to assume the responsibility imposed on Grantee by this Deed, provided that 
Grantee and Grantor receive notice of and an opportunity to participate in the court proceeding. 

11. Transfer of the Property. Grantor shall notify Grantee in writing at least one week 
prior to the transfer of the Property, and the document of conveyance shall expressly refer to this 
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Deed.  Grantee shall have the right to record a document in the real property records in Pitkin 
County to put such third parties on notice of the requirements of this paragraph.  Failure to pro-
vide notice pursuant to this paragraph or such recorded document shall not invalidate any trans-
fer of the Property. 

12. Amendment of Deed.  This Deed may be amended only with the express prior 
written consent of Grantee and Grantor by an instrument duly executed by Grantor and Grantee 
recorded in the real property records of Pitkin County, Colorado.  Any such amendment shall be 
consistent with the purposes of this Deed and shall comply with § 170(h), IRC, or any regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.  Any such amendment shall also be consistent with Colorado Re-
vised Statutes §38-30.5-101, et seq., or any regulations promulgated thereunder, and shall not 
affect the perpetual duration of this Deed. 

13. Condemnation or Other Extinguishment.  If the Property is taken, in whole or in 
part, by exercise of the power of eminent domain, or if circumstances arise in the future that ren-
der the purpose of this Deed impossible to accomplish, this Deed can only be terminated or ex-
tinguished, whether in whole or in part, by judicial proceedings in a court of competent jurisdic-
tion.  Each party shall promptly notify the other party in writing when it first learns of such cir-
cumstances.  Grantor and Grantee stipulate that as of the date of this Deed, they are each vested 
with a real property interest in the Property.  The Parties further stipulate that the Grantees’ in-
terest in the Easement has a value of one-half of one percent (0.5%) of the fair market value of 
the Property, and such percentage interest shall remain constant in relation to any future fair 
market value of the Property.  Such percentage interest shall be used only for determining the 
Grantees’ proportion of proceeds from any payment of damages or action resulting from circum-
stances described in this paragraph when the Deed is extinguished; and shall have no effect in 
any sale or transfer that does not extinguish this Deed.  The Parties agree that the value of any 
improvements to the Property made by Grantor after the date of this Easement is reserved to 
Grantor. 

14. Interpretation.  This Deed shall be interpreted under the laws of the State of Colo-
rado, resolving any ambiguities and questions of the validity of specific provisions so as to pre-
serve the Conservation Values and give maximum effect to its conservation purposes. 

15. Perpetual Duration.  The easement created by this Deed shall be a servitude run-
ning with the land in perpetuity.  Every provision of this Deed that applies to Grantor or Grantee 
shall also apply to their respective agents, heirs, executors, administrators, assigns, and all other 
successors as their interests may appear.  A party's rights and obligations under this Deed termi-
nate upon a permitted transfer of the party’s interest in this Deed or the Property, except that lia-
bility for acts or omissions occurring prior to transfer shall survive transfer. 

16. Notices. Any notices required by this Deed shall be in writing and shall be per-
sonally delivered or sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, to Grantor, Grantee respec-
tively at the following addresses, unless a party has been notified by the other of a change of ad-
dress.  Electronic delivery of notices shall also be deemed sufficient and considered delivered 
upon receipt of confirmation of delivery on the part of the sender: 

To Grantor:   
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             R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
    520 Newport Center Drive, Ste. 600,  
    Newport Beach, CA 92660 
 
To Grantee:   
  
   City of Aspen 
    City Manager 
    130 South Galena St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
  With Copies to: 
    Aspen City Attorney’s Office 
    130 South Galena St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
  Pitkin County 
    County Manager 
    530 East Main St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
  With copies to: 
    County Attorney’s Office 
    530 East Main St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
17. Grantor’s Title Warranty.  Grantor warrants that Grantor has good and sufficient 

title to the Property and hereby promises to defend the same against all claims from persons 
claiming by, through or under Grantor. 

18. Grantor’s Environmental Warranty and Indemnity.  Grantor warrants that Grantor 
has no actual knowledge of a release or threatened release of hazardous substances or wastes on 
the Property and hereby promises to hold harmless, defend, and indemnify Grantee along with 
their respective members, directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors, successors, and as-
signs against all litigation, claims, demands, penalties, and damages, including reasonable attor-
neys’ fees, arising from or connected with any present or future presence or release of hazardous 
or toxic substances on, under, or about the Property.  For the purposes hereof, “Hazardous Sub-
stances” does not mean any typical agricultural chemicals such as herbicides and pesticides 
utilized on properties of this type in Pitkin County, provided that all such chemicals are used in 
accordance with applicable laws and manufacturer’s specifications.  Without limiting the forego-
ing, nothing in this Deed shall be construed as giving rise to any right or ability in Grantee, nor 
shall Grantee have any right or ability, to exercise physical or managerial control over the day-
to-day operations of the Property, or otherwise to become an operator with respect to the Proper-
ty within the meaning of The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Lia-
bility Act of 1980, as amended. 
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19. Subsequent Liens on the Property. No provisions of this Deed should be construed 
as impairing the ability of Grantor to use the Property as collateral for subsequent borrowing, 
provided that any mortgage or lien arising from such a borrowing shall be subordinate to this 
Deed. 

20. No Merger. No merger shall be deemed to have occurred hereunder or under any 
document executed in the future affecting this Deed, unless the parties expressly state that they 
intend a merger of estates or interests to occur. 

21. Recording.  Grantee shall record this Deed in the official records of Pitkin Coun-
ty, and may re-record it at any time as may be required to preserve Grantee’s rights hereunder. 

22. Subsequent Transfers.  Grantor shall incorporate the terms and conditions of this 
Deed in any deed or other legal instrument by which it divests itself of any interest in all or a 
portion of the Property, including, without limitation, conveyance of a leasehold interest to a 
third party.  Grantor further agrees to give written notice to Grantee of the transfer of any interest 
at least one week prior to the date of such transfer.  The failure of Grantor to perform any act re-
quired by this paragraph shall not impair the validity of this Deed or limit its enforceability in 
any way; and failure of Grantor to provide notice pursuant to this paragraph shall not invalidate 
any transfer of the Property. 

23. Liberal Construction.  Any general rule of construction to the contrary notwith-
standing, this Deed shall be liberally construed in favor of the grant to affect the purpose of this 
Deed and the policy and purpose of Colorado Revised Statutes §38-30.5-101, et seq.  If any pro-
vision in this instrument is found to be ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the purpose 
of this Deed that would render the provision valid shall be favored over any interpretation that 
would render it invalid. 

24. Severability.  If any provision of this Deed, or the application thereof to any per-
son or circumstance, is found to be invalid, the remainder of the provisions of this Deed, or the 
application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is found 
to be invalid, as the case may be, shall not be affected thereby. 

25. Entire Agreement.  This Deed sets forth the entire agreement of the parties with 
respect to the easement and supersedes all prior discussions, negotiations, understandings, or 
agreements relating to the easement, all of which are merged herein. 

26. No Forfeiture.  Nothing contained herein will result in a forfeiture or reversion of 
Grantor’s title in any respect. 

27. Successors.  The covenants, terms, conditions, and restrictions of this Deed shall 
be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of, the parties hereto and their respective personal rep-
resentatives, heirs, successors, and assigns and shall continue as a servitude running in perpetuity 
with the Property. 

28. Termination of Rights and Obligations.  A party’s rights and obligations under 
this Deed terminate upon transfer of the party’s interest in the easement or Property, except that 
liability for acts or omissions occurring prior to transfer shall survive transfer. 
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29. Captions.  The captions in this instrument have been inserted solely for conven-
ience of reference and are not a part of this instrument and shall have no effect upon construction 
or interpretation. 

30. Third Party Beneficiaries.  This Deed is entered into by and between Grantor and 
Grantee, and does not benefit or create enforcement rights or responsibilities in any other third 
parties, including the general public. 

31. Acceptance.  As attested by the signature of an authorized party affixed hereto, 
Grantee hereby accepts, without reservation, the rights and responsibilities conveyed by this 
Deed. Grantee acknowledges receipt and acceptance of this Deed encumbering the Property for 
which no goods or services were provided. 

32. Change of Conditions.  A change in the potential economic value of any use that 
is prohibited by or inconsistent with this Deed, or a change in any current or future uses of 
neighboring properties, shall not constitute a change in conditions that makes it impossible or 
impractical for continued use of the Property for conservation purposes and shall not constitute 
grounds for terminating the Deed. 

33. No Land Use Approvals Imputed to Deed.  The Grantor shall be solely responsi-
ble for compliance with applicable laws in regard to the exercise of rights reserved herein to 
Grantor; and the Grantee shall be solely responsible for compliance with applicable laws in re-
gard to the exercise of rights reserved herein to Grantee.  Nothing contained in this Deed is in-
tended to represent a permit or land use approval by the City or Pitkin County. 

 TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, this Deed unto Grantee, its successors and assigns, forever. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor and Grantee, intending to legally bind themselves, 
have set their hands on the date first written above. 
 
      GRANTOR: 
  R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, a Califor-

nia limited liability company 
 
 
      By:        
       Robert D. Olson, Managing Member 
 
 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of 
the individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy or validity of that document. 

    
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

 
COUNTY OF ORANGE ) 
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On ___________________________ before me, _____________________________ 
             (insert name and title of the officer) 
personally appeared Robert D. Olson, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evi-
dence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capaci-
ty(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity up-
on behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
 
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 
 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
Signature ____________________________________________________ (Seal) 
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ATTEST:     GRANTEE: 
      THE CITY OF ASPEN 
 
 
      By:         
_______________________     ______________________, Mayor 
Deputy City Clerk     DATE:       
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:   MANAGER APPROVAL: 
 
 
              
James True     Sara Ott 
City Attorney     City Manager 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
 
 
      
Austin Weis, Director 
Parks and Open Space Program 
 
 
STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by Torre, as Mayor of the City of Aspen, Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
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ATTEST:     GRANTEE: 
 
      BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
      OF PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO 
 
 
      By:         
Jeanette Jones      ______________________, Chair 
Deputy Clerk and Recorder    DATE:       
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:   MANAGER APPROVAL: 
 
 
              
John Ely     Jon Peacock 
County Attorney    County Manager 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
 
 
      
Gary Tennenbaum, Director 
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails 
 
 
STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by Jeanette Jones, as Deputy County Clerk of Pitkin County, Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
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STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by ______________, as Chair of the Board of County Commissioners of Pitkin County, 
Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
 
 
List of Exhibits 
 
A Property legal description 
B Map of the Property 
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Arthur I. Mears, P.E., Inc. 
Natural Hazards Consultants

555 County Road 16
Gunnison, CO 81230

TeVFax: ( 970) 641 -3236

May 11, 2009

Mr. Lyle Reeder

P. O. Box 4859

Aspen, CO 81612

RE: Pride of Aspen — Avalanche & Rockfall hazard & mitigation feasibility

Dear Mr. Reeder

As requested by Mr. Francis Fitzmanich, I completed a site inspection, hazard
evaluation and mitigation feasibility study of the above - referenced property
adjacent to Aspen. The site work was completed on May 7. 

Site characteristics

The property I evaluated is
located on the northern slopes

of Shadow Mountain. It

extends from approximately
7, 950 feet elevation near the
end of 4' h Street in Aspen to

approximately 8, 800 feet near
the summit of the mountain. 

Figure 1 is a view of the

property taken from the south
end of 4th Street looking south
toward the summit of Shadow

Mountain. The property
extends upward through the

visible tailings near the base

to the summit. The fairly dense forest consists mostly of Douglas Fir trees less
than 18" in diameter. Cliffs in the right center in the photograph produce rockfall. 

This is discussed below in more detail below. The steep slopes in the forest can
and have also produced small snow avalanches. 

The area considered for residential development is located near the base of the

slope, probably below what is now the tailings area. Final location will be
determined subsequently. The conclusions of this report would apply to sites we
investigated, all of which lie below 8, 040 feet elevation. 
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Rockfall

The rockfall source outcrop is the shattered and broken bedrock in the exposed
cliffs (Fig 2). Mechanical weathering dislodges rocks up to 2 feet in diameter that
fall from the steep exposures. They roll down the steep slopes through the forest
usually breaking into pieces less than 1 foot long. Most of the rocks found on the
slopes were 1 foot in diameter or smaller. Many of the rocks were stopped by
trees or came to rest on the steep slopes. Larger rocks cab roll to the lower
part of the slope. 

Some of the rockfall was certainly

dislodged by old construction activity, 
however the widespread source areas of

shattered bedrock (see Fig 2, for example) 
indicate this is an active rockfall source and

will continue to be active in the future. 

The building site is located on the lower
portion of the lot, below the forest that

provides some protection. Although a

quantitative analysis of rockfall energy and
bounce height of the "design" 2 -foot rock
has not been completed as part of this

feasibility study my experience with rockfall
analysis in this area indicates the following: 

Rockfall on the upper steep
slopes in the forest is relatively
frequent, probably occurring
every 3 to 10 years; 
Rockfall reaching the lower slopes where development might occur is
much less common, probably occurring every 30 to 100 years, on the
average; 

3. 

Cloud Subdivision immediately to the east; fence design
parameters must be determined on a site - specific basis once a fence
location is determined. 

Snow avalanches

Small avalanches ( both loose -snow and small slab types) may begin within the
forest and in open areas adjacent to the forest. The forest will reduce the
volume, speed and energy of the design, 100 -year avalanche. During

2
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exceptional conditions expected no more often on the average than every 30 to
100 years, avalanches may reach to the tailings area. 

Although a quantitative analysis of avalanche dynamics has not been completed, 

my experience with avalanche evaluation in this area suggests that the lower
portion of the property (that could be considered for development) lies in a

Limitations

This study is site and time specific. It has considered existing forest and slope
conditions that exist today (May, 2009). If the forest were ever destroyed ( by fire
or other natural or man -made processes) avalanche and /or rockfall hazards
might increase. 

You as my client should know that while our company can and does attempt to
uphold high professional standards, the state of scientific and engineering
knowledge is incomplete, and does not always permit certainty. The complex
phenomena involved in rockfall and avalanches cannot be perfectly evaluated
and predicted, and methods used to predict their behavior change as new
research becomes available. While we can and will offer our best professional

w

judgment, we cannot and do not offer any warranty or guarantee of results. 

Sincerely, 

r

Arthur 1. Mears, P. E. 
Avalanche - control engineer

A "blue" zone is affected by avalanches with return periods of 30 to 100 years and produce
impact pressures of less than 600 Ibs/ ft'. Building may be permitted in Pitkin County avalanche
blue zones if structural mitigation is used for protection. 
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BRUCE A. COLLINS, PH. D. 
GEOLocicA. AND NATURAL RESOURCE CONSULTANTS

P.O. Box 23 • 11 16 MINEoTA DRIVE

SILT, COLORADO 816$2

PHONE/ FAx (970) 876 -5400

bacol@rof.net

September 25, 2009

Francis Krizmanich

Krizmanich Land Use Planning
79 Light Hill Rd

Snowmass, CO 81654 -9217

ENVIRONMENTAL, 

EXPLORATION, 

AND MINING

GEOLOGY

RE: TRACT B, PART OF PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE CLAIM

U. S. MINERAL SURVEY 7364), PITKIN COUNTY

Dear Mr. Krizmanich: 

I have completed my geologic investigation, as required by H. B. 1041 and Pitkin County Land Use
Code § 7 -20 -20 and §§ 7- 20 -50(a) through (1), of the above - referenced property in the north end
of the Pride ofAspen lode claim at the base of Shadow Mountain. Tract B is at the south end of

South Fourth Street, Aspen, immediately south of the city limits, in Government Lots 19 and 34, 
sec. 12, Township 10 South, Range 85 West, 6h Principal Meridian. The center of the 1. 63 -acre
Development Tract" is 0. 6 miles west and a little north of the Pitkin County Courthouse.' 

As of the date of this report the actual building envelope has not been defined and a detailed site
plan is not available. The general area consists of nearly level ground between the northeast
boundary and the dumps at the portals of the lower and upper tunnels of the Pride of Aspen
Mine, driven south - southwesterly into the lowermost slopes of Shadow Mountain and
approximately 80 vertical feet apart. Portions or all of one or both dumps may be excavated to
provide an adequate building area. Elevations in the probable building area range from

A
approximately 7,940 to 8,040 ft, for total relief of approximately 100 ft (relief on Tract B in its
entirety is somewhat more). Vegetation consists of a typical aspen- confer assemblage altered by
over 125 years of mining, railroad construction and abandonment, and related municipal
activities. 

Geologic Setting. The area is not included in any ofPitkin County' s categories ofPotential Geologic
Hazards ( 19742), although it immediately adjoins a large area ofcategory Pa, potentially unstable
slopes. Although no slope map has been provided, physical evidence suggests slopes on the
building area range from nearly flat between the former right -of -way of the Colorado Midland
Railroad and the base of the lower tunnel dump to the angle of repose of mine refuse on the

As identified on `Subdivision Plat ofthe Hans R. GramigerTracts," GrandValley Surveying LLC, Job No. Gram - Three, dated
July 28, 2008. All distances are straight -line and measured from the approximate center of the "Development Tract" unless
otherwise noted. 

2 Colorado State University, 1974, Potential geologic hazards, Pitkin County, Colorado, Lower Roaring Fork Valley: CSU
Environmental Resources Analysis, map scale 1: 31, 680 (referenced hereinafter as " PitCo maps'). In the Aspen area based
largely on Bryant, 1972 ( cited in paragraph referring to § 7- 20- 050(e) below). 
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dump outslopes ofbetween 35° and 40 °. Based on the USGS 7. 5' Aspen Quadrangle topographic
map, natural slopes above the dumps average about 18.8° ( 32%). 

The building area is mapped geologically at a scale of 1: 24000 by Bryant ( 19713) as mostly
Quaternary talus, his map unit Qt, derived from sedimentary rocks ofPaleozoic age further up the
slopes of Shadow Mountain, with a narrow band ofvalley -floor glacial outwash gravel, Qgb, along
the northern boundary. Talus is described as: 

Angular rock fragments ranging from 'h inch to several feet in diameter; locally
well sorted. Grades to colluvium with increase in sand and silt content. 

Moderately- to heavily- vegetated talus deposits such as found on and upslope from Tract B are
old, have moderately to well - developed soils, and are generally quite stable. Although not well
exposed, talus on Tract B almost certainly consists mostly of limestone and dolomite clasts
derived from the Leadville Limestone and the Manitou Dolomite, well exposed above the tract. 

Lesser amounts ofsandstone, siltstone, shale, and quartzite derived from the Chaffee and Peerless

Formations and the Sawatch Quartzite are probably present as well. The outwash gravels are
crudely bedded, poorly- sorted, and consist almost entirely ofPrecambrian materials eroded from
the glaciated valleys immediately east ofAspen. Bedrock beneath the unconsolidated Quaternary
cover and depth to it are unknown but it is probably either upper Leadville Limestone (map unit
MI) of Mississippian age or the overlying Pennsylvanian Belden Formation ([ Pb). The upper
Leadville, which is exposed in pinnacles and ridges on the upper part of the Pride ofAspen Claim

Tract C), is thick- bedded to massive blue -gray limestone, while the lower Belden is dark -gray to
black limestone, dolomite, shale, and carbonaceous shale. The upper surface of the Leadville, a

weathered unconformity, and the lower carbonate beds of the Belden are commonly brecciated, 
with voids filled with fine sediments ofthe Molas Formation, calcite, barite, or in some areas near

igneous intrusions and concentrated by faulting, sphalerite, galena, and silver minerals, where the
breccias constitute the richest ore deposits of Richmond Hill, Aspen Mountain, and Smuggler
Mountain. 

The property lies in an area close to several projected faults that are part of the extensive and
complicated Aspen Mountain — Richmond Hill fault zone mostly east and southeast as well as the
Castle Creek fault zone to the northwest through southwest. None ofthese faults are projected

immediately beneath Tract B (Bryant, 1971). The faulting is mostly ifnot entirely ofLaramide age.' 
There has been no known movement along these faults in millions of years, although there has
been both reactivated and new faulting accompanying minor igneous activity and solution

Bryant, B., 1971, Geologic map of the Aspen quadrangle, Pitkin County, Colorado: U. S. Geological Survey Geologic
Quadrangle Map GQ -933. 

4 The Laramide period ofmountain building, which produced the basic structure oftoday' s Rocky Mountains, affected the
area between 55 and 65 million years ago. Faults attributed in whole or in part to solution collapse of the Carbondale

collapse center to the west are thought to have last moved between 14 and 34 million years ago, and minor reactivation

of older faults occurred during the volcanic episodes that resulted in the Basalt Mountain lava flows (8. 8 to 7. 9 mya) and
a small flow west of Woody Creek (1. 5 mya); the latter originated from the Castle Creek fault zone. 
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collapses in the region well into the Pleistocene (Laing and Lampiris, 1980; Streufert, etaL, 19985), 
and earthquakes of up to Mercalli Intensity V16 have occurred in the Aspen— Crested
Butte— Carbondale area within the last few decades. In most cases epicenters are unknown but

thought to be well to the south of the property, in the heart of the West Elk Mountains. Dips
measured on exposures of Manitou Dolomite above and west ofTract B range from 55° to 65° 

to the northeast through northwest (Bryant, 1971), or substantially parallel to the northeasterly
surface slope. 

7- 20 -020. Steep and Potentially Unstable Slopes. Slopes on Tract B vary from nearly flat in the
buildable area just south of the abandoned Colorado Midland Railroad grade to as much as nearly
40% on the flanks of the Pride of Aspen dumps. Mine refuse should be treated as uncompacted
fill. If used in construction or excavated and backfilled for utilities, as fill against foundations, etc., 

dump materials should be tested for adequate strength for the intended purpose as well as for
components potentially caustic or corrosive to metals or concrete, and for radioactive minerals
that could introduce radon into confined spaces. If talus materials are disturbed, either on

exposed natural slopes or as encountered beneath the dumps, adequate soil testing to assure

stability should be carried out prior to disturbance, excavations should be examined for existing
or potential slip planes, foundations facing up slope should be designed and constructed as
retaining walls, and all excavations and fills for utilities, driveways, landscaping, etc., not graded
back to at least 3h: ly mechanically supported as well ( final grading to 4h: ly is strongly
encouraged, § 7- 20- 20(e)( 4)(a)). As is the case with all slope construction, excavated materials

should be well compacted, graded, and drained to avoid increasing instability ( §70- 20- 020(c)( 1)( c)). 
Disturbed areas should be revegetated as soon as possible; final landscaping should be limited
to native species that do not require supplemental irrigation. "Water features" on and near steep
slopes are discouraged, but if installed must be thoroughly sealed against and routinely inspected
for leakage. 

w

720 -050(a). Avalanche Areas. Avalanche hazards to which Tract B are exposed are addressed in

a separate report by Arthur 1. Mears, P. E., Inc., dated May 11, 2009, and will not be further
addressed here. 

7- 20-050(b). Landslide Areas. Tract B is not mapped in a potential landslide area ( PitCo maps; 
Olander, et al., 1974). Nevertheless, it would be prudent to treat the base of the talus slope as the

toe ofan old, stabilized landslide, all soil testing and excavation work performed on the property
should be routinely monitored for slip planes or other indication of movement, and if observed
adequate precautions taken to assure stability of structures and other improvements. 

7- 20 -050(c). Rockfall Areas. The area is not mapped as a rockfall hazard zone ( PitCo maps; 

Olander, et al., 1974). Rockfall is addressed generally in the Mears report referred to above. The
hazard is present in the form of closelyjointed Manitou Dolomite along and mostly west of the

5 Laing, D., and Lampiris, N., 1980, Aspen high country - the geology: Thunder River Press, Aspen, 132 p.; Streufert, R. K., 
Widmann, B. L., and Kirkham, R. M., 1998, Geologic map of the Basalt quadrangle, Eagle, Garfield, and Pitkin Counties, 
Colorado: Colorado Geological Survey Open File Report OFR 98 -1, 18 p. 

6 Roughly equivalent to magnitude 5 on the more - familiar Richter scale. Earthquakes of this magnitude are felt by all, with
damage from minor to moderate. 

a
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northwestern boundary ofTract C (visible as the sloping ridge from upper center to lower center
right in Mears fig. I and in fig. 2) and the pinnacle of apparently at least partially brecciated' 
Leadville Limestone above the upper tunnel dump along the southeast boundary (left of center
in Mears fig. 1). Bryant (1971) maps a fault, down to the east, between these exposures. Laramide
faulting is largely responsible for closely- spaced rectangular fracturing of the Manitou, while
collapse brecciation ofthe Leadville occurred during the uplift and exposure ofthe region during
the period of mountain- building that formed the Ancestral Rocky Mountains. Breccia fragments
in the upper Leadville have been recemented and recrystallized to the extent that breakage along
original fragment boundaries is uncommon. Rockfall from the Manitou consists mostly of
rectangular slabs that come to rest quickly, rarely more than a few feet from the base of the
exposure. Slabs that break into smaller, more cubic or rounded fragments, as noted in the Mears

report usually less than a foot long, can roll to the bottom of the slope. Because of the close
fracturing, large rocicfall, that is rocks with maximum dimensions of more than 3 feet, from this
exposure are very rare. Rockfalls from the Leadville can be expected to be more erratic in size and
shape, and boulders as large as 3 feet or more can reach the bottom of the slope, although the

combination of the forest cover and the relatively -short slope distance between the source and
the slope bottom suggests that velocity and therefore impact energy would be relatively low. In
addition, the limited size ofthe exposure suggests that such a rocicfall would be extremely rare, 
with a likely frequency of 100 years or more. Risk from limited outcrops ofthe Leadville and older
sedimentary rocks higher on Shadow Mountain above Tract B is mitigated by diminishing slope
angle, direction of the slope, and the nature of the exposures themselves. 

As Mears also concluded, because ofthe lack of a detailed site plan and adequate topography, no
attempt has been made to perform rocicfall simulations to determine potential bounce heights

and impact energies. 1 concur that an energy- dissipating fence is the best approach to rockfall
mitigation for this location. Once adequate site planning has been completed a qualified provider
of such systems should be consulted to determine proper height, capacity, and location. 

3-80- 050 -0. Alluvial Fan Hazard. The area is not mapped as an alluvial fan or associated debris
flow hazard zone (PitCo maps; Olander, et al., 1974). 

7- 20- 050(e). Talus Slope. Bryant (1971) maps the natural surficial materials on most ofTract B as

talus (Qt), but does not map a talus hazard in the area ( Bryant, 1972). This is most likely due to
the fact that except for immediate areas beneath bedrock exposures the talus is mature, with

substantial stabilizing soil development and moderate to heavy vegetation. The area is not
mapped as a talus slope hazard zone (PitCo maps; Olander, et al., 1974). 

q7- 20- 050(x. Mancos Shale. Mancos Shale is not present on, under, or in the immediate vicinity
of Tract B ( Bryant, 1971). The area is not mapped as a Mancos Shale hazard area ( PitCo maps; 

Olander, et al., 1974). 

As observed from the slope bottom. 

8 Bryant, B., 1972, Map showing areas of selected potential geologic hazards in the Aspen quadrangle, Pitkin County, 
Colorado: U.S. Geological Survey Folio of the Aspen Quadrangle, Colorado, Map 1- 785 -A. 
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li 7- 20-05018. Faults. As noted, Tract B is located in a faulted area between components of both
the Castle Creek and the Aspen Mountain — Richmond Hill fault zones. Although Bryant (1971) 

maps faulting on the Tract C portion of the Pride ofAspen claim, none are mapped or projected
w on Tract B itself. While there has been no known movement on any ofthese faults in historic time

and probably none for thousands or even millions ofyears, earthquakes ofup to Mercalli Intensity
VI have occurred in the Aspen— Crested Butte — Carbondale area within the last few decades. Basic
USGS shake data for the site at 39. 191172° north latitude, 106. 828174° west longitude, are as

follows: 

Period Sa

sec) ( g) 

0. 2 0. 351 Ss, Site Class B
1. 0 0.076 S1, Site Class B

Detailed IBC design criteria are available at http  / earthquake. usgs.gov /research/hazmaps /design/. 

7- 20 -050 (h). Expansive Soil and Rock. There are no known expansive soils or rock units

7 -20 -050 -111. Ground Subsidence Hazard. There is a potential for voids in talus deposits resulting
from collapse of original voids between boulders, piping, or differential compaction. Detection
of such voids can be accomplished by observation during routine soil testing and excavating
activities. Available mine maps do not suggest the presences of workings beneath Tract B, and

the size of the dumps on the property are in proportion to the scale ofworkings illustrated on
them. However, mine mapping in the Aspen area, particular with regard to smaller mines, is
notoriously inaccurate, and soil testing should be sufficient to detect voids that could affect
foundation design. As always, excavations for any purpose should be properly backfilled and

w compacted to prevent subsidence. 

General. The materials most likely present in the weathered and vegetated talus, the glacial
outwash gravels, and the tunnel dumps are not known to contain radioactive minerals in the area; 
nevertheless, because radioactive minerals are not unknown in the veins and lodes of the Aspen

Mining District, and Precambrian rocks occasionally contain radioactive minerals aswell, as noted
previously mine refuse used for construction or fill, if any, should be tested, and all inhabited
spaces should be designed and constructed to prevent the accumulation of radon as well as other

noxious or toxic gases. Water and waste disposal will be provided through connections with City
of Aspen utilities. As always, irrespective of other recommendations contained herein, all

excavations, roadways, foundations, utility installations, final grading, landscaping, and other
improvements should be designed and constructed in such a manner as to convey water, 
including snowmelt, away from the improvements and properly integrated into both constructed
and natural drainage systems as appropriate. 

Conclusions. Steep slope and rockfall hazards are present on Tract B, Pride ofAspen Lode Claim
U. S. Mineral Survey 7364). The steep slope hazard is primarily in the form of potential
excavations in the long- abandoned mine dumps and can be mitigated through proper foundation
design based on the nature of the excavated material, or by removal from the site. Regarding the
natural talus slope mostly if not entirely buried by mine refuse on Tract B, old vegetated talus, 
which by definition requires significant soil development, is generally stable. While it is
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recommended that for evaluation and construction design purposes the bottom of this slope

should be treated as the toe of an old stable landslide, nothing in this recommendation should
be interpreted as suggesting that properly - designed construction might destabilize higher slopes. 
The rockfall hazard is present in the form ofan exposed steeply- sloping ridge along the northwest
side ofTract C immediately above Tract B and a rock pinnacle in Tract C above the upper tunnel
dump. Because of shattering of the former and the brecciated structure of the latter, rockfall of
fragments larger than 2 feet reaching the bottom the slope with a repeat frequency of less than
100 years is unlikely, and such hazard as does exist can be mitigated by proper design and
construction of rockfall energy- dissipating fencing. These and other geologic hazards affecting
Tract B are not significantly different from those affecting many other sites in Pitkin County
previously approved for development, and design and construction techniques suitable for such
conditions are well- established. The property is in a geologically sensitive area, but with
mitigation the hazards to which the property is exposed can be minimized; nothing in this report, 
however, should be construed as suggesting that mitigations recommended herein can or will
eliminate such hazards in their entirety. If you have any questions or require any further
information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

cc: Lyle Reeder

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This report concerns natural processes that are unpredictable and in large measure poorly
understood. It is intended to identify potential observable hazards within the scope ofwork to which the subject
property is exposed and to suggest mitigating measures in compliance with applicable regulations. Nothing in this
report should be construed or interpreted as suggesting the absence of the described hazards, or that the

recommended mitigations will protect the subject property from the described hazards under all circumstances, 
foreseen or unforeseen. Nothing in this report should be construed or interpreted as suggesting that additional
unidentified hazards are not present. It must also be understood that " mitigation" does not mean either the

elimination ofthe hazard( s) or prevention ofthe consequences of hazard event or events, onlythe reduction to the

extent reasonably possible of the latter. By accepting this report all present and subsequent parties thereto agree to
indemnify and hold harmless the preparer for any and all damages, direct, indirect or consequential, including personal
injury or loss of life, above and beyond the original cost ofthis study, caused by or resulting from any occurrence of
the described or other hazard(s), whether or not such damages may result from failure to identify said hazard(s) or
from failure or inadequacy of properly engineered, constructed, and maintained recommended mitigations. The
preparer of this report cannot and will not be responsible in any way or manner whatsoever for the proper
engineering, construction, and /or maintenance of recommended mitigations, or the inadequacy or failure of
improperly engineered, constructed, and /or maintained recommended mitigations, or mitigations that have been
altered in any way whatsoever from those recommended bythe preparer. This report may be amended or withdrawn
without notice at any time prior to receipt of payment therefor. 
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STATE OF COLORADO
COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY -- serving the people of Colorado COLORADO

Department of Natural Resources

1313 Sherman Street, Room 715
Denver, CO 80203

Phone: ( 303) 866 -2611

Fax: ( 303) 866 -2461

March 4, 2011 DEPARTMENT OF

NATURAL
RESOURCES

Ms. Suzanne Wolff

Pitkin County Community Development
130 South Galena Street Aspen, CO 81611

Suzanne. Wolff(ti-co.pitkin.co. us

Re: Pride of Aspen PUD and Activity Envelope Application, PI -11- 0006_ 1

Dear Ms. Wolff: 

Thank you for the submittal of the above referenced proposal. The applicant would like to establish a residential
home on the Pride of Aspen Lode Mining claim. It is approximately 10 acres. The building envelope will be placed
in the northwest section of the site. Due to snow and adverse ground conditions, I was unable to fully evaluate site
conditions, soil constraints, and geologic hazards. 

As noted in the application, the majority of the site contains steep slopes, rockfall hazards, avalanche hazards, 
potentially unstable slopes, subsidence hazards from past mining, and uncontrolled fill (tailings). Though the

building envelope will be placed in an area where slopes are 30 percent or less, the driveway, and potentially, hazard
mitigation structures, would be located in areas where slopes are greater than 30 percent. 

1041 hazard maps show that most of the lot is located in an area with potential avalanche and slope stability hazards. 
An avalanche hazard report, by Art Mears, suggests that the lower end of the property is subject to blue or moderate
avalanche hazards and that such hazards would extend to the tailings area. The Mears report was very preliminary
in nature, no maps were included, and no quantitative analysis of hazards was completed. In addition, it appears that
Mr. Mears did not review site - specific plans. 

Mr. Mears has considerable experience in evaluation of avalanche hazards; however, his report contains very little
information to justify his conclusions. In addition, because the report contains illegible figures and no maps, it is
very difficult to determine the extent and degree of the hazards briefly described in his report. It would be prudent
to fully evaluate, document, and map avalanche hazards. Additional discussion and justification of hazard ratings
red vs. blue) should also be submitted. 

Rockfall hazards are discussed in the Mears report and a geologic report by Bruce Collins. Since I could not fully
evaluate site conditions, I cannot confirm the observations reported by Mr. Collins. His explanation of general
geologic conditions, taken from existing geologic mapping, does appear to be correct. 

Without further documentation by the applicant and /or the ability to walk the entire site, I can' t verify the
conclusions about other site hazards like rockfall. Again, both reports were very preliminary in nature, no maps
were included, and no evaluation of the site plan was completed. 

It would be prudent to fully evaluate, document, and map all hazards. Additional discussion and justification of
avalanche hazard ratings ( red vs. blue) should be submitted. Preliminary rockfall hazard mitigation plans should be
submitted. This will require analysis of hazards to both the proposed home and driveway and require a quantitative
analysis. Significant cuts and fills for the driveway, rockfall mitigation, and building pads, should be evaluated for
stability. 

ai b x are nQd
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Ms. Suzanne Wolff

Page 2

March 4, 2011

Mr. Collins states that available mine maps do not suggest the presence of mining workings on Tract B; however, he
does not discuss the risk of subsidence for other tracts; including the proposed site plan. These risks should be
clarified. Mr. Collins states that routine soils testing should be sufficient to determine voids from past mining and
potential subsidence hazards. This may or may not be true depending on the depth of mine workings. Additional
detail on potential subsidence hazards should be done now that a site plan has been submitted. 

Both Mr. Mears and Mr. Collins noted that due to lack of a detailed site plan and adequate topography, no attempt

was made to perform quantitative hazard assessments. Now that both a site plan and detailed topography are
available, it would be prudent to perform such work. 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns. I can be reached at 303. 866. 2611 ext. 8315 or by email at
karen.berrv(d), state. co. us. 

Sincerely, 

Karen A. Berry
Geological Engineer, PG, AICP, CPESC -SWQ
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HOUGLAND & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ON WILDFIRE HAZARD MITIGATION

FIRE PROTECTION AND BUILDING & FIRE CODES

October 18, 2006

Mr. Lyle Reeder

Aspen, CO 81611

Subject: Wildfire Hazard Mitigation for the Gramiger Estate property located in. 
Pitkin County, south of 4 h Street near Aspen, Colorado. Property is also
identified as Pride of Aspen M.S. 7364

Dear Mr. Reeder, 

Thanks for meeting me on Thursday September 28' to provide me with
information regarding this property and the proposed building site. I went to the site to
measure slopes, take photos and evaluate the wildfire hazard conditions. I will qualify
my observations as those of conditions as they now exist. 

The area indicated as the probable building site is in the vicinity of the mine dump
and is located in the lower portion of the property approximately 100 to 200 -feet from the
north property line measured horizontally. The area above is more densely covered with
various types ofvegetation on slopes above 45% that I determine to be a high wildfire

hazard area. The area around the probable building site is less densely vegetated and
neared to the toe of the slope, however there are a considerable number of conifers, oak

and service berry and I determine this to be a Medium Wildfire Hazard Area. The site
provides the opportunity to develop and maintain defensible space. 

Vegetation Management and Modification Recommended: 

Around the proposed house and beyond the furthermost projection of combustible

construction of this building for a distance of 15 -feet the area should be of primarily
noncombustible hard scape surfaces. Woodyvegetation should not be planted within
this area. Firewood or other combustible materials should not be stored within this
area. If the owner would like to maintain some trees or small clusters of trees or

shrubs in the vicinity of the buildings this may be done if the 15 -foot area is extended
outward from the furthest growth expected from the mature trees and shrubs. In other
words, these trees and shrubs should have defensible space as the buildings do. 

Crowns of vegetation within these clusters should be at leastl0 -feet from any portion
of the buildings. Limbs of trees within these clusters should be pruned to one half the
height of the tree or 10 -feet whichever is less. 

2. Beyond the 15 -foot area up to 45 -feet or the property lines maintain natural and/ or
irrigated grass at less than 6- inches and thin existing trees and brush into individual or

17 GAMBA DRIVE, GLENWOOD SPRINGS, COLORADO 81801

PRONE ( 970) 384. 1221 / TAX ( 970) 384. 1331 / ( iresale @gwsprings. net
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clusters. To the south on the steep slope above buildings no oak, service bevy or
conifer trees should be retained or planted where the mature vegetation drip line is
within 25 -feet of any combustible projection of the house. The exception would be
aspen or conifer trees that are separated from other trees by 25 -feet drip line to drip
line. Limbs of trees should be pruned to one half the height of the tree or 10 -feet
whichever is less. No brush or shrubs which when mature will be tall enough act as

ladder fuel should be provided or maintained around the trees. Clusters of bushes or

trees should be separated from each other and from those beyond the 35 -foot area by
a distance of 2 '/ z times the height of the mature vegetation. The diameter of a cluster

should be limited to 2 '/2 times the height of the mature vegetation. As an example: If

the expected mature height of the vegetation is 10 feet then the diameter of the cluster
should be no greater than 25 feet and the distance between clusters should be greater

than 25 feet. Ideally the plant material growing between trees and clusters of bushes
or trees is grass maintained at 6- inches or less. Thin and remove lower branches of
brush or shrubs within clusters or individual plants to eliminate ladder fuel. Most of

the shrubs that will be cut are vigorous sprouting plants and the cut ends should be
treated with a product named Garlon® or an equivalent by a by person licensed to
apply herbicides. Cut materials should be either removed or chipped and spread. 

3. For a distance of 100 -feet or to the property line remove all standing dead and
deadfall. Cut and collected materials should be removed or chipped and spread. 

New Construction, Additions: 

Pitkin County has Structural Design and Construction Requirements, the following are
paraphrased from the Pitkin County Land Use Code, chapter 7, Section 7 -20 -60 Wildfire
Hazards and may or may not contain exact language but it is intended to be consistent
with the intent and purpose of the Pitkin County requirements: 

Roofs shall be constructed with a Class -A roof assembly as defined in the 2003
International Building Code (IBC) Section 1505. 2. Wood shake /shingle roof coverings
are prohibited in all wildfire hazard areas. Roofs with less than a 3: 12 pitch are not

permitted in wildfire areas unless they comply with the following: 
q

1) All roof coverings shall be Class -A materials approved for installation on

a Class -A roof assembly. 
2) All roof coverings shall have a surface that shall facilitate the natural

process of clearing the roof. 
3) All roof designs shall facilitate the natural process of clearing roof debris. 

Protrusions above the roof line, such as parapets, shall be prohibited. 
4) Roofs shall be installed as required by the adopted building code and shall

have a minimum slope of 1: 48. 

5) All roof designs, coverings or equivalent assemblies shall be specifically
approved by the Fire Marshal prior to submittal of a building permit
application. 

6) Vents: Soffit Vents shall be located in the outer 1 / 3rd of the overhang and
screened with corrosive resistant wire mesh, with mesh one - fourth inch

4 ") maximum. 

6UCJ90
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Maintenance: 

a) ' Roofs and gutters shall be kept clear of debris. 
b) Area shall be kept clear of all litter, slash and flammable debris. 
c) All flammable materials shall be stored on a parallel contour a minimum

of fifteen feet ( 15) away from any structure. 
d) Weeds and grasses within the fifteen -foot (1S) perimeter and under trees

shall be maintained to a height of not more than six inches ( 6 "). 

Miscellaneous: 

a) Firewood/wood piles shall be stacked on a parallel contour a minimum of
fifteen feet (1S) away from the structure, 

b) Fences shall be kept clear of brush and debris. 
e) Wood fences shall not connect to the structure. 
d) Any outbuildings or additional structures shall adhere to the same

standards as structures. 

e) Each structure shall have aminimum ofone ten (10) pound Class ABC
fire extinguisher. 

f) Addresses shall be clearly marked with two -inch (2 ") non - combustible
letters and shall be visible at the primary point of access from the public or
common access road and installed on a non - combustible post. 

I also recommend a publication titled "Firewise Construction Design and Materials" 
available from the Colorado State Forest Service. 

If you have comments, questions or require additional information please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

j7111
6

Art Hougland

NOTICE: This Wildfire Hazard Mitigation Analysis along with observations and recommendations is
intended to be an aid to the owner, architect and vegetation management' and/ or landscape design and
implementation professionals in the development of defensible space and of fire wise construction
documents. The review of the existing wildfire hazard potential on this property and the observations and
recommendations for the mitigation of these hazards does not constitute an acceptance of any responsibility
by Hougland & Associates for errors, omissions or discrepancies. The behavior of wildfire is
acknowledged to be capricious in nature. Hougland & Associates does not proclaim that circumstances, 
including improper maintenance, may not arise that would permit wildfire to overwhelm the mitigation
measures recommended or implemented. Observations and recommendations are intended to be
collaborative with wildfire hazard mitigation guidelines of the Colorado State Forest Service and of other
nationally recognized standards and are intended to be constructive and in support of the owners interest. 
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September 25, 2012 
 
Luis Menendez 
Menendez Architects P.C. 
715 W. Main Street, Suite 104 
Aspen, CO 81611 
 
Re:  Mudflow analysis at 501 West Hopkins           WRC File 2235-1 
         
Dear Mr. Menendez: 
 
A mudflow analysis was completed for the area of proposed development at 501 West 
Hopkins using the FLO-2D model. This analysis used the same parameters and 
assumptions that were used in the 2001 Surface Drainage Master Plan. These include a 
peak sediment concentration of 45% by volume and having the inflow hydrographs enter 
the overland flow portion of each grid element. The topography data, sediment data, and 
inflow hydrographs used in the master plan were also used in the new model. 
 
To create the pre-project mudflow model, grid size was reduced from the 100-foot 
dimension found in the master plan to a 50-foot dimension to allow for a more detailed 
analysis in accordance with the City of Aspen’s 2010 Urban Runoff Management Plan 
(URMP). The local survey was then used to adjust the existing grid node elevations 
within the survey area if necessary. There are 836 total grid elements in the new 
mudflow model. Area and width reduction factors were then included in the model in the 
following fashion: every grid element in the vicinity of the proposed development that 
was partially blocked by a structure was assigned a unique area reduction factor and 
flow path width reduction factors; those grid elements outside the area of interest that 
were partially blocked by a structure were assigned a generic area reduction factor of 
0.40 and a generic flow path width reduction factor of 0.50 in all four directions. Existing 
mudflow depths in the project vicinity are on the order of three inches or less. Data files 
from the pre-project mudflow model are included in Appendix B on the attached CD. 
 
To create the post-project mudflow model, revisions were made to each of the six nodes 
that represent the area of proposed development. Area and flow width reduction factors 
were modified for each of these nodes to reflect the proposed construction. The 
elevations of the grid elements were not changed at this point as future grading plans 
have not been established. Changes in mudflow depths were negligible (less than one 
inch) for all model nodes and all adjacent properties except the node representing the 
south yard of the proposed construction site. This node had its mudflow depth increase 
from three inches to nine inches (from elevation 7915.45 to elevation 7915.96). Data 
files from the initial post-project model are included in Appendix C on the attached CD. 
 
Revisions were then also made to the grid element elevations in an attempt to mitigate 
the increase in mudflow elevation. Grid elevation revisions were made using a weighted 
average to account for some of the node area being occupied by the proposed home 
and some by area outside the parcel being developed. By lowering the proposed 
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elevation of the south yard by 1.24 feet and the east yard by 0.85’, the elevation of the 
mudflow at the development site will be reduced back to the pre-project elevation of 
7915.45. The elevation of the finished floor of the proposed construction has been 
designated at 7916.50, providing over one foot of mudflow freeboard. Data files from the 
post-project model including proposed grading are included in Appendix D on the 
attached CD. Additional items required by the City are included in Appendix A, including 
a tabular comparison of data and revised mudflow plain mapping. 
 
In conclusion, the proposed construction does not impact mudflow depth at any adjacent 
properties. Additionally, the proposed site grading changes mitigate for all mudflow 
impacts to the proposed construction.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns about the mudflow modeling or the proposed 
changes to your property, please don’t hesitate to contact me at 303-757-8513. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jessica Nolle, P.E. 
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501 WEST HOPKINS AVENUE 
ASPEN, CO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I HEREBY AFFIRM THAT THIS REPORT FOR THE IMPROVEMENTS AT 501 WEST HOPKINS 

AVENUE, ASPEN, CO WAS PREPARED BY ME FOR THE OWNERS THEREOF IN ACCORDANCE 

WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE CITY OF ASPEN URBAN RUNOFF MANAGEMENT PLAN AND 

APPROVED VARIANCES AND EXCEPTIONS LISTED THERETO.  I UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS THE 

POLICY OF THE CITY OF ASPEN THAT THE CITY OF ASPEN DOES NOT AND WILL NOT ASSUME 

LIABILITY FOR DRAINAGE FACILITIES DESIGNED BY OTHERS. 
 
 
 
 
RICHARD GOULDING, P.E.  
 
 
RFE Project # 2016-11 
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1.0	General	

1.1	Existing	Site		
The  following  report  is an evaluation of an undeveloped  site  located at  the  intersection of  South 4th 

street and West Hopkins Avenue  in Aspen, Colorado. The property  is addressed at 501 West Hopkins, 

which is located within the Aspen mountain drainage basin and within the mudflow zone as defined by 

the URMP. The property is 7,500 square feet and consists of a grassy field with a minor slope downhill to 

the north. An existing residence with extensive landscaping is located to the west of the site, with Aspen 

Mountain  to  the  south with  a  trail  uphill  of  the  property  line.  Hopkins  is  located  just  north  of  the 

property, with a sidewalk and landscaping. South 4th Street is road base and is located just to the east, 

with a trail between the site and the road. A water shutoff is located on the site for previous irrigation 

purposes.  The  sewer  line  is  existing  under  4th  Street  in  front  of  the  property.  Electric  and 

communications are located on the shared northern corner of the neighboring residence, and a gas line 

runs in front of the site.  

 

View of the site from Hopkins Avenue 

A Geotechnical Report was produced on August 31st, 2006. 2 Borings onsite confirmed the sub‐soil 

consisted of .5’ of topsoil overlying relatively dense, silty sandy gravel containing cobbles and boulders.  

A percolation test was conducted on September 17th, 2013 in boring 4, resulting in the slowest 

percolation rate of 8 inches per hour. 

1.2	Proposed	Conditions		
This project is classified as a ‘Major Project’ as per Table 1.1 of the URMP. This is because the proposed 

development is over 1000 square feet (sf) and disturbs an area of approximately 7,400 sf., which is over 

98% of the site. This has implications for the design. The intent of this report is to demonstrate 
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compliance with the requirements of the URMP. The Low Impact Design (LID) Principles in the 

introduction of the manual were used as a guide throughout the design process. Onsite storm 

infrastructure has been sized for capacities required by FAA.  

The proposed residence is 7,751 square feet (sf) with a 3,200 sf footprint. Extensive landscaping will 

extend to the property line. Above structure patios and walkways will be located on the south and north 

side of the structure. The 2 car garage will be accessed from South 4th Street on a snowmelted concrete 

driveway. Cuts of up to 23’ deep are expected for the sub‐level excavation. For drainage, two drywells 

will capture all runoff from roofs and hardscape. These drywells are sized to have capacity for full 

detention.   

Utility connections will be made to the existing infrastructure.  

1.3	Previous	Drainage	Studies		
The City of Aspen updated their URMP in 2001 and the property is within the boundaries of the study. 
The study indicates that the property is within a Mudflow Area, which an analysis was performed and is 
referred to in section 1.5 of this drainage report. 

1.4	Offsite	Drainage	&	Constraints		
A portion of the hillside to the south of the site was analyzed as an offsite basin, along with a section of 
the right of way to the north of the residence. These offsite basins will flow onto the property and be 
collected in the drywells. However, the drywells have been sized for capacity of the onsite runoff, so if 
capacity of the drywell is met it will overflow into the right of way. The table below displays the size and 
the calculated runoff from a 5 year and a 100 year storm. The Time of Concentration for the basin is 5 
minutes due to its small size which is the minimum time allowed in the URMP.  

 
 

 

Offsite 5 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.02

2 1528.23 202.83 13.27% 0.140 5 3.29 0.02

Offsite 5 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.02

2 1528.23 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.01
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1.5	Mudflow	Impacts	
A mudflow analysis was completed by WRC for the area of proposed development at 501 West Hopkins 

using the FLO‐2D model. This analysis used the same parameters and assumptions that were used in the 

2001 Surface Drainage Master Plan. These include a peak sediment concentration of 45% by volume and 

having the inflow hydrographs enter the overland flow portion of each grid element. The topography 

data, sediment data, and inflow hydrographs used in the master plan were also used in the new model. 

To create the pre‐project mudflow model, grid size was reduced from the 100‐foot dimension found in 

the master plan to a 50‐foot dimension to allow for a more detailed analysis in accordance with the City 

of Aspen’s 2010 Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP). The local survey was then used to adjust the 

existing grid node elevations within the survey area if necessary. There are 836 total grid elements in the 

new mudflow model. Area and width reduction factors were then included in the model in the following 

fashion: every grid element in the vicinity of the proposed development that was partially blocked by a 

structure was assigned a unique area reduction factor and flow path width reduction factors; those grid 

elements outside the area of interest that were partially blocked by a structure were assigned a generic 

area reduction factor of 0.40 and a generic flow path width reduction factor of 0.50 in all four directions. 

Existing mudflow depths in the project vicinity are on the order of three inches or less.  

To create the post‐project mudflow model, revisions were made to each of the six nodes that represent 

the area of proposed development. Area and flow width reduction factors were modified for each of 

these nodes to reflect the proposed construction. The elevations of the grid elements were not changed 

at this point as future grading plans have not been established. Changes in mudflow depths were 

negligible (less than one inch) for all model nodes and all adjacent properties except the node 

representing the south yard of the proposed construction site. This node had its mudflow depth 

increase from three inches to nine inches (from elevation 7921.20 to elevation 7921.71).  

Offsite 100 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.13

2 1528.23 202.83 13.27% 0.400 5 6.33 0.09

Offsite 100 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 10

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.13

2 1528.23 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.08
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By lowering the proposed elevation of the south yard by 1.12 feet and the east yard by 0.85’, the 

elevation of the mudflow at the development site will be reduced back to the pre‐project elevation of 

7921.2. The elevation of the finished floor of the proposed construction has been designated at 7922.25, 

providing over 12” of mudflow freeboard.  

 

2.0	Drainage	Basins	and	Sub‐basins	
 
The site was divided into 2 major drainage basins, which were then subdivided into smaller sub‐basins. A 
Drainage Exhibit  in the appendices  illustrates the basins and sub‐basin delineations.   It  lists Impervious 
Areas, Runoff Coefficients, and Peak Flows.  
 
The sub‐basins were created  to calculate  the concentrated  flow  from each  impervious area,  including 
patios, decks and roofs. These sub‐basin peak flows were then used to size the proposed infrastructure. 

2.1	Drainage	Basins	
Basin 1 is 4,875 square feet (sf), 70% impervious, and consists of roof drains, inlets, trench drains, and 

the landscaping surrounding the west and north, and east sides of the residence. Runoff from this basin 

is collected and conveyed to Drywell A. This drywell has capacity for full detention for the entire basin. If 

capacity of the drywell is met, the drywell will emergency overflow out the grated lid and into the right 

of way. 

Basin 2 is 2,944 sf and is 59% impervious. It collects all runoff from the south side of the residence. This 

includes runoff from downspouts, the patios, and the landscaping. All runoff in Basin 2 is collected in 

Drywell B where it collects the required capacity for full detention. If the capacity is met, the runoff will 

emergency overflow and disperse into the grass east of the residence and into the right of way.  

2.2	Peak	Discharge	Calculations	
The peak flows were calculated for each Major Basin for the 5 and 100 year storm events. Rainfall 
intensity was calculated using a Time of Concentration (Td) of 5 minutes.  Actual time of concentration 
on the site is significantly less than 5 minutes, but according to the City of Aspen URMP, equations used 
to calculate rainfall intensity are only valid for a Time of Concentration of greater than 5 minutes. So the 
smallest valid Time of Concentration value was used.  The 1 hour Rainfall depth (P1), given in Table 2.2 as 
0.64 inches for the 5‐year event and 1.23 inches for the 100‐year event. Equation 2.1 was referenced 
when solving for the Rainfall Intensity.  

I = 88.8P1/(10+Td )1.052 

Runoff Coefficients (C), a function of the Soil Group (in this case B) and the percentage of impervious 
area within each basin were developed using Figure 3.2. The Runoff Coefficient (C) was then multiplied 
by the Rainfall Intensity (I) and the acreage of each Major Basin (A) to determine the peak discharge for 
each Major Basin. Q allowable was calculated the same way except each basin was treated as 
undeveloped or 100% pervious. The Peak Discharge (Qp) is given by equation 3.1. 
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Qp= CIA 
Qp= Peak Discharge (cfs) 
C= Runoff Coefficient (Unitless)  
I= Rainfall intensity (inches per hour) 
A= Area (Acres)  
 
Peak flow values were used to calculate the size of the proposed detention and conveyance structures, 
such as drywells, inlets and piping. The tables below contain the peak flows for developed and 
undeveloped conditions for 5 and 100 year storm events.  
 

 

 
  

3.0	Low	Impact	Site	Design	
 
Low Impact Development (LID) aims to mimic the natural pre‐development hydrologic pattern. The goal 

is to manage storm water as close to its source as is possible. This entire developed site is approximately 

66%  impervious.  The  treatment  train  approach  is  used  on  all  runoff  to  increase water  quality  and 

percolation. 

5 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 3397.28 69.68% 0.450 5 3.29 0.17

2 2943.87 1750.07 59.45% 0.370 5 3.29 0.08

5 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.03

2 2943.87 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.02

100 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 3397.28 69.68% 0.590 5 6.33 0.42

2 2943.87 1750.07 59.45% 0.540 5 6.33 0.23

100 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.25

2 2943.87 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.15
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3.1	Principles	
Principle 1: Consider storm water quality needs early in the design process. 

The Grading and Drainage design was coordinated with the architect during the design phase. Due to 

the lack of space for the project, coordination in the design process was key, and due to the mudflow 

potential, a system with limited pipes and complexity was necessary. 

Principle 2: Use the entire site when planning for storm water quality treatment. 

Due to the size and limitations of the parcel, it was necessary in the design process to use the site 

efficiently. Grading away from the residence for the project was difficult to achieve with the flat site. 

The swale graded around the residence is being used to increase infiltration and treatment before 

entering the drywells and the city storm system. 

Principle 3: Avoid unnecessary impervious area. 

Due to the majority of the patios being above structure, they could not be designed as pervious. 

However, planters have been designed on structure to reduce hardscape. 

Principle 4: Reduce runoff rates and volumes to more closely match natural conditions. 

The runoff will all be infiltrated into the ground, as the drywells are sized for full detention. There will be 
no runoff leaving the site.  
 
Principle 5: Integrate storm water quality management and flood control. 

The Drywells are being used for water quality, which in itself increases flood control. The drywells will 

eliminate the peak flow as there is no runoff leaving the site. 

Principle 6: Develop storm water quality facilities that enhance the site, the community and the 

environment. 

With the runoff dispersing over a landscaped area, contaminants will be removed before being 

introduced into the drywells and into the groundwater.  

Principle 7: Use treatment train approach. 

The majority of downspouts disperse into the landscaping before entering the proposed storm system. 

The emergency overflow from the drywell will release into a grass field, which will treat the water 

before entering the city storm system. 

Principle 8: Design sustainable facilities that can be safely maintained.  

Screens will be placed over downspouts to provide a barrier against vermin and debris. Drainage 

systems were simply designed so maintenance is minimized. Infrastructure will be just below grade 
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providing little labor for maintenance. The Owner will sign a maintenance agreement as part of their 

Certificate of Occupancy. 

Principle 9: Design and maintain facilities with public safety in mind. 

Proper drainage and grading of the driveway and walkway reduces ice buildup and dangerous icy 

conditions. All grading was done with safety in mind.  

4.0	Hydrological	Criteria	

4.1	Storm	Recurrence	and	Rainfall	
The property  is not  in  the commercial core and  is served by any city curb and gutter so  this property 

classifies as a “Sub‐urban area served by public storm sewer”.  5 and 100 year events were analyzed.  

4.2	Peak	Runoff	Methodology		
This site is within the Aspen Mountain Basin, however overflows would require additional infrastructure, 

so the site shall meet full detention requirements of the site.  To determine these capacities, the rainfall 

from  a  100  year  storm  that  is  collected  on  all  impervious  areas must  be  detained. No  detention  is 

required for pervious areas. Below is a summary.  

 

5.0	Hydraulic	Criteria	
Sub‐basins were delineated per the design points of concentrations created by roof drains and inlets. 

Pipe networks were then created connecting the sub‐basins and conveying the flows to the overall 

points of concentration for each major basin. The 100 year peak flow for each sub‐basin was calculated. 

Full Detention Storage

Basin Total Area Impervious Area Impervious Full Detention Depth Factor of Safety Required Storage BMP

(ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) (in) F.O.S. (ft

3
)

1 4875.27 3397.28 69.68% 1.23 1 348 Drywell A

2 2943.87 1750.07 59.45% 1.23 1 179 Drywell B
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5.1	Inlets	
The 100 year peak flows were used in the sizing of inlets. Equations 4‐17 to 4‐20 were used in the 

analysis. They incorporate a 50% clogging factor and 40% opening in the grates.  A water depth of 0.04’ 

was assumed and all the inlets were treated as sumps as they will be set a minimum of .04‘(½ Inch) 

below the flow lines. Below is a summary of each square inlet being tested for capacity against their 

tributary basin, and below that is every circular inlet calculation.  

 

 

5.2	Pipes	
The pipes were analyzed by calculating the flow from the sub basins entering them. Below is table which 

groups what sub basins are conveyed in each pipe. The TOC is below 5 minutes for all sub‐basins, so a 

reduction was not taken for the intensity.  They were tested for hydraulic capacity at 80% full. Depth of 

flow was also calculated in the spread sheets below. The pipes are all SDR 35 PVC with a manning’s 

coefficient of .01.   

Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious % C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) ft
2

ft
2 Percentage From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

01.052 
ft
3
/sec

1.1 97.98 40.70 41.54% 0.500 5 6.33 0.01

1.2 434.54 434.54 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.06

1.3 376.09 134.59 35.79% 0.490 5 6.33 0.03

1.4 240.49 240.49 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.03

1.5 904.22 904.22 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.12

1.6 254.31 254.31 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.04

1.7 138.04 138.04 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.02

1.8 70.93 70.93 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.01

1.9 369.11 369.11 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.05

1.10 713.90 713.90 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.10

1.11 1275.66 96.45 7.56% 0.380 5 6.33 0.07

2.1 302.71 302.71 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.04

2.2 662.36 662.36 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.09

2.3 343.43 343.43 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.05

2.4 209.42 209.42 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.03

2.5 111.77 111.77 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.02

2.6 1314.18 120.38 9.16% 0.380 5 6.33 0.07

Sub Basin and Rectangular Inlet Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23 m=40% Ys=.04 (Depress inlet by 0.04')

Return Period 100 Cg=50% Co=0.65

Inlet ID Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of Concentration Intensity Q Max Inlet Type Inlet Width Inlet Length Effective Open Area (EQ. 4‐20) Inlet Capacity   (EQ 4‐19) Has Capacity

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) (From Table)  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec) Rectangular Wo (inches) Lo (inches) Ae=(1‐Cg)mWoLo Q=CoAe√2gYs (Yes/No)

A6‐TRENCH DRAIN 1.9, 1.10 1083.01 1083.01 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.149 4" x 24.75' 4 297 1.650 1.656 Yes

Sub Basin and Circular Inlet Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 1.23 m=40% Ys=.04 (Depress inlet by 0.04')

Return Period 100 Cg=50% Co=0.65

Inlet ID Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Concentration Intensity Q Max Inlet Type Diameter Area(EQ. 4‐20) Inlet Capacity   (EQ 4‐19) Has Capacity

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  ft
3
/sec Wo (inches) Ae=(1‐Cg)mA Q=CoAe√2gYs (Yes/No)

A2‐INLET 1.3 376.09 134.59 35.79% 0.490 5 6.33 0.027 12" Round 12 0.157 0.183 Yes

DRYWELL A 1.6, 1.8, 1.11 1600.90 421.69 26.34% 0.460 5 6.33 0.107 24" Round 24 0.628 0.732 Yes

B1‐INLET 2.3 343.43 343.43 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.047 8" Round 8 0.070 0.081 Yes

DRYWELL B 2.1‐2.6 2943.87 1788.07 60.74% 0.570 5 6.33 0.244 24" Round 24 0.628 0.732 Yes
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Design Q design / Q full charts were downloaded from FHWA. The equations in Section 4.8.4 was used as 

the basis for these calculations.  

 

 

 

Storm System Pipes
Pipe System Pipe  Contibuting Sub‐Basins Peak Flows (CFS)

A A1 1.2 0.06

A2 1.2, 1.3 0.09

A3 1.2‐1.4, OS2 0.21

A4 1.2‐1.5, OS2 0.33

A5 1.2‐1.5, 1.7, OS2 0.35

A6 1.9, 1.10 0.18

A7 1.9, 1.10 0.18

B B1 2.3 0.05

B2 2.3 0.05

K=0.462

Pipe
Combined 

Design Flow

Manning 

Coefficient
Flattest Slope Equation 4‐31

Required 

Diameter 

Design 

Diameter

Design 

Diameter‐80%

Has Capacity@ 

80% full

 (ID) Q (ft
3
/sec) n  (%)S0  d={nQ/K√So}3/8 (inches)  (inches)  (inches) Yes/No

A1 0.06 0.01 1.00% 0.20 2.353 4.0 3.200 Yes

A2 0.09 0.01 1.00% 0.23 2.702 4.0 3.200 Yes

A3 0.21 0.01 1.00% 0.31 3.756 6.0 4.800 Yes

A4 0.33 0.01 3.00% 0.30 3.644 6.0 4.800 Yes

A5 0.35 0.01 3.00% 0.31 3.721 6.0 4.800 Yes

A6 0.18 0.01 2.00% 0.26 3.124 4.0 3.200 Yes

A7 0.18 0.01 2.00% 0.26 3.124 4.0 3.200 Yes

B1 0.05 0.01 2.00% 0.16 1.892 4.0 3.200 Yes

B2 0.05 0.01 2.00% 0.16 1.892 4.0 3.200 Yes

Onsite Piping Capacity

Pipe
Combined 

Design Flow 

Manning 

Coefficient

Design 

Diameter
X‐section Slope Q ‐Full Q‐Design/Q Full d/D  Depth

 (ID) Q (ft
3
/sec) n  (inches)  (ft2)  (%)  (ft3/sec) Q/Qfull (from Chart) d= (d/D)*D

A1 0.060 0.01 4.0 0.087 1.00% 0.248 0.242 0.37 1.46

A2 0.087 0.01 4.0 0.087 1.00% 0.248 0.350 0.45 1.80

A3 0.209 0.01 6.0 0.196 1.00% 0.731 0.285 0.41 2.43

A4 0.333 0.01 6.0 0.196 3.00% 1.266 0.263 0.38 2.28

A5 0.352 0.01 6.0 0.196 3.00% 1.266 0.278 0.41 2.43

A6 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.515 0.57 2.28

A7 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.515 0.57 2.28

B1 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.135 0.28 1.10

B2 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.135 0.28 1.10

Depth Of Flow‐section 4.8.4 Sewer Sizing 
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6.0	Proposed	Facilities	

6.1	Drywell	
The proposed drywells collect all runoff from the site in Basin 1 and Basin 2. They are designed to have 

capacity for full detention. Drywell A is 5’ in diameter and 12.5’ deep, while Drywell B is 4’ in diameter 

and 10’ deep. They are both 10’ away from the structure and will not affect the foundation.  An 

emergency overflow was designed to release the excess runoff through the manhole lid into landscaped 

areas that flow to the right of way.   

 

6.2	Infiltration	
Part of the Analysis is to ensure that the drainage structure can completely drain within 24 hours. The 

minimum depth of perforation the drywell must have is 4’. Below is a calculation showing that there is 

enough perforation area for the drywell to drain within 24 hours using the percolation rate determined 

on September 16th, 2013 at 7.5 minutes per inch, or 8 inches per hour.  Section 8.5.4.2 was referenced 

for these calculations.  

Pipe
Combined 

Design Flow 

Manning 

Coefficient

Design 

Diameter 
d/D  Slope  Rh/D  Rh  Exit Velocity

 (ID) Q (ft
3
/sec) n  (inches) (from Chart) (%) (from Chart) (ft)

v = [1.49/n] Rh
2/3 

√S  (ft/sec)

A1 0.060 0.01 4.0 0.37 1.00% 0.104 0.20 5.06

A2 0.087 0.01 4.0 0.45 1.00% 0.104 0.23 5.64

A3 0.209 0.01 6.0 0.41 1.00% 0.104 0.21 5.33

A4 0.333 0.01 6.0 0.38 3.00% 0.104 0.21 9.00

A5 0.352 0.01 6.0 0.41 3.00% 0.104 0.21 9.24

A6 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.57 2.00% 0.104 0.27 8.81

A7 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.57 2.00% 0.104 0.27 8.81

B1 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.28 2.00% 0.104 0.16 6.12

B2 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.28 2.00% 0.104 0.16 6.12

Exit Velocities

Drywell Storage

Drywell  Basins Diameter Storage Depth Internal Volume External (18" of Screened Rock) Volume Total Capacity Required Capacity

(Name) (#) (ft) (ft) π*H*(D/2)
2
) (ft

3
) 0.3*π*H*((D/2)+1.5)

2
‐ (D/2)

2
) (ft

3
) (ft

3
) (ft

3
)

DRYWELL A 1 5 12.5 245 115 360 348

DRYWELL B 2 4 10 126 78 203 179
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7.0	Operation	and	Maintenance		

7.1	Drywell	
Drywells must be inspected and maintained quarterly to remove sediment and debris that has washed 
into  them. A maintenance plan shall be submitted  to  the City  in  the Drainage Report describing  the 
maintenance  schedule  that  will  be  undertaken  by  the  owners  of  the  new  residence  or  building. 
Minimum inspection and maintenance requirements include the following: 

 Inspect drywells at least four times a year and after every storm exceeding 0.5 inches. 
 Dispose  of  sediment,  debris/trash,  and  any  other waste material  removed  from  a  drywell  at  

suitable  disposal  sites  and  in  compliance  with  local,  State,  and  Federal  waste regulations. 
 Routinely evaluate the drain‐down time of the drywell to ensure the maximum time of 24 hours is 

not  being  exceeded.  If  drain‐down  times  are  exceeding  the maximum,  drain  the  drywell  via 

pumping  and  clean  out  the  percolation  area  (the  percolation  barrel may  be  jetted  to  remove 

sediment  accumulated  in  perforations.  If  slow  drainage  persists,  the  system may  need  to  be 

replaced. 

8.0	Appendices		

Drawings	11x17	

Mudflow	analysis		

Drywell A Perforations

Needed Perforation Area
Infitration Rate 8 in/hr.

Hydraulic Cond. (K) 0.0002 ft/sec

Required Detention 348.00 ft
3

Required Perforation Area (AP) 43.50 ft
2

Drywell Diameter 5.0 ft

Perforation Depth 4.0 ft

Proposed Perforation Area (AP) 62.83 ft
2

Drywell B Perforations

Needed Perforation Area
Infitration Rate 8 in/hr.

Hydraulic Cond. (K) 0.0002 ft/sec

Required Detention 179.00 ft
3

Required Perforation Area (AP) 22.38 ft
2

Drywell Diameter 4.0 ft

Perforation Depth 4.0 ft

Proposed Perforation Area (AP) 50.27 ft
2
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ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Commitment
COMMITMENT FOR TITLE INSURANCE

Issued By

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
NOTICE

IMPORTANT—READ CAREFULLY: THIS COMMITMENT IS AN OFFER TO ISSUE ONE OR MORE TITLE
INSURANCE POLICIES.  ALL CLAIMS OR REMEDIES SOUGHT AGAINST THE COMPANY INVOLVING THE
CONTENT OF THIS COMMITMENT OR THE POLICY MUST BE BASED SOLELY IN CONTRACT.

THIS COMMITMENT IS NOT AN ABSTRACT OF TITLE, REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF TITLE, LEGAL OPINION,
OPINION OF TITLE, OR OTHER REPRESENTATION OF THE STATUS OF TITLE.  THE PROCEDURES USED BY
THE COMPANY TO DETERMINE INSURABILITY OF THE TITLE, INCLUDING ANY SEARCH AND EXAMINATION,
ARE PROPRIETARY TO THE COMPANY, WERE PERFORMED SOLELY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE COMPANY,
AND CREATE NO EXTRACONTRACTUAL LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON, INCLUDING A PROPOSED INSURED.

THE COMPANY’S OBLIGATION UNDER THIS COMMITMENT IS TO ISSUE A POLICY TO A PROPOSED INSURED
IDENTIFIED IN SCHEDULE A IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS COMMITMENT.
THE COMPANY HAS NO LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION INVOLVING THE CONTENT OF THIS COMMITMENT TO ANY
OTHER PERSON.

COMMITMENT TO ISSUE POLICY
Subject to the Notice; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and the Commitment
Conditions, First American Title Insurance Company, a Colorado Corporation (the "Company"), commits to issue the
Policy according to the terms and provisions of this Commitment.  This Commitment is effective as of the Commitment
Date shown in Schedule A for each Policy described in Schedule A, only when the Company has entered in Schedule A
both the specified dollar amount as the Proposed Policy Amount and the name of the Proposed Insured.

If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met within six months after the Commitment Date, this
Commitment terminates and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

First American Title Insurance Company

If this jacket was created electronically, it constitutes an original document.
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COMMITMENT CONDITIONS

1. DEFINITIONS
(a) "Knowledge" or "Known":  Actual or imputed knowledge, but not constructive notice imparted by the Public

Records.
(b) "Land":  The land described in Schedule A and affixed improvements that by law constitute real property.  The

term "Land" does not include any property beyond the lines of the area described in Schedule A, nor any right, title,
interest, estate, or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways, or waterways, but this does
not modify or limit the extent that a right of access to and from the Land is to be insured by the Policy.

(c) "Mortgage":  A mortgage, deed of trust, or other security instrument, including one evidenced by electronic means
authorized by law.

(d) "Policy":  Each contract of title insurance, in a form adopted by the American Land Title Association, issued or to
be issued by the Company pursuant to this Commitment.

(e) "Proposed Insured":  Each person identified in Schedule A as the Proposed Insured of each Policy to be issued
pursuant to this Commitment.

(f) "Proposed Policy Amount":  Each dollar amount specified in Schedule A as the Proposed Policy Amount of each
Policy to be issued pursuant to this Commitment.

(g) "Public Records":  Records established under state statutes at the Commitment Date for the purpose of imparting
constructive notice of matters relating to real property to purchasers for value and without Knowledge.

(h) "Title":  The estate or interest described in Schedule A.

2. If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met within the time period specified in the Commitment
to Issue Policy, this Commitment terminates and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

3. The Company’s liability and obligation is limited by and this Commitment is not valid without:
(a) the Notice;
(b) the Commitment to Issue Policy;
(c) the Commitment Conditions;
(d) Schedule A;
(e) Schedule B, Part I—Requirements;
(f) Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and
(g) a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.

4. COMPANY’S RIGHT TO AMEND
The Company may amend this Commitment at any time.  If the Company amends this Commitment to add a defect,
lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or other matter recorded in the Public Records prior to the Commitment Date, any
liability of the Company is limited by Commitment Condition 5.  The Company shall not be liable for any other
amendment to this Commitment.

5. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
(a) The Company’s liability under Commitment Condition 4 is limited to the Proposed Insured’s actual expense

incurred in the interval between the Company’s delivery to the Proposed Insured of the Commitment and the
delivery of the amended Commitment, resulting from the Proposed Insured’s good faith reliance to:
(i) comply with the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements;
(ii) eliminate, with the Company’s written consent, any Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; or
(iii) acquire the Title or create the Mortgage covered by this Commitment.

(b) The Company shall not be liable under Commitment Condition 5(a) if the Proposed Insured requested the
amendment or had Knowledge of the matter and did not notify the Company about it in writing.

(c) The Company will only have liability under Commitment Condition 4 if the Proposed Insured would not have
incurred the expense had the Commitment included the added matter when the Commitment was first delivered to
the Proposed Insured.
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(d) The Company’s liability shall not exceed the lesser of the Proposed Insured’s actual expense incurred in good faith
and described in Commitment Conditions 5(a)(i) through 5(a)(iii) or the Proposed Policy Amount.

(e) The Company shall not be liable for the content of the Transaction Identification Data, if any.
(f) In no event shall the Company be obligated to issue the Policy referred to in this Commitment unless all of the

Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have been met to the satisfaction of the Company.
(g) In any event, the Company’s liability is limited by the terms and provisions of the Policy.

6. LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY MUST BE BASED ON THIS COMMITMENT
(a) Only a Proposed Insured identified in Schedule A, and no other person, may make a claim under this

Commitment.
(b) Any claim must be based in contract and must be restricted solely to the terms and provisions of this Commitment.
(c) Until the Policy is issued, this Commitment, as last revised, is the exclusive and entire agreement between the

parties with respect to the subject matter of this Commitment and supersedes all prior commitment negotiations,
representations, and proposals of any kind, whether written or oral, express or implied, relating to the subject
matter of this Commitment.

(d) The deletion or modification of any Schedule B, Part II—Exception does not constitute an agreement or obligation
to provide coverage beyond the terms and provisions of this Commitment or the Policy.

(e) Any amendment or endorsement to this Commitment must be in writing and authenticated by a person authorized
by the Company.

(f) When the Policy is issued, all liability and obligation under this Commitment will end and the Company’s only
liability will be under the Policy.

7. IF THIS COMMITMENT HAS BEEN ISSUED BY AN ISSUING AGENT
The issuing agent is the Company’s agent only for the limited purpose of issuing title insurance commitments and
policies.  The issuing agent is not the Company’s agent for the purpose of providing closing or settlement services.

8. PRO-FORMA POLICY
The Company may provide, at the request of a Proposed Insured, a pro-forma policy illustrating the coverage that the
Company may provide.  A pro-forma policy neither reflects the status of Title at the time that the pro-forma policy is
delivered to a Proposed Insured, nor is it a commitment to insure.

9. ARBITRATION
The Policy contains an arbitration clause.  All arbitrable matters when the Proposed Policy Amount is $2,000,000 or
less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Proposed Insured as the exclusive remedy of the
parties.  A Proposed Insured may review a copy of the arbitration rules at http://www.alta.org/arbitration.
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Colorado - Schedule A

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule A
Transaction Identification Data for reference only:
Issuing Agent: Winter Van Alstine Issuing Office: Attorneys Title Insurance Agency

of Aspen, LLC
Issuing Office's ALTA® Registry ID: 1019587 Loan ID No.:

Commitment No.: 21004788 Issuing Office File No.: 21004788
Property Address: 501 West Hopkins Ave, Aspen, CO 81611

SCHEDULE A

1. Commitment Date:  June 7, 2021 at 07:45 AM

2. Policy or Policies to be issued: Amount Premium

A. ALTA Owners Policy (06/17/06) $0.00 $0.00
Proposed Insured: TBD
Certificate of Taxes Due $0.00
Endorsements:
Additional Charges: $0

Total $0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment is Fee simple.

4. The Title is, at the Commitment Date, vested in:

R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company

5. The land referred to in the Commitment is described as follows:

SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HERETO

For informational purposes only, the property address is: 501 West Hopkins Ave, Aspen, CO 81611.
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SCHEDULE A
(Continued)

This page is only a part of a 2016 ALTA® Commitment for Title Insurance issued by First American Title Insurance Company. This Commitment is not
valid without the Notice; the Commitment to Issue Policy; the Commitment Conditions; Schedule A; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B,
Part II—Exceptions; and a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.

Copyright 2006-2016 American Land Title Association. All rights reserved.
The use of this Form (or any derivative thereof) is restricted to ALTA licensees and
ALTA members in good standing as of the date of use. All other uses are prohibited.
Reprinted under license from the American Land Title Association.

Form 5033708-A (4-9-18) Page 5 of 16 ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance (8-1-16)

Colorado - Schedule A

Attorneys Title Insurance Agency of Aspen, LLC

By:
Winter Van Alstine
Authorized Officer or Agent

FOR INFORMATION PURPOSED OR SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THIS COMMITMENT, CONTACT: Attorneys
Title Insurance Agency of Aspen, LLC, 715 West Main Street, Suite 202, Aspen, CO 81611, Phone: 970 925-7328, Fax:
970 925-7348.
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This page is only a part of a 2016 ALTA® Commitment for Title Insurance issued by First American Title Insurance Company. This Commitment is not
valid without the Notice; the Commitment to Issue Policy; the Commitment Conditions; Schedule A; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B,
Part II—Exceptions; and a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.

Copyright 2006-2016 American Land Title Association. All rights reserved.
The use of this Form (or any derivative thereof) is restricted to ALTA licensees and
ALTA members in good standing as of the date of use. All other uses are prohibited.
Reprinted under license from the American Land Title Association.

Form 5030008-BI&BII (5-18-17) Page 6 of 16 ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance (8-1-16)

Colorado - Schedule BI & BII

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule BI & BII
Commitment No: 21004788

SCHEDULE B, PART I

Requirements

All of the following Requirements must be met:

1. The Proposed Insured must notify the Company in writing of the name of any party not referred to in this
Commitment who will obtain an interest in the Land or who will make a loan on the Land. The Company may then
make additional Requirements or Exceptions.

2. Pay the agreed amount for the estate or interest to be insured.

3. Pay the premiums, fees, and charges for the Policy to the Company.

4. Documents satisfactory to the Company that convey the Title or create the Mortgage to be insured, or both, must
be properly authorized, executed, delivered, and recorded in the Public Records.

5. Payment of all taxes and assessments now due and payable as shown on a certificate of taxes due from the
County Treasurer or the County Treasurer's Authorized Agent.

6. Evidence that all assessments for common expenses, if any, have been paid.

7. Final Affidavit and Agreement executed by Owners and/or Purchasers must be provided to the Company

8. Warranty Deed must be sufficient to convey the fee simple estate or interest in the land described or referred to
herein, from R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company, to TBD, the proposed insured,
Schedule A, item 2A. NOTE: C.R.S. Section 38-35-109(2) required that a notation of the purchaser's legal
address, (not necessarily the same as the property address) be included on the face of the Deed to be recorded.

9. Release of the Deed of Trust from R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company, to the
Public Trustee of Pitkin County for the benefit of Bank of America, N.A., to secure an indebtedness in the principal
sum of $8,500,000.00, and any other amounts and/obligations secured thereby, dated December 13, 2016, and
recorded December 15, 2016, as Reception No. 634652.

10. Release of the UCC Financing Statement from R.D. Olson investments II, LLC, debtor, to Bank of America, N.A.,
the secured party, recorded December 15, 2016, as Reception No. 634651.

11. Release of the Deed of Trust from R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company to the
Public Trustee of Pitkin County for the benefit of Bank of America, N.A., to secure an indebtedness in the principal
sum of $8,500,000.00, and any other amounts and/obligations secured thereby, recorded October 23, 2017 as
Reception No. 642498.
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ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule BI & BII (Cont.)

Form 50-CO-Disclosure (4-1-16) Page 7 of 16 Disclosure Statement (5-1-15)

Colorado

12. A copy of the properly signed and executed Operating Agreement if written, for R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a
California limited liability company, to be submitted to the Company for review.

13. Certificate of Good Standing from the California Secretary of State for R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California
limited liability company.

14. Record a Statement of Authority to provide prima facie evidence of existence of R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a
California limited liability company, an entity capable of holding property, and the name of the person authorized to
execute instruments affecting title to real property as authorized by C.R.S. Section 38-30-172.

15. Additional Requirements may be included once the name of the Buyer is provided.

16. Improvement Survey Plat sufficient in form, content and certification acceptable to the Company. Exception will be
taken to adverse matters disclosed thereby.

17. This Title Commitment is subject to underwriter approval.
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valid without the Notice; the Commitment to Issue Policy; the Commitment Conditions; Schedule A; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B,
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Form 5030008-BI&BII (5-18-17) Page 8 of 16 ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance (8-1-16)

Colorado - Schedule BI & BII

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule BI & BII (Cont.)
Commitment No.: 21004788

SCHEDULE B, PART II

Exceptions

THIS COMMITMENT DOES NOT REPUBLISH ANY COVENANT, CONDITION, RESTRICTION, OR LIMITATION
CONTAINED IN ANY DOCUMENT REFERRED TO IN THIS COMMITMENT TO THE EXTENT THAT THE SPECIFIC
COVENANT, CONDITION, RESTRICTION, OR LIMITATION VIOLATES STATE OR FEDERAL LAW BASED ON RACE,
COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, GENDER IDENTITY, HANDICAP, FAMILIAL STATUS, OR
NATIONAL ORIGIN.

The Policy will not insure against loss or damage resulting from the terms and provisions of any lease or easement
identified in Schedule A, and will include the following Exceptions unless cleared to the satisfaction of the Company:

1. Any facts, rights, interests or claims which are not shown by the Public Records, but which could be ascertained
by an inspection of the Land or by making inquiry of persons in possession thereof.

2. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the Public Records.

3. Discrepancies, conflicts in boundary lines, shortage in area, encroachments, and any facts which a correct land
survey and inspection of the Land would disclose, and which are not shown by the Public Records.

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor or material theretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law and not
shown in the Public Records.

5. Any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or other matter that appears for the first time in the Public Records
or is created, attaches, or is disclosed between the Commitment Date and the date on which all of the Schedule B,
Part I—Requirements are met.

Note: Exception number 5. will be removed from the policy provided the Company conducts the closing and
settlement service for the transaction identified in the commitment

6. Any and all unpaid taxes, assessments and unredeemed tax sales.

7. Unpatented mining claims; reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof.

8. Any water rights, claims of title to water, in, on or under the Land.

9. Taxes and assessments for the year 2021, and subsequent years, a lien not yet due or payable.
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ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule BI & BII (Cont.)

Form 50-CO-Disclosure (4-1-16) Page 9 of 16 Disclosure Statement (5-1-15)

Colorado

10. Reservations and exceptions as set forth in the Deed from the City of Aspen dated July 26, 1888, and recorded
August 28, 1888, in Book 59 at Page 476, as Reception No. 025593.

11. Reservations and exceptions as set forth in the Deed from the City of Aspen dated April 4, 1892, and recorded
April 4, 1892, in Book 79 at Page 43, as Reception No. 046622.

12. Any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the Official Map of the City of Aspen recorded
December 16, 1959, as Reception No. 109023.

13. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under Ordinance No. 6 (series of 1959, An
Ordinance Accepting a Map Entitled "Official Map of the City of Aspen, Pitkin County, State of Colorado," as the
Official Map of the City of Aspen:  Providing for Dedication of all Streets and Alleys, Except Such Streets and
Alleys Heretofore Vacated;  And Providing for the Filing of Said Map, Field Notes, and Supplemental Plats with the
Clerk and Recorder for Pitkin County, dated November 2, 1959, and recorded December 18, 1959, in Book 189 at
Page 354 as Reception No. 109043;  and any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the Willets
Map recorded November 12, 1969 in Plat Book 4 at Page 27 as Reception No. 137902.

14. Any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the recorded plat of Boomerang Lodge, Ltd., recorded
September 27, 1999, in Plat Book 51 at Page 28, as Reception No. 435910.

15. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Easement dated April 15, 2003,
and recorded April 18, 2003, as Reception No. 481651.

16. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Ordinance No. 6 (Series of 2006)
An Ordinance of the City of Aspen City Council Rezoning the "Boomerang Vacant Parcel" to the R-6 (Medium -
Density Residential) Zone District and Approving a Lot Split, Creating Lots 1 and 2 of the Boomerang Lot Split, City
of Aspen, Pitkin County, Colorado, dated April 10, 2006, and recorded June 16, 2006, as Reception No. 525368.

17. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Subdivision Exemption Agreement
for the Boomerang Lot Split by and between Aspen FSP - ABR, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company and The
City of Aspen, dated June 16, 2006, and recorded June 16, 2006, as Reception No. 525369.

18. Any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the recorded Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision
Exemption Plat, recorded June 16, 2006, in Plat Book 79 at Page 70, as Reception No. 525370.

19. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Resolution of the Aspen Planning
and Zoning Commission Denying a Variance from the Rear Yard Setback and Approving Variances from the
Garage Placement and Window Height Residential Design Standards to Construct a Single-Family Residence at
501 West Hopkins Avenue, City of Aspen, Pitkin County, Colorado (Resolution No. 8 - Series of 2013) recorded
March 28, 2013, as Reception No. 598071.

20. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Bargain and Sale Deed, recorded
December 10, 2015, as Reception No. 625448.

21. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Easement Agreement dated
February 16, 2017, and recorded March 1, 2017, as Reception No. 636495.

22. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Easement Agreement dated
December 30, 2016, and recorded March 1, 2017, as Reception No. 636496.

23. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Revocable Encroachment License
Application dated November 15, 2018, and recorded Deceber 12, 2018, as Reception No. 652552.

24. Any existing leases or tenancies, and any and all parties claiming by, through or under said lessees.
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Form 5000000-EX (7-1-14) Page 10 of 16 Exhibit A

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Exhibit A
File No.: 21004788

The Land referred to herein below is situated in the County of Pitkin, State of Colorado, and is described as follows:

Lot 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT, a Planned Community, according to the Plat recorded June 16, 2006, in Plat Book 79 at
Page 70, as Reception No. 525370, Pitkin County, Colorado.
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Colorado

DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Pursuant to C.R.S. 30-10-406(3)(a) all documents received for recording or filing in the Clerk and Recorder’s office shall contain
a top margin of at least one inch and a left, right and bottom margin of at least one-half of an inch. The Clerk and Recorder will
refuse to record or file any document that does not conform to the requirements of this section.

NOTE:  If this transaction includes a sale of the property and the price exceeds $100,000.00, the seller must comply with the
disclosure/withholding provisions of C.R.S. 39-22-604.5 (Nonresident withholding).

NOTE:  Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-2 requires that “Every title insurance company shall be responsible to
the proposed insured(s) subject to the terms and conditions of the title commitment, other than the effective date of the title
commitment, for all matters which appear of record prior to the time of recording whenever the title insurance company, or its
agent, conducts the closing and settlement service that is in conjunction with its issuance of an owner’s policy of title insurance
and is responsible for the recording and filing of legal documents resulting from the transaction which was closed.

Pursuant to C.R.S. 10-11-122, the company will not issue its owner’s policy or owner’s policies of title insurance contemplated
by this commitment until it has been provided a Certificate of Taxes due or other equivalent documentation from the County
Treasurer or the County Treasurer’s authorized agent; or until the Proposed Insured has notified or instructed the company in
writing to the contrary.

The subject property may be located in a special taxing district. A Certificate of Taxes due listing each taxing jurisdiction shall be
obtained from the County Treasurer or the County Treasurer’s authorized agent. Information regarding special districts and the
boundaries of such districts may be obtained from the Board of County Commissioners, the County Clerk and Recorder, or the
County Assessor.

NOTE:  Pursuant to CRS 10-11-123, notice is hereby given:

This notice applies to owner’s policy commitments containing a mineral severance instrument exception, or
exceptions, in Schedule B, Section 2.

 A. That there is recorded evidence that a mineral estate has been severed, leased, or otherwise conveyed from the
surface estate and that there is a substantial likelihood that a third party holds some or all interest in oil, gas,
other minerals, or geothermal energy in the property; and

 B. That such mineral estate may include the right to enter and use the property without the surface owner’s
permission.

NOTE:  Pursuant to Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-2, Affirmative mechanic’s lien protection for the
Owner may be available (typically by deletion of Exception no. 4 of Schedule B, Section 2 of the Commitment from the
Owner’s Policy to be issued) upon compliance with the following conditions:

 A. The land described in Schedule A of this commitment must be a single family residence which includes a
condominium or townhouse unit.

 B. No labor or materials have been furnished by mechanics or material-men for purposes of construction on the
land described in Schedule A of this Commitment within the past 6 months.

 C. The Company must receive an appropriate affidavit indemnifying the Company against un-filed mechanic’s and
material-men’s liens.

 D. The Company must receive payment of the appropriate premium.
 E. If there has been construction, improvements or major repairs undertaken on the property to be purchased

within six months prior to the Date of the Commitment, the requirements to obtain coverage for unrecorded
liens will include: disclosure of certain construction information; financial information as to the seller, the
builder and or the contractor; payment of the appropriate premium, fully executed Indemnity Agreements
satisfactory to the company, and, any additional requirements as may be necessary after an examination of the
aforesaid information by the Company.

No coverage will be given under any circumstances for labor or material for which the insured has contracted for or
agreed to pay.
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NOTE: Pursuant to C.R.S. 38-35-125(2) no person or entity that provides closing and settlement services for a real estate
transaction shall disburse funds as a part of such services until those funds have been received and are available for immediate
withdrawal as a matter of right.

NOTE:  C.R.S. 39-14-102 requires that a real property transfer declaration accompany any conveyance document presented for
recordation in the State of Colorado. Said declaration shall be completed and signed by either the grantor or grantee.

NOTE:  Pursuant to CRS 10-1-128(6)(a), It is unlawful to knowingly provide false, incomplete, or misleading facts or
information to an insurance company for the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the company. Penalties
may include imprisonment, fines, denial of insurance and civil damages. Any insurance company or agent of an
insurance company who knowingly provides false, incomplete, or misleading facts or information to a policyholder or
claimant for the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the policyholder or claimant with regard to a settlement
or award payable from insurance proceeds shall be reported to the Colorado division of insurance within the
department of regulatory agencies.

NOTE:  Pursuant to Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-3, notice is hereby given of the availability of an ALTA
Closing Protection Letter which may, upon request, be provided to certain parties to the transaction identified in the commitment.

Nothing herein contained will be deemed to obligate the company to provide any of the coverages referred to herein unless the
above conditions are fully satisfied.
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TELEPHONE 970 925-7328 FACSIMILE 970 925-7348

ATTORNEYS TITLE INSURANCE AGENCY OF ASPEN, LLC
715 West Main Street, Suite 202

Aspen, CO 81611

Attorneys Title Insurance Agency of Aspen, LLC

Privacy Policy Notice

PURPOSE OF THIS NOTICE

Title V. of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) generally prohibits any financial institution, directly or through it affiliates,
from sharing non-public personal information about you with a nonaffiliated third party unless the institution provides you
with a notice of its privacy policies and practices, such as the type of information that it collects about you and the
categories of persons or entities to whom it may be disclosed.  In compliance with the GLBA, we are providing you with
this document, which notifies you of the privacy policies and practices of Attorneys Title Insurance Agency of Aspen,
LLC.

We may collect nonpublic personal information about you from the following sources:

 Information we receive from you, such as on application or other forms.
 Information about your transactions we secure from out files, or from our affiliates or others.
 Information we receive from a consumer reporting agency.
 Information that we receive from others involved in your transaction, such as the real estate agent or lender.

Unless it is specifically stated otherwise in an amended Privacy Policy Notice, no additional nonpublic personal information
will be collected about you.

We may disclose any of the above information that we collect about our customers or former customer to our affiliates or
to nonaffiliated third parties as permitted by law.

We also may disclose this information about our customers or former customers to the following types of nonaffiliated
companies that perform marketing services on our behalf or with whom we have joint marketing agreements:

 Financial service providers such as companies engaged in banking, consumer finance, securities and insurance.
 Non-financial companies such as envelope stuffers and other fulfillment service providers.

WE DO NOT DISCLOSE ANY NONPUBLIC PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU WITH ANYONE FOR ANY
PURPOSE THAT IS NOT SPECIFICALLY PERMITTED BY LAW.

We restrict access to nonpublic personal information about you to those employees who need to know that information in
order to provide products or services to you.  We maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards that comply with
federal regulations to guard your nonpublic personal information.
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Land Title Guarantee Company
Customer Distribution

PREVENT FRAUD - Please remember to call a member of our closing team when
initiating a wire transfer or providing wiring instructions.

Order Number: Q62012779 Date: 05/10/2021

Property Address: TBD HOPKINS AVENUE, ASPEN, CO 81611

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CLOSER OR CLOSER'S ASSISTANT FOR WIRE TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS

For Closing Assistance Closing Processor For Title Assistance
Kimberly Szczesny
533 E HOPKINS #102
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 925-1678 (Work)
(303) 393-4870 (Work Fax)
kparham@ltgc.com
Contact License: CO414945
Company License: CO44565

Marc Obadia
533 E HOPKINS #102
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 925-1678 (Work)
(800) 318-8202 (Work Fax)
mobadia@ltgc.com
Company License: CO44565

Land Title Roaring Fork Valley Title
Team
533 E HOPKINS #102
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 927-0405 (Work)
(970) 925-0610 (Work Fax)
valleyresponse@ltgc.com

Buyer/Borrower
A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED
Delivered via: No Commitment Delivery

Agent for Seller
KLEIN COTE EDWARDS CITRON LLC
Attention: JOSEPH EDWARDS
101 S MILL ST # 200
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 925-8700 (Work)
(970) 925-3977 (Work Fax)
jee@kceclaw.com
Delivered via: Electronic Mail

Seller/Owner
RD OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC
Delivered via: No Commitment Delivery
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Land Title Guarantee Company
Estimate of Title Fees

Order Number: Q62012779 Date: 05/10/2021

Property Address: TBD HOPKINS AVENUE, ASPEN, CO 81611

Parties: A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED

R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY

Visit Land Title's Website at www.ltgc.com for directions to any of our offices.

Estimate of Title insurance Fees

"TBD" Commitment $217.00

Total $217.00

If Land Title Guarantee Company will be closing this transaction, the fees listed above will be collected at
closing.

Thank you for your order!

Note: The documents linked in this commitment should be reviewed carefully. These documents, such as covenants
conditions and restrictions, may affect the title, ownership and use of the property. You may wish to engage legal
assistance in order to fully understand and be aware of the implications of the effect of these documents on your
property.

Chain of Title Documents:

Pitkin county recorded 12/28/2018 under reception no.
652984
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Property Address:

TBD HOPKINS AVENUE, ASPEN, CO 81611

1. Effective Date:

04/30/2021 at 5:00 P.M.

2. Policy to be Issued and Proposed Insured:

"TBD" Commitment
Proposed Insured:
A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED

$0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment and covered herein is:

A FEE SIMPLE

4. Title to the estate or interest covered herein is at the effective date hereof vested in:

R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

5. The Land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows:

LOT 19, LYING AND BEING SITUATED IN SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE
6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO, AS SHOWN ON THE BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH,
RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, COLORADO, APPROVED FEBRUARY 14, 1980
AND RECORDED DECEMBER 8, 1986, IN PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

LOT 21, LYING AND BEING SITUATED IN SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE
6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO, AS SHOWN ON THE BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH,
RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, COLORADO, APPROVED FEBRUARY 14, 1980,
AND RECORDED DECEMBER 8, 1986 IN PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

LOT 34, LYING AND BEING SITUATED IN SECTION 13, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE
6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO, AS SHOWN ON THE BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH,
RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, COLORADO, APPROVED FEBRUARY 14, 180,
AND RECORDED DECEMBER 8, 1986, IN PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO

EXTRA LODE MINING CLAIM, U.S.M.S. NO. 4712, 
EMBRACING A PORTION OF TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST, OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL
MERIDIAN LOCATED IN THE ROARING FORK MINING DISTRICT. 
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Copyright 2006-2021 American Land Title Association. All rights reserved.

The use of this Form is restricted to ALTA licensees and ALTA members in good standing
as of the date of use. All other uses are prohibited. Reprinted under license from the
American Land Title Association.

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

ALL THAT PORTION OF THE COPPEROPOLIS LODE MINING CLAIM, U.S.M.S. NO. 1759 WHICH LIES WEST
OF THE WEST SIDE LINE OF THE PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE MINING CLAIM, U.S.M.S. NO. 7364, BETWEEN
CORNERS NO. 3 AND 4 OF THE PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE. LOCATED IN THE ROARING FORK MINING
DISTRICT, 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE MINING CLAIM U.S.M.S. NO. 7364, LOCATED IN THE ROARING FORK MINING
DISTRICT. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.
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ALTA COMMITMENT

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Schedule B, Part I

(Requirements)

Order Number: Q62012779

All of the following Requirements must be met:

This proposed Insured must notify the Company in writing of the name of any party not referred to in this
Commitment who will obtain an interest in the Land or who will make a loan on the Land. The Company
may then make additional Requirements or Exceptions.

Pay the agreed amount for the estate or interest to be insured.

Pay the premiums, fees, and charges for the Policy to the Company.

Documents satisfactory to the Company that convey the Title or create the Mortgage to be insured, or
both, must be properly authorized, executed, delivered, and recorded in the Public Records.

1. CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING OF R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY, ISSUED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

2. WRITTEN CONFIRMATION THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY FOR
R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RECORDED DECEMBER
28, 2018 AT RECEPTION NO. 652983 IS CURRENT. 

NOTE: SAID INSTRUMENT DISCLOSES ROBERT D. OLSON AS THE SOLE MEMBER AND MANAGER
AUTHORIZED TO EXECUTE INSTRUMENTS CONVEYING, ENCUMBERING OR OTHERWISE AFFECTING
TITLE TO REAL PROPERTY ON BEHALF OF SAID ENTITY. IF THIS INFORMATION IS NOT ACCURATE, A
CURRENT STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY MUST BE RECORDED.

3. GOOD AND SUFFICIENT DEED FROM R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY TO A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED CONVEYING SUBJECT PROPERTY.

NOTE: ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS OR EXCEPTIONS MAY BE NECESSARY WHEN THE BUYERS
NAMES ARE ADDED TO THIS COMMITMENT. COVERAGES AND/OR CHARGES REFLECTED HEREIN, IF
ANY, ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UPON RECEIPT OF THE CONTRACT TO BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE
AND ANY AMENDMENTS THERETO.
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This commitment does not republish any covenants, condition, restriction, or limitation contained in any
document referred to in this commitment to the extent that the specific covenant, conditions, restriction,
or limitation violates state or federal law based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender
identity, handicap, familial status, or national origin.

1. Any facts, rights, interests, or claims thereof, not shown by the Public Records but that could be
ascertained by an inspection of the Land or that may be asserted by persons in possession of the Land.

2. Easements, liens or encumbrances, or claims thereof, not shown by the Public Records.

3. Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse circumstance affecting the Title that
would be disclosed by an accurate and complete land survey of the Land and not shown by the Public
Records.

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by
law and not shown by the Public Records.

5. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters, if any, created, first appearing in the
public records or attaching subsequent to the effective date hereof but prior to the date of the proposed
insured acquires of record for value the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
Commitment.

6. (a) Taxes or assessments that are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the Public Records; (b) proceedings by a public
agency that may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not shown
by the records of such agency or by the Public Records.

7. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the
issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water.

8. RIGHT OF THE PROPRIETOR OF A VEIN OR LODE TO EXTRACT AND REMOVE HIS ORE THEREFROM,
SHOULD THE SAME BE FOUND TO PENETRATE OR INTERSECT THE PREMISES HEREBY GRANTED,
AND A RIGHT OF WAY FOR DITCHES OR CANALS CONSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED
STATES, AS RESERVED IN UNITED STATES PATENT RECORDED MAY 20, 1949 IN BOOK 175 AT PAGE
198.

9. RIGHT OF THE PROPRIETOR OF A VEIN OR LODE TO EXTRACT AND REMOVE HIS ORE THEREFROM,
SHOULD THE SAME BE FOUND TO PENETRATE OR INTERSECT THE PREMISES HEREBY GRANTED,
AND A RIGHT OF WAY FOR DITCHES OR CANALS CONSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED
STATES, AS RESERVED IN UNITED STATES PATENT RECORDED MAY 20, 1949 IN BOOK 175 AT PAGE
182.

10. RIGHT OF THE PROPRIETOR OF A VEIN OR LODE TO EXTRACT AND REMOVE HIS ORE THEREFROM,
SHOULD THE SAME BE FOUND TO PENETRATE OR INTERSECT THE PREMISES HEREBY GRANTED,
AND A RIGHT OF WAY FOR DITCHES OR CANALS CONSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED
STATES, AS RESERVED IN UNITED STATES PATENT RECORDED MAY 20, 1949 IN BOOK 175 AT PAGE
163.

11. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF A PERPETUAL RIGHT OF WAY AS SET
FORTH IN AGREEMENT RECORDED APRIL 6, 1901 IN BOOK 142 AT PAGE 366.
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12. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN DECREE RECORDED
NOVEMBER 1, 1968 IN BOOK 237 AT PAGE 155 AND IN STIPULATION RECORDED NOVEMBER 1, 1968 IN
BOOK 237 AT PAGE 158.

13. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN AGREEMENT RECORDED
JANUARY 8, 1975 IN BOOK 295 AT PAGE 435 AND RERECORDED MARCH 3, 1975 IN BOOK 296 AT PAGE
711.

14. EASEMENTS, CONDITIONS, COVENANTS, RESTRICTIONS, RESERVATIONS AND NOTES ON THE PLAT
OF BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR
TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN RECORDED DECEMBER
08, 1986 IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552.

NOTE:THIS COPY WHICH IS RECORDED IN THE PITKIN COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDERS OFFICE IS
ILLEGIBLE, THE FOLLOWING COPY OF THIS SURVEY IS FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
WEBSITE AND UPLOADED AS OUR ESI 36512381

15. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PERPETUAL NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT
AS SET FORTH IN QUIT CLAIM DEED RECORDED NOVEMBER 20, 1987 IN BOOK 551 AT PAGE 409.

16. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF RESOLUTION OF THE PITKIN COUNTY
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, NO. 68, SERIES OF 2012 RECORDED NOVEMBER 13, 2012 AS
RECEPTION NO. 593895.

17. ANY QUESTION, DISPUTE OR ADVERSE CLAIMS AS TO ANY LOSS OR GAIN OF LAND AS A RESULT OF
ANY CHANGE IN THE RIVER BED LOCATION BY NATURAL OR OTHER THAN NATURAL CAUSES, OR
ALTERATION THROUGH ANY CAUSE, NATURAL OR UNNATURAL, OF THE CENTER THREAD, BANK,
CHANNEL OR FLOW OF WATERS IN THE CASTLE CREEK LYING WITHIN SUBJECT LAND; AND ANY
QUESTION AS TO THE LOCATION OF SUCH CENTER THREAD, BED, BANK OR CHANNEL AS A LEGAL
DESCRIPTION MONUMENT OR MARKER FOR PURPOSES OF DESCRIBING OR LOCATING SUBJECT
LANDS UPLOADED AS OUR ESI 36512969.

18. ANY RIGHTS, INTERESTS OR EASEMENTS IN FAVOR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE
STATE OF COLORADO, OR THE PUBLIC, WHICH EXIST OR ARE CLAIMED TO EXIST IN AND OVER THE
PAST AND PRESENT BED, BANKS OR WATERS OF CASTLE CREEK UPLOADED AS OUR ESI 36512969.
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LAND TITLE GUARANTEE COMPANY
DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS

Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-11-122, notice is hereby given that:

Note: Effective September 1, 1997, CRS 30-10-406 requires that all documents received for recording or filing in the
clerk and recorder's office shall contain a top margin of at least one inch and a left, right and bottom margin of at least
one half of an inch. The clerk and recorder may refuse to record or file any document that does not conform, except that,
the requirement for the top margin shall not apply to documents using forms on which space is provided for recording or
filing information at the top margin of the document.

Note: Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-2 requires that "Every title entity shall be responsible for all matters
which appear of record prior to the time of recording whenever the title entity conducts the closing and is responsible for
recording or filing of legal documents resulting from the transaction which was closed". Provided that Land Title
Guarantee Company conducts the closing of the insured transaction and is responsible for recording the legal
documents from the transaction, exception number 5 will not appear on the Owner's Title Policy and the Lenders Policy
when issued.

Note: Affirmative mechanic's lien protection for the Owner may be available (typically by deletion of Exception no. 4 of
Schedule B, Section 2 of the Commitment from the Owner's Policy to be issued) upon compliance with the following
conditions:

No coverage will be given under any circumstances for labor or material for which the insured has contracted for or
agreed to pay.

The Subject real property may be located in a special taxing district.(A)

A certificate of taxes due listing each taxing jurisdiction will be obtained from the county treasurer of the county in
which the real property is located or that county treasurer's authorized agent unless the proposed insured provides
written instructions to the contrary. (for an Owner's Policy of Title Insurance pertaining to a sale of residential real
property).

(B)

The information regarding special districts and the boundaries of such districts may be obtained from the Board of
County Commissioners, the County Clerk and Recorder, or the County Assessor.

(C)

The land described in Schedule A of this commitment must be a single family residence which includes a
condominium or townhouse unit.

(A)

No labor or materials have been furnished by mechanics or material-men for purposes of construction on the land
described in Schedule A of this Commitment within the past 6 months.

(B)

The Company must receive an appropriate affidavit indemnifying the Company against un-filed mechanic's and
material-men's liens.

(C)

The Company must receive payment of the appropriate premium.(D)

If there has been construction, improvements or major repairs undertaken on the property to be purchased within
six months prior to the Date of Commitment, the requirements to obtain coverage for unrecorded liens will include:
disclosure of certain construction information; financial information as to the seller, the builder and or the
contractor; payment of the appropriate premium fully executed Indemnity Agreements satisfactory to the company,
and, any additional requirements as may be necessary after an examination of the aforesaid information by the
Company.

(E)
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Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-11-123, notice is hereby given:

This notice applies to owner's policy commitments disclosing that a mineral estate has been severed from the surface
estate, in Schedule B-2.

Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-1-128(6)(a), It is unlawful to knowingly provide false, incomplete, or misleading facts or
information to an insurance company for the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the company. Penalties may
include imprisonment, fines, denial of insurance, and civil damages. Any insurance company or agent of an insurance
company who knowingly provides false, incomplete, or misleading facts or information to a policyholder or claimant for
the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the policyholder or claimant with regard to a settlement or award
payable from insurance proceeds shall be reported to the Colorado Division of Insurance within the Department of
Regulatory Agencies.

Note: Pursuant to Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-3, notice is hereby given of the availability of a closing
protection letter for the lender, purchaser, lessee or seller in connection with this transaction.

Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-1-11(4)(a)(1), Colorado notaries may remotely notarize real estate deeds and other
documents using real-time audio-video communication technology. You may choose not to use remote notarization for
any document.

That there is recorded evidence that a mineral estate has been severed, leased, or otherwise conveyed from the
surface estate and that there is substantial likelihood that a third party holds some or all interest in oil, gas, other
minerals, or geothermal energy in the property; and

(A)

That such mineral estate may include the right to enter and use the property without the surface owner's
permission.

(B)
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JOINT NOTICE OF PRIVACY POLICY OF
LAND TITLE GUARANTEE COMPANY,

LAND TITLE GUARANTEE COMPANY OF SUMMIT COUNTY
LAND TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION AND 

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

This Statement is provided to you as a customer of Land Title Guarantee Company as agent for Land Title Insurance
Corporation and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company.

We want you to know that we recognize and respect your privacy expectations and the requirements of federal and state
privacy laws. Information security is one of our highest priorities. We recognize that maintaining your trust and confidence
is the bedrock of our business. We maintain and regularly review internal and external safeguards against unauthorized
access to your non-public personal information ("Personal Information").

In the course of our business, we may collect Personal Information about you from:

applications or other forms we receive from you, including communications sent through TMX, our web-based
transaction management system;

your transactions with, or from the services being performed by us, our affiliates, or others;

a consumer reporting agency, if such information is provided to us in connection with your transaction;

and

The public records maintained by governmental entities that we obtain either directly from those entities, or from
our affiliates and non-affiliates.

Our policies regarding the protection of the confidentiality and security of your Personal Information are as follows:

We restrict access to all Personal Information about you to those employees who need to know that information in
order to provide products and services to you.

We may share your Personal Information with affiliated contractors or service providers who provide services in the
course of our business, but only to the extent necessary for these providers to perform their services and to
provide these services to you as may be required by your transaction.

We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards that comply with federal standards to protect your
Personal Information from unauthorized access or intrusion.

Employees who violate our strict policies and procedures regarding privacy are subject to disciplinary action.

We regularly assess security standards and procedures to protect against unauthorized access to Personal
Information.

WE DO NOT DISCLOSE ANY PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU WITH ANYONE FOR ANY PURPOSE THAT
IS NOT STATED ABOVE OR PERMITTED BY LAW.

Consistent with applicable privacy laws, there are some situations in which Personal Information may be disclosed. We
may disclose your Personal Information when you direct or give us permission; when we are required by law to do so, for
example, if we are served a subpoena; or when we suspect fraudulent or criminal activities. We also may disclose your
Personal Information when otherwise permitted by applicable privacy laws such as, for example, when disclosure is
needed to enforce our rights arising out of any agreement, transaction or relationship with you.

Our policy regarding dispute resolution is as follows: Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to our privacy
policy, or the breach thereof, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration
Association, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction
thereof.
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Commitment For Title Insurance
Issued by Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

NOTICE

IMPORTANT—READ CAREFULLY: THIS COMMITMENT IS AN OFFER TO ISSUE ONE OR MORE TITLE INSURANCE
POLICIES. ALL CLAIMS OR REMEDIES SOUGHT AGAINST THE COMPANY INVOLVING THE CONTENT OF THIS
COMMITMENT OR THE POLICY MUST BE BASED SOLELY IN CONTRACT.

THIS COMMITMENT IS NOT AN ABSTRACT OF TITLE, REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF TITLE, LEGAL OPINION, OPINION OF TITLE, OR OTHER
REPRESENTATION OF THE STATUS OF TITLE. THE PROCEDURES USED BY THE COMPANY TO DETERMINE INSURABILITY OF THE TITLE, INCLUDING
ANY SEARCH AND EXAMINATION, ARE PROPRIETARY TO THE COMPANY, WERE PERFORMED SOLELY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE COMPANY, AND
CREATE NO EXTRACONTRACTUAL LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON, INCLUDING A PROPOSED INSURED.

THE COMPANY’S OBLIGATION UNDER THIS COMMITMENT IS TO ISSUE A POLICY TO A PROPOSED INSURED IDENTIFIED IN SCHEDULE A IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS COMMITMENT. THE COMPANY HAS NO LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION INVOLVING THE
CONTENT OF THIS COMMITMENT TO ANY OTHER PERSON. .

COMMITMENT TO ISSUE POLICY

Subject to the Notice; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and the Commitment Conditions, Old Republic National Title Insurance
Company, a Minnesota corporation (the “Company”), commits to issue the Policy according to the terms and provisions of this Commitment. This Commitment is
effective as of the Commitment Date shown in Schedule A for each Policy described in Schedule A, only when the Company has entered in Schedule A both the
specified dollar amount as the Proposed Policy Amount and the name of the Proposed Insured. If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met
within 6 months after the Commitment Date, this Commitment terminates and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

COMMITMENT CONDITIONS

1. DEFINITIONS

2. If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met within the time period specified in the Commitment to Issue Policy, Commitment terminates
and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

3. The Company’s liability and obligation is limited by and this Commitment is not valid without:

4. COMPANY’S RIGHT TO AMEND

The Company may amend this Commitment at any time. If the Company amends this Commitment to add a defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or
other matter recorded in the Public Records prior to the Commitment Date, any liability of the Company is limited by Commitment Condition 5. The
Company shall not be liable for any other amendment to this Commitment.

5. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

i. comply with the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements;
ii. eliminate, with the Company’s written consent, any Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; or
iii. acquire the Title or create the Mortgage covered by this Commitment.

“Knowledge” or “Known”: Actual or imputed knowledge, but not constructive notice imparted by the Public Records.(a)
“Land”: The land described in Schedule A and affixed improvements that by law constitute real property. The term “Land” does not include any
property beyond the lines of the area described in Schedule A, nor any right, title, interest, estate, or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues,
alleys, lanes, ways, or waterways, but this does not modify or limit the extent that a right of access to and from the Land is to be insured by the Policy.

(b)

“Mortgage”: A mortgage, deed of trust, or other security instrument, including one evidenced by electronic means authorized by law.(c)
  “Policy”: Each contract of title insurance, in a form adopted by the American Land Title Association, issued or to be issued by the Company
pursuant to this Commitment.

(d)

  “Proposed Insured”: Each person identified in Schedule A as the Proposed Insured of each Policy to be issued pursuant to this Commitment.(e)
“Proposed Policy Amount”: Each dollar amount specified in Schedule A as the Proposed Policy Amount of each Policy to be issued pursuant to this
Commitment.

(f)

“Public Records”: Records established under state statutes at the Commitment Date for the purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters
relating to real property to purchasers for value and without Knowledge.

(g)

“Title”: The estate or interest described in Schedule A.(h)

the Notice;(a)
the Commitment to Issue Policy;(b)
the Commitment Conditions;(c)
Schedule A;(d)
Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; and(e)
Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and(f)
a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.(g)

The Company’s liability under Commitment Condition 4 is limited to the Proposed Insured’s actual expense incurred in the interval between the
Company’s delivery to the Proposed Insured of the Commitment and the delivery of the amended Commitment, resulting from the Proposed
Insured’s good faith reliance to:

(a)

The Company shall not be liable under Commitment Condition 5(a) if the Proposed Insured requested the amendment or had Knowledge of the
matter and did not notify the Company about it in writing.

(b)

The Company will only have liability under Commitment Condition 4 if the Proposed Insured would not have incurred the expense had the
Commitment included the added matter when the Commitment was first delivered to the Proposed Insured.

(c)

The Company’s liability shall not exceed the lesser of the Proposed Insured’s actual expense incurred in good faith and described in Commitment
Conditions 5(a)(i) through 5(a)(iii) or the Proposed Policy Amount.

(d)

The Company shall not be liable for the content of the Transaction Identification Data, if any.(e)
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6. LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY MUST BE BASED ON THIS COMMITMENT

7. IF THIS COMMITMENT HAS BEEN ISSUED BY AN ISSUING AGENT

The issuing agent is the Company’s agent only for the limited purpose of issuing title insurance commitments and policies. The issuing agent is not the
Company’s agent for the purpose of providing closing or settlement services.

8. PRO-FORMA POLICY

The Company may provide, at the request of a Proposed Insured, a pro-forma policy illustrating the coverage that the Company may provide. A pro-forma
policy neither reflects the status of Title at the time that the pro-forma policy is delivered to a Proposed Insured, nor is it a commitment to insure.

9. ARBITRATION

The Policy contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Proposed Policy Amount is $2,000,000 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of
either the Company or the Proposed Insured as the exclusive remedy of the parties. A Proposed Insured may review a copy of the arbitration rules at
http://www.alta.org/arbitration.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Land Title Insurance Corporation has caused its corporate name and seal to be affixed by its duly authorized officers on the date shown
in Schedule A to be valid when countersigned by a validating officer or other authorized signatory.

Issued by:
Land Title Guarantee Company
3033 East First Avenue Suite 600 
Denver, Colorado 80206
303-321-1880

Senior Vice President
This page is only a part of a 2016 ALTA® Commitment for Title Insurance issued by Land Title Insurance Corporation. This Commitment is not valid without the
Notice; the Commitment to Issue Policy; the Commitment Conditions; Schedule A; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; and Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and
a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.  

Copyright 2006-2016 American Land Title Association. All rights reserved.

The use of this Form (or any derivative thereof) is restricted to ALTA licensees and ALTA members in good standing as of the date of use. All other uses are
prohibited. Reprinted under license from the American Land Title Association.

In no event shall the Company be obligated to issue the Policy referred to in this Commitment unless all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements
have been met to the satisfaction of the Company.

(f)

In any event, the Company’s liability is limited by the terms and provisions of the Policy.(g)

Only a Proposed Insured identified in Schedule A, and no other person, may make a claim under this Commitment.(a)
Any claim must be based in contract and must be restricted solely to the terms and provisions of this Commitment.(b)
Until the Policy is issued, this Commitment, as last revised, is the exclusive and entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject
matter of this Commitment and supersedes all prior commitment negotiations, representations, and proposals of any kind, whether written or oral,
express or implied, relating to the subject matter of this Commitment.

(c)

The deletion or modification of any Schedule B, Part II—Exception does not constitute an agreement or obligation to provide coverage beyond the
terms and provisions of this Commitment or the Policy.

(d)

Any amendment or endorsement to this Commitment must be in writing and authenticated by a person authorized by the Company.(e)
When the Policy is issued, all liability and obligation under this Commitment will end and the Company’s only liability will be under the Policy.(f)
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Pitkin County Mailing List of 300 Feet Radius

Pitkin County GIS presents the information and data on this web
site  as  a  service  to  the public.   Every effort  has been made  to
ensure that the information and data contained in this electronic
system  is  accurate,  but  the  accuracy  may  change.   Mineral
estate ownership is not included in this mailing list. Pitkin County
does not maintain a database of mineral estate owners.

Pitkin  County GIS  makes no warranty  or guarantee  concerning
the completeness,  accuracy, or  reliability  of  the  content  at  this
site  or at  other sites to which we link.  Assessing accuracy and
reliability of information and data is the sole responsibility of the
user.  The user understands he or she is solely responsible and
liable  for  use,  modification, or distribution  of  any information  or
data obtained on this web site.

This  document  contains  a  Mailing  List  formatted  to  be
printed  on  Avery  5160  Labels.   If  printing,  DO  NOT  "fit  to
page" or "shrink oversized pages." This will manipulate the
margins  such  that  they  no  longer  line  up  on  the  labels
sheet. Print actual size.

From Parcel: 273512466002 on 06/09/2021

Instructions:

Disclaimer:

http://www.pitkinmapsandmore.com
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ALPINE BANK

GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO  81601

2200 GRAND AVE
SCOTT BUILDING CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

400 W HOPKINS AVE
501 MAIN ASPEN LLC

GRAND RAPIDS, MI  49503

ALDRICH PL #200 OTTAWA AVE NW

WASHBURN SERENE MARIE V

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #205
430 WEST HOPKINS CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

COMMON AREA

432 W HOPKINS AVE

KURKULIS PATSY & PAUL R

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #201

LITTLE AJAX CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS #006
SCHULMAN WILLIAM PAUL

CHARLEVOIX, MI  49720

301 MERCER BLVD
JEWISH RESOURCE CENTER CHABAD OF ASPEN

ASPEN, CO  81612

435 W MAIN ST

HERNANDEZ ROBERTO PABLO REV TRUST

MIAMI, FL  33129

1901 BRICKELL AVE #B913
POTTS LEAH S

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #102
PERRY IAN MICHAEL

ASPEN, CO  81611

426 E HYMAN AVE

SAMUEL JOSHUA MOSES

DILLON, CO  80435

PO BOX 756
JOHNSTON FAMILY TRUST

COSTA MESA, CA  92626

2018 PHALAROPE
R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC

NEWPORT BEACH, CA  92660

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600

NIX ROBERT JR

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 3694
TOMS CONDO LLC

ERWINNA , PA  18920

6 SHULL FARM RD 
SHERWIN ENTERPRISES LLC

DURHAM, NC  27701

1714 VISTA ST

SLONE MICHAEL DAVID II

FAYETTEVILLE, AR  72703

4476 WATERSIDE CT
SGSG ASPEN CONDO LLC

DENVER, CO  80237

8100 E UNION AVE #2303
501 WEST MAIN LLC

ASPEN, CO  816111818

532 E HOPKINS AVE

KATZMAN LORI ANN

CHARLEVOIX, MI  49720

301 MERCER BLVD
CITY OF ASPEN

ASPEN, CO  81611

130 S GALENA ST
HORNE CHRISTOPHER & BRANDI

AUSTIN, TX  78746

5214 BUCKMAN MTN RD

01037H TRUST

BEVERLY HILLS, CA  90210

715 N SIERRA DR
FELER LAURIE & CLAUDIO

CARBONDALE, CO  81623

550 FOX RUN
CARROLL MEREDITH & ARTHUR

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #210

DAUCH KARIN

NEW YORK, NY  10003

80 4TH AVE #7A
TODD SHANE

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 2654
SMITH ANDREW C & DONNA G

DALLAS, TX  75205

3622 SPRINGBROOK ST
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WESTERNOFF TRENT & NAZLY FAMILY TRUST

MANHATTAN BEACH, CA  90266

724 10TH ST
ERICKSON A RONALD

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #211
400 W HOPKINS CONDO LLC

DALLAS, TX  75209

5403 NEOLA DR

AMAYA JOSE ANTONIO & BLANCA E ARGUETA

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #103
MADSEN MARTHA W

ASPEN, CO  81611

608 W HOPKINS AVE APT 9
STUART DANIEL S & TAMARA B

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 3274  

STERTZER ELIANE C

ASPEN , CO  81612

PO BOX 8677
STASPEN LLP

ATLANTA , GA   303094420

229 PEACHTREE HILLS AVE NE #438
UTOPIA LIVING ASPEN LLC

SANTA MONICA, CA  90402

225 GEORGINA AVE

ANGELOV DIMTAR S & DANIEL D

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #209
WENDT ROBERT E II

PACIFIC PALISADES, CA  90272

350 MT HOLYOKE AVE
YOUNG PAUL III FAMILY TRUST

ASPEN, CO  816111603

413 W HOPKINS AVE

FRANSEN ERIN M & GREGORY H

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS UNIT 206
FOSTER LOT 2 LLC

ASPEN, CO  81611

625 E HYMAN AVE #201
LITTLE AJAX CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE

HOPKINS & FOURTH LLC

ASPEN, CO  81611

625 E MAIN ST UNIT 102B #401
TUCKER LUCY LEA

ASPEN, CO  81611

PO BOX 1480
LINDAUER REBECCA F

AUSTIN, TX  78703

1115 ELM ST 

WERLIN LAURA B TRUST

SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94115

2200 PACIFIC AVE #12F
LOT 2 BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT

ASPEN, CO  81611

533 E HOPKINS AVE 3RD FL
VOSS NATALIE

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #204

521-523 W HOPKINS AFFORD HOUSING HOA

ASPEN, CO  81611

521 W HOPKINS AVE
HESSIAN ASPEN LLC

WINTER PARK, FL  327894881

1470 GENE ST #B
ALPINE BANK

GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO  81601

2200 GRAND AVE

CHRISTIANA UNIT D101 LLC

ASPEN , CO  81612

PO BOX 4937 
RAINBOW CONNECTION PROPERTIES LLC

MORRISON, CO  80465

151 SUMMER ST #771
NAVIAS CRAIG & ESTHER TRUST

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 4390

MARY B LOT 2 LLC

PALO ALTO, CA  94301

855 EL CAMINO REAL STE 13A BOX #249
PROMISE LAND LLC

ENGLEWOOD, CO  801114628

6412 S QUEBEC ST
CITY OF ASPEN

ASPEN, CO  81611

130 S GALENA ST
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400 W HOPKINS CONDO LLC

DALLAS, TX  75209

5403 NEOLA DR
DENBY SAMUEL ROBERT

ASPEN, CO  816111617

501 W MAIN ST #A101
SHEA LAYNE & MICHAEL

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #202

MCGUIRE JENNIFER ERIN

ASPEN, CO  81611

501 E DEAN ST
MCCLURE MARY

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #207
SCHALL FAMILY TRUST

ENCINO, CA  91436

3841 HAYVENHURST DR

MARSHALL ALISON & JOSHUA

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #212
CONNERFAMILY LLC

PALISADE, CO  81526

PO BOX 38
WELLES PETER S & SONDRA T

CARBONDALE, CO  81623

5343 CR 100

ALPINE BANK

GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO  81601

2200 GRAND AVE
BLACK BENJAMIN F & ALICE M

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #208
PROMISE LAND LLC

ENGLEWOOD, CO  801114628

6412 S QUEBEC ST

GOLDENBERG STEPHEN R

ASPEN, CO  81611

430 W HOPKINS #2
GOLDSTONE JONNA A

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE # 203
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To: Kevin Rayes, Planner, City of Aspen 

From: Craig Navias, 505 West Hopkins Avenue, cjnavias@gmail.com, 214 564 6369 

Re: 501 W. Hopkins P & Z August 3rd Proposal 

Date: 2 August, 2021 

 

Kevin, 

 

Thank you for the time last week. 

Regarding the proposal we discuss, what I would like to request is that the application move forward 

with the blue building envelope, depicted in the accompanied pdf. 

This would allow minimal impact to the current Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat (which 

also accompanies this memo), to all surrounding homeowners, and to the trail. 

I believe that this will give the 501 West Hopkins homeowner what he is looking for and the city and the 

community what they are looking for with minimal negative impact to anyone. 

 

Thanks for your consideration, 

 

 

Craig Navias 

505 West Hopkins 
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor Torre and Aspen City Council

FROM: Kevin Rayes, Planner  

THRU: Amy Simon, Planning Director 

RE: 1st Reading, Ordinance #18, Series of 2021: 501 West Hopkins Avenue: 
Planned Development- Detailed Review 

MEETING DATE: August 10, 2021

Applicant: 
R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC

Representative: 
Mitch Haas, Haas Land Planning 
LLC, 
420 East Main Street, Suite 220

Location: 
501 West Hopkins Avenue, legally 
described as Lot 1, Boomerang Lot 
Split, a Planned Community, 
according to the Plat recorded June 
16, 2006, in Plat Book 79 at Page 
70, as Reception No. 525370, Pitkin 
County, Colorado. 

Current Zoning: 
Medium-Density Residential (R-6) 

Summary: 
As part of the proposed land 
exchange for the Pride of Aspen 
Mining Claim, the applicant requests 
Planned Development- Detailed 
Review to memorialize existing 
conditions on the subject property to 
obtain a Final Planned Development
Approval (pending approval for 
Planned Development-     Project 
Review).

Staff Recommendation:
Pursuant to the Land Use Code, approval of Project 
Review and Detailed Review together constitute a Final 
Planned Development approval. Both reviews are needed 
for a Planned Development to become official. 

Detailed review is intended to perfect and finalize the
detailed aspects of the project within the parameters 
established during Project Review. No development is 
proposed as part of this review. The purpose of this 
request is to memorialize existing conditions on the 
property. 

Staff recommends approval of First Reading and setting a 
public hearing date for August 24, 2021.  

Figure 1: Subject property

501 W. 
Hopkins
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REQUEST OF CITY COUNCIL:
The Applicant is requesting approval from City Council for a Planned Development-Detailed 
Review. At the time of writing this memo, the Planning & Zoning Commission has not yet held a 
hearing to vet the application. A hearing is scheduled for August 3rd. A recommendation will be 
made available to City Council prior to Second Reading. This application is subject to a public 
vote in November. 

Planned Development- Detailed Review (Land Use Code Section 26.445.070)
Detailed review is intended to perfect and finalize the detailed aspects of the project within the 
parameters established during Project Review. In this instance, no development is proposed so 
most of the review criteria associated with Detailed Review are not applicable. However, approval 
of Detailed Review is required to move the proposed land exchange forward to a public vote. 

PROJECT SUMMARY & STAFF COMMENTS:
Pursuant to the Land Use Code, approval of Project Review and Detailed Review together 
constitute a Final Planned Development Approval. Both reviews are needed for a Planned 
Development to become official. 

Staff has included two memos and two ordinances in the Council packet regarding two separate 
public hearings, all of which pertain to the same land use case- the Pride of Aspen land exchange. 
The first hearing requests approval for the following reviews: Major Subdivision, Amendments to 
the Land Use Code and Zone District Map, Planned Development Review- Project Review and 
Growth Management Review. 

Pending approval for these reviews, staff asks that Council close the first hearing and open a 
second hearing to review the request for a Planned Development-Detailed Review. 

By obtaining approval for Project Review and Detailed Review, the application may move forward
to a public vote in November. Staff believes that holding a hearing for Detailed Review
concurrently with Project Review is appropriate in this instance because no development is 
proposed as part of this application. Approval of Detailed Review will simply memorialize existing 
conditions on the site. Any development that is proposed in the future will be subject to the 
appropriate reviews. 

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that Council approve the ordinance on First Reading & set a public 
hearing date to fully vet the request. The following motion can be made: 
“I move to approve Ordinance #18 (Series of 2021) on First Reading & set a public hearing 
(Second Reading) for August 24, 2021.”

CITY MANAGER COMMENTS: 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

ATTACHMENTS:
Ordinance #18, Series of 2021
Exhibit A| Planned Development- Detailed Review | Staff Findings 
Exhibit 2 | Application 
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Council Ordinance #18, Series of 2021
Page 1 of 3

ORDINANCE # 18
(SERIES OF 2021)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE ASPEN CITY COUNCIL APPROVING A PLANNED 
DEVELOPMENT-DETAILED REVIEW FOR THE PROPERTY COMMONLY 

KNOWN AS 501 WEST HOPKINS AVENUE, LEGALLY DESCRIBED AS LOT 1, 
BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT, A PLANNED COMMUNITY, ACCORDING TO THE 

PLAT RECORDED JUNE 16, 2006 IN PLAT BOOK 79 AT PAGE 70, AS RECEPTION 
NO. 525370, PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO. 

WHEREAS, the Community Development department received an application from R.D. 
Olson Investments II, LLC, requesting approval for Planned Development- Detailed Review for 
the property located at 501 West Hopkins Avenue; and, 

WHEREAS, upon review of the application and the applicable Land Use Code standards, the 
Community Development Director recommended approval for Planned Development- Detailed 
Review; and, 

WHEREAS, the City of Aspen Planning and Zoning Commission recommended 
____________ of the proposed Land Exchange via Resolution #XX, Series of 2021 under the 
applicable provisions of the Municipal Code as identified herein, reviewed and considered the 
recommendation of the Community Development Director and took and considered public 
comment at a duly noticed public hearing on August 3rd, 2021; and, 

WHEREAS, the Aspen City Council considered the request at 1st Reading on August 10th, 
2021 and at 2nd Reading (a duly noticed public hearing) on August 24th; and, 

WHEREAS, the Aspen City Council has reviewed and considered the request under the 
applicable provisions of the Municipal Code as identified herein, has reviewed, and considered the 
recommendation of the Community Development Director, and has taken and considered public 
comment at a public hearing; and,

WHEREAS, the Aspen City Council finds that the proposal for Planned Development- Detailed 
Review meets the applicable land use standards, and voted X to X (X to X) on August 24th, 2021 to 
approve the request; and,

WHEREAS, the City Council finds that this Ordinance furthers and is necessary for the 
promotion of public health, safety, and welfare.
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Council Ordinance #18, Series of 2021
Page 2 of 3

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, THE ASPEN CITY COUNCIL APPROVES 
THE FOLLOWING: 

Section 1: Subsequent Reviews
Pursuant to Land Use Code Section 26.445.090, Documents and Deadlines, a plan set shall be 
submitted to the Community Development department within one hundred eighty (180) days 
following the date of voter approval. The plan set shall be subject to review and approval by City 
Staff to ensure P&Z, City Council and voter intent. The plan set shall include the following 
documents, all of which shall be approved and recorded concurrently: 

1. An Amended Plat representing the new lot and approved building envelope 
2. A Right-of-Way Vacation Plat
3. A Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit Map 
4. The Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map

Section 2: Election
Pursuant to Section 5.5, of the Home Rule Charter for the City of Aspen, and a resolution of City 
Council setting the ballot question, City Council refers this Ordinance No. 18 (Series of 2021) to 
the voters at the coordinated election scheduled for November 2, 2021, to be considered 
coincident with and as one question with Ordinance No. 17 (Series of 2021).

Section 3: Material Representations 
All material representations and commitments made by the Applicant pursuant to the development 
proposal approvals as herein awarded, whether in public hearing or documentation presented 
before the Planning and Zoning Commission, are hereby incorporated in such site development 
approvals and the same shall be complied with as if fully set forth herein, unless amended by an 
authorized entity. 

Section 4: Existing Litigation
This resolution shall not affect any existing litigation and shall not operate as an abatement of any 
action or proceeding now pending under or by virtue of the ordinances repealed or amended as herein 
provided, and the same shall be conducted and concluded under such prior ordinances.

Section 5: Severability   
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this resolution is for any reason held 
invalid or unconstitutional in a court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a 
separate, distinct and independent provision and shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions 
thereof.
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Council Ordinance #18, Series of 2021
Page 3 of 3

INTRODUCED, READ AND ORDERED PUBLISHED as provided by law, by the City 
Council of the City of Aspen on the 10th day of August 2021.

APPROVED by City Council at its meeting on August 10th, 2021.

ATTEST:

_______________________________ _______________________________
Nicole Henning, City Clerk Torre, Mayor 

FINALLY, adopted, passed, and approved by an X to X (X - X) vote on this ___ day of August
2021.

Approved as to form: Approved as to content:

__________________________ ______________________________
James R. True, City Attorney Torre, Mayor 

Attest:

__________________________
Nicole Henning, City Clerk
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Exhibit A
Planned Development- Detailed Review 

Land Use Code Section 26.445.070, Planned Development Detailed Review Standards 

Please  note that pursuant to Section 26.304.060.B.1- Review of a development application by 
decision-making bodies, Modification of Review Procedures, Combined Reviews, the 
Community Development Director has determined that assigning this review to City Council 
eliminates or reduces duplication, and ensures economy of time, expense and clarity.

Detailed Review shall focus on the comprehensive evaluation of the specific aspects of the 
development, including utility placement, and architectural materials. In the review of a 
development application for Detailed Review, the Planning and Zoning Commission, or the 
Historic Preservation Commission as applicable, shall consider the following:

a) Compliance with Project Review Approval. The proposed development, including all 
dimensions and uses, is consistent with the Project Review approval and adequately 
addresses conditions on the approval and direction received during the Project Review.

b) Growth Management. The proposed development has received all required GMQS 
allotments, or is concurrently seeking allotments.

c) Site Planning and Landscape Architecture. The site plan is compatible with the context 
and visual character of the area. In meeting this standard, the following criteria shall be 
used:

1. The landscape plan exhibits a well-designed treatment of exterior spaces, 
preserves existing significant vegetation, and provides an ample quantity and 
variety of ornamental plant species suitable for the Aspen area climate. Vegetation 
removal, protection, and restoration plans shall be acceptable to the Director of 
Parks and Open Space.

2. Buildings and site grading provide simple, at-grade entrances and minimize 
extensive grade changes along building exteriors. The project meets or exceeds 
the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act and applicable 
requirements for emergency, maintenance, and service vehicle access. Adequate 
snow storage is accommodated.

3. Energy efficiency or production features are integrated into the landscape in a 
manner that enhances the site.

4. All site lighting is proposed so as to prevent direct glare or hazardous interference 
of any kind to adjoining streets or lands. All exterior lighting shall comply with the 
City's outdoor lighting standards.

5. Site drainage is accommodated for the proposed development in compliance 
with Title 29—Engineering Design Standards and shall not negatively impact 
surrounding properties.

d) Design Standards and Architecture. The proposed architectural details emphasize quality 
construction and design characteristics. In meeting this standard, the following criteria 
shall be used:
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1. The project architecture provides for visual interest and incorporates present-day 
details and use of materials respectful of the community's past without attempting 
to mimic history.

2. Exterior materials are of a high quality, durability, and comply with applicable 
design standards, including those outlined in Chapter 26.410, Residential Design 
Standards, Chapter 26.412, Commercial Design Standards, and Chapter 
26.415, Historic Preservation.

3. Building entrances are sited or designed to minimize icing and snow shedding 
effects.

4. Energy efficiency or production features are integrated into structures in a manner 
that enhances the architecture.

5. All structure lighting is proposed so as to prevent direct glare or hazardous 
interference of any kind to adjoining streets or lands. All exterior lighting shall 
comply with the City's outdoor lighting standards.

e) Common Parks, Open Space, Recreation Areas, or Facilities. If the proposed 
development includes common parks, open space, recreation areas, or common 
facilities, a proportionate, undivided interest is deeded in perpetuity to each lot or dwelling 
unit owner within the Planned Development. An adequate assurance through a 
Development Agreement for the permanent care and maintenance of open spaces, 
recreation areas, and shared facilities together with a prohibition against future 
development is required.

f) Pedestrian, bicycle & transit facilities. The development improves pedestrian, bicycle, 
and transit facilities. These facilities and improvements shall be prioritized over vehicular 
facilities and improvements. Any new vehicular access points minimize impacts on 
existing pedestrian, bicycle and transit facilities.

Any specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation timelines as required 
during Project Review comply with the applicable requirements of the Project Review and 
as otherwise required in the Land Use Code. These plans shall provide sufficient detail 
to determine if the design or mitigation concept complies with the intent of the 
requirements and to determine any required cost estimating for surety requirements, but 
do not need to be detailed construction documents.

g) Engineering Design Standards. There has been accurate identification of engineering 
design and mitigation techniques necessary for development of the proposed subdivision 
to comply with the applicable requirements of Municipal Code Title 29—Engineering 
Design Standards and the City of Aspen Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP).

Any specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation timelines as required 
during Project Review comply with the applicable requirements of Municipal Code Title 
29—Engineering Design Standards and the City of Aspen Urban Runoff Management 
Plan (URMP). These plans shall provide sufficient detail to determine if the design or 
mitigation concept complies with the intent of the requirements, but do not need to be 
detailed construction documents.
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Planned Development- Detailed Review 

Page | 3

h) Public Infrastructure and Facilities. The proposed Planned Development shall upgrade 
public infrastructure and facilities necessary to serve the project. Improvements shall be 
at the sole costs of the developer.

Any specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation timelines as required 
during Project Review comply with the applicable requirements of Municipal Code Title 
29—Engineering Design Standards and the City of Aspen Urban Runoff Management 
Plan (URMP). These plans shall provide sufficient detail to determine if the design or 
mitigation concept complies with the intent of the requirements, but do not need to be 
detailed construction documents.

i) Phasing of development plan. If phasing of the development plan is proposed, each 
phase shall be designed to function as a complete development and shall not be reliant 
on subsequent phases. Phasing shall insulate, to the extent practical, occupants of initial 
phases from the construction of later phases. All necessary or proportionate 
improvements to public facilities, payment of impact fees and fees-in-lieu, construction of 
any facilities to be used jointly by residents of the Planned Development, construction of 
any required affordable housing, and any mitigation measures shall be completed 
concurrent or prior to the respective impacts associated with the phase.

Staff response: No development is proposed as part of this application. Many of the review 
criteria outlined above are not applicable. However, several of the criteria are met- specifically, 
staff finds that Criterion F, Pedestrian, transit and bicycle facilities and Criterion G, Engineering 
Design Standards are met. By executing the proposed land exchange, non-motorized access to 
the Midland and Little Cloud Trails will continue to be prioritized. Additionally, the resulting width 
of South Fourth Street will continue to meet Engineering standards after the westerly 10-ft. of 
the right-of-way is vacated.

Although most of the criteria associated with Detailed Review are not applicable because no 
development is proposed, it’s important to note that any development that is proposed at 501 
W. Hopkins in the future shall be subject to the appropriate Planned Development reviews. 
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PRIDE OF ASPEN LAND EXCHANGE 
AN APPLICATION INVOLVING MAJOR 
SUBDIVISION OF LAND AND RIGHT-OF-WAY 
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MAP, ZONING VARIANCES & VESTED RIGHTS 
 
 
 

HAAS LAND PLANNING, LLC 

420 EAST MAIN STREET, SUITE 220  

ASPEN, CO 81611 

E: MITCH@HLPASPEN.COM 

O: (970) 925-7819 C: (970) 309-2773 

 

JUNE 16, 2021 

PID# 2735-124-66-002 
501 WEST HOPKINS AVENUE 
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R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
520 Newport Center Drive, Suite 600 

Newport Beach, CA 92660 
  
 
 
July 1, 2021 

City of Aspen 
Community Development Department 
130 South Galena Street, Third Floor 
Aspen, Colorado 81611 

Re: Pride of Aspen Land Exchange Application Amendment - Lot 1, Boomerang Lot 
Split Subdivision Exemption Plat, City of Aspen (501 W. Hopkins Avenue; Parcel ID 
No. 2735-124-66-002) 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

On behalf of R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC (the Applicant), please accept this letter from our 
authorized representative, Mitch Haas of Haas Land Planning, LLC as a formal addendum 
requesting a change to the submitted application. Rather than move forward with the requested 
variances, we instead ask that the rezoning request include all affected lands (Lot 1 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split and the City exchange parcels) such that a Planned Development (PD) 
Overlay be put into place on the requested underlying zoning of R-6. With this, we ask that the 
Community Development Director waive the 27,000 square foot lot area requirement for 
instituting the PD overlay and that the previously proposed variances be withdrawn and instead 
be processed as PD variations.    
 
Please contact the undersigned with any questions. 
 
HAAS LAND PLANNING, LLC 

 
Mitch Haas,  
Owner/President 
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

SURVEY NOTES:

5. THIS SURVEY WAS PREPARED WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A TITLE COMMITMENT,

THEREFORE, ANY EXCEPTIONS TO TITLE THAT MAY AFFECT THE SUBJECT PROPERTY

HAVE NOT BEEN REVIEWED BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC.

6. ELEVATIONS SHOWN HEREON ARE BASED ON NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM

OF 1988 (NAVD 88) REFERENCED FROM NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY (NGS)

BENCHMARK STATION S 159 HAVING AN ELEVATION OF 7720.88.

7. CONTOUR INTERVAL EQUALS ONE FOOT.

8. THIS PROPERTY LIES WITH ZONE X (AREA OF MINIMUM FLOOD HAZARD) ACCORDING

TO FEMA FIRM MAP COMMUNITY PANEL NO. 08097C0354E WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE

OF AUGUST 15, 2019.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION,

A PORTION OF FOURTH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY

& ASSOCIATED CITY OF ASPEN PROPERTIES

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

IMPROVEMENT &

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com
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PLAT NOTES:

5. THIS AMENDED PLAT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A TITLE SEARCH BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC FOR

ALL INFORMATION REGARDING EASEMENT, RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND/OR TITLE OF RECORD, TRUE NORTH

COLORADO, LLC. RELIED UPON TITLE COMMITMENT NO. XXXXXXXXXXXX ISSUED BY XXXXXXXXXXXXX,

EFFECTIVE DATE: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

6. PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE NO. ___ - SERIES OF 2021, AND AS CONFIRMED BY VOTE OF THE PUBLIC

HELD ON NOVEMBER 2, 2021:

A.) ALL VACATED RIGHTS OF WAY AND OTHER LANDS TRANSFERRED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN TO THE

OWNER AND INCLUDED WITHIN AMENDED LOT 1 AS SHOWN HEREON SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE LOT

AREA FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING ALLOWABLE FLOOR AREA ON THE PROPERTY AND THERE SHALL BE

NO REDUCTION IN LOT AREA BASED ON STEEP SLOPES. AS SUCH, THE NET LOT AREA FOR AMENDED LOT 1

SHALL BE 11,500 SQUARE FEET.

          B.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY ON THE BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT

SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION PLAT RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 79 AT PAGE 70 OF THE PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS

OR IN THE CITY OF ASPEN LAND USE REGULATIONS, THE SETBACKS FOR AMENDED LOT 1 SHALL BE AS

SHOWN HEREON.  THE TEN-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO PRINCIPAL STRUCTURES

AND THE FIVE-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO ANY PORTION OF A PRINCIPAL

STRUCTURE CONTAINING A GARAGE (NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT LIVING FACILITIES MAY BE BUILT

ABOVE OR BELOW SUCH GARAGE) AND ANY ACCESSORY STRUCTURES.  THERE SHALL BE NO COMBINED

SIDE YARD SETBACK REQUIREMENT.

          C.) ANY AFFORDABLE HOUSING MITIGATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OR

REDEVELOPMENT OF AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE SATISFIED WITHOUT ANY FURTHER PROCESS OR REVIEW BY

PAYMENT OF A FEE-IN-LIEU AT THE THEN-APPLICABLE RATE OR THE THEN-LAST-APPLICABLE RATE IF THERE

IS NO THEN-APPLICABLE RATE.  AT THE ELECTION OF THE OWNER, ANY SUCH AFFORDABLE HOUSING

MITIGATION MAY BE SATISFIED BY ANY OTHER METHOD THAT IS THEN ALLOWED IN THE CITY OF ASPEN

LAND USE REGULATIONS WITHOUT FURTHER REVIEW.

D.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY IN PRIOR APPROVALS, AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE

USED AND DEVELOPED TO INCLUDE A SECOND RESIDENTIAL DWELLING.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

AMENDED PLAT

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY
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www.truenorthcolorado.com
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

I, RODNEY P. KISER, A REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE PREPARED THE AMENDED PLAT

OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION, THAT THAT LOCATION OF THE OUTSIDE BOUNDARY AND

OTHER FEATURES ARE ACCURATELY AND CORRECTLY SHOWN HEREON, THAT THE SAME ARE BASED ON A FIELD

SURVEY PERFORMED JANUARY 27, 2021 UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND RESPONSIBLE CHARGE AND THAT THE

PLATTED SITE CONFORMS TO THOSE STAKED ON THE GROUND.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I HAVE SET MY HAND AND SEAL THIS ______ DAY OF ____________________, 2021.

______________________________________________________________________________

CLERK  & RECORDER CERTIFICATE

THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION HAS BEEN

ACCEPTED FOR FILING IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK AND RECORDER OF PITKIN COUNTY,

COLORADO ON THIS ________ DAY OF ______________________, 2021, IN PLAT BOOK ________ AT

PAGE ___________ AS RECEPTION NO. ________________________.

_________________________________________________________________

 CLERK & RECORDER

BY: _____________________________________________________________

DEPUTY

PURPOSE STATEMENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1 BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

IS TO ADD CITY OWNED PARCELS TO LOT 1 AND ADJUST THE OVERALL PROPERTY BOUNDARY

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

THIS _________ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 PHILLIP SUPINO - DIRECTOR

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CITY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REVIEW

THIS AMENDED PLAT WAS REVIEWED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT THIS ____

DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 TRISH ARAGON, PE

CITY ENGINEER

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP

THE UNDERSIGNED, R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC AS OWNER OF AMENDED LOT 1, AS SHOWN

HEREON, AND DESCRIBED AS THE EASTERN ONE-HALF OF LOT F, AND LOTS G, H & I, BLOCK 32,

CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN, TOGETHER WITH THE WESTERN 10 FEET OF SOUTH FOURTH STREET

IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO SUCH LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN DOES HEREBY

COMBINE SUCH PROPERTY INTO AMENDED LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION."

CONTAINING 0.172 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, DOES HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THIS AMENDED PLAT;

AND DOES HEREBY DEDICATE TO THE PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICE PROVIDERS THE UTILITY EASEMENT

SHOWN HEREON FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF

UNDERGROUND UTILITY SERVICES, DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS AND AN ABOVE-GROUND FIRE

HYDRANT, AND FOR ACCESS TO THE SAME.

R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600

NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

BY:_________________________________________________________

MANAGER

STATE OF COLORADO )

) SS

COUNTY OF PITKIN )

THE FOREGOING AMENDED PLAT WAS EXECUTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE ME ON

____________________________________________________, 2021 BY ________________________________________.

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 

______________________________________________________

NOTARY PUBLIC

CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COUNCIL PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE

NO._______________, SERIES OF 20___, RECORDED AS RECEPTION NO.___________________________________

AND CONFIRMED BY A VOTE OF THE PUBLIC PURSUANT TO ELECTION HELD NOVEMBER ___, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 CITY COUNCIL OFFICIAL
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PRIDE OF ASPEN LAND EXCHANGE APPLICATION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This application seeks the necessary land use approvals to enable a proposed land 
exchange between the Applicant (R.D. Olson Investments, LLC) and the City of Aspen. 
In its most basic terms, with details further explained later herein, the Applicant owns Lot 
1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat and would be acquiring 4,000 
square feet of City-owned property to add to his lot. In exchange, the Applicant will 
dedicate to the City of Aspen and Pitkin County, jointly, a 19.329-acre conservation 
easement that allows for maintenance and development of trails. The final terms of the 
exchange and, in turn, of any approvals obtained pursuant to this application will be 
spelled out in an ordinance, which will be subject to a public vote of the City of Aspen 
electorate to be held November 2, 2021.  

PRIMARY PARCEL: 
Parcel ID: 2735·124·66·002 
Owner Name: R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
Address: 501 West Hopkins Avenue, Aspen  
Legal Description: Lot 1, Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat, City of Aspen, 

Pitkin County, Colorado  
Zone District: Medium-Density Residential (R-6) 
Lot Size: 7,500 Sq. Ft. (0.172 acres +/-)  

ACQUIRED PARCEL: 
Parcel ID: Not Applicable 
Owner Name: City of Aspen 
Address: Not Applicable  
Legal Description: 

 
Zone District: Park (P) 
Lot Size: 4,000 Sq. Ft. (0.092 acres +/-)  

CONSERVATION 
PARCEL: 
Parcel ID: 2735·124·00·005 
Owner Name: R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
Address: Not Applicable (Fourth Street)  
Legal Description: M&B in T10, R85 S13 and 12 (See Conservation Easement Exhibit)  
Zone District: Pitkin County R-15, AR-10, TR-1 and RR 
Lot Size: 841,971 Sq. Ft. +/- (19.329 acres +/-) 
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Legal access is gained by direct connection from the existing driveway to South Fourth 
Street. The property’s general location relative to the surrounding area is shown on the 
Vicinity Map below.  

VICINITY MAP (OVERVIEW): 

 

The topographic Vicinity Map pasted above provides an understanding of the relative scale 
of the properties involved. The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant and addition 
to his existing lot is 0.5% of the size of the conservation easement being offered in exchange 
to the City and County. The Applicant’s final resulting lot size of 11,500 square feet, by 
comparison, would still be less than only 1.4% of the size of the conservation easement to 
be granted.  

While the Vicinity Map above demonstrates the relative scale of properties involved, a blow-
up image is provided below to provide a better understanding of the site location at the 
southwest corner of West Hopkins Avenue and the South 4th Street stub, with the 
conservation easement area located above/south of the Midland Trail and the primary and 
acquired parcels residing just below/north of the trail.      
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VICINITY MAP (BLOW-UP):   

 

This application is submitted pursuant to the following sections of the Aspen Land Use 
Code (the Code): 26.304, Common Development Review Procedures; 26.304.035, 
Neighborhood Outreach; 26.308, Vested Rights Extension; 26.310, Amendments to the 
Land Use Code and Zoning Map; 26.314.040(A), Variances – Dimensional Requirements; 
26.470.110(C), GMQS- Provision of Required Affordable Housing Via Fee-In-Lieu 
Payment; 26.480.030(C), Procedures for Review – Major Subdivisions; 26.490, Approval 
Documents – For Plat Requirements; 25.575.020, Calculations and Measurements; and 
26.710.040, Zone Districts, Medium-Density Residential (R-6).    

The application, submitted by R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC (owner of the primary parcel 
and hereinafter “the Applicant”), is divided into five sections. This Section provides a brief 
introduction while Section II furnishes background on the existing conditions of the 
property. The proposed development is described in detailed in Section III. Section IV 
identifies the relevant review criteria of the Code and provides responses demonstrating 
compliance and/or consistency with each standard, as applicable. Section V provides a 
brief summary. 

For the reviewer’s convenience, all pertinent supporting documents are provided in the 
various exhibits to the application, including the following:  
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• Exhibit 1: Pre-Application Conference Summary 

• Exhibit 2: Required Forms: 
A. Land Use Application Form 
B. Dimensional Requirements Form 
C. HOA Compliance Form 
D. Agreement to Pay Application Fees 

• Exhibit 3: Existing Conditions 
A. Vicinity Maps  
B. GIS Parcel Reports  
C. Improvement & Topographic Survey 

• Exhibit 4: Previous Approval Documents 
A. Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat (Book 79 at Page 70) 
B. Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006 (Reception No. 525368) 
C. Subdivision Exemption Agreement for The Boomerang Lot Split (Reception No. 

525369) 
• Exhibit 5: Proposed Amended Plat    

• Exhibit 6: Proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat  

• Exhibit 7: Proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map  
• Exhibit 8: Proposed Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit Map 

• Exhibit 9: Proposed Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map 

• Exhibit 10: Studies and Reports About Proposed Conservation Easement Lands 

• Exhibit 11: Proof of the Applicant’s ownership (Bargain and Sale Deed, 
Assessor’s Page, and Statement of Authority)   

• Exhibit 12: Authorization for Haas Land Planning, LLC, (HLP) to represent the 
property owner for this application   

• Exhibit 13: A list of property owners within a 300-foot radius and their mailing 
addresses of record 

While the Applicant has attempted to address all relevant provisions of the Code and 
provide sufficient information to enable a thorough evaluation, questions may arise which 
require further information and/or clarification. Upon request, HLP will provide such 
additional information as may be required during the review.  
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II. BACKGROUND/EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The Primary Parcel was created with the June 16, 2006 recording of the Boomerang Lot 
Spit Subdivision Exemption Plat in Book 79 at Page 70, Reception Number 525370, of 
the records of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder (“the Plat”). The Applicant’s property 
is the 7,500 square foot Lot 1. The enabling subdivision exemption/lot split approval was 
granted by the Aspen City Council on April 10, 2006 pursuant to Ordinance Number 6 
(Series of 2006), recorded as Reception No. 525368 (“the Ordinance”). The Ordinance 
and associated Plat established Lot 1 as a 7,500 square foot, Medium-Density Residential 
(R-6) lot. Concurrent with the Plat recording, an associated Subdivision Exemption 
Agreement was recorded as Reception Number 525369 (“the SEA”). Pasted below is a 
screenshot from the Plat: 

BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION PLAT EXCERPT:   

 

Per the Ordinance, Plat and SEA (together, “the Approvals”), Lot 1 was limited to one (1) 
single-family dwelling unit, with or without permitted accessory structures, subject to the 
use and dimensional requirements of the R-6 Zone District. That said, the Approvals 
provide that the owner of Lot 1 has the rights afforded under the Land Use Code to request 
variances from the dimensional requirements of the zone district from an entity with the 
authority to hear and decide such requests. A “for sale” ADU/Carriage House of between 
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750 and 1,200 square feet of net livable area was built on Lot 2 and serves as complete 
employee housing mitigation for the home developed on the subject Lot 1. Similarly, all 
impact fees, including but not limited to Park Development and School Land Dedication 
Fees were paid at the time of building permit issuance.  

The 4,000 square feet in gross of City-owned, Park (P) zoned lands to be added to the 
Applicant’s lot in exchange for the Deed of Conservation Easement are visible on the 
recorded Plat and outlined by dashed red lines on the image pasted below.  

PLAT EXCERPT WITH PROPOSED CITY-OWNED EXCHANGE LANDS OUTLINED IN RED:   

 

The existing development on the subject Lot 1, as well as the current disposition of the 
City-owned exchange lands, is depicted on the Improvement & Topographic Survey 
provided in Exhibit 3.C. The 4,000 square feet of City-owned exchange lands are made 
up of three parts, depicted on the Improvement & Topographic Survey as Parcels A, B 
and C. Pasted below is a screenshot from the Improvement & Topographic Survey 
depicting all existing improvements, utilities, topography and slope analysis (white is 0-
20% slopes; yellow is 20-30% slopes and orange is greater than 30% slopes) on the 
Applicant’s Lot and the three City-owned exchange parcels:  
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IMPROVEMENT & TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY EXCERPT:   

 

Parcel A is the westerly ten (10) feet of the 75.66-foot wide South Fourth Street right-of-
way. Parcels B and C are understood to be separately owned by the City of Aspen, 
perhaps where either or both are owned by the Parks Department in particular. The City 
Attorney advises that bestowing ownership of Parcels B and C to a private party requires 
approval by a vote of the City electorate. 

As the Improvement & Topographic Survey shows, pursuant to the Approvals, a single-
family home has been built and issued a Certificate of Occupancy on the subject Lot 1. 
The home utilized the maximum allowable floor area with the extinguishing of a single 
transferable development right. The side yard setbacks of the development on the existing 
7,500 square feet lot are 8.3-feet on the west and 13.9-feet on the east, for a total of 22.2-
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feet combined. This is nonconforming by 0.3 feet (3.6 inches) with respect to the 22.5-feet 
of required combined side yard setbacks. 

As was required by the Approvals, geotechnical and soil stability reports performed by a 
qualified, licensed engineer were provided to the City to demonstrate that the land is 
suitable to handle the development. A similar report was provided demonstrating that rock 
fall from the slope above the development was sufficiently mitigated to prevent hazards. 
Building permits and subsequent Certificate of Occupancy were duly issued. As such, it 
is apparent that these reports were deemed sufficient for the purposes required and that 
all other requirements of the Approvals, including public improvements, were similarly 
satisfied.   

The Approvals also require that vehicular access for Lot 1 be taken from the adjacent 
South Fourth Street stub, and that there be no vegetation taller than 30-inches from 
existing grade within the area fifteen (15) feet south or north of the driveway, at the 
property line or in the public right-of-way to maintain a sufficient view corridor for trail 
users to see vehicles crossing the trail. The Improvement & Topographic Survey 
demonstrates that access was properly taken from the South Fourth Street stub, and the 
issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy by the City indicates that sufficient view corridors 
were maintained. 

While the Approvals prohibited “further subdivision of either lot in the Boomerang Lot Split 
without approval(s) from the City of Aspen,” this application seeks only to add land to Lot 
1, which is not considered “further subdivision” of the property. Moreover, any approvals 
granted pursuant to this application would qualify as “approval(s) from the City of Aspen” 
and, therefore, be consistent with the terms and limitations of the Boomerang Lot Split 
Subdivision Exemption entitlements. 

As the Improvement & Topographic Survey shows, the City-owned parcels proposed for 
transfer to the applicant are largely devoid of utilities. There is a fire hydrant at the 
northeast corner of Parcel A while the very northerly edge of that parcel is crossed by 
underground electric and cable television lines that already run through the applicant’s 
front yard area. The only other utility in the City-owned parcels is the sanitary sewer 
service line connection that runs from within the South Fourth Street right-of-way to the 
applicant’s existing home. Parcels B and C have no known utilities within them.  

The City-owned parcels are essentially flat other than previously disturbed slopes at the 
southwest corner. These slopes are considered to have been artificially steepened by the 
dumping of overburden during previous mining activities, construction of the old railroad 
grade, and/or improvement of the Midland Trail. The steepness of these slopes is not a 
natural condition. 

The Conservation Easement area is depicted on the Vicinity Map provided above (page 
3). It extends from Aspen Townsite Line 7-8, basically up to the top of Shadow Mountain 
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and back down its westerly side to and across Castle Creek. Its 19.329 +/- acres is 
comprised of patented mining claims, including all or parts of the Pride of Aspen M.S. 
7364, Copperopolis M.S. 1759, Extra M.S. 4712 and Gov’t Lot 34.  

The base of the conservation parcel, at the Aspen Townsite Line, resides at approximately 
7,940 feet in elevation. The first 100-feet in elevation, up to the City’s mapped 8040-
Greenline, has an area of 1.64-acres in which the recognizable piles of mine rock and 
existing City trail crossings are located. On the opposite end of the Conservation 
Easement parcel, there is some relatively flat area along both sides of Castle Creek 
(which runs through the parcel) just upslope from which an old historic ditch/water flume 
and an associated roadbed traverse the parcel, all somewhat accessible from the end of 
South Seventh Street. The Shadow Mountain areas between these two ends of the 
Conservation Parcel are characterized by steep slopes, dense forest, and rock 
outcroppings.   

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT PARCEL (OUTLINED IN LIGHT BLUE):  
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The Conservation Easement Parcel was, at one time, part of a larger 29.089-acre 
property. That larger property was owned by Hans Gramiger, who is now deceased, and 
included the 9.76 or so acres that extended down from the top of Shadow Mountain to 
the intersection of West Hopkins Avenue and South Seventh Street. While under Mr. 
Gramiger’s ownership, the City and County showed interest in securing preservation of 
the lands and/or rights for public access for trails and recreation. It would come as no 
surprise to anyone who ever knew Mr. Gramiger that he was unshakably unwilling to work 
with the local governments to in any way guarantee preservation or to allow any such 
public use or access.  

Prior to his passing, Mr. Gramiger sold a deed for the 9.76-acre area to an adjacent 
property owner who also proved steadfast in their unwillingness to work with the local 
governments for preservation of public access rights. Upon his passing, the 19.329-acre 
proposed conservation easement parcel was bequeathed to his heirs, the Alexander 
family from Grand Junction. The Alexanders struggled with ways to separate the parcel 
from the merged portion but never made any true progress due in part to a complete 
unwillingness on the part of the other owner to cooperate or even hold any meaningful 
discussions. As a result, the Alexanders put the 19.329-acres up for sale.  

Back in 2017 or so, Pitkin County Open Space and Trails offered the Alexanders a price 
of $850,000 for the land but that offer was rejected and the Alexanders, like Mr. Gramiger 
before them, were unwilling to negotiate any kind of preservation guarantees or public 
access. Instead, the Alexanders listed the property for sale and the current Applicant, Mr. 
Bob Olson, closed on the $1 million purchase on December 24, 2018. Being the owner 
of the then under-construction home at the base of the parcel, Mr. Olson purchased the 
land for prophylactic purposes to know that nobody could do or propose anything he might 
oppose right behind his home.  

Upon learning that the City and County had for decades desired some level of control or 
rights to the property he now owned, Mr. Olson found himself the first owner willing to 
listen and engage. Both directly and through his representatives, Mr. Olson has since 
been cooperatively discussing various iterations of the proposal contained in this 
application with representatives of the City of Aspen Parks Department and Attorney’s 
office as well as Pitkin County Open Space and Trails.      

With sufficient progress having been made in the discussions, the Applicant agreed to 
and has incurred and covered all costs associated with preparing this application and the 
associated documents (including but not limited to legal fees, planning costs, and 
surveyor fees) and the costs of going through the City land use approvals process.  

In the end, the City and County unsuccessfully pursued a level of interest and control over 
the proposed Conservation Easement lands for a matter of decades. Only now, with this 
Applicant, does the City and County finally find themselves in a position where there is 
an earnest opportunity to achieve the public goals of open space preservation and 
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recreational trail use and access. Not only is the opportunity being presented, but the deal 
being offered is quite generous when put into proper perspective.   

A standard block in the City and Townsite of Aspen has an area of 59,400 square feet, 
including the 20-foot-wide alley right-of-way. The proposed Conservation Easement 
includes 841,971 square feet of land. In other words, the Applicant is seeking ownership 
of just 4,000 square feet of land and a yard and landscape easement over another 1,999 
square feet in exchange for the proposed Conservation Easement parcel that could hold 
more than 14 full City blocks. For sake of comparison, Aspen’s entire Commercial Core 
Zone District contains less than 12 full City and Townsite blocks.  

The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 
conservation easement being offered in exchange to the City and County. In other words, 
the proposed Conservation Easement has an area that is more than 210-times that of the 
land the Applicant stands to acquire. The Applicant gains approximately 0.092-acre of 
land while granting to the City and County 19.329-acres of Conservation Easement for 
open space and trails that the City and County have actively sought for at least the last 
two decades, if not longer.    
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III.  PROPOSAL SUMMARY 

This application seeks the necessary land use approvals to enable a proposed land-for-
conservation easement exchange between the Applicant (R.D. Olson Investments, LLC) 
and the City of Aspen. In its most basic terms, with details further explained below, the 
Applicant owns Lot 1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision and would be acquiring 
4,000 square feet of City-owned property to add to his lot. In exchange, the Applicant will 
dedicate to the City of Aspen and Pitkin County, jointly, a 19.329-acre conservation 
easement that allows for maintenance and development of trails as well as open space 
preservation in perpetuity. The final terms of the exchange and, in turn, of any approvals 
obtained pursuant to this application will be spelled out in an ordinance, which will be 
subject to a public vote of the City of Aspen electorate to be held November 2, 2021.  

The Applicant proposes to grant to the City of Aspen Parks Department and Pitkin County 
Open Space and Trails, jointly, a Deed of Conservation Easement over all 19.329-acres 
(approximately 841,971 square feet) of his land to the south of the Midland trail with rights 
for trail maintenance and trails development, as shown on the screenshot image pasted 
below. The proposed Deed of Conservation Easement is provided herewith for review. 

Conservation Easement Parcel Exhibit Map: 
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In exchange, the City would grant to the Applicant fee simple ownership of the 4,000 
square feet of land depicted as Parcels A (10’ x 100’), B (105’ x 20’) and C (30’ x 30’) on 
the map pasted below. The City would also grant the Applicant a Yard and Landscape 
easement area (1,999 square feet) to allow installation of retaining, drainage and 
landscaping improvements, subject to City Parks Department plans approval, which 
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. The Applicant would, at his cost and 
pursuant to duly issued building permits, install and maintain a retaining wall and enjoy 
yard usage rights of the area to the north of the wall. A proposed Yard and Landscape 
Easement Agreement and the proposed design of the wall and landscaping is provided 
for review with this application.  

The described City-Owned Exchange areas are shown on the image pasted below. 

PROPOSED CITY-OWNED EXCHANGE LANDS:   
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Parcel A is the westerly 10-feet of the South Fourth Street right-of-way and this application 
seeks to vacate that area, leaving the South Fourth Street stub with a remaining and more 
than adequate 65.66 feet of width. The combined 4,000 square feet of land contained in 
Parcels A, B and C will be added to the Applicants property through an amendment of Lot 
1, Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat. Vacation of right-of-way and adding 
the area to the Applicant’s lot requires Major Subdivision approval. Parcels A, B and C 
need to be concurrently rezoned from Park (P) to Medium-Density Residential (R-6) to 
match with and be properly incorporated into the Applicant’s lot.   

Both the Subdivision and the Rezoning require review and approval by City Council, but 
additional City Council approval is required since this application includes a proactive 
request to allow for any future affordable housing mitigation to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu 
at the rate in effect at the time of application. Any mitigation would be for the incremental 
increase in floor area that might occur with an addition to the existing residence and, rather 
than maybe need to come before Council in the future to request the ability to satisfy it with 
cash-in-lieu as opposed to having to utilize Affordable Housing Credit Certificates, the 
Applicant prefers to have this option approved with this application.  

Furthermore, as a condition of the proposed land exchange, the Applicant requires modest 
dimensional variations, as follows: 

(1) A maintained 5-foot minimum west side yard setback where 15-feet would typically be 
required for the resulting lot; 

(2) No combined side yard setback requirement will apply, effectively leaving the 
combined side yard setback requirement at 10-feet where the resulting lot would 
typically require 38.75-feet of combined side yard setbacks; and 

(3) Net Lot Area reductions for steep slopes and areas within a vacated right-of-way shall 
not apply to the resulting lot, leaving an effective Net Lot Area of 11,500 square feet. 

Briefly put, as a condition of the land-for-conservation easement exchange, the Applicant 
requires the approval ordinance and resulting plat to state that: (a) “No lot area reductions 
(for slopes or vacated rights-of-way) will apply to the resulting 11,500 square foot 
property;” (b) “The minimum side yard setback requirement shall continue to be 5 feet 
and there is no combined side yard setbacks requirement for Amended Lot 1.” It will also 
be necessary for the ordinance and plat to specified that, (c) “Any applicable affordable 
housing mitigation requirement for additional Floor Area developed on the resulting lot 
can be satisfied by either payment of the then applicable fee in-lieu without further review 
or through other means allowed in the Land Use Code, at Applicant’s discretion.”  

Regarding the third condition, the Applicant is merely seeking to proactively allow for any 
future affordable housing mitigation to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in effect at 
the time of building permit application. Any mitigation would be for the incremental increase 
in floor area that might occur on the resulting lot and, rather than maybe need to come before 
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Council in the future to request the ability to satisfy it with cash-in-lieu as opposed to having 
to utilize Affordable Housing Credit Certificates, the Applicant prefers to have this option 
approved at this time. 

Finally, the Applicant requests that City Council grant at least 5 years of vested property 
rights. The Applicant feels strongly that this minimum vesting period is warranted given 
that there will be a good deal of time consumed by the need for the public vote and follow-
up processes to complete and memorialize the exchange and the fact that the City and 
County will have its part of the deal (the Conservation Easement) in perpetuity as the 
Deed of Conservation Easement would be recorded concurrently with the Amended Plat 
and any associated documents. 
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IV.  REVIEW REQUIREMENTS 

The Community Development Director authorized a consolidated application process 
pursuant to Code Section 26.304.060(b)(1). As such, decision-making authority for all the 
various proposals contained herein will lie with the Aspen City Council for inclusion within 
a single Ordinance that will require ratification by the general electorate. 

As the Pre-Application Conference Summary (attached as Exhibit 1) explains, the extent, 
limitations, and legal requirements of the proposed Deed of Conservation Easement to 
be jointly granted to the City and County in exchange for the approvals requested herein 
do not fall within the jurisdiction of the Land Use Code and the Conservation Easement 
exchange is not implicitly related to the review criteria for the proposed Subdivision or 
Rezoning. As such, Community Development Department did not require inclusion of the 
proposed Deed of Conservation Easement with this application.  

Nevertheless, the Applicant has included a copy of the proposed Deed of Conservation 
Easement for review (and acceptance) by the City and County since it is understood that 
the transfer of City-owned lands to the Applicant and subsequent Rezoning are to be 
conditioned upon the dedication of the conservation easement to the City and County.  It is 
further recognized that approval of the transfer of City-owned lands requires a public vote 
and that process is separate and distinct from the Subdivision and Rezoning processes 
addressed herein. 

Chapter 26.480 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for 
Subdivision actions within the City of Aspen. Because this application involves a requested 
Street (right-of-way) Vacation, the review is Major Subdivision and the Applicant must 
provide information relevant to and address the requirements in Code Sections 26.480.040, 
General Subdivision Review Standards, and 26.480.070, Major Subdivision.    

Chapter 26.310 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for the 
Rezoning of the City-owned lands from Park (P) to Medium-Density Residential (R-6). 
Pursuant to said Chapter, this application provides information relevant to and addresses 
the requirements in Code Sections 26.310.060, Rezoning Procedure for Amendment, 
26.310.080, Rezoning Application Contents, and 26.310.090, Rezoning Standards for 
Review.   

The Zoning Map Amendment, Subdivision and City lands transfer are Planning and Zoning 
and Council level reviews. Neighborhood Outreach will be completed prior to the public 
hearings in accordance with the Land Use Code Section 26.304.035. Per staff’s 
recommendation, the Applicant will provide enhanced public information according to 
Section 26.304.035.C., including additional information about the application in both the 
mailing notice and the posting on site. The additional information (besides the standard 
public notice information) included in the mailing and the posted notice signs will include a 
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copy of the Improvement & Topographic Survey and the proposed Amended Plat along with 
a summary description of the proposal.  

Both the Subdivision and the Rezoning require review and approval by City Council, but 
additional City Council approval is required to allow for any future affordable housing 
mitigation to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu and to allow the modest dimensional variations 
of the proposal. Finally, the request for more than 3-years of vested property rights can only 
be approved by City Council. 

The relevant review standards of the Code have been identified in the Pre-Application 
Conference Summary attached as Exhibit 1. This section of the application addresses 
said Code Sections/review standards in the following order:  

A) Major Subdivision (§26.480.030.C, §26.480.040, §26.480.070.A and B, and 
§26.490) 

B) Amendments to the Zoning Map (§26.310) 

C) Variances – Dimensional Requirements (§26.314.040.A) 

D) GMQS – Provision of Required Affordable Housing Via a Fee-In-Lieu Payment 
(§26.470.110.C) 

E) Miscellaneous (§26.710.040, R-6 Zone District, and §26.575.020, Calculations 
and Measurements)  

F) Vested Rights Extension (§26.308) 

While identified in the Pre-Application Conference Summary as relevant Code Sections, 
the Common Development Review Procedures and Neighborhood Outreach provisions 
do not require addressing but are acknowledged and will be complied with as directed by 
City staff during the review and entitlements process. The same is largely true of Section 
26.480.030.C, Procedures for Review of a Major Subdivision. Sections 26.490, (Approval 
Documents for Plat Requirements), 26.710.040 (R-6 Zone District), and 26.575.020 
(Calculations and Measurements) are largely addressed throughout this application and 
in the associated submission documents but are further discussed to the extent 
necessary, below.   

A. MAJOR SUBDIVISION (§§26.480.030.C, .040, .070.A AND B, & .490) 
The purpose of Chapter 26.480, Subdivision, of the Aspen Land Use Code is to: (a) assist 
in the orderly and efficient development of the City; (b) ensure the proper distribution of 
development; (c) encourage the well-planned subdivision of land by establishing 
standards for the design of a subdivision; (d) safeguard the interests of the public and the 
subdivider and provide consumer protection for the purchaser; (e) provide procedures so 
that development encourages the preservation of important and unique natural or scenic 
features, including but not limited to mature trees or indigenous vegetation, bluffs, 
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hillsides or similar geologic features or edges of rivers and other bodies of water; and (f) 
promote and protect the health, safety and general welfare of the residents of the City of 
Aspen.  

Chapter 26.480 applies to the division or aggregation of real estate into lots, parcels, 
tracts, or other physical units or legal interests of land, for the purpose of transferring or 
enabling transfer of deeded interests in real estate including fee simple interest or similar 
forms of real estate interest. Chapter 26.480 also applies to the creation, alteration, 
realignment, amendment, vacation, or elimination of any lot line, property boundary, 
subdivided real estate interest, or other physical or legal definition of real estate, 
established by or reflected on a plat or deed recorded in the office of the Pitkin County 
Clerk and Recorder. In addition, subdivision review is required for the dedication, 
boundary alteration, realignment, or any partial or whole vacation of a Street, Alley, or 
other vehicular right-of-way. Finally, Chapter 26.480 applies to creating, amending, 
aggregating, or vacating separate deeded interests in a property.  

Because this application involves a requested Street (right-of-way) Vacation and the 
aggregation of the vacated right-of-way and other City-owned lands into Lot 1 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat, the review is Major Subdivision and the 
Applicant must provide information relevant to and address the requirements in Code 
Sections 26.480.040, General Subdivision Review Standards, and 26.480.070, Major 
Subdivision. 

1. Sec. 26.480.040, General Subdivision Review Standards 

All subdivisions are required to meet the following general standards and limitations in 
addition to the specific standards applicable to each type of subdivision. The applicable 
standards are provided below in indented and italicized text and each is immediately 
followed by the Applicant’s response demonstrating compliance or consistency therewith, 
as applicable.  

(a) Guaranteed Access to a Public Way. All subdivided lots must have perpetual 
unobstructed legal vehicular access to a public way. A proposed subdivision shall not 
eliminate or obstruct legal vehicular access from a public way to an adjacent property. 
All streets in a Subdivision retained under private ownership shall be dedicated to 
public use to ensure adequate public and emergency access. Security/privacy gates 
across access points and driveways are prohibited.  

The proposal involves adding lands to an existing, previously approved lot. The lot has 
perpetual, unobstructed legal vehicular access to West Hopkins Avenue by way of the 
South Fourth Street stub, both of which are public rights-of-way. The existing driveway 
will continue to provide access into the lot from the S. Fourth Street right-of-way, which 
after the proposed vacation will maintain 65.66 feet of unobstructed width. All other 
properties utilizing the S. Fourth Street right-of-way will maintain unobstructed access as 
well. There are and will not be any streets within the subdivision. However, by virtue of 
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the Certificate of Ownership on the proposed Plat, the Applicant is dedicating to the public 
utility service providers an easement at the northeast corner of the lot “for installation, 
maintenance, repair and replacement of underground utility services, drainage 
improvements and an above-ground fire hydrant, and for access to the same.” No security 
or privacy gates across access points or driveways are proposed.     

(b) Alignment with Original Townsite Plat. The proposed lot lines shall approximate, to 
the extent practical, the platting of the Original Aspen Townsite, and additions thereto, 
as applicable to the subject land. Minor deviations from the original platting lines to 
accommodate significant features of the site may be approved.  

The proposed lot lines conform to and align with the platting of the Original Aspen 
Townsite. In fact, the proposed lot boundaries better conform to and align with the Original 
Aspen Townsite plat than do the existing boundaries.    

(c) Zoning Conformance. All new lots shall conform to the requirements of the zone 
district in which the property is situated, including variations and variances approved 
pursuant to this Title. A single lot shall not be located in more than one zone district 
unless unique circumstances dictate. A rezoning application may be considered 
concurrently with subdivision review.  

The amended lot will contain 11,500 square feet where the final underlying R-6 zoning 
stipulates a minimum lot area of 6,000 square feet. The lot will also have a 115-foot lot 
width where the required minimum is 60-feet. As such, the resulting lot will be a fully 
conforming lot of record. A rezoning is concurrently requested with this subdivision to 
change the P zoning on the City exchange parcels to match the R-6 zoning of the 
Applicant’s property and will result in only one applicable zone district.  

(d) Existing Structures, Uses, and Non-Conformities. A subdivision shall not create or 
increase the non-conformity of a use, structure or parcel. A rezoning application or 
other mechanism to correct the non-conforming nature of a use, structure, or parcel 
may be considered concurrently.  
In the case where an existing structure or use occupies a site eligible for subdivision, 
the structure need not be demolished and the use need not be discontinued prior to 
application for subdivision.  
If approval of a subdivision creates a non-conforming structure or use, including a 
structure spanning a parcel boundary, such structure or use may continue until 
recordation of the subdivision plat. Alternatively, the City may accept certain 
assurance that the non-conformities will be remedied after recordation of the 
subdivision plat. Such assurances shall be reflected in a development agreement or 
other legal mechanism acceptable to the City Attorney and may be time-bound or 
secured with a financial surety.  

The existing structure and use are in conformance with the requirements of the underlying 
R-6 zoning. The proposed subdivision, with concurrent approval of the proposed setback 
provisions, will not result in any nonconformities.    
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2. Sec. 26.480.070, Major Subdivisions 

Code Section 26.480.070 provides that major subdivisions shall be approved, approved 
with conditions, or denied by the City Council, after receiving a recommendation from the 
Planning and Zoning Commission. Major subdivisions are subject to Section 26.480.030, 
Procedures for Review, the standards and limitations of Section 26.480.040, General 
Subdivision Review Standards (addressed above), and the standards and limitations of 
each type of subdivision, described below.  

(a) Land Subdivision. The division or aggregation of land for the purpose of creating 
individual lots or parcels shall be approved, approved with conditions, or denied 
according to the following standards:  

(1) The proposed subdivision complies with the requirements of Section 26.480.040—
General Subdivision Review Standards.  

If not for involving a requested vacation of the westerly 1-feet of the South Fourth Street 
right-of-way, this application would be reviewed as a minor subdivision. However, the 
proposed aggregation of land for purposes of adding to an individual lot is considered a 
major subdivision. Compliance with the requirements of Section 26.480.040 has been 
demonstrated above.   

(2) The proposed subdivision enables an efficient pattern of development that optimizes 
the use of the limited amount of land available for development.  

The proposed subdivision enables an efficient pattern of development and optimizes the 
use of the limited amount of land available for development. The existing lot is fully built 
out. The addition of just 4,000 square feet of contiguous land enables the development 
of only 360 square feet of additional floor area if the single-family residential use is 
maintained or 780 square feet of additional floor area if a second dwelling unit is added.  

Either way, the actual floor area ratio (Floor Area : Lot Area) is substantially reduced. That 
is, the existing 7,500 square foot lot allows 3,450 square feet of floor area for its single-
family use, which equates to a 0.46 FAR. The resulting 11,500 square foot lot would allow 
3,810 square feet of floor area for single-family use (0.33 FAR) or 4,230 square feet of 
floor area for two dwellings (0.37 FAR). Therefore, even if maximized, which would 
represent the most efficient pattern of development and optimization of the limited amount 
of land available, the actual FAR is reduced by 9%.  

Meanwhile, in exchange for these modest increases, the parcel proposed for acquisition 
by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 841,971 square foot conservation 
easement being offered to the City and County. The proposed Conservation Easement 
has an area that is more than 210-times that of the land the Applicant stands to acquire. 
Moreover, the Conservation Easement optimizes open space and trails immediately 
adjacent to the original Aspen Townsite and connected with the Midland Trail and West 
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Hopkins Avenue pedestrian/bike corridor. Control over this 19.329-acres has been a goal 
of the City and County for at least the last two decades, if not longer.   

If efficiency and optimization are still a concern relative to value, then consider the 
following.  As a matter of public record, the Applicant paid $1,000,000 for the proposed 
Conservation Easement land. The added value the Applicant stands to gain in unbuilt 
floor area rights, therefore, would come at a cost of $1,282 per square if used for the 
additional of a second dwelling or $2,778 per square foot is used for an addition to the 
existing single-family use. By way of comparison, a 250 square foot City of Aspen 
transferable development right (TDR) sells for approximately $165,000, or approximately 
$660 per square foot of unbuilt floor area rights. Furthermore, any additional floor area 
developed by the Applicant will be fully mitigated for employee housing and any other 
applicable impact fees in accordance with the then-effective requirements. In other words, 
no matter how one looks at it and at little to no cost to taxpayers, the City is being offered 
the opportunity for nothing short of a screaming-good deal that will greatly and perpetually 
benefit the public.  

These numbers do not even factor in the substantial “soft costs” the Applicant is incurring 
and risking in making this exchange possible, including but not limited to the last 2½ years 
of taxes and carry/opportunity costs on the property, the City’s review fees, professional 
services fees (i.e., surveying, legal, planning, etc.), and his share of the cost that will be 
associated with a public election.     

(3) The proposed subdivision preserves important geologic features, mature vegetation, 
and structures or features of the site that have historic, cultural, visual, or ecological 
importance or contribute to the identity of the town.  

The proposed subdivision and land exchange would guarantee the perpetual preservation 
of 19.329 acres of important geological features, mature vegetation and features that 
have historic, cultural, visual, and ecological importance, all of which greatly and 
indisputably contributes to the identity of the town. In addition to these significant 
preservation values, the City also stands to gain the ability to implement important, long 
desired trail links and connections that would forever benefit both residents and visitors. 
The land that would be added to the Applicant’s lot contains no important features, 
vegetation or structures that contribute to the historical, cultural, visual or ecological 
identity of the town.      

(4) The proposed subdivision prohibits development on land unsuitable for development 
because of natural or man-made hazards affecting the property, including flooding, 
mudflow, debris flow, fault ruptures, landslides, rock or soil creep, rock falls, rock 
slides, mining activity including mine waste deposit, avalanche or snow slide areas, 
slopes in excess of thirty percent (30%), and any other natural or man-made hazard 
or condition that could harm the health, safety, or welfare of the community. Affected 
areas may be accepted as suitable for development if adequate mitigation techniques 
acceptable to the City Engineer are proposed in compliance with Title 29—
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Engineering Design Standards. Conceptual plans for mitigation techniques may be 
accepted with specific design details and timing of implementation addressed through 
a Development Agreement pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.  

By placing the subject 19.329 acres into a conservation easement to be granted to the 
City and County, all the types of unsuitable land described in this standard would be 
precluded from development except for appropriate development of trails to be 
undertaken by the City and County. The land to be added to the Applicant’s lot is suitable 
for development and any limited potential of hazards will be completely mitigated in 
accordance with applicable City of Aspen engineering and design requirements. The land 
to be added to the Applicant’s lot is no more subject to hazards than is the land within his 
existing lot, and any new development will require the same types of studies and design 
considerations that were required in association with development of the existing 
residence.      

(5) There has been accurate identification of engineering design and mitigation 
techniques necessary for development of the proposed subdivision to comply with the 
applicable requirements of Municipal Code Title 29 - Engineering Design Standards 
and the City of Aspen Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP). The City Engineer 
may require specific designs, mitigation techniques, and implementation timelines be 
defined and documented within a Development Agreement.  

All identification of engineering design and mitigation techniques for development of the 
proposed subdivision was accurately carried out in association with construction of the 
Applicant’s existing residence. The land to be added to the Applicant’s lot is no more 
subject to hazards than is the land within his existing lot, and any new development will 
require the same types of engineering studies and design considerations that were 
required in association with development of the existing residence.   

(6) The proposed subdivision shall upgrade public infrastructure and facilities necessary 
to serve the subdivision. Improvements shall be at the sole cost of the developer.  

It is not anticipated that the proposed subdivision would generate impacts that would 
necessitate upgrades to public infrastructure and facilities. However, should any such 
improvements prove necessary, the Applicant will bear all associated costs.  

(7) The proposed subdivision is exempt from or has been granted all growth management 
approvals pursuant to Chapter 26.470—Growth Management Quota System, 
including compliance with all affordable housing requirements for new and 
replacement development as applicable.  

The proposed addition of lands to a lot within a previously approved subdivision is exempt 
from all growth management approvals pursuant to Chapter 26.470 of the Code. The 
existing dwelling on the Applicant’s lot provided affordable housing mitigation in the form 
a newly build, deed-restricted, for sale dwelling unit that is located on Lot 2 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split. See Plat Notes on the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption 
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Plat, Section 6 of Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006, and Section 3.e. of the Subdivision 
Exemption Agreement, all of which are attached as Exhibit 4.     

(8) The proposed subdivision meets the School Land Dedication requirements of Chapter 
26.620 and any land proposed for dedication meets the criteria for land acceptance 
pursuant to said Chapter.  

School land dedication fees were paid in association with development of the existing 
home on Lot 1. If additional fees are required in association with any new development 
on the resulting lot, the Applicant will pay those at the appropriate time. 

(9) A Subdivision Plat shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the Pitkin County 
Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.  

A proposed Amended Subdivision Plat is provided herewith for review, as Exhibit 5. In 
addition, a proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat is provided as Exhibit 6. Both will be 
recorded in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490, Approval Documents. 

(10) A Development Agreement shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents.  

Should this application be approved, and the public election be successful, a 
Development Agreement, including amendment of the recorded Subdivision Exemption 
Agreement for the Boomerang Lot Split, will be provided to the City for review and 
recording in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490, Approval Documents.  

(b) Vehicular Rights-of-Way. The dedication, boundary alteration, realignment, or any 
partial or whole vacation of a Street, Alley, or other vehicular right-of-way serving 
more than one (1) parcel, shall be approved, approved with conditions, or denied 
according to the following standards:  

(1) The proposed change maintains or improves the public health, safety, and welfare of 
the community and is in the best interests of the City of Aspen.  

The proposed right-of-way vacation and dedication is an integral component and 
requirement of the proposed exchange to the City of a dedicated Deed of Conservation 
Easement over 19.329-acres that would perpetually preserve important open space lands 
while allowing for the maintenance and development of important trail connections and 
links. In this light, the proposed change to the South Fourth Street right-of-way will not 
just maintain but vastly improve the public health, safety, and welfare of the community 
and is in the best interests of the City of Aspen.        

The proposed partial (westerly 10-feet by 100-feet deep) South Fourth Street right-of-way 
vacation along with its dedication to and boundary alteration of Lot 1 of the Boomerang 
Lot Split maintains the public health, safety, and welfare of the community and is in the 
best interests of the City of Aspen. The South Fourth Street right-of-way has never been 
used as a street. Instead, it serves as vehicular access to only two private homes, one of 
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which is owned by the Applicant. Otherwise, it serves as public pedestrian and bicycle 
access to the Midland and Little Cloud trails. These access functions, along with 
underground utility use, will continue within the remaining 65.66 feet of right-of-way width 
without issue or adverse effect. Furthermore, while 1,000 square feet of right-of-way 
would be vacated, the northeast 10’W x 12’D (120 square feet) area of the vacation, by 
virtue of the Certificate of Ownership on the proposed Plat, will be dedicated to public 
utility service providers as an easement “for installation, maintenance, repair and 
replacement of underground utility services, drainage improvements and an above-
ground fire hydrant, and for access to the same.”     

(2) The proposed change to the public rights-of-way maintains or improves safe physical 
and legal access from a public way to all adjacent properties and shall not restrict the 
ability for a property to develop by eliminating or hindering access. Redundant access, 
such as a primary street access plus alley access, is preferred.  

Please refer to the response provided for the previous review standard. The proposed 
change to the public right-of-way fully maintains safe physical and legal access from a 
public way to all adjacent properties and does not in any way eliminate or hinder access 
or restrict the ability of a property to develop. The only other property that utilizes the 
South Fourth Street stub for vehicular access will continue to have the same, unaltered 
access while still fronting on West Hopkins Avenue and maintaining contiguity to the Block 
39 alley right-of-way. Trail access will be unaffected as well.   

(3) The design of the proposed change complies with Municipal Code Title 29—
Engineering Design Standards and is consistent with applicable adopted policies, 
plans, and approved projects for the area (such as a highway access policy, an 
approved development project, an infrastructure plan, a trails plan, an improvement 
district plan, and the like).  

Preliminary discussions with City of Aspen staff have confirmed that the proposed right-
of-way vacation, including the proposed dedication of utility easement over the north 12-
feet of the vacated area, complies with Municipal Code Title 29, Engineering Design 
Standards, and is consistent with applicable adopted policies, plans, and approved 
projects for the area. The proposed dedication of conservation easement would also 
greatly advance long-held goals of trails and open space plans. 

(4) The proposed change maintains or improves normal traffic circulation, traffic control 
capabilities, access by emergency and service vehicles, pedestrian and bike 
connections, drainage infrastructure, street and infrastructure maintenance needs, 
and normal operating needs of the City including snow removal.  

Please see the response provided for standard (b)(1), above. As explained above, the 
proposed change maintains or improves normal traffic circulation, traffic control 
capabilities, access by emergency and service vehicles, pedestrian and bike connections, 
drainage infrastructure, street and infrastructure maintenance needs, and normal 
operating needs of the City, including snow removal.     
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(5) For all new rights-of-way and physical changes to existing rights-of-way, the applicant 
shall design and construct the proposed right-of-way improvements according to the 
design and construction standards of the City Engineer. Upon completion, the right-
of-way improvements shall be subject to inspection and acceptance by the City 
Engineer. The City may require a performance warranty. The requirements of this 
criterion shall be reflected in a Development Agreement.  

This standard is not applicable.  No new rights-of-way are proposed, nor are any physical 
changes to existing rights-of-way that will remain. 

(6) For partial or full vacation of existing rights-of-way, the applicant shall demonstrate 
the right-of-way, or portion thereof, has no current or future use to the community as 
a vehicular way, pedestrian or bike way, utility corridor, drainage corridor, or 
recreational connection due to dimensions, location, topography, existing or proposed 
development, or other similar circumstances. The City shall consider whether the 
interests of the applicant and the City can be achieved through a "closure" of the right-
of-way.  

The proposed area of right-of-way vacation has existed since the late 1800s’ platting of 
the original City and Townsite of Aspen. Other than for access to two private homes, as 
described above, it has not been used as a vehicular way since the end of mining in the 
immediately adjacent area. With acceptance of the proposed Deed of Conservation 
Easement, there will forever be no need for additional vehicular access in the to-be-
vacated area and the remaining 65.66-feet of South Fourth Street right-of-way width will 
be more than adequate to serve all potential future use to the community. A “closure” of 
the right-of-way would not serve the interests of the Applicant adequately enough to 
compel the proposed exchange of Conservation Easement rights and benefits.    

(7) A Right-of-Way Dedication/Vacation Plat shall be reviewed and recorded in the office 
of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval 
Documents. The plat shall demonstrate how the lands underlying vacated rights-of-
way shall accrue to adjacent parcels in compliance with State Statute.  

A proposed Right-of-Way Vacation Plat has been provided for review herewith as Exhibit 
6. A final, executed version will be recorded in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and 
Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490, Approval Documents, concurrent with the 
recording of all other required approval documents. As directed and required by the City, 
the right-of-way vacation plat will demonstrate how the affected lands accrue to and will 
be incorporated into the Amended Plat of Lot 1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision 
Exemption.        

(8) A Development Agreement shall be reviewed and recorded in the office of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 26.490—Approval Documents. This 
requirement may be waived if no right-of-way construction is proposed.  

Should this application be approved, and the public election be successful, a 
Development Agreement, including amendment of the recorded Subdivision Exemption 
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Agreement for the Boomerang Lot Split, will be provided to the City for review and 
recording in the office of the Pitkin County Clerk and Recorder, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490, Approval Documents.  

3. Chapter 26.490, Approval Documents 

The stated purpose of Chapter 26.490 is to: a) create certainty and clarity between a 
developer and the City regarding land use entitlements granted by the City, including 
certain expectations and obligations of a developer and of the City; b) improve public 
records regarding the character and nature of development approvals granted by the City; 
c) improve land records and survey monuments by establishing standards for surveys 
and plats; d) ensure the timely installation and maintenance of public facilities, landscape 
improvements, storm water improvements, and other improvements required pursuant to 
a land use approval; and, e) ensure the public health, safety, and welfare of the 
community is maintained during the construction process, including unforeseen 
circumstances of development.  

Accordingly, this application includes draft/proposed approval documents for review by 
the City, including the following: 

• Exhibit 5: Proposed Amended Plat    

• Exhibit 6: Proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat  

• Exhibit 7: Proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map  

• Exhibit 8: Proposed Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit Map 

• Exhibit 9: Proposed Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map 
In addition, the Applicant intends to supply the City with a draft civil engineering and 
landscape plan for the Yard & Landscape Easement area described and defined in Exhibit 
8. The intention will be for this plan, as may be required to be revised, to be recorded with 
the final Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement to establish the approved 
improvements for the subject area. Furthermore, within 180-days (unless duly extended 
pursuant to Code Section 26.490.080) of Development Order issuance, which issuance 
should not occur until validation of the approved public vote, the Applicant will provide to 
the City a draft Development Agreement and Amendment of the Subdivision Exemption 
Agreement for The Boomerang Lot Split (Reception No. 525369) to document and 
memorialize the terms of the new approval. Any necessary financial and site protection 
requirements and/or performance guarantees will be addressed within this Development 
Agreement and Amended Subdivision Exemption Agreement. 

Together, the provided draft documents and those intended to be supplied at the 
appropriate time for review and eventual recordation are believed to satisfy all 
requirements of Chapter 26.490 and sub-section 26.490.040. An Annexation Map is not 
applicable, nor is an Approved Plan Set more typical of a Planned Development. Similarly, 
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Conceptual or Final Commercial or Historical Design Review Plans, Planned 
Development (PD) Plans, Environmentally Sensitive Area Plans, Hazards Maps or 
Hazards Mitigation Plans, Illustrative Site Plans, Accessibility Plans, Transportation 
Management Plans, Historic Preservation Plans, Architectural Character Plans, 
Landscape Character Plans, Vegetation Removal/Protection Plans, Existing and 
Proposed Site Topography and Drainage Plans, Public Easement Plans, and Public 
Infrastructure Plans are not applicable or necessary at this time. 

Instead, the amended property will remain subject to the Land Use Code and other 
requirements applicable to the building permit process. For instance, at the time of 
building permit application, it will be necessary to address consistency with the 
Residential Design Standards and applicable zoning requirements, as well as applicable 
engineering, drainage and hazard mitigation requirements, and tree removal permit 
requirements. Single-family residential development is exempt from Transportation 
Management Plan requirements. There are no historic resources on the property, and no 
public infrastructure improvements or upgrade requirements are anticipated. All 
necessary easements are depicted for public dedication on the proposed Plat.      

B. AMENDMENTS TO THE ZONING MAP (§26.310)  
A proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map, including legal description, is provided as 
Exhibit 7 to this application and Exhibit 3.C. provides an accurate survey map of the real 
property proposed for amendment; both were prepared by a licensed surveyor. 

The combined 4,000 square feet (0.092 acre +/-) of land contained in Parcels A, B and 
C, as such are described in Section III of this application, above, and shown on the 
Improvement & Topographic Survey attached as Exhibit 3.C., are currently owned by the 
City of Aspen and would be added to Lot 1 of the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision 
Exemption Plat in exchange for the Applicant granting to the City and County a Deed of 
Conservation Easement over 19.329 acres of Shadow Mountain. For the exchange to 
occur and work, Parcels A, B and C need to be concurrently rezoned from Park (P) to 
Medium-Density Residential (R-6) to match with and be properly incorporated into the 
Applicant’s lot.  

An application for amendment to the Official Zone District Map (a/k/a Rezoning) may be 
initiated by the City Council, the Community Development Director, or a person or persons 
owning more than fifty percent (50%) of the area of land subject to the amendment and 
shall be processed in accordance with the common development review procedures set 
forth at Chapter 26.304. The Pre-Application Conference Summary attached hereto as 
Exhibit 1 was issued by the Community Development Director and authorizes the initiation 
of this rezoning request for land owned by the City of Aspen. The proposed rezoning will 
not take effect unless or until the subject land area is owned by the Applicant.  
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Code Section 26.310.090 provides that, in reviewing an amendment to the Official Zone 
District Map, the City Council and the Planning and Zoning Commission shall consider 
the proposed rezoning’s consistency with the following standards, each of which is 
provided below in indented and italicized text and immediately followed by the Applicant’s 
response.  

(a) Whether the proposed amendment is compatible with surrounding zone districts and land 
uses, considering existing land use and neighborhood characteristics.  

The proposed amendment is fully compatible with surrounding zone districts and land 
uses, particularly in light of existing land use and neighborhood characteristics. The 
proposed Medium-Density Residential (R-6) zoning matches that of the lot into which the 
subject land is to be incorporated. The excerpt from the City of Aspen Zoning Map pasted 
below demonstrates consistency with this review standard. 

 
(b) Whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would result in demands on 

public facilities and whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would 
exceed the capacity of such public facilities including, but not limited to, transportation 
facilities, sewage facilities, water supply, parks, drainage, schools and emergency 
medical facilities.  

The proposed zoning amendment will not result in demands on public facilities or services 
and certainly will not cause capacities of any public facilities or services to be exceeded. 

(c) Whether and the extent to which the proposed amendment would result in significantly 
adverse impacts on the natural environment.  
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The proposed amendment will have no adverse impacts on the natural environment, 
much less any significantly adverse impacts. To the contrary, the proposed amendment 
involves tradeoffs with significantly positive effects on the natural environment in the form 
of the guaranteed perpetual preservation of a substantial portion of Shadow Mountain, 
including areas of geologic features, dense natural forest, Castle Creek, and riparian 
vegetation/wetland complexes.    

(d) Whether the proposed amendment is consistent and compatible with the community 
character in the City and in harmony with the public interest and the intent of this Title.  

Please refer to Section III of this application as well as the responses provided for the 
various review criteria above.  It has been clearly demonstrated herein that the proposed 
amendment and the resulting outcomes are very much consistent and compatible with 
and will serve to enhance the community character in the City. This application further 
demonstrates that the proposal is not merely in harmony with but will benefit the public 
interest and intent of the Land Use Code.   

C. VARIANCES – DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS (§26.314.040.A)  
As a condition of the proposed land exchange, the Applicant requires modest dimensional 
variations, as follows: 

(1) A maintained 5-foot minimum west side yard setback where 15-feet would typically be 
required for the resulting 11,500 square foot lot; 

(2) No combined side yard setback requirement will apply, effectively leaving the 
combined side yard setback requirement at 10-feet where the resulting lot would 
typically require 38.75-feet of combined side yard setbacks; and 

(3) Net Lot Area reductions for steep slopes and areas within a vacated right-of-way shall 
not apply to the resulting lot, leaving an effective Net Lot Area of 11,500 square feet. 

Briefly put, as a condition of the land-for-conservation easement exchange, the Applicant 
requires the approval ordinance and resulting plat to state that: (a) “No lot area reductions 
(for slopes or vacated rights-of-way) will apply to the resulting 11,500 square foot 
property;” (b) “The minimum side yard setback requirement shall continue to be 5 feet 
and there is no combined side yard setbacks requirement for Amended Lot 1.” 

The required side yard setbacks on the existing 7,500 square foot lot area a minimum of 5-
feet on each side and a minimum combined total of both side yards of 22.5-feet.  The actual 
side yard setbacks of the development on the existing 7,500 square feet lot are 8.3-feet on 
the west and 13.9-feet on the east, for a total of 22.2-feet combined. This is nonconforming 
by 0.3 feet (3.6 inches) with respect to the 22.5-feet of required combined side yard 
setbacks. 

Once the lot becomes 11,500 square feet in area, the R-6 zoning provides that the required 
side yard setbacks become a minimum of 15-feet on each side and a minimum combined 
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total of both side yards of 38.75-feet. Given the location of the existing development relative 
to the proposed lot boundaries once the property increases to 11,500 square feet in area, 
the setback on the west side will continue to be only 8.3-feet and would be rendered 
nonconforming while the east side yard setback will be 23.9-feet, thereby increasing the 
degree of nonconformity with respect to the combined side yard requirement.  

The requested west side yard setback variance will simply recognize and allow for 
continuation of an existing condition without it being rendered nonconforming. The current 
west side yard setback is conforming.  However, with the enlarging of the lot, the required 
minimum side yard setback increases to 15-feet, but the Applicant is not going to move 
the house to accommodate this. Having to do so would clearly be a practical difficulty and 
hardship. 

Given the existing 8.3-foot west side yard setback, the Applicant would have to provide a 
30.45-foot setback on the east to meet the resulting 38.75-foot combined side yard 
setback requirement (38.75 minus 8.3 = 30.45). This is already impossible with the 
existing east side yard setback being 13.9-feet and only 10 more feet of land width being 
added to the lot. That is, the existing structure will have an east side yard setback of just 
23.9-feet. In the context of the overall land exchange proposal, the Applicant is not 
amenable to maintaining this 23.9-foot east side yard setback and requires the flexibility 
to simply comply with the minimum side yard setback of 15-feet applicable to an 11,500 
square foot R-6 zoned property. In the end, the Applicant will maintain the existing 8.3-
foot setback on the west side and a 15-foot setback on the east side, for a combined side 
yard setback total of 23.3-feet.    

The point of setback requirements is to provide a relatively consistent and minimum 
amount of open area and separation between structures. Waiving the combined side yard 
setback requirement is consistent with the provision of the Code that already renders the 
requirement inapplicable when two detached residential dwellings on one lot are 
separated by at least ten feet. In other words, the combined requirement is only important 
when the next structure might be too close to allow for maintenance of open area 
between. In the current case, the west side yard setback is already set while the east side 
yard is adjacent to open right-of-way area that is not now or ever planned for use as a 
roadway. Consequently, the desired amount of open land between the subject property 
and the next structure to the east will continue to be not less than 91.66-feet (the 
Applicant’s 15-foot east side yard setback requirement, plus the remaining 65.66-feet of 
right-of-way, plus the next property to the east’s minimum required side yard setback of 
10-feet). 

Under standard application of applicable Code provisions, the resulting 11,500 square 
foot lot would have a Net Lot Area of 10,500 square feet for purposes of determining 
allowable density (deduct only the 1,000 square feet of vacated right-of-way), which would 
continue to allow two detached residential dwellings or a duplex. The Net Lot Area for 
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purposes of determining allowable Floor Area would be 9801.5 square feet (must deduct 
all area within the vacated right-of-way, all area where slopes exceed 30% and half of the 
area where slopes fall between 20-30%), which allows 3,708 square feet of Floor Area 
for single-family development and 4,128 square feet for a duplex or two detached 
residences.      

In the scope of the overall proposal being made herein, the Applicant is not willing to be 
penalized with Lot Area reductions due to the presence of artificial, man-made steep 
slopes. Unfortunately, unlike the Pitkin County Land Use Code, the City Code fails to 
differentiate between naturally occurring steep slopes and minor slope anomalies that are 
the result of human activities and disturbances. The Applicant’s existing lot and the City-
owned parcels that would be added to it are essentially flat other than such minor slope 
anomalies. The slopes of greater than 20% on the Applicant’s current parcel were all 
created with the development of his home and yard just a few years ago and were the 
result of City requirements for retaining and storm drainage. Similarly, the slopes on the 
City-owned parcels are considered to have been artificially steepened by the dumping of 
overburden during previous mining activities, construction of the old railroad grade, and/or 
improvement of the Midland Trail. The steepness of these slopes is not a natural condition 
and, upon further use and development of the property should this proposal be approved, 
they will be recontoured in conformance with City Engineering standards anyway.  

This application is unique as it involves a proposed land exchange and associated 
negotiated terms as well as a required public vote to ratify any resulting approvals. The 
fact that these dimensional variances are essentially an element within the overall 
framework that makes up the terms of the deal renders application of the standard Section 
26.314.040 review criteria clumsy and awkward. In other words, the codified review 
standards for dimensional requirement variances were certainly not written with this type 
of extraordinary application in mind.  

Nevertheless, staff has directed that the Applicant respond to the standards of Section 
26.314.040 as the only codified criteria available. Said Section provides that, to authorize 
a variance from the dimensional requirements of Title 26, the appropriate decision-making 
body shall make a finding that the following three (3) circumstances exist (each is cited 
below in indented and italicized text and immediately followed by the Applicant’s 
response): 

(1) The grant of variance will be generally consistent with the purposes, goals, objectives 
and policies of this Title and the Municipal Code; and  

The proposed variances are generally consistent with the purposes, goals, objectives and 
policies of the Aspen Land Use and Municipal Codes. Please reference the narratives 
provided earlier herein as they address many of the ways this proposal is not only 
consistent with but also forwards the purposes, goals, objectives, and policies of the City 
Code.  Further, Code Section 26.710.010 provides that,  
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In order to ensure that all development is consistent with the goals and objectives 
of the Aspen Area Community Plan and this Title, it is necessary and proper to 
establish a series of Zone Districts to ensure that each permitted and conditional 
use is compatible with surrounding land uses, is served by adequate public 
facilities and is consistent with the environmental sensitivity of the City and its 
surrounding area’s natural resources. All development within each Zone District 
shall be consistent with the purposes stated for that Zone District…Any use which 
is not specifically listed…as a permitted or conditional use…shall be considered 
prohibited…      

The Applicant is not seeking to vary the approved uses in the Zone District and is only 
requesting variances from dimensional standards. All uses are and will continue to be 
consistent with the R-6 zoning. Responses provided above in relation to the various 
subdivision and rezoning review standards address the proposal’s full consistency with 
public utilities and services capacities as well as consistency with environmental 
sensitivity and surrounding natural resources.   

The variances will have no effect on the property’s, its use’s or this overall proposal’s 
strong degree of consistency with the codified purpose of the R-6 Zone District, which is 
“to provide areas for long-term residential purposes…and customary accessory uses. 
Recreational…uses customarily found in proximity to residential uses are included…Lands in the 
Medium-Density Residential (R-6) Zone District are generally limited to the original Aspen 
Townsite, contain relatively dense settlements of predominantly detached and duplex residences 
and are within walking distance of the center of the City.”    

The property will continue to be utilized for long-term residential purposes and customary 
accessory uses. The overall proposal not only maintains but significantly enhances 
recreational uses and opportunities in proximity to the residential uses of the zone district. 
The Applicant’s lot and the land being added to it are within the original Aspen Townsite, 
in an area with relatively dense settlements of predominantly detached and duplex 
residences within walking distance of the Commercial Core.  

(2) The grant of variance is the minimum variance that will make possible the reasonable 
use of the parcel, building or structure; and  

Please reference the narratives provided earlier in this Section IV.C. of the application, 
prior to the review standards responses. The proposed variances are the minimum that 
will make possible the proposed land exchange, which represents the minimum the 
Applicant considers will make possible the reasonable use of the parcel and its future 
building(s).    

(3) Literal interpretation and enforcement of the terms and provisions of this Title would 
deprive the applicant of rights commonly enjoyed by other parcels in the same zone 
district and would cause the applicant unnecessary hardship, as distinguished from 
mere inconvenience. In determining whether an applicant's rights would be deprived, 
the Board shall consider whether either of the following conditions apply:  
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a. There are special conditions and circumstances which are unique to the parcel, 
building or structure, which are not applicable to other parcels, structures or buildings 
in the same zone district and which do not result from the actions of the applicant; or  

b. Granting the variance will not confer upon the applicant any special privilege denied 
by the terms of this Title and the Municipal Code to other parcels, buildings or 
structures, in the same zone district.  

Please reference the narratives provided earlier in this Section IV.C. of the application, 
prior to the review standards responses. This entire proposal represents special 
conditions and circumstances which are unique to the subject parcel and not applicable 
to other parcels in the R-6 zone district. The actions of the Applicant are not at fault for 
the fact that the proposed enlargement of the subject parcel would render the existing 
structure nonconforming with respect to the minimum west side yard setback and 
minimum combined side yard setback requirements.  

The City’s nonconforming structure regulations are, for lack of a better way to put it, often 
punitive and inflexible but would be rendered inapplicable if the requested variances are 
granted. As part of the overall proposal put forth herein, the Applicant prefers to have the 
grant of the variances, subject to ratification by the voters, replace and supersede the 
nonconforming status that would otherwise result.      

D. GMQS – PROVISION OF REQUIRED AFFORDABLE HOUSING VIA FEE-IN-LIEU 
PAYMENT (§26.470.110.C)  

The proposed addition of lands to a lot within a previously approved subdivision is exempt 
from all growth management approvals pursuant to Chapter 26.470 of the Code. The 
existing dwelling on the Applicant’s lot provided affordable housing mitigation in the form 
a newly build, deed-restricted, for sale dwelling unit that is located on Lot 2 of the 
Boomerang Lot Split. See Plat Notes on the Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption 
Plat, Section 6 of Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006, and Section 3.e. of the Subdivision 
Exemption Agreement, all of which are attached as Exhibit 4.     

The Applicant is seeking to proactively allow for any future affordable housing mitigation 
associated with any additional development on the resulting lot to be satisfied via Cash-in-
Lieu at the rate in effect at the time of building permit application. Any mitigation would be 
for the incremental increase in floor area that might occur on the resulting lot and, rather 
than maybe need to come before Council in the future to request the ability to satisfy it with 
cash-in-lieu as opposed to having to utilize Affordable Housing Credit Certificates, the 
Applicant prefers to have this option approved at this time. 

Per Code Section 26.470.110(c), the provision of affordable housing in excess of 0.10 
Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) via a fee-in-lieu payment, upon recommendation from the 
Planning and Zoning Commission, may be approved by City Council based on the 
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following criteria (each is cited below in indented and italicized text and immediately 
followed by the Applicant’s response): 

(1) The provision of affordable housing on site (on the same site as the project requiring 
such affordable housing) is impractical given the physical or legal parameters of the 
development or site or would be inconsistent with the character of the neighborhood 
in which the project is being developed. 

The existing home has already provided actual, built affordable housing that is essentially 
on-site (on the adjacent Lot 2). The provision of additional housing onsite is impractical 
given the dimensions of the land area being added. Further, any required affordable 
housing incrementally required for mitigation of the floor area that might be added to the 
property will likely be a fraction of an FTE but still more than the miniscule 0.10 FTE 
threshold that would require City Council approval to satisfy via fee-in-lieu. The Applicant 
is not seeking to avoid full mitigation requirements. Rather, the Applicant is merely 
seeking to proactively allow for any future affordable housing mitigation associated with any 
additional development on the resulting lot to be satisfied via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in 
effect at the time of building permit application as opposed to having only the option of 
finding, purchasing and extinguishing AH Credit Certificates.     

(2) The applicant has made a reasonable good-faith effort in pursuit of providing the 
required affordable housing off site through construction of new dwelling units, the 
deed restriction of existing dwelling units to affordable housing status, or through the 
purchase of affordable housing certificates.  

Please refer to the response provided for the previous review criterion, above. 

(3) The applicant has made a reasonable good-faith effort in pursuit of providing the 
required affordable housing through the purchase and extinguishment of Certificates 
of Affordable Housing Credit.  

Please refer to the response provided for the previous review criterion, above. 

(4) The proposal furthers affordable housing goals, and the fee-in-lieu payment will result 
in the near-term production of affordable housing units.  

The City of Aspen has been engaged in studying and increasing the cash-in-lieu rates 
required for affordable housing mitigation and is building in a mechanism for the rates to 
automatically escalate with the passage of time. Those rates are being established for 
the purpose of enabling the production of actual affordable housing units. The Applicant 
has faith that the resulting Code requirements will achieve these goals and feels strongly 
that the commitment to fully mitigate in accordance with the applicable requirements of 
the Code in effect at the time will result in the near-term production of affordable housing.    
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E. MISCELLANEOUS (§26.710.040, R-6 ZONE DISTRICT, AND §26.575.020, 
CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS)  

The proposal is consistent with the Intent and allowed uses of the R-6 Zone District.  
Various dimensional requirements of the zone have been discussed and addressed 
throughout the foregoing. Other than modest and neighborhood-compatible side yard 
setback and net lot area concessions requested in consideration of the overall land 
exchange proposal put forth herein, all other dimensional requirements of the R-6 zoning 
and all remaining applicable provisions of Section 26.575.020, Calculations and 
Measurements, will be adhered to and satisfied.      

F. VESTED RIGHTS EXTENSION (§26.308)  

The Applicant requests that City Council grant at least 5 years of vested property rights. 
The Applicant feels strongly that this minimum vesting period is warranted given that there 
will be a good deal of time consumed by the need for the public vote and follow-up 
processes to complete and memorialize the land for conservation easement exchange 
and the fact that the City and County will have its part of the deal (the Conservation 
Easement) guaranteed in perpetuity as the Deed of Conservation Easement would be 
recorded concurrently with the Amended Plat and any associated documents. 

Per Section 26.308.010(c) of the Code, the City Council may approve an extension of 
vested rights. In reviewing such a request, the City Council shall consider, but not be 
limited to, the following criteria (each is cited below in indented and italicized text and 
immediately followed by the Applicant’s response): 

a. The applicant's compliance with any conditions requiring performance prior to the 
date of application for extension or reinstatement;  

This standard is not applicable given that the request is for an extended period of initial 
vested rights, not a reinstatement or extension. Nevertheless, as stated above, the City 
and County will have its part of the deal (the Conservation Easement) guaranteed in 
perpetuity as the Deed of Conservation Easement would be recorded concurrently with 
the Amended Plat and any associated documents. 

b. The progress made in pursuing the project to date including the effort to obtain any 
other permits, including a building permit and the expenditures made by the applicant 
in pursuing the project;  

This standard is also not applicable given that the request is for an extended period of 
initial vested rights, not a reinstatement or extension. Regardless, the Applicant agreed 
to and has incurred and covered all costs associated with preparing this application and 
the associated documents (including but not limited to legal fees, planning costs, and 
surveyor fees). There have also been substantial “soft costs” incurred and risked by the 
Applicant is in making this exchange possible, including but not limited to the last 2½ 
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years of taxes and carry/opportunity costs on the property, the City’s review fees, and his 
share of the cost that will be associated with a public election.     

c. The nature and extent of any benefits already received by the City as a result of the 
project approval such as impact fees or land dedications;  

The guaranteed and perpetual nature and substantial benefits that will be received by the 
City because of the project approval have been addressed at length throughout the 
foregoing. The City and County unsuccessfully pursued a level of interest and control 
over the proposed 19.329-acres of Conservation Easement lands for a matter of decades. 
Only now, with this Applicant, does the City and County finally find themselves in a 
position where there is an earnest opportunity to achieve the public goals of open space 
preservation and recreational trail use and access. Not only is the opportunity being 
presented, but the deal being offered is quite generous when put into proper perspective.   

A standard block in the City and Townsite of Aspen has an area of 59,400 square feet, 
including the 20-foot-wide alley right-of-way. The proposed Conservation Easement 
includes 841,971 square feet of land. In other words, the Applicant is seeking ownership 
of just 4,000 square feet of land and a yard and landscape easement over another 1,999 
square feet in exchange for the proposed Conservation Easement parcel that could hold 
more than 14 full City blocks. For sake of comparison, Aspen’s entire Commercial Core 
Zone District contains less than 12 full City and Townsite blocks.  

The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 
conservation easement being offered in exchange to the City and County. In other words, 
the proposed Conservation Easement has an area that is more than 210-times that of the 
land the Applicant stands to acquire. The Applicant gains approximately 0.092-acre of 
land while granting to the City and County 19.329-acres of Conservation Easement for 
open space and trails that the City and County have actively sought for at least the last 
two decades, if not longer.    

d. The needs of the City and the applicant that would be served by the approval of the 
extension or reinstatement request. 

The needs of the City are obvious. The extended vesting period is a condition of the 
Applicant’s willingness to provide the conservation easement and associated rights. The 
needs of the Applicant are simple as well. The Applicant does not want to be hurried to 
act upon the approval while the conservation easement granted in exchange is 
guaranteed in perpetuity. The Applicant is not requesting an equal exchange in the form 
of perpetual vested rights, although one might argue that such would be warranted. 
Instead, the Applicant is requesting at least five years of vested rights to act upon the 
approvals but with the public-benefitting caveat that the applicable rate required for cash-
in-lieu of affordable housing would remain subject to whatever is current at the time of 
building permit application for development of additional floor area (i.e., not vesting 
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against changes to affordable housing mitigation requirements). This ensures that an 
additional important City need continues to be served.   

V. SUMMARY 

Thank you for considering this application. The Applicant has provided all information 
requested for the review and approval. This application involves a sensitive, community-
serving, and creative solution to an unmet desire that the City and County have held for 
a matter of decades. Consistency with the character of the surrounding neighborhood has 
been accounted for and enhanced.  

The parcel proposed for acquisition by the Applicant is less than 0.5% of the size of the 
841,971 square foot conservation easement being offered to the City and County. The 
proposed Conservation Easement has an area that is more than 210-times that of the 
land the Applicant stands to acquire. Moreover, the Conservation Easement optimizes 
open space and trails immediately adjacent to the original Aspen Townsite and connected 
with the Midland Trail and West Hopkins Avenue pedestrian/bike corridor.  

Control over this 19.329-acres has been a goal of the City and County for at least the last 
two decades, if not longer.  As demonstrated herein, no matter how one looks at it and at 
little to no cost to taxpayers, the City is being offered the opportunity for nothing short of 
an incredible deal that will greatly and perpetually benefit the public.  

The proposal merits approval based on conformance with all relevant sections of the Land 
Use Code and the substantial public benefit to be derived. Should further information be 
necessary for a complete review of the application, please contact the Applicant through 
the authorized representative: Haas Land Planning, LLC. 
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PRIDE OF ASPEN LAND EXCHANGE – 501 WEST HOPKINS AVENUE 
ò EXHIBITS ò 

 
• Exhibit 1: Pre-Application Conference Summary 

 
• Exhibit 2: Required Forms: 

A. Land Use Application Form 
B. Dimensional Requirements Form 
C. HOA Compliance Form 
D. Agreement to Pay Application Fee 

 
• Exhibit 3: Existing Conditions 

A. Vicinity Maps  
B. GIS Parcel Reports  
C. Improvement & Topographic Survey 

 
• Exhibit 4: Previous Approval Documents 

A. Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision Exemption Plat (Book 79 at Page 70) 
B. Ordinance No. 6, Series of 2006 (Reception No. 525368) 
C. Subdivision Exemption Agreement - Boomerang Lot Split (Reception No. 

525369) 
 

• Exhibit 5: Proposed Amended Plat   
 

• Exhibit 6: Proposed Right-Of-Way Vacation Plat  
 

• Exhibit 7: Proposed Zoning Amendment Exhibit Map  
 

• Exhibit 8: Proposed Yard & Landscape Easement Agreement and Exhibit 
Map 
 

• Exhibit 9: Proposed Deed of Conservation Easement and Exhibit Map 
 

• Exhibit 10: Studies and Reports About Proposed Conservation Easement 
Lands 
 

• Exhibit 11: Proof of the Applicant’s Ownership 
   

• Exhibit 12: Authorization for Haas Land Planning, LLC 
   

• Exhibit 13: Public Notice Mailing List 
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PRE-APPLICATION CONFERENCE SUMMARY 
DATE: October 8, 2020 

PLANNER:  Phillip Supino | 429-2767 | phillip.supino@cityofaspen.com     

PROJECT NAME AND ADDRESS: Pride of Aspen Conservation Easement, Major Subdivision and Zoning Map 
Amendment – 501 W. Hopkins Ave.   

PARCEL ID#: 273512466002 

REPRESENTATIVE:  Mitch Haas 

DESCRIPTION: 501 W. Hopkins is a R-6 single-family property on a 7,500 square foot lot at the base of Shadow 
Mountain and the Midland Trail trailhead.  The applicant seeks to acquire and draw into their property a portion of 
public right-of-way east of the subject parcel on S. 4th Street and a portion of unimproved City-owned lands to the 
south, as well as an easement for limited uses on additional City-owned lands to the south.  Those lands are zoned 
Public.  Subdivision review is required for vacation of the right-of-way and replatting of the lot and Rezoning review is 
required to identify the new parcel as being zoned R-6.  In exchange for vacation and dedication of the City- owned 
lands and easement, the applicant agrees to dedicate a conservation easement for the unimproved Pitkin County 
parcel commonly known as The Pride of Aspen.  
 
The extent, limitations, and legal requirements of that conservation easement do not fall within the jurisdiction of the 
Land Use Code and are not included in the application requirements or review criteria for the Subdivision or Rezoning.  
However, it is understood that the transfer of City-owned lands to the applicant and subsequent Rezoning are 
conditioned upon the dedication of the conservation easement to the City.  Approval of the transfer of City-owned 
lands requires a public vote.  That process is separate and distinct from the Subdivision and Rezoning processes 
described herein. 
 
Chapter 26.480 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for Subdivision actions within the City.  
Because the application includes a Street Vacation, the review is Major Subdivision and the applicant must provide 
information relevant to and address the requirements in section 26.480.040 – General Subdivision Review Standards 
and 26.480.070 – Major Subdivision.    
 
Chapter 26.310 of the Land Use Code provides the regulations and standards for the Rezoning.  The application for 
the Rezoning must provide information relevant to and address the requirements in section 26.310.060 – Rezoning 
Procedure for Amendment, 26.310.080 Rezoning Application Contents, and 26.310.090 Rezoning Standards for 
Review.   
 
The Zoning Map Amendment, Subdivision and City lands transfer are Planning and Zoning and Council level reviews. 
 
Neighborhood Outreach is required prior to the public hearings in accordance with the Land Use Code Section 
26.304.035. Staff recommends the applicant provide enhanced public information according to Section 26.304.035.C. 
Staff recommends additional information on the application be provided in both the mailing notice and the posting on 
site. The additional information included in the mailing should include a proposed site plan and description of the 
proposal. A poster showing the proposed lot split should also be posted on site. The poster should include the site 
plan, description, and contact information for the applicant.     
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A request to allow for any future affordable housing mitigation via Cash-in-Lieu at the rate in effect at the time of 
application will require approval by City Council.  
 
The applicant is requesting a 5-year period of vested rights, exceeding the standard 3-year period of vesting in the 
code. Approval of an extension requires approval by City Council.  
 
Two dimensional variances are requested. A setback variance for 5’ setbacks is requested where larger side yard 
setbacks would typically be required for the newly created lot. The applicant is also requesting a net lot area 
deduction exemptions which would eliminate net lot area deductions for steep slopes and areas within a right of way.  
 
The applicant is requesting a land use application fee waiver. All land use application fees and deposits shall be paid 
once the application has been deemed complete. If City Council approves a reduction or fee waiver, all applicable 
funds will be refunded.  
 
The application will be referred to the City Parks, City Engineering, and Pitkin County Community Development 
Department for comment prior to the Planning and Zoning Commission Hearing.  
 
Below are links to the Land Use Application form and Land Use Coe for your convenience: 

 
RELEVANT LAND USE CODE SECTIONS: 
Section Number    Section Title 
26.104.070    Land Use Application Fee Waiver  
26.304     Common Development Review Procedures 
26.304.035     Neighborhood Outreach 
26.308      Vested Rights Extension  
26.310     Amendments to the LUC and Zoning Map 
26.314.040.A    Variances – Dimensional Requirements   
26.470.110.C GMQS - Provision of Required Affordable Housing Via a Fee-in-Lieu 

Payment 
26.480.030.C    Procedures for Review - Major Subdivisions  
26.480.040     General Subdivision Review Standards  
26.480.070.A and B   Major Subdivision, Land Subdivision and Vehicular Rights-of-Way 
26.490      Approval Documents – For Plat Requirements  
26.575.020    Calculations and Measurements  
26.710.040    Zone Districts, Medium Density Residential (R-6)  
For your convenience – links to the Land Use Application and Land Use Code are below: 

                                 Land Use Application  Land Use Code 

REVIEW BY:  -     Community Development Staff for complete application and recommendations 
- Planning and Zoning Commission for recommendations 
- City Council for Decision 

 
PUBLIC HEARING:   Yes, Planning and Zoning, and City Council  

PLANNING FEES: $7,800 for 24 hours of staff time (additional/lesser hours will be billed/refunded at 
$325/hour) 

REFERRAL FEES: Engineering - $325 Deposit for 1 hour of review (additional hours will be billed at 
$325/hr.) 

 Parks - $1,300 Flat Fee  
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TOTAL DEPOSIT:  $9,425 
 
APPLICATION CHECKLIST – Please submit the following as one pdf document to phillip.supino@cityofaspen.com. 
 

¨ Completed Land Use Application, HOA Compliance Form, and signed Fee Agreement. 
 

¨ Pre-application Conference Summary (this document). 
 

¨ Applicant’s name, address and telephone number, contained within a letter signed by the applicant stating 
the name, address, and telephone number of the representative authorized to action on behalf of the 
applicant.  

 
¨ Street address and legal description of the parcel on which development is proposed to occur, consisting of 

a current (no older than 6 months) certificate from a title insurance company, an ownership and 
encumbrance report, or attorney licensed to practice in the State of Colorado, listing the names of all 
owners of the property, and all mortgages, judgments, liens, easements, contracts and agreements 
affecting the parcel, and demonstrating the owner’s right to apply for the Development Application. 
 

¨ An 8 1/2” by 11” vicinity map locating the parcel within the City of Aspen. 
 

¨ An Improvement survey (no older than one year from submittal) including topography and vegetation 
showing the current status of the parcel certified by a registered land surveyor licensed in the State of 
Colorado.  In lieu of hazard and existing condition mapping required in the City of Aspen Engineering 
Design Standards, this survey shall include slopes in excess of 30%, and any other natural or man-made 
hazard or condition that could harm the health, safety, or welfare of the community. 
 

¨ A written description of the proposal and written explanation of how the request complies with the 
review standards relevant to the application. 

 
¨ The present Zone District classification and existing land uses of the real property proposed to be amended. 

 
¨ The area of the property proposed to be amended, stated in square feet or acres. 

 
¨ An accurate survey map of the real property proposed for amendment. 

 
¨ A Draft Plat meeting the plat requirements of Chapter 26.490 – Approval Documents.  

 
¨ A narrative prepared by a Colorado registered Professional Engineer, and depiction or mapping as 

necessary, describing the potential infrastructure upgrades, alignment, design, and mitigation techniques 
that may be necessary for development of the site to be served by public infrastructure, achieve compliance 
with Municipal Code Title 29 – Engineering Design Standards, and achieve compliance with the City of Aspen 
Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP).   

 
The information shall be of sufficient detail to determine the acceptable location(s) and extent of 
development and to understand the necessary upgrades and the possible alignments, designs, or mitigation 
techniques that may be required.  Specific engineered solutions and design details do not need to be 
submitted for land use review.  An applicant may be required to submit specific design solutions prior to or 
in conjunction with recordation of a subdivision plat and development agreement, pursuant to Chapter 
26.490 – Approval Documents. 
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¨ A statement regarding School Land Dedication requirements of Section 26.620.060 and a description of any 

lands to be dedicated to meet the standard. 
 

¨ For changes to vehicular rights-of-way, a draft right-of-way vacation/dedication plat meeting the 
requirements of Chapter 26.490 – Approval Documents, describing and depicting the boundary of the 
vacation/dedication including bearings and dimensions with adequate ties to existing monuments to 
permit accurate legal definition. 

 
¨ For changes to vehicular rights-of-way, a statement and depiction on the draft vacation/dedication plat 

regarding compliance with State Statute showing which portions of vacation areas accrue to which 
properties.  

¨ For changes to vehicular rights-of-way, a statement by the surveyor that all utility companies have been 
contacted and a depiction of all existing utility lines in the right(s)-of-way in which the vacation/dedication 
is requested. 

 
If the copy is deemed complete by staff, the following items will then need to be submitted:  

¨ Total deposit for review of the application.  

Depending on further review of the case, additional items may be requested of the application.  Once the deposit 
is received, the case will be assigned to a planner and the land use review will begin.   

Disclaimer: 
The foregoing summary is advisory in nature only and is not binding on the City.  The summary is based on current 
zoning, which is subject to change in the future, and upon factual representations that may or may not be accurate.  
The summary does not create a legal or vested right. 
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CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 April 2020 

LAND USE APPLICATION 

APPLICANT: 

REPRESENTIVATIVE: 

Description: Existing and Proposed Conditions 

Review: Administrative or Board Review 

Required Land Use Review(s): 

Growth Management Quota System (GMQS) required fields: 

Net Leasable square footage  Lodge Pillows Free Market dwelling units 

Affordable Housing dwelling units Essential Public Facility square footage 

Have you included the following? FEES DUE: $ 

Pre-Application Conference Summary 
Signed Fee Agreement 
HOA Compliance form 
All items listed in checklist on PreApplication Conference Summary 

Name:  

Address: 

Phone#: email: 

Address: 

Phone #: email: 

Name: 

Project Name and Address: 

Parcel ID # (REQUIRED)   
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CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 April 2020 

DIMENSIONAL REQUIREMENTS FORM 
Complete only if required by the PreApplication checklist 

Project and Location 

Applicant: 

Zone District: Gross Lot Area: Net Lot Area: 

**Please refer to section 26.575.020 for information on how to calculate Net Lot Area 

Please fill out all relevant dimensions 
Single Family and Duplex Residential 

1) Floor Area (square feet)

2) Maximum Height

3) Front Setback

4) Rear Setback

5) Side Setbacks

6) Combined Side Setbacks

7) % Site Coverage 

Existing Allowed Proposed 
Multi-family Residential 

1) Number of Units

2) Parcel Density (see 26.710.090.C.10)

3) FAR (Floor Area Ratio)

4) Floor Area (square feet)

Existing Allowed Proposed 

8) Minimum distance between buildings

Proposed % of demolition

5) Maximum Height

6) Front Setback

7) Rear Setback

8) Side Setbacks 

Proposed % of demolition

Commercial 

Proposed Use(s) 
Existing Allowed Proposed 

1) FAR (Floor Area Ratio)

2) Floor Area (square feet)

3) Maximum Height

4) Off-Street Parking Spaces 

5) Second Tier (square feet)

6) Pedestrian Amenity (square feet)

Proposed % of demolition

Existing non-conformities or encroachments: 

Variations requested: 

Lodge 

Additional Use(s) 

1) FAR (Floor Area Ratio)

2) Floor Area (square feet)

3) Maximum Height

4) Free Market Residential(square feet)

4) Front setback

5) Rear setback

6) Side setbacks 

7) Off-Street Parking Spaces 

8) Pedestrian Amenity (square feet)

Proposed % of demolition

Existing Allowed Proposed 
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April 2020 City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 

CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

Homeowner Association Compliance Policy 

All land use applications within the City of Aspen are required to include a Homeowner Association 
Compliance Form (this form) certifying that the scope of work included in the land use application 
complies with all applicable covenants and homeowner association policies. The certification must be 
signed by the property owner or Attorney representing the property owner. 

Property 
Owner (“I”): 

Name: 

Email: Phone No.: 

Address of 
Property: 

(subject of 
application) 

I certify as follows: (pick one) 

□ This property is not subject to a homeowner association or other form of private covenant.

□ This property is subject to a homeowner association or private covenant, and the improvements 
proposed in this land use application do not require approval by the homeowners association or 
covenant beneficiary.

□ This property is subject to a homeowners association or private covenant and the improvements 
proposed in this land use application have been approved by the homeowners association or 
covenant beneficiary. 

I understand this policy and I understand the City of Aspen does not interpret, enforce, or manage the 
applicability, meaning or effect of private covenants or homeowner association rules or bylaws. I 
understand that this document is a public document. 

Owner signature: Date: 

Owner printed name: 

or, 

Attorney signature: Date: 

Attorney printed name: 
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CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT

City of Aspen|130 S. Galena St.|(970) 920 5090 April 2020 

Agreement to Pay Application Fees 
An agreement between the City of Aspen (“City”) and 

Address of Property:   
Please type or print in all caps 

Property Owner Name:  Representative Name (if different from Property Owner): 

Billing Name and Address - Send Bills to: 

Contact info for billing: e-mail: Phone: 

I understand that the City has adopted, via Ordinance No. 20, Series of 2020, review fees for Land Use applications, and 
payment of these fees is a condition precedent to determining application completeness. I understand that as the property 
owner, I am responsible for paying all fees for this development application.

For flat fees and referral fees: I agree to pay the following fees for the services indicated. I understand that these flat fees 
are non-refundable.

$. flat fee for . $. flat fee for 

$. flat fee for . $. flat fee for 

For deposit cases only: The City and I understand that because of the size, nature, or scope of the proposed project, it is not 
possible at this time to know the full extent or total costs involved in processing the application. I understand that additional 
costs over and above the deposit may accrue. I understand and agree that it is impracticable for City staff to complete 
processing, review, and presentation of sufficient information to enable legally required findings to be made for project 
consideration unless invoices are paid in full.

The City and I understand and agree that invoices sent by the City to the above listed billing address and not returned to the 
City shall be considered by the City as being received by me. I agree to remit payment within 30 days of presentation of an 
invoice by the City for such services.

I have read, understood, and agree to the Land Use Review Fee Policy, including consequences for non-payment. I agree to 
pay the following initial deposit amounts for the specified hours of staff time. I understand that payment of a deposit does 
not render an application complete or compliant with approval criteria. If actual recorded costs exceed the initial deposit, I 
agree to pay additional monthly billings to the City to reimburse the City for processing my application at the hourly rates 
hereinafter stated.

$  deposit for hours of Community Development Department staff time. Additional time 
above the deposit amount will be billed at $325.00 per hour. 

$  deposit for  hours of Engineering Department staff time. Additional time above the 
deposit amount will be billed at $325.00 per hour. 

City of Aspen: 

Phillip Supino, AICP 
Community Development Director 

City Use: 
Fees Due: $ Received $ 
Case # 

Signature: 

PRINT Name:   

Title:  
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Report Created: 4/29/2021 9:49:15 AM

Parcel ID: 273512400005

Pitkin County Parcel Report

  AACP, East of Aspen - Independence Pass, Modified Castle
  Castle Creek

 Master Plan Area
 Caucus
Boundaries

  Pitkin County Library
  Aspen School District No. 1 (RE)
  Aspen Fire Protection District
  City of Aspen Water Service Area
  Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District

 Library District
 School District
 Fire District
 Water District
 Sewer System
Services

Land Use Category

Improvements

Assessor's Information

Township, Range, Section

19.226 Acres

FOURTH ST

Split: Pitkin County (in Aspen UGB) and Pitkin County
GIS Parcel Size 

Address (Assessor's Records)

Jurisdiction

Property Information

0100: Vacant Land-Residential Lot

FOU
RTH 
ST

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600  NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

R015511
R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLCOwner

Account

Owner Address

T:10, R:85, S:13;  T:10, R:85, S:12

Subdivision: MINING CLAIM, Section: 12 Township: 10 Range: 85 GOVERNMENT 
LOT 19 & 21 Section: 13 Township: 10 Range: 85 GOVERNMENT LOT 34 
ROARING FORK MINING DISTRICT MINE: PRIDE OF ASPEN - 7364 100% 10.16 
ACRESALL SURFACE & MINERAL RIGHTS MINE: COPPEROPOLIS LODE - 1759 
PORTION LYING WITHIN THE PRIDE OF ASPEN USMS 7364 MINE: EXTRA - 
4712 100% 7.24 ACRESALL SURFACE & MINERAL RIGHTS

Legal Description
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 1

 1, 5

 U.S. House of
 Representatives District

 Board of County
 Commissioners District(s)

  State Senate District
  State House District
  Voting Precinct

Voting Information

3

5
61

  Hallam Lake, Twin Ridge, Thomas Ranch, Reeder, Holy Cross Electric, Little Cloud, 
Thomas Estate Park, Holden Marolt barn area, Marolt Ranch, Little Cloud Park, Jenny 
Adair Park, Center Lode Mining Claim, Barbee

  Racetrack, Villas, W Hallam St, S Seventh St, Trueman , Water Place, Community 
Garden, Zoom, Summit St Cutoff , Castle Creek Rd, Roundabout , Post Office, E Hallam 
St, Marolt Foot Path, Roundabout, Ajax - Little Cloud connector, E Hopkins Ave, Meadows 
Rd, Little Cloud, Midland Trail , Bugsy Barnard, W Hopkins Ave, Hospital, Ajax, Aspen 
Mountain Rd, Bergman, Marolt, Top of Mill Crossover, Trueman, Red Brick, Water Plant, 
Music Tent, Midland - 3rd St, Castle Creek Underpass, Holy Cross, W Hopkins Path

  Wagner Park, Pioneer Park, Hillyard Park, Triangle Park, Bugsy Barnard Park, Koch 
Lumber Park, Wheeler Park, Clapper Park, Francis Whitaker Park, Paepcke Park, Yellow 
Brick School Park, Willoughby ParK, Library Plaza, Armstrong AKA Crash Point, Waite 
Robinson Park, Lift One A Park, Cooper Park, Hyman Park, Silver Circle Ice Rink, Mary B

 Open Spaces Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Trails Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Parks Nearby (1/2 Mile)
Public Amenities

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River, Castle Creek
  Not within a Historic District
  No Zoning Overlay on this parcel

 Watershed Subbasin
 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

 Master Plan Area

Tax Information

Address
Retired Parcel

Documents
Parcel 273512400005

None Found

  Brush Creek-Roaring Fork River, Outlet Castle Creek

AR-10 (Agricultural/Residential-10 Acre), R-15 (Moderate Density Residential-15,000 Sq Ft 
Lot), RR (Rural and Remote), TR-1 (Transitional Residential-1)

Zone District

COUNTY TV/FM TRANSLATOR

COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES

ASPEN VALLEY HOSPITAL
ROARING FORK TRANSP  AUTH

COLORADO RIVER WATER CONS

Total

COUNTY ROAD & BRIDGE

ASPEN HISTORIC PARK & REC

PITKIN COUNTY LIBRARY
OPEN SPACE & TRAILS

HEALTHY COMMUNITY FUND

ASPEN SCHOOL DISTRICT

ASPEN CONSOLIDATED SANITA

ASPEN AMBULANCE DISTRICT

COLORADO MTN COLLEGE

PITKIN COUNTY GENERAL FND

ASPEN FIRE PROTECTION

2.65

2.638
1.436

0.501

4.013

0.956

2.422

3.75

0.177

0.094
2.297

0.287

0.502

8.844

0.065

0.3

$826.50
$110.42

$584.06
$506.26
$20.72

$63.25

$210.70

$533.82

$316.49

$39.01
$14.33

$110.64

$581.41

$884.46

$66.12

$1,949.21

AmountAuthority Mill Levy

30.932 $6,817.40

273513200001 273512400201 273512400003
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Report Created: 4/29/2021 10:07:58 AM

Parcel ID: 273512466002

Pitkin County Parcel Report

  Not within a Historic District
  No Zoning Overlay on this parcel

  AACP
  Not within a Caucus Area

 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

 Master Plan Area
 Caucus
Boundaries

  Pitkin County Library
  Aspen School District No. 1 (RE)
  Aspen Fire Protection District
  City of Aspen Water Service Area
  Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District

 Library District
 School District
 Fire District
 Water District
 Sewer System
Services

Land Use Category

Improvements

Assessor's Information

Township, Range, Section

7535.88 Sq. Feet

501 W HOPKINS AVE

Aspen
GIS Parcel Size 

Address (Assessor's Records)

Jurisdiction

Property Information

1112: Residential-Single Family Residence

501 
W 
HOP

Address (GIS Points) 501 W HOPKINS AVE
Address (GIS Points) 501 W HOPKINS AVE

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600  NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

R020010
R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLCOwner

Account

Owner Address

T:10, R:85, S:12

Subdivision: BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT Lot: 1Legal Description

No Zoning District on this parcelZone District
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 1

 2

 U.S. House of
 Representatives District

 Board of County
 Commissioners District(s)

  State Senate District
  State House District
  Voting Precinct

Voting Information

3

5
61

  Hallam Lake, Thomas Ranch, Reeder, Holy Cross Electric, Little Cloud, Holden Marolt 
barn area, Marolt Ranch, Little Cloud Park, Jenny Adair Park, Center Lode Mining Claim, 
Barbee

  Racetrack, Villas, W Hallam St, S Seventh St, Trueman , Community Garden, Castle 
Creek Rd, Post Office, E Hallam St, Marolt Foot Path, Ajax - Little Cloud connector, E 
Hopkins Ave, Meadows Rd, Little Cloud, Midland Trail , Bugsy Barnard, W Hopkins Ave, 
Ajax, Aspen Mountain Rd, Bergman, Marolt, Trueman, Aspen Institute, Red Brick, Music 
Tent, Midland - 3rd St, Castle Creek Underpass, Holy Cross, W Hopkins Path

  Wagner Park, Pioneer Park, Hillyard Park, Triangle Park, Bugsy Barnard Park, Koch 
Lumber Park, Wheeler Park, Francis Whitaker Park, Paepcke Park, Yellow Brick School 
Park, Willoughby ParK, Armstrong AKA Crash Point, Lift One A Park, Cooper Park, 
Hyman Park, Mary B

 Open Spaces Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Trails Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Parks Nearby (1/2 Mile)
Public Amenities

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River
  Not within a Historic District

 Watershed Subbasin
 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

Tax Information

Address
Retired Parcel

Documents
Parcel 273512466002

501 W HOPKINS AVE

  Brush Creek-Roaring Fork River

COUNTY TV/FM TRANSLATOR

COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES

ASPEN CONSOLIDATED SANITA
ASPEN VALLEY HOSPITAL

COLORADO MTN COLLEGE

Total

COUNTY ROAD & BRIDGE

ASPEN HISTORIC PARK & REC
COLORADO RIVER WATER CONS

PITKIN COUNTY LIBRARY
OPEN SPACE & TRAILS

HEALTHY COMMUNITY FUND

ROARING FORK TRANSP  AUTH

ASPEN FIRE PROTECTION

ASPEN AMBULANCE DISTRICT

ASPEN SCHOOL DISTRICT

PITKIN COUNTY GENERAL FND

CITY OF ASPEN

2.297

0.3

5.093
1.436

0.501

8.844

0.956

2.422

3.75

0.177

2.638
0.094

0.287

4.013

2.65

0.065

0.502

$4,755.11
$635.28

$2,912.67

$380.41

$119.19
$3,345.06

$363.92

$1,212.24

$3,071.19

$1,820.89

$224.44
$82.42

$5,088.61

$6,458.08

$11,214.46

$636.55

$3,360.28

AmountAuthority Mill Levy

36.025 $45,680.80

273512466001
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Report Created: 4/29/2021 10:08:46 AM

Parcel ID: 273512466851

Pitkin County Parcel Report

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River
  Not within a Historic District
  No Zoning Overlay on this parcel

  AACP
  Not within a Caucus Area

 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District
 Zone District Overlays

 Master Plan Area
 Caucus
Boundaries

  Pitkin County Library
  Aspen School District No. 1 (RE)
  Aspen Fire Protection District
  City of Aspen Water Service Area
  Aspen Consolidated Sanitation District

 Library District
 School District
 Fire District
 Water District
 Sewer System
Services

Land Use Category

Improvements

Assessor's Information

Township, Range, Section

38245.68 Sq. Feet

No parcel information found

Aspen
GIS Parcel Size 

Address (Assessor's Records)

Jurisdiction

Property Information

9149: Exempt-Political Subdivision - Non-Residential

130 S GALENA ST  ASPEN, CO 81611

R014767
CITY OF ASPENOwner

Account

Owner Address

T:10, R:85, S:12

Subdivision: CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN Block: 32 Lot: D AND:- Lot: Thru I, 
Subdivision: CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN Block: 39 Lot: K AND:- Lot: Thru N 
PART OF LOTS D - I & PART OF LOTS O, P, & Q

Legal Description

No Zoning District on this parcelZone District
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 1

 2

 U.S. House of
 Representatives District

 Board of County
 Commissioners District(s)

  State Senate District
  State House District
  Voting Precinct

Voting Information

3

5
61

  Hallam Lake, Thomas Ranch, Reeder, Holy Cross Electric, Little Cloud, Holden Marolt 
barn area, Marolt Ranch, Little Cloud Park, Jenny Adair Park, Center Lode Mining Claim, 
Barbee

  Racetrack, Villas, W Hallam St, S Seventh St, Trueman , Rio Grande Park, Community 
Garden, Summit St Cutoff , Castle Creek Rd, Post Office, E Hallam St, Courthouse, 
Marolt Foot Path, Golf Course, Ajax - Little Cloud connector, Puppy Smith, E Hopkins Ave, 
Meadows Rd, Little Cloud, Midland Trail , Bugsy Barnard, W Hopkins Ave, Ajax, Aspen 
Mountain Rd, Bergman, Rio Grande, Marolt, Top of Mill Crossover, Trueman, Aspen 
Institute, Red Brick, Music Tent, Midland - 3rd St, Castle Creek Underpass, Holy Cross, W 
Hopkins Path

  Wagner Park, Pioneer Park, Hillyard Park, Triangle Park, Bugsy Barnard Park, Koch 
Lumber Park, Wheeler Park, Conner Memorial Park, Clapper Park, Francis Whitaker 
Park, Paepcke Park, Yellow Brick School Park, Willoughby ParK, Library Plaza, Armstrong 
AKA Crash Point, Lift One A Park, Rio Grande Park, Cooper Park, Hyman Park, Silver 
Circle Ice Rink, Mary B

 Open Spaces Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Trails Nearby (1/2 Mile)

 Parks Nearby (1/2 Mile)
Public Amenities

  Woody Creek-Roaring Fork River
 Watershed Subbasin
 Watershed Drainage
 Historic District

Tax Information

Address
Retired Parcel

Documents
Parcel 273512466851

None Found

  Brush Creek-Roaring Fork River

Total
NO TAX -- PUBLIC LAND 0 $0.00

AmountAuthority Mill Levy

0 $0.00

273512400201

Pitkin County GIS presents the information and data on this report as a service to the public. Every effort has been 
made to ensure that the information and data contained in the report is accurate, but the accuracy may change. 

http://www.pitkinmapsandmore.com

Pitkin County GIS makes no warranty or guarantee concerning the completeness, accuracy, or reliability of the 
content at this site or at other sites to which we link.  Assessing accuracy and reliability of information and data is the 
sole responsibility of the user.  The user understands he or she is solely responsible and liable for use, modification, 
or distribution of any information or data obtained on this web site.

Disclaimer

Data is presented in WGS 1984 Web Mercator.  Size, shape, measurement and overlay of features may be distorted.  
In some cases, multiple results could be valid; for example, Zoning.  In other cases, a parcel may cross over the 
boundary of more than one data area, for example, multiple Precincts.  More information about Trails, Parks and 
Open Space can be found www.pitkinoutside.org.  Visit the Pitkin County GIS Department at
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https://records.pitkincounty.com/WebLink/Search.aspx?searchcommand={[]:[Parcel+ID+Pitkin]=%22273512466851%22}&amp;cr=0
https://records.pitkincounty.com/WebLink/Search.aspx?searchcommand={[]:[Parcel+ID+Pitkin]=%22273512400201%22}&amp;cr=0
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SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

SURVEY NOTES:

5. THIS SURVEY WAS PREPARED WITHOUT THE BENEFIT OF A TITLE COMMITMENT,

THEREFORE, ANY EXCEPTIONS TO TITLE THAT MAY AFFECT THE SUBJECT PROPERTY

HAVE NOT BEEN REVIEWED BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC.

6. ELEVATIONS SHOWN HEREON ARE BASED ON NORTH AMERICAN VERTICAL DATUM

OF 1988 (NAVD 88) REFERENCED FROM NATIONAL GEODETIC SURVEY (NGS)

BENCHMARK STATION S 159 HAVING AN ELEVATION OF 7720.88.

7. CONTOUR INTERVAL EQUALS ONE FOOT.

8. THIS PROPERTY LIES WITH ZONE X (AREA OF MINIMUM FLOOD HAZARD) ACCORDING

TO FEMA FIRM MAP COMMUNITY PANEL NO. 08097C0354E WITH AN EFFECTIVE DATE

OF AUGUST 15, 2019.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION,

A PORTION OF FOURTH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY

& ASSOCIATED CITY OF ASPEN PROPERTIES

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

IMPROVEMENT &

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com

PROJECT NO: 2021-100
DATE: May 12, 2021
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PLAT NOTES:

5. THIS AMENDED PLAT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A TITLE SEARCH BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC FOR

ALL INFORMATION REGARDING EASEMENT, RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND/OR TITLE OF RECORD, TRUE NORTH

COLORADO, LLC. RELIED UPON TITLE COMMITMENT NO. XXXXXXXXXXXX ISSUED BY XXXXXXXXXXXXX,

EFFECTIVE DATE: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

6. PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE NO. ___ - SERIES OF 2021, AND AS CONFIRMED BY VOTE OF THE PUBLIC

HELD ON NOVEMBER 2, 2021:

A.) ALL VACATED RIGHTS OF WAY AND OTHER LANDS TRANSFERRED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN TO THE

OWNER AND INCLUDED WITHIN AMENDED LOT 1 AS SHOWN HEREON SHALL BE INCLUDED IN THE LOT

AREA FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING ALLOWABLE FLOOR AREA ON THE PROPERTY AND THERE SHALL BE

NO REDUCTION IN LOT AREA BASED ON STEEP SLOPES. AS SUCH, THE NET LOT AREA FOR AMENDED LOT 1

SHALL BE 11,500 SQUARE FEET.

          B.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY ON THE BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT

SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION PLAT RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 79 AT PAGE 70 OF THE PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS

OR IN THE CITY OF ASPEN LAND USE REGULATIONS, THE SETBACKS FOR AMENDED LOT 1 SHALL BE AS

SHOWN HEREON.  THE TEN-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO PRINCIPAL STRUCTURES

AND THE FIVE-FOOT REAR YARD SETBACK SHALL BE APPLICABLE TO ANY PORTION OF A PRINCIPAL

STRUCTURE CONTAINING A GARAGE (NOTWITHSTANDING THE FACT LIVING FACILITIES MAY BE BUILT

ABOVE OR BELOW SUCH GARAGE) AND ANY ACCESSORY STRUCTURES.  THERE SHALL BE NO COMBINED

SIDE YARD SETBACK REQUIREMENT.

          C.) ANY AFFORDABLE HOUSING MITIGATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OR

REDEVELOPMENT OF AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE SATISFIED WITHOUT ANY FURTHER PROCESS OR REVIEW BY

PAYMENT OF A FEE-IN-LIEU AT THE THEN-APPLICABLE RATE OR THE THEN-LAST-APPLICABLE RATE IF THERE

IS NO THEN-APPLICABLE RATE.  AT THE ELECTION OF THE OWNER, ANY SUCH AFFORDABLE HOUSING

MITIGATION MAY BE SATISFIED BY ANY OTHER METHOD THAT IS THEN ALLOWED IN THE CITY OF ASPEN

LAND USE REGULATIONS WITHOUT FURTHER REVIEW.

D.) NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CONTRARY IN PRIOR APPROVALS, AMENDED LOT 1 MAY BE

USED AND DEVELOPED TO INCLUDE A SECOND RESIDENTIAL DWELLING.

LOT 1 - BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH PM

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

AMENDED PLAT

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com

PROJECT NO: 2021-100
DATE: May 12, 2021
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NOTICE:  ACCORDING TO COLORADO LAW YOU MUST COMMENCE ANY

LEGAL ACTION BASED UPON ANY DEFECT IN THIS SURVEY WITHIN THREE

YEARS AFTER YOU FIRST DISCOVER SUCH DEFECT.  IN NO EVENT MAY ANY

ACTION BASED UPON ANY DEFECT IN THIS SURVEY BE COMMENCED MORE

THAN TEN YEARS FROM THE DATE OF CERTIFICATION SHOWN HEREON.

VICINITY MAP

SITE

CITY OF ASPEN

N

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

I, RODNEY P. KISER, A REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE PREPARED THE AMENDED PLAT

OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION, THAT THAT LOCATION OF THE OUTSIDE BOUNDARY AND

OTHER FEATURES ARE ACCURATELY AND CORRECTLY SHOWN HEREON, THAT THE SAME ARE BASED ON A FIELD

SURVEY PERFORMED JANUARY 27, 2021 UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND RESPONSIBLE CHARGE AND THAT THE

PLATTED SITE CONFORMS TO THOSE STAKED ON THE GROUND.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I HAVE SET MY HAND AND SEAL THIS ______ DAY OF ____________________, 2021.

______________________________________________________________________________

CLERK  & RECORDER CERTIFICATE

THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION HAS BEEN

ACCEPTED FOR FILING IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK AND RECORDER OF PITKIN COUNTY,

COLORADO ON THIS ________ DAY OF ______________________, 2021, IN PLAT BOOK ________ AT

PAGE ___________ AS RECEPTION NO. ________________________.

_________________________________________________________________

 CLERK & RECORDER

BY: _____________________________________________________________

DEPUTY

PURPOSE STATEMENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS AMENDED PLAT OF LOT 1 BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION EXEMPTION

IS TO ADD CITY OWNED PARCELS TO LOT 1 AND ADJUST THE OVERALL PROPERTY BOUNDARY

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

THIS _________ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 PHILLIP SUPINO - DIRECTOR

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CITY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REVIEW

THIS AMENDED PLAT WAS REVIEWED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT THIS ____

DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 TRISH ARAGON, PE

CITY ENGINEER

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP

THE UNDERSIGNED, R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC AS OWNER OF AMENDED LOT 1, AS SHOWN

HEREON, AND DESCRIBED AS THE EASTERN ONE-HALF OF LOT F, AND LOTS G, H & I, BLOCK 32,

CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN, TOGETHER WITH THE WESTERN 10 FEET OF SOUTH FOURTH STREET

IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO SUCH LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN DOES HEREBY

COMBINE SUCH PROPERTY INTO AMENDED LOT 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT SUBDIVISION."

CONTAINING 0.172 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, DOES HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THIS AMENDED PLAT;

AND DOES HEREBY DEDICATE TO THE PUBLIC UTILITY SERVICE PROVIDERS THE UTILITY EASEMENT

SHOWN HEREON FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT OF

UNDERGROUND UTILITY SERVICES, DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS AND AN ABOVE-GROUND FIRE

HYDRANT, AND FOR ACCESS TO THE SAME.

R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600

NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660

BY:_________________________________________________________

MANAGER

STATE OF COLORADO )

) SS

COUNTY OF PITKIN )

THE FOREGOING AMENDED PLAT WAS EXECUTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE ME ON

____________________________________________________, 2021 BY ________________________________________.

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 

______________________________________________________

NOTARY PUBLIC

CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL

THIS AMENDED PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COUNCIL PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE

NO._______________, SERIES OF 20___, RECORDED AS RECEPTION NO.___________________________________

AND CONFIRMED BY A VOTE OF THE PUBLIC PURSUANT TO ELECTION HELD NOVEMBER ___, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 CITY COUNCIL OFFICIAL
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PLAT NOTES:

5. THIS AMENDED PLAT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A TITLE SEARCH BY TRUE NORTH COLORADO, LLC FOR

ALL INFORMATION REGARDING EASEMENT, RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND/OR TITLE OF RECORD, TRUE NORTH

COLORADO, LLC. RELIED UPON TITLE COMMITMENT NO. XXXXXXXXXXXX ISSUED BY XXXXXXXXXXXXX,

EFFECTIVE DATE: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

6. THE DEPICTION OF ALL EXISTING UTILITIES SHOWN HEREON ARE BASED ON ACTUAL UNDERGROUND

UTILITY LOCATIONS PERFORMED AND LOCATED ON JANUARY 27, 2021.

SOUTH FOURTH STREET

SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE 6TH P.M.

CITY OF ASPEN, COUNTY OF PITKIN, STATE OF COLORADO

RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT

   TRUE NORTH COLORADO LLC.
A LAND SURVEYING AND MAPPING COMPANY

P.O. BOX 614 - 386 MAIN STREET UNIT 3

NEW CASTLE, COLORADO 81647

(970) 984-0474

www.truenorthcolorado.com

PROJECT NO: 2021-100
DATE: April 27, 2021
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NOTICE:  ACCORDING TO COLORADO LAW YOU MUST COMMENCE ANY

LEGAL ACTION BASED UPON ANY DEFECT IN THIS SURVEY WITHIN THREE

YEARS AFTER YOU FIRST DISCOVER SUCH DEFECT.  IN NO EVENT MAY ANY

ACTION BASED UPON ANY DEFECT IN THIS SURVEY BE COMMENCED MORE

THAN TEN YEARS FROM THE DATE OF CERTIFICATION SHOWN HEREON.

VICINITY MAP

SITE

CITY OF ASPEN

N

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATION

I, RODNEY P. KISER, A REGISTERED LAND SURVEYOR, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE PREPARED TTHIS RIGHT-OF-WAY

VACATION PLAT, THAT THAT LOCATION OF THE OUTSIDE BOUNDARY AND OTHER FEATURES ARE ACCURATELY AND

CORRECTLY SHOWN HEREON, THAT THE SAME ARE BASED ON A FIELD SURVEY PERFORMED JANUARY 27, 2021 UNDER

MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND RESPONSIBLE CHARGE AND THAT THE PLATTED SITE CONFORMS TO THOSE STAKED ON

THE GROUND. LINEAR ERROR OF CLOSURE IS LESS THAN 1:15,000.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I HAVE SET MY HAND AND SEAL THIS ______ DAY OF ____________________, 2021.

______________________________________________________________________________

CLERK  & RECORDER CERTIFICATE

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT HAS BEEN ACCEPTED FOR FILING IN THE OFFICE OF THE

CLERK AND RECORDER OF PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO ON THIS ________ DAY OF

______________________, 2021, IN PLAT BOOK ________ AT

PAGE ___________ AS RECEPTION NO. ________________________.

_________________________________________________________________

 CLERK & RECORDER

BY: _____________________________________________________________

DEPUTY

PURPOSE STATEMENT: THE PURPOSE OF THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT IS TO VACATE

THE WESTERN 10 FEET OF SOUTH FOURTH STREET LYING IMMEDIATELY EASTERLY TO LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR APPROVAL

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

THIS _________ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 PHILLIP SUPINO - DIRECTOR

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CITY ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT REVIEW

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT WAS REVIEWED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENT THIS ____ DAY OF_____________________________, 2021.

BY:___________________________________________________________

 TRISH ARAGON, PE

CITY ENGINEER

CERTIFICATE OF OWNERSHIP

THE UNDERSIGNED, CITY OF ASPEN AS OWNER OF THE WESTERN 10 FEET SOUTH FOURTH STREET

LYING IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO LOT I, BLOCK 32, CITY AND TOWNSITE OF ASPEN

CONTAINING 0.023 ACRES, MORE OR LESS, DOES HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY

VACATION PLAT.

CITY OF ASPEN

130 S. GALENA STREET

ASPEN, CO 81611

BY:_________________________________________________________

CITY MANAGER

STATE OF COLORADO )

) SS

COUNTY OF PITKIN )

THE FOREGOING RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT WAS EXECUTED AND ACKNOWLEDGED BEFORE

ME ON ____________________________________________________, 2021

BY ________________________________________.

WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 

______________________________________________________

NOTARY PUBLIC

CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL

THIS RIGHT-OF-WAY VACATION PLAT IS APPROVED BY THE CITY OF ASPEN COUNCIL

PURSUANT TO ORDINANCE NO._______________, SERIES OF 20___, RECORDED AS RECEPTION

NO.___________________________________ AND CONFIRMED BY A VOTE OF THE PUBLIC PURSUANT

TO ELECTION HELD NOVEMBER ___, 2021.

BY:__________________________________________________________________

 CITY COUNCIL OFFICIAL
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 LANDSCAPING AND YARD EASEMENT AGREEMENT 
 
 

This LANDSCAPING AND YARD EASEMENT AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made 
and effective this       day of                    , 2021 between R.D Olson Investments II, LLC, a 
California limited liability company, whose address is 520 Newport Center Drive, Ste. 600, Newport 
Beach, CA 92660 (“RDOI”), and the CITY OF ASPEN, a body corporate and politic, whose address 
is 130 South Galena St., Aspen, Colorado 81611 (“City”).  Individually, RDOI and the City are 
each a “Party” and together the “Parties.” 
 
 RECITALS 
 

A. City is the owner of the property described on Exhibit A, attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by this reference (“Easement Area”). 
 

B. The City has agreed to grant RDOI an easement for the benefit of RDOI on the 
Easement Area.  The purpose of this Agreement is to grant RDOI an easement for the 
installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of yard and landscaping areas, including, but 
not limited to, plants, trees, shrubs, bushes, grass, patios and decks, lighting, sitting areas, shade 
features or improvements, a hot tub, a swimming pool, underground utilities, fencing, retaining 
walls, planting structures, walls, and other features common to yards and landscaping areas. 
 
 AGREEMENT 
 

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby 
acknowledged and confessed, the parties agree as follows: 
 

1. Grant of Easement.  City hereby conveys, assigns, transfers and grants to RDOI a 
perpetual and exclusive easement over and across the Easement Area.  The Easement Area shall 
be used by RDOI for construction, installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of yard and 
landscaping areas including, but not limited to, plants, trees, shrubs, bushes, grass, patios and 
decks, lighting, sitting areas, shade features or improvements, a hot tub, a swimming pool, 
underground utilities, fencing, retaining walls, planting structures, walls, and other structures 
and features common to yards and landscaping areas.  RDOI shall pay all costs for construction, 
installation, maintenance, repair and replacement of all improvements within the Easement 
Area.  Any utilities shall be underground.  RDOI shall keep the Easement Area and all 
improvements in good repair and condition.  RDOI agrees at all times to maintain the Easement 
Area so its appearance is compatible with the surrounding property.  No improvements shall be 
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installed within the Easement Area without the prior written consent (which may be by email) 
of the Parks and Recreation Department of the City, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld, conditioned or delayed.  Prior to the installation of any improvements within the 
Easement Area, RDOI shall provide to the Parks and Recreation Department plans and 
specifications for any proposed improvements.  The failure of the Parks and Recreation 
Department to respond for a period of thirty (30) days shall be deemed to be an approval of such 
proposed improvements.  Any lighting shall comply with the requirements of the City standards. 
 Without the express written consent of both parties, which consent may be withheld for any or 
no reason, the use of the Easement Area shall not be expanded or increased.  There shall be no 
parking at any time in the Easement Area. 

 
2. Indemnification.  RDOI agrees to protect, indemnify and hold harmless City from 

and against any loss, damage or claims, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, arising out 
of: (i) the use of the Easement Area by RDOI or its guests or invitees, which indemnity shall 
include, but not be limited to, injury or loss to persons or property; and (ii) any mechanic lien 
claims for unpaid labor, services or materials affecting any of the Easement Area.  RDOI shall 
obtain, at its expense, and keep in full force and effect, with a reputable insurer, general public 
liability insurance for the Easement Area with a limit of not less than $1,000,000.00 and, during 
times of construction of any improvements, repairs or replacements, shall maintain (or cause its 
contractor to maintain) workmen's compensation and builder's risk insurance in amounts 
reasonably satisfactory to City; and all said policies shall name City (or any subsequent owner of 
the land burdened hereby) as an additional insured and RDOI shall provide City (or any 
subsequent owner of the land burdened hereby) with proof of such insurance.  The City shall 
have the right to request RDOI to review and increase the limits of insurance coverage 
hereunder based on prevailing limits then carried by like or similar risks. 

 
3. Representations of City.  With respect to the lands included in the Easement Area, 

City represents that it is well seized of and has good title to such lands, free and clear of all liens 
or encumbrances and free and clear of all taxes, and that RDOI shall have, subject to the terms, 
provisions, and conditions hereof, the quiet and peaceful possession and use of the Easement 
Area for the purposes intended. 

 
4. Notices.  Any notice, demand, or document which either party is required or may 

desire to give, deliver or make to the other party shall be in writing and may be personally 
delivered or given by United States certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to the 
address set forth in the introductory paragraph of this Agreement.  Any notice, demand or 
document so given, delivered or made by United States mail shall be deemed to have been 
received on the earlier of the date actually received or the third business day after the same is 
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deposited in the United States mail as certified matter, addressed as above provided, with postage 
prepaid. 

 
5. Miscellaneous. 

 
a. Notice of Default, Right to Cure.  In the event of any default under the 

provisions of this Agreement, the non-defaulting party shall, prior to the exercise of any 
right or remedy, give the party alleged to be in default written notice of such default 
together with right for a period of ten days after receipt of such notice to cure said 
default.  If an alleged default by its nature is not capable of being cured within the time 
provided, the party alleged to be in default shall, provided such party is proceeding with 
all due diligence, have up to an additional twenty days to cure said default.  If a default is 
not cured within the time provided or any extension thereof (which right to cure period 
shall not under any circumstances exceed in the aggregate thirty days), the non-
defaulting party shall then and thereafter be free to pursue any right or remedy allowed 
by this Agreement or otherwise by law. 

 
b. Remedies.  Either party shall have the right and power to bring suit in its 

own name for any legal or equitable relief due to lack of compliance with any provisions 
of this Agreement.  If any court proceedings are instituted in connection with the rights 
of enforcement and remedies provided in this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to reimbursement of its costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, 
in connection therewith. 

 
c. No Waiver.  The failure of either party to insist upon the strict 

performance of any provisions of this Agreement or to exercise any right or option 
available to it, or to serve any notice or to institute any action, shall not be a waiver or a 
relinquishment for the future of any such provision. 

 
d. Amendments in Writing.  This Agreement may not be amended, nor may 

any rights hereunder be waived, except by an instrument in writing executed by the 
parties hereto and duly recorded in the real estate records of Pitkin County, Colorado. 

 
e. Colorado Law.  The interpretation, enforcement or any other matters 

relative to this Agreement shall be construed and determined in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Colorado. 
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f. Run With the Land.  All the provisions of this Agreement, including the 
benefits and burdens created thereby, shall run with the land. 

 
g. Correction Documents.  In the event any clerical or other errors are found 

in this Agreement or any legal descriptions or other exhibits hereto, or in the event any 
exhibit shall be missing, the parties agree to promptly execute, acknowledge, initial 
and/or deliver as necessary any documentation in order to correct the erroneous 
document, description, exhibit or to provide any missing exhibit. 

 
h. Binding Effect; Recording.  All provisions of this Agreement inure to the 

benefit of and are binding upon the parties hereto, their heirs, successors, assigns and 
personal representatives.  This Agreement shall be recorded in the records of the Pitkin 
County Clerk and Recorder’s Office.   

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have signed this Agreement the day and year first 

written above. 
 
 
      GRANTOR: 
  R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, a California limited liability company 
 
 
      By:        
       Robert D. Olson, Managing Member 
 
 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the 
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy or validity of that document.     
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

 
COUNTY OF ORANGE ) 

 
On ___________________________ before me, _____________________________ 
             (insert name and title of the officer) 
personally appeared Robert D. Olson, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to 
be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to 
me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
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I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 
 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
Signature ____________________________________________________ (Seal) 
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R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, a California limited liability company 
 
 
By:        
 Robert D. Olson, Managing Member 
 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the 
individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy or validity of that document.     
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

 
COUNTY OF ORANGE ) 

 
On ___________________________ before me, _____________________________ 

   (insert name and title of the officer) 
personally appeared Robert D. Olson, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to 
be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to 
me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the 
person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
 
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 
 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
Signature ____________________________________________________ (Seal) 
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ATTEST:     THE CITY OF ASPEN 
 
 
 
      By:         
_______________________    Torre, Mayor 
Deputy City Clerk     DATE:       
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:   MANAGER APPROVAL: 
 
 
              
James True     Sara Ott 
City Attorney     City Manager 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
 
 
      
Austin Weis, Director 
Parks and Open Space Program 
 
 
STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by Torre, as Mayor of the City of Aspen, Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
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Recording requested by and return to: 
City of Aspen  
Parks & Recreation Department 
130 South Galena 
Aspen, Colorado 81611 
 

DEED OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT 
PRIDE OF ASPEN – CITY OF ASPEN 

 
 

THIS DEED OF CONSERVATION EASEMENT (“Deed”) is granted effective as of the 
______ day of ____________, 202__, by the R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC a California lim-
ited liability company, whose address is 520 Newport Center Drive, Ste. 600, Newport Beach, 
CA 92660 (“Grantor”), to the CITY OF ASPEN, a body corporate and politic, whose address is 
130 South Galena St., Aspen, Colorado 81611 (“City”) and to the BOARD OF COUNTY 
COMMISSIONERS OF PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO (“BOCC”), a body corporate and 
politic, whose address is 530 East Main Street, Aspen, Colorado 81611 (the City and the County 
are sometimes referred to herein as the “Grantee”), for the purpose of forever conserving the 
open space character, wildlife habitat, and scenic qualities of the subject property. 
 

WITNESS THAT: 

Grantor is the sole owner in fee simple of the property (the “Property”) which is specifi-
cally described on Exhibit A hereto and depicted on Exhibit B, consisting of approximately 
19.329 acres of land more or less located in Pitkin County, State of Colorado and immediately 
adjacent to the City of Aspen, Colorado.  The Property is a part of one of the most prominent and 
important views from within the City and areas of the County near the City. 

In accordance with the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (“IRC”) and Treas-
ury Regulation 1.170A-14(d)(4) regarding preservation of open space, the parties agree and 
acknowledge that the preservation of the Property will yield a significant public benefit and will 
add to the scenic and open space character of the landscape in Pitkin County and as viewed from 
the City.  The Property qualifies as open space because it will be preserved for the scenic enjoy-
ment of the general public and is preserved pursuant to a clearly delineated governmental con-
servation policy.  Conservation of the Property will further yield a significant public benefit. 
 

• Scenic Enjoyment.  The Property lies within a mapped Environmentally Sensitive Area 
designated by the City, and adds to the scenic character of the local rural landscape in 
which it lies, and provides a degree of openness, contrast and variety to the overall land-
scape.  The Property is adjacent to the City of Aspen and provides a critical and very 
prominent view area.  A portion of the Property is visually accessible to the general public 
from most of the City of Aspen as well as from Colorado Highway 82 and from Castle 
Creek Road, which are open to and actively used by residents of Pitkin County and the 
State of Colorado, and from public lands and trails on and surrounding Aspen, a popular 
recreational destination. The terms of the Easement do not permit future development on 
the Property that would interfere with the essential scenic quality of the land. 
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• Governmental Policies. Conservation of the Property is promoted by the following local 
and state governmental policies.  The laws and regulations of the State of Colorado and 
the United States also support conservation of the Property relative to its scenic, wildlife 
habitat, agricultural heritage, educational and natural area values:   

 
o Local Policies:  Conservation of the Property helps to maintain a valuable open 

space resource.  The City of Aspen addresses the need for protecting open space 
in its Home Rule Charter, which contains the Open Space/Trails Program under 
Article XIII and through its Environmentally Sensitive Areas regulations which 
discourages development above the 8,040 elevation level for scenic protection 
purposes.  Similarly, Pitkin County addresses the need for protecting open space 
in its Home Rule Charter, which contains the Open Space and Trails Program’s 
enabling legislation under Article XIII.  Under both Home Rule Charters, criteria 
for open space acquisitions include: (1) Areas within public scenic viewplains; (2) 
Incorporating or protecting significant wildlife habitat; (3) Protecting recreational 
opportunities such as trails; and (4) protecting other public lands from the impacts 
of development. 
 

o Statewide Policies: The State of Colorado has recognized the importance of pri-
vate efforts toward the preservation of natural systems in the State by the enact-
ment of several sections of Colorado Revised Statutes (“C.R.S.”) (see below). 

 
• Significant Public Benefit.  The Property is a unique part of a rural, mountainous area of 

Pitkin County, where there is a trend toward residential development in the near vicinity.  
The City of Aspen is immediately adjacent to the Property.  There is a strong likelihood 
that development of the Property would contribute to degradation of the scenic and natural 
character of the area.  Preservation of the Property will continue to provide an opportunity 
for the general public to appreciate its scenic values and will increase the amount of con-
served lands.  Further, Grantor has granted to the Grantee the right to construct and main-
tain non-motorized, recreational trails and associated connections to or re-routing of other 
trails through the Property for the public benefit. 

 
In accordance with the IRC and Treasury Regulation 1.170A-14(d)(3) regarding the pro-

tection of a natural environmental system or habitat, preservation of the Property will provide 
significant relatively natural habitat in which wildlife, plant communities, or similar ecosystems 
normally live. 

• Relatively Natural Habitat.  The native plant communities on the Property are in excellent 
condition.  The Property provides access to Castle Creek for wildlife and riparian habitat 
along Castle Creek.  The Colorado Parks and Wildlife Big Game Species Wildlife Habi-
tat Mapping shows the property to include: Elk Winter Range and Elk Overall Range; 
Mule Deer Summer Range and Mule Deer Overall Range; and Black Bear Fall Concen-
tration and Overall Range. 

• Open Space [§ 1.170A-14(d)(4)].  The Property qualifies as open space because it will be 
preserved for the scenic enjoyment of the general public and is pursuant to a clearly delin-
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eated governmental conservation policy.  Conservation of the Property will further yield a 
significant public benefit.   

 
In accordance with the IRC and Treasury Regulation 1.170A-14(d)(4)(ii) regarding sce-

nic enjoyment, this Deed provides for the preservation of land for the scenic enjoyment of the 
public.  Preservation of the Property is important to maintaining the scenic character of the local 
rural landscape.  The Property is visually accessible to the general public traveling along Colora-
do State Highway 82, Castle Creek Road and within most of the City of Aspen, as described 
above. 
 

The open space character, wildlife habitat, and scenic qualities of the Property collective-
ly represent the “Conservation Values” of the Property as such term is used throughout this 
Deed.  These Conservation Values are of great importance to the Grantor, the people of the City, 
the people of Pitkin County, and the people of the State of Colorado. 
 

A collection of baseline data on the Property and its resources (the “Baseline Documenta-
tion”) shall be prepared by Grantee as soon as practicable following conveyance of this Conser-
vation Easement to Grantee. The Baseline Documentation shall be the property of and shall be 
deemed owned by the Grantee with a copy to be provided to the Grantor.  The Grantor hereby 
grants Grantee or Grantee’s agent(s) access to the portions of the Property necessary in order to 
prepare the Baseline Documentation.  The data and explanatory text, photographs and maps to be 
assembled in the Baseline Documentation is agreed by the parties hereto to provide an accurate 
representation of the Property at the time of this grant, notwithstanding the fact that the Baseline 
Documentation will be prepared after the effective date of this grant, and the parties 
acknowledge that the Baseline Documentation will serve as an objective information baseline for 
monitoring compliance with the terms of this Conservation Easement.  Grantee shall bear the 
expense of the preparation of the Baseline Documentation. 

 
The parties agree that, in the event a controversy arises with respect to the nature and ex-

tent of the biological or physical condition of the Property, the parties shall not be foreclosed 
from utilizing all other relevant or material documents, surveys, reports, and other information to 
assist in the resolution of the controversy. 
 

The conservation purposes of this Deed are recognized by, and the grant of this Deed will 
serve, at least and without limitation, the following clearly delineated governmental conservation 
policies: 
 

§ Colorado Revised Statutes §§38-30.5-101, 102, et seq., providing for the estab-
lishment of conservation easements to maintain land “in a natural, scenic or open condition, or 
for wildlife habitat, or for agricultural * * * or other use or condition consistent with the pro-
tection of open land having wholesome environmental quality or life-sustaining ecological di-
versity, * * *.” 

§ The Colorado Wildlife and Parks and Outdoor Recreation statutes, Colorado 
Revised Statutes §33-1-101, et seq., which provide that “it is the policy of the state of Colora-
do that the wildlife and their environment are to be protected, preserved, enhanced, and man-
aged for the use, benefit and enjoyment of the people of this state and its visitors.” 
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§ The City of Aspen Home Rule Charter, Article XIII, Open Space/Trails. 

§ The Pitkin County Land Use Code which states that the preservation of wildlife 
habitat and open space conforms with Policies 2-120 (Scenic Quality), 2-160 (Wildlife Man-
agement), 2-280 (Compatibility with Public Lands), and 2-290 (Access to Public Lands). 

§ Colorado Revised Statutes §38-30.5-102, provides for the establishment of conserva-
tion easements to maintain land “in a natural, scenic, or open condition, or for wildlife habitat, or 
for agricultural * * * or other use or condition consistent with the protection of open land, envi-
ronmental quality or life-sustaining ecological diversity.” 

§ The Colorado Wildlife and Parks and Outdoor Recreation statutes, Colorado Revised 
Statutes §33-1-101 and §33-10-101, which provide, respectively, that “it is the policy of the state 
of Colorado that the wildlife and their environment are to be protected, preserved, enhanced, and 
managed for the use, benefit, and enjoyment of the people of this state and its visitors” and that 
“it is the policy of the state of Colorado that the natural, scenic, scientific, and outdoor recreation 
areas of this state are to be protected, preserved, enhanced, and managed for the use, benefit, and 
enjoyment of the people of this state and visitors of this state.” 

§ The Colorado Department of Transportation statutes, Colorado Revised Statutes 
§43-1-401, et seq., provide that the “preservation and enhancement of the natural and scenic 
beauty of this state” is a substantial state interest. 

§ The Western Governors' Association Policy Resolution 08-21 supports “voluntary in-
centive-based methods for preserving open space, maintaining land and water for agricultural 
and timber production, wildlife and other values.” 

The Grantee is a “qualified conservation organization” as defined by the IRC, and accepts 
the responsibility of enforcing the terms of this Deed and upholding its conservation purposes 
forever. 
 

Grantor intends that the property interest conveyed by this Deed to Grantee be for the ex-
clusive purpose of assuring that, under Grantee’s perpetual stewardship, the Conservation Values 
of the Property will be conserved and maintained forever, and that uses of the land that are in-
consistent with these Conservation Values or that would substantially diminish or impair the 
Conservation Values will be prevented or corrected.  The parties agree, however, that non-
motorized trail uses and improvements on the Property are consistent with the conservation pur-
poses of this Deed. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the facts recited above and of the mutu-
al covenants contained herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and suf-
ficiency of which are hereby confessed and acknowledged, Grantor hereby grants and conveys to 
Grantees, and their assigns, a perpetual conservation easement in gross, pursuant to Section 38-
30.5-101, et seq., Colorado Revised Statutes, over, across and upon the Property, subject to the 
terms and conditions hereinafter set forth (the “Conservation Easement”). Grantees hereby 
acknowledge, accept without reservation and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of 
this Conservation Easement. 
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1. Purpose. It is the essential purpose of this Conservation Easement to preserve and 

protect, in perpetuity, the natural, ecological, wildlife habitat, open space, and scenic values (the 
Conservation Values) of the Property.  To achieve this Purpose, Grantor intends to convey this 
Deed of Conservation Easement to Grantee to ensure that the Conservation Values of Property 
will be preserved and protected forever.  Subject to the purpose of this Easement, Grantor and 
Grantee intend to permit only uses of the Property which do not substantially diminish or impair 
the Property’s Conservation Values and to prevent any use of the Property that will substantially 
impair or interfere with protecting the Property’s Conservation Values.  It is the intent of the 
Grantor to preserve the Property in its scenic, natural, historic and open space condition to pre-
serve the open space character, wildlife habitat, and scenic qualities of the Property.  Notwith-
standing the foregoing, nothing herein shall prohibit Grantee from safely and sensitively devel-
oping non-motorized, recreational trails on, over or through the Property. 

2. Rights of Grantee. To accomplish the purpose of this Deed the following rights 
are conveyed to Grantee by this Deed: 

A. To preserve and protect the Conservation Values of the Property; 

B. To enter upon the Property at reasonable times in order to monitor Gran-
tor’s compliance with the terms of this Deed; provided that such entry shall be upon prior rea-
sonable notice to Grantor, which shall typically be no less than forty-eight (48) hours’ advance 
notice, and Grantee shall not unreasonably interfere with Grantor’s use and quiet enjoyment of 
the Property;  

C. Subject to compliance with any applicable land use entitlement or review 
process, constructing, developing, maintaining, repairing and replacing non-motorized, recrea-
tional trails on, over or through the Property; and 

D. To prevent any activity on or use of the Property that is inconsistent with 
the purpose of this Deed and to require the restoration of such areas or features of the Property 
that may be damaged by any inconsistent activity or use. 

3. Permitted and Prohibited Uses. Grantor shall not perform, nor knowingly allow 
others to perform, any act on or affecting the Property that is inconsistent with the covenants 
herein.  Grantor hereby authorizes Grantee and it shall be Grantees’ obligation to enforce these 
covenants and restrictions in the manner described below.  However, nothing in this Deed shall 
require Grantor to take any action to restore the condition of the Property after any fire, change 
in climate, act of God or other event over which Grantor had no control. 

A. Structures.  The construction of any building or other structures, other than 
as specifically permitted under the terms of this Conservation Easement, is prohibited. 

B. Fences.  Grantor may, but shall not be obligated to replace, repair or im-
prove any existing fences on the Property and erect new fencing provided such new or replaced 
fencing is consistent with then-current Colorado Division of Wildlife (“CDOW”) guidelines for 
fencing located within a wildlife migration area and any applicable county regulations, so as to 
permit the movement of wildlife across the Property.  Any disturbance to the Property that re-
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sults from such fence maintenance or construction shall be reseeded and restored to as close to its 
prior condition as possible.   

C. Subdivision.  All partition, division, subdivision or de facto subdivision of 
title to the Property, whether by physical or legal process, is prohibited.  The Property shall be 
conveyed only in its entirety. 

D. Development Rights. Grantor hereby grants to Grantee all development 
rights except as specifically reserved herein, and the parties agree that such rights are terminated 
and extinguished, and may not be used on or transferred off of the Property to any other proper-
ty, adjacent or otherwise. 

E. Conservation Practices.  Grantor recognizes the importance of good re-
source management and stewardship to maintain the Conservation Values for present and future 
generations.  Grantor shall comply with and have responsibility for compliance of the Property 
with the Colorado Noxious Weed Act and any other governmental noxious weed control regula-
tions. 

F. Timber Harvesting.  Trees may be cut to control insects and disease, to 
prevent personal injury and property damage, for firewood and for other domestic uses, includ-
ing construction of fences on the Property, and as minimally necessary for purposes of construc-
tion, maintenance, repair and replacement of recreational trails.  

G. Mining.  The commercial mining or extraction of soil, sand, gravel, oil, 
natural gas, fuel, coal, or any other mineral substance owned by Grantor as of the date of this 
Deed or later acquired by Grantor, using any surface mining method is prohibited.  Grantor 
makes no warranties or representations concerning the existing mining waste materials on the 
Property and shall have no obligation to remove or remediate such mining waste. 

H. Paving, Road & Trail Construction.  No portion of the Property shall be 
paved or otherwise be covered with concrete, asphalt, or any other paving material.  No addition-
al road shall be constructed for access within the Property, for access to other adjacent proper-
ties, or for other purposes, except for any unpaved road or trail on or permitted to hereafter be 
constructed on the Property.  After reasonable notice to Grantee, any such road or trail permitted 
by this paragraph shall be constructed in a manner that does not substantially diminish or impair 
the Conservation Values of the Property. 

I. Trash.  The dumping or accumulation of any kind of trash or refuse on the 
Property, other than farm-related trash and refuse produced on the Property, is strictly prohibited.  
Grantee shall be responsible for removal of any trash, refuse, liter or other waste left on the 
Property by members of the public. 

J. Recreational Uses and Improvements.  Other than non-motorized recrea-
tional trails, no recreational building, structure or improvement shall be built on the Property, 
including but not limited to, restrooms, washing facilities, trash enclosures, athletic fields, golf 
courses or ranges, race tracks, airstrips, helicopter pads, or shooting ranges.  Use of the Property 
for more than “de minimis” commercial recreation activity is prohibited.  The term “de minimis” 
shall have the meaning as set forth in § 2031(c)(8)(B), IRC, and the Treasury Regulations adopt-
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ed pursuant thereto.  Non-motorized recreational uses are permitted only if they are (i) not com-
mercial; (ii) on trails approved by the Grantee for non-motorized use; and (iii) conducted in a 
manner that would not substantially diminish the Conservation Values. 

K. Motorized Vehicles. Motorized vehicles may only be used for construction 
and maintenance of non-motorized hiking and biking trails and shall be used in a manner that 
does not substantially diminish or impair the Conservation Values of the Property.  There shall 
be no off-road vehicle courses for snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles, motorcycles, E-Bikes or 
electric bicycles, or other motorized vehicles.  Recreational use of motorized vehicles is prohib-
ited.  

L. Camping/Commercial Uses/Hunting.  No camping shall be allowed on the 
Property.  No industrial or commercial uses shall be allowed on the Property.  No hunting is al-
lowed on the Property.   

M. Signage or Billboards. No commercial signs, billboards, awnings, or ad-
vertisements shall be displayed or placed on the Property, except for any trail signs if a trail is 
constructed on the Property, “no trespassing” signs, and signs informing the public of the status 
of ownership.  No signs shall materially adversely affect the Conservation Values of the Proper-
ty. 

4. Rights Retained by Grantor.  As owners of the Property, Grantor retains the right 
to perform any act not specifically prohibited or limited by this Deed. These ownership rights 
include, but are not limited to, the right to sell or otherwise transfer the Property to anyone Gran-
tor shall choose. 

5. Notice of Intention to Undertake Certain Permitted Actions. The purpose of re-
quiring Grantors to notify Grantee prior to undertaking certain permitted activities is to afford 
Grantee an opportunity to ensure that the activities in question are designed and carried out in a 
manner consistent with the purpose of this Deed.  Whenever notice is required, Grantors shall 
notify Grantee in writing not less than thirty (30) days prior to the date Grantors intend to under-
take the activity in question.  The notice shall describe the nature, scope, design, location, time-
table, and any other material aspect of the proposed activity in sufficient detail to permit Grantee 
to make an informed judgment as to its consistency with the purpose of this Deed. 

6. Grantee’s Approval.  Where Grantee’s approval is required, Grantee shall grant or 
withhold its approval in writing within thirty (30) days of receipt of Grantor’s written request 
therefor.  Grantee’s approval may be withheld only upon a reasonable determination by Grantee 
that the action as proposed would be inconsistent with the purpose of this Deed.  Failure of 
Grantee to respond within the required thirty (30) days shall be deemed approval by Grantee. 

7. Responsibilities of Grantor and Grantee Not Affected.  The parties agree to the 
following responsibilities: 

A. Taxes.  Grantor shall continue to be solely responsible for payment of all 
taxes and assessments before delinquency levied against the Property by competent authority 
(collectively “taxes”).  If Grantee is ever required to pay any taxes or assessments on its interest 
in the Property, Grantor will reimburse Grantee for the same. 
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B. Upkeep and Maintenance.  Grantee, not Grantor, shall be solely responsi-
ble for the upkeep and maintenance of the Property, to the extent it may be required by law, in-
cluding but not limited to the control of noxious weeds.  Grantor shall have no obligation for the 
upkeep or maintenance of the Property.  Moreover, it shall be the Grantee’s obligation to prevent 
trespass, “squatters” and public camping on the Property.  Grantor shall enforce the covenants 
and restrictions contained in Section three (3) above.  Grantee shall be responsible for compli-
ance with any hazard mitigation associated with installation of non-motorized, recreational trails 
on the Property. 

C. Liability Insurance and Indemnification.  Grantee shall obtain and pay for 
a general liability insurance policy for the Property and include Grantor as an additional insured 
on such insurance policy.  Such general liability insurance policy shall have limits of at least 
one-million dollars per occurrence and two million dollars aggregate.  Grantee shall not be enti-
tled to “self-insure” for this obligation.  Grantee shall provide certificates of such insurance to 
Grantor upon reasonable request on an annual basis.  To the extent any liability associated with 
the Property is not covered and paid for by such liability insurance, Grantee shall hold Grantor 
and its members, managers, officers, employees, attorneys, agents and affiliates (collectively, the 
"Indemnified Grantor Parties" and each an “Indemnified Grantor Party”) harmless from and 
against the aggregate of all losses, obligations, liabilities, assessments, judgments, damages, de-
ficiencies, demands, claims, costs, penalties, fees and expenses of every kind and nature whatso-
ever (including, without limitation, reasonable counsel and paralegal fees and expenses) incurred 
or suffered by any Grantor Indemnified Party directly arising out of, relating to, or resulting from 
all obligations and liabilities incurred by Grantor with respect to its ownership of the Property, 
except for general real property taxes, after the Effective Date which are asserted against Indem-
nified Grantor Parties (or any of them) and will fully indemnify them for any payments, loss or 
other damages suffered, including reasonable costs and expenses in defending the same, inclu-
sive of reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs and costs of appeal in connection with such liabili-
ties and obligations of Grantor.  The Grantee acknowledges that, since it is the Grantee’s obliga-
tion to maintain the Property and any and all improvements, such as trail improvements, which 
may be constructed and maintained on the Property, the Grantee is the party that would be re-
sponsible for any claim or damage that occurs on the Property and, as such, this agreement to 
indemnify and hold harmless is not an agreement by the Grantee to “become responsible for” a 
debt of a third party in violation of Article XI, Section 1 of the Colorado Constitution.   

8. Enforcement. Grantee shall have the right to prevent and correct or require correc-
tion of violations of the terms of this Deed.  With reasonable advance notice to Grantor (except 
in the case of any ongoing or imminent violation, in which case such notice is not required), 
Grantee may enter the Property for the purpose of inspecting for violations.  If Grantee finds 
what it believes is a violation, Grantee may, at its discretion, take appropriate legal action.  Upon 
discovery of any such violation, the Grantee shall immediately notify Grantor in writing of the 
alleged violation.  The Grantee shall give Grantor sixty (60) days to correct the alleged violation 
before filing any legal action.  When an ongoing or imminent violation is causing material dam-
age to or could irreversibly diminish or impair the Conservation Values of the Property, Grantee 
may, at its discretion, take appropriate legal action.  If the parties cannot resolve the violation 
themselves, the parties may mutually agree to an alternative method of dispute resolution, such 
as meditation.  If a court with jurisdiction determines that a violation may exist or has occurred, 
Grantee may obtain an injunction, temporarily or permanently, in addition to such other relief as 
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the court deems appropriate.  A court may also issue an injunction requiring Grantor to restore 
the Property to its condition prior to the violation.  In any case where a court finds that a viola-
tion has occurred, Grantor shall reimburse Grantee for all its expenses incurred in stopping and 
correcting the violation, including but not limited to reasonable attorneys’ fees. 

Any failure by Grantee to discover a violation or forbearance by the Grantee to exercise 
their rights under this Deed in the event of any breach of any term of this Deed by Grantor shall 
not be deemed or construed to be a waiver by Grantee of such term of any subsequent breach of 
the same or any other term of this Deed or of any of Grantee's rights under this Deed.  No delay 
or omission by the Grantee in the exercise of any right or remedy upon any breach by the Gran-
tor shall impair such right or remedy, or be construed as a waiver.  The Grantor hereby waives 
any defense available to the Grantor pursuant to Colorado Revised Statutes §38-41-119, or the 
defense of laches, estoppel, or prescription. 

9. Access.  No right of access to the general public to any portion of the Property is 
conveyed by this Deed nor shall such a right ever be construed to have been conveyed by this 
Deed, except in the event that Grantee may hereafter install a non-motorized, recreational trail 
for access across the Property. 

10. Transfer of Easement; Requirement for Assignment or Enforcement. 

A. Transfer by Grantee.  With the prior written consent of Grantor (which 
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned) Grantee shall have the right 
to transfer the easement created by this Deed and to assign its rights thereunder to any private 
nonprofit organization that, at the time of transfer, is a qualified organization under § 170(h), 
IRC, and under Colorado Revised Statutes §38-30.5-101, et seq., (a “Qualified Organization”), 
expressly agrees to assume the responsibility imposed on Grantee by this Deed and agrees that 
the conservation purposes of this Deed will continue to be carried out.  Notwithstanding anything 
in this paragraph to the contrary, this Deed shall not be transferred by Grantee to any govern-
mental entity or public agency without the consent of the Grantor, which consent shall be in 
Grantor’s sole discretion.  If Grantee desires to transfer this Deed to a Qualified Organization, 
but Grantor refuses to approve the transfer, a court with jurisdiction shall transfer this Deed to 
another Qualified Organization that is not a governmental organization and that agrees to assume 
the responsibility of enforcing this Deed, provided that Grantor receives notice of and an oppor-
tunity to participate in the court proceeding. 

B. Transfer by Judicial Process.  If the Grantee ever ceases to exist or is no 
longer a Qualified Organization, then the Deed shall be assigned to another Qualified Organiza-
tion having similar purposes that agrees to assume the responsibility imposed on Grantee by this 
Deed.  If the Grantee is no longer monitoring and enforcing the terms of this Deed to preserve 
and protect the Conservation Values of the Property, then the Grantor may apply to a court with 
jurisdiction for such court to transfer this Deed to another Qualified Organization having similar 
purposes that agrees to assume the responsibility imposed on Grantee by this Deed, provided that 
Grantee and Grantor receive notice of and an opportunity to participate in the court proceeding. 

11. Transfer of the Property. Grantor shall notify Grantee in writing at least one week 
prior to the transfer of the Property, and the document of conveyance shall expressly refer to this 
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Deed.  Grantee shall have the right to record a document in the real property records in Pitkin 
County to put such third parties on notice of the requirements of this paragraph.  Failure to pro-
vide notice pursuant to this paragraph or such recorded document shall not invalidate any trans-
fer of the Property. 

12. Amendment of Deed.  This Deed may be amended only with the express prior 
written consent of Grantee and Grantor by an instrument duly executed by Grantor and Grantee 
recorded in the real property records of Pitkin County, Colorado.  Any such amendment shall be 
consistent with the purposes of this Deed and shall comply with § 170(h), IRC, or any regula-
tions promulgated thereunder.  Any such amendment shall also be consistent with Colorado Re-
vised Statutes §38-30.5-101, et seq., or any regulations promulgated thereunder, and shall not 
affect the perpetual duration of this Deed. 

13. Condemnation or Other Extinguishment.  If the Property is taken, in whole or in 
part, by exercise of the power of eminent domain, or if circumstances arise in the future that ren-
der the purpose of this Deed impossible to accomplish, this Deed can only be terminated or ex-
tinguished, whether in whole or in part, by judicial proceedings in a court of competent jurisdic-
tion.  Each party shall promptly notify the other party in writing when it first learns of such cir-
cumstances.  Grantor and Grantee stipulate that as of the date of this Deed, they are each vested 
with a real property interest in the Property.  The Parties further stipulate that the Grantees’ in-
terest in the Easement has a value of one-half of one percent (0.5%) of the fair market value of 
the Property, and such percentage interest shall remain constant in relation to any future fair 
market value of the Property.  Such percentage interest shall be used only for determining the 
Grantees’ proportion of proceeds from any payment of damages or action resulting from circum-
stances described in this paragraph when the Deed is extinguished; and shall have no effect in 
any sale or transfer that does not extinguish this Deed.  The Parties agree that the value of any 
improvements to the Property made by Grantor after the date of this Easement is reserved to 
Grantor. 

14. Interpretation.  This Deed shall be interpreted under the laws of the State of Colo-
rado, resolving any ambiguities and questions of the validity of specific provisions so as to pre-
serve the Conservation Values and give maximum effect to its conservation purposes. 

15. Perpetual Duration.  The easement created by this Deed shall be a servitude run-
ning with the land in perpetuity.  Every provision of this Deed that applies to Grantor or Grantee 
shall also apply to their respective agents, heirs, executors, administrators, assigns, and all other 
successors as their interests may appear.  A party's rights and obligations under this Deed termi-
nate upon a permitted transfer of the party’s interest in this Deed or the Property, except that lia-
bility for acts or omissions occurring prior to transfer shall survive transfer. 

16. Notices. Any notices required by this Deed shall be in writing and shall be per-
sonally delivered or sent by certified mail, return receipt requested, to Grantor, Grantee respec-
tively at the following addresses, unless a party has been notified by the other of a change of ad-
dress.  Electronic delivery of notices shall also be deemed sufficient and considered delivered 
upon receipt of confirmation of delivery on the part of the sender: 

To Grantor:   
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             R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC 
    520 Newport Center Drive, Ste. 600,  
    Newport Beach, CA 92660 
 
To Grantee:   
  
   City of Aspen 
    City Manager 
    130 South Galena St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
  With Copies to: 
    Aspen City Attorney’s Office 
    130 South Galena St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
  Pitkin County 
    County Manager 
    530 East Main St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
  With copies to: 
    County Attorney’s Office 
    530 East Main St. 
    Aspen, CO 81611 
 
17. Grantor’s Title Warranty.  Grantor warrants that Grantor has good and sufficient 

title to the Property and hereby promises to defend the same against all claims from persons 
claiming by, through or under Grantor. 

18. Grantor’s Environmental Warranty and Indemnity.  Grantor warrants that Grantor 
has no actual knowledge of a release or threatened release of hazardous substances or wastes on 
the Property and hereby promises to hold harmless, defend, and indemnify Grantee along with 
their respective members, directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors, successors, and as-
signs against all litigation, claims, demands, penalties, and damages, including reasonable attor-
neys’ fees, arising from or connected with any present or future presence or release of hazardous 
or toxic substances on, under, or about the Property.  For the purposes hereof, “Hazardous Sub-
stances” does not mean any typical agricultural chemicals such as herbicides and pesticides 
utilized on properties of this type in Pitkin County, provided that all such chemicals are used in 
accordance with applicable laws and manufacturer’s specifications.  Without limiting the forego-
ing, nothing in this Deed shall be construed as giving rise to any right or ability in Grantee, nor 
shall Grantee have any right or ability, to exercise physical or managerial control over the day-
to-day operations of the Property, or otherwise to become an operator with respect to the Proper-
ty within the meaning of The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Lia-
bility Act of 1980, as amended. 
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19. Subsequent Liens on the Property. No provisions of this Deed should be construed 
as impairing the ability of Grantor to use the Property as collateral for subsequent borrowing, 
provided that any mortgage or lien arising from such a borrowing shall be subordinate to this 
Deed. 

20. No Merger. No merger shall be deemed to have occurred hereunder or under any 
document executed in the future affecting this Deed, unless the parties expressly state that they 
intend a merger of estates or interests to occur. 

21. Recording.  Grantee shall record this Deed in the official records of Pitkin Coun-
ty, and may re-record it at any time as may be required to preserve Grantee’s rights hereunder. 

22. Subsequent Transfers.  Grantor shall incorporate the terms and conditions of this 
Deed in any deed or other legal instrument by which it divests itself of any interest in all or a 
portion of the Property, including, without limitation, conveyance of a leasehold interest to a 
third party.  Grantor further agrees to give written notice to Grantee of the transfer of any interest 
at least one week prior to the date of such transfer.  The failure of Grantor to perform any act re-
quired by this paragraph shall not impair the validity of this Deed or limit its enforceability in 
any way; and failure of Grantor to provide notice pursuant to this paragraph shall not invalidate 
any transfer of the Property. 

23. Liberal Construction.  Any general rule of construction to the contrary notwith-
standing, this Deed shall be liberally construed in favor of the grant to affect the purpose of this 
Deed and the policy and purpose of Colorado Revised Statutes §38-30.5-101, et seq.  If any pro-
vision in this instrument is found to be ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the purpose 
of this Deed that would render the provision valid shall be favored over any interpretation that 
would render it invalid. 

24. Severability.  If any provision of this Deed, or the application thereof to any per-
son or circumstance, is found to be invalid, the remainder of the provisions of this Deed, or the 
application of such provision to persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is found 
to be invalid, as the case may be, shall not be affected thereby. 

25. Entire Agreement.  This Deed sets forth the entire agreement of the parties with 
respect to the easement and supersedes all prior discussions, negotiations, understandings, or 
agreements relating to the easement, all of which are merged herein. 

26. No Forfeiture.  Nothing contained herein will result in a forfeiture or reversion of 
Grantor’s title in any respect. 

27. Successors.  The covenants, terms, conditions, and restrictions of this Deed shall 
be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of, the parties hereto and their respective personal rep-
resentatives, heirs, successors, and assigns and shall continue as a servitude running in perpetuity 
with the Property. 

28. Termination of Rights and Obligations.  A party’s rights and obligations under 
this Deed terminate upon transfer of the party’s interest in the easement or Property, except that 
liability for acts or omissions occurring prior to transfer shall survive transfer. 
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29. Captions.  The captions in this instrument have been inserted solely for conven-
ience of reference and are not a part of this instrument and shall have no effect upon construction 
or interpretation. 

30. Third Party Beneficiaries.  This Deed is entered into by and between Grantor and 
Grantee, and does not benefit or create enforcement rights or responsibilities in any other third 
parties, including the general public. 

31. Acceptance.  As attested by the signature of an authorized party affixed hereto, 
Grantee hereby accepts, without reservation, the rights and responsibilities conveyed by this 
Deed. Grantee acknowledges receipt and acceptance of this Deed encumbering the Property for 
which no goods or services were provided. 

32. Change of Conditions.  A change in the potential economic value of any use that 
is prohibited by or inconsistent with this Deed, or a change in any current or future uses of 
neighboring properties, shall not constitute a change in conditions that makes it impossible or 
impractical for continued use of the Property for conservation purposes and shall not constitute 
grounds for terminating the Deed. 

33. No Land Use Approvals Imputed to Deed.  The Grantor shall be solely responsi-
ble for compliance with applicable laws in regard to the exercise of rights reserved herein to 
Grantor; and the Grantee shall be solely responsible for compliance with applicable laws in re-
gard to the exercise of rights reserved herein to Grantee.  Nothing contained in this Deed is in-
tended to represent a permit or land use approval by the City or Pitkin County. 

 TO HAVE AND TO HOLD, this Deed unto Grantee, its successors and assigns, forever. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor and Grantee, intending to legally bind themselves, 
have set their hands on the date first written above. 
 
      GRANTOR: 
  R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, a Califor-

nia limited liability company 
 
 
      By:        
       Robert D. Olson, Managing Member 
 
 

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of 
the individual who signed the document to which this certificate is attached, and not the 
truthfulness, accuracy or validity of that document. 

    
STATE OF CALIFORNIA ) 

 
COUNTY OF ORANGE ) 
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On ___________________________ before me, _____________________________ 
             (insert name and title of the officer) 
personally appeared Robert D. Olson, who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evi-
dence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capaci-
ty(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity up-
on behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
 
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. 
 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
Signature ____________________________________________________ (Seal) 
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ATTEST:     GRANTEE: 
      THE CITY OF ASPEN 
 
 
      By:         
_______________________     ______________________, Mayor 
Deputy City Clerk     DATE:       
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:   MANAGER APPROVAL: 
 
 
              
James True     Sara Ott 
City Attorney     City Manager 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
 
 
      
Austin Weis, Director 
Parks and Open Space Program 
 
 
STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by Torre, as Mayor of the City of Aspen, Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
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ATTEST:     GRANTEE: 
 
      BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
      OF PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO 
 
 
      By:         
Jeanette Jones      ______________________, Chair 
Deputy Clerk and Recorder    DATE:       
 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM:   MANAGER APPROVAL: 
 
 
              
John Ely     Jon Peacock 
County Attorney    County Manager 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL: 
 
 
      
Gary Tennenbaum, Director 
Pitkin County Open Space and Trails 
 
 
STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by Jeanette Jones, as Deputy County Clerk of Pitkin County, Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
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STATE OF COLORADO  ) 
     ) ss. 
COUNTY OF PITKIN  ) 
 
 The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of ____________, 
2021, by ______________, as Chair of the Board of County Commissioners of Pitkin County, 
Colorado. 
 
 WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
 
 My commission expires: __________________ 
 
 
              
      Notary Public 
 
 
List of Exhibits 
 
A Property legal description 
B Map of the Property 
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I, RODNEY P. KISER, DO HEREBY STATE THAT THIS CONSERVATION EASEMENT EXHIBIT WAS PREPARED BY TRUE

NORTH COLORADO, LLC. FOR R.D OLSON INVESTMENT II, THAT THIS CONSERVATION EASEMENT EXHIBIT WAS
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Arthur I. Mears, P.E., Inc. 
Natural Hazards Consultants

555 County Road 16
Gunnison, CO 81230

TeVFax: ( 970) 641 -3236

May 11, 2009

Mr. Lyle Reeder

P. O. Box 4859

Aspen, CO 81612

RE: Pride of Aspen — Avalanche & Rockfall hazard & mitigation feasibility

Dear Mr. Reeder

As requested by Mr. Francis Fitzmanich, I completed a site inspection, hazard
evaluation and mitigation feasibility study of the above - referenced property
adjacent to Aspen. The site work was completed on May 7. 

Site characteristics

The property I evaluated is
located on the northern slopes

of Shadow Mountain. It

extends from approximately
7, 950 feet elevation near the
end of 4' h Street in Aspen to

approximately 8, 800 feet near
the summit of the mountain. 

Figure 1 is a view of the

property taken from the south
end of 4th Street looking south
toward the summit of Shadow

Mountain. The property
extends upward through the

visible tailings near the base

to the summit. The fairly dense forest consists mostly of Douglas Fir trees less
than 18" in diameter. Cliffs in the right center in the photograph produce rockfall. 

This is discussed below in more detail below. The steep slopes in the forest can
and have also produced small snow avalanches. 

The area considered for residential development is located near the base of the

slope, probably below what is now the tailings area. Final location will be
determined subsequently. The conclusions of this report would apply to sites we
investigated, all of which lie below 8, 040 feet elevation. 
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Rockfall

The rockfall source outcrop is the shattered and broken bedrock in the exposed
cliffs (Fig 2). Mechanical weathering dislodges rocks up to 2 feet in diameter that
fall from the steep exposures. They roll down the steep slopes through the forest
usually breaking into pieces less than 1 foot long. Most of the rocks found on the
slopes were 1 foot in diameter or smaller. Many of the rocks were stopped by
trees or came to rest on the steep slopes. Larger rocks cab roll to the lower
part of the slope. 

Some of the rockfall was certainly

dislodged by old construction activity, 
however the widespread source areas of

shattered bedrock (see Fig 2, for example) 
indicate this is an active rockfall source and

will continue to be active in the future. 

The building site is located on the lower
portion of the lot, below the forest that

provides some protection. Although a

quantitative analysis of rockfall energy and
bounce height of the "design" 2 -foot rock
has not been completed as part of this

feasibility study my experience with rockfall
analysis in this area indicates the following: 

Rockfall on the upper steep
slopes in the forest is relatively
frequent, probably occurring
every 3 to 10 years; 
Rockfall reaching the lower slopes where development might occur is
much less common, probably occurring every 30 to 100 years, on the
average; 

3. 

Cloud Subdivision immediately to the east; fence design
parameters must be determined on a site - specific basis once a fence
location is determined. 

Snow avalanches

Small avalanches ( both loose -snow and small slab types) may begin within the
forest and in open areas adjacent to the forest. The forest will reduce the
volume, speed and energy of the design, 100 -year avalanche. During

2
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exceptional conditions expected no more often on the average than every 30 to
100 years, avalanches may reach to the tailings area. 

Although a quantitative analysis of avalanche dynamics has not been completed, 

my experience with avalanche evaluation in this area suggests that the lower
portion of the property (that could be considered for development) lies in a

Limitations

This study is site and time specific. It has considered existing forest and slope
conditions that exist today (May, 2009). If the forest were ever destroyed ( by fire
or other natural or man -made processes) avalanche and /or rockfall hazards
might increase. 

You as my client should know that while our company can and does attempt to
uphold high professional standards, the state of scientific and engineering
knowledge is incomplete, and does not always permit certainty. The complex
phenomena involved in rockfall and avalanches cannot be perfectly evaluated
and predicted, and methods used to predict their behavior change as new
research becomes available. While we can and will offer our best professional

w

judgment, we cannot and do not offer any warranty or guarantee of results. 

Sincerely, 

r

Arthur 1. Mears, P. E. 
Avalanche - control engineer

A "blue" zone is affected by avalanches with return periods of 30 to 100 years and produce
impact pressures of less than 600 Ibs/ ft'. Building may be permitted in Pitkin County avalanche
blue zones if structural mitigation is used for protection. 
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BRUCE A. COLLINS, PH. D. 
GEOLocicA. AND NATURAL RESOURCE CONSULTANTS

P.O. Box 23 • 11 16 MINEoTA DRIVE

SILT, COLORADO 816$2

PHONE/ FAx (970) 876 -5400

bacol@rof.net

September 25, 2009

Francis Krizmanich

Krizmanich Land Use Planning
79 Light Hill Rd

Snowmass, CO 81654 -9217

ENVIRONMENTAL, 

EXPLORATION, 

AND MINING

GEOLOGY

RE: TRACT B, PART OF PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE CLAIM

U. S. MINERAL SURVEY 7364), PITKIN COUNTY

Dear Mr. Krizmanich: 

I have completed my geologic investigation, as required by H. B. 1041 and Pitkin County Land Use
Code § 7 -20 -20 and §§ 7- 20 -50(a) through (1), of the above - referenced property in the north end
of the Pride ofAspen lode claim at the base of Shadow Mountain. Tract B is at the south end of

South Fourth Street, Aspen, immediately south of the city limits, in Government Lots 19 and 34, 
sec. 12, Township 10 South, Range 85 West, 6h Principal Meridian. The center of the 1. 63 -acre
Development Tract" is 0. 6 miles west and a little north of the Pitkin County Courthouse.' 

As of the date of this report the actual building envelope has not been defined and a detailed site
plan is not available. The general area consists of nearly level ground between the northeast
boundary and the dumps at the portals of the lower and upper tunnels of the Pride of Aspen
Mine, driven south - southwesterly into the lowermost slopes of Shadow Mountain and
approximately 80 vertical feet apart. Portions or all of one or both dumps may be excavated to
provide an adequate building area. Elevations in the probable building area range from

A
approximately 7,940 to 8,040 ft, for total relief of approximately 100 ft (relief on Tract B in its
entirety is somewhat more). Vegetation consists of a typical aspen- confer assemblage altered by
over 125 years of mining, railroad construction and abandonment, and related municipal
activities. 

Geologic Setting. The area is not included in any ofPitkin County' s categories ofPotential Geologic
Hazards ( 19742), although it immediately adjoins a large area ofcategory Pa, potentially unstable
slopes. Although no slope map has been provided, physical evidence suggests slopes on the
building area range from nearly flat between the former right -of -way of the Colorado Midland
Railroad and the base of the lower tunnel dump to the angle of repose of mine refuse on the

As identified on `Subdivision Plat ofthe Hans R. GramigerTracts," GrandValley Surveying LLC, Job No. Gram - Three, dated
July 28, 2008. All distances are straight -line and measured from the approximate center of the "Development Tract" unless
otherwise noted. 

2 Colorado State University, 1974, Potential geologic hazards, Pitkin County, Colorado, Lower Roaring Fork Valley: CSU
Environmental Resources Analysis, map scale 1: 31, 680 (referenced hereinafter as " PitCo maps'). In the Aspen area based
largely on Bryant, 1972 ( cited in paragraph referring to § 7- 20- 050(e) below). 
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dump outslopes ofbetween 35° and 40 °. Based on the USGS 7. 5' Aspen Quadrangle topographic
map, natural slopes above the dumps average about 18.8° ( 32%). 

The building area is mapped geologically at a scale of 1: 24000 by Bryant ( 19713) as mostly
Quaternary talus, his map unit Qt, derived from sedimentary rocks ofPaleozoic age further up the
slopes of Shadow Mountain, with a narrow band ofvalley -floor glacial outwash gravel, Qgb, along
the northern boundary. Talus is described as: 

Angular rock fragments ranging from 'h inch to several feet in diameter; locally
well sorted. Grades to colluvium with increase in sand and silt content. 

Moderately- to heavily- vegetated talus deposits such as found on and upslope from Tract B are
old, have moderately to well - developed soils, and are generally quite stable. Although not well
exposed, talus on Tract B almost certainly consists mostly of limestone and dolomite clasts
derived from the Leadville Limestone and the Manitou Dolomite, well exposed above the tract. 

Lesser amounts ofsandstone, siltstone, shale, and quartzite derived from the Chaffee and Peerless

Formations and the Sawatch Quartzite are probably present as well. The outwash gravels are
crudely bedded, poorly- sorted, and consist almost entirely ofPrecambrian materials eroded from
the glaciated valleys immediately east ofAspen. Bedrock beneath the unconsolidated Quaternary
cover and depth to it are unknown but it is probably either upper Leadville Limestone (map unit
MI) of Mississippian age or the overlying Pennsylvanian Belden Formation ([ Pb). The upper
Leadville, which is exposed in pinnacles and ridges on the upper part of the Pride ofAspen Claim

Tract C), is thick- bedded to massive blue -gray limestone, while the lower Belden is dark -gray to
black limestone, dolomite, shale, and carbonaceous shale. The upper surface of the Leadville, a

weathered unconformity, and the lower carbonate beds of the Belden are commonly brecciated, 
with voids filled with fine sediments ofthe Molas Formation, calcite, barite, or in some areas near

igneous intrusions and concentrated by faulting, sphalerite, galena, and silver minerals, where the
breccias constitute the richest ore deposits of Richmond Hill, Aspen Mountain, and Smuggler
Mountain. 

The property lies in an area close to several projected faults that are part of the extensive and
complicated Aspen Mountain — Richmond Hill fault zone mostly east and southeast as well as the
Castle Creek fault zone to the northwest through southwest. None ofthese faults are projected

immediately beneath Tract B (Bryant, 1971). The faulting is mostly ifnot entirely ofLaramide age.' 
There has been no known movement along these faults in millions of years, although there has
been both reactivated and new faulting accompanying minor igneous activity and solution

Bryant, B., 1971, Geologic map of the Aspen quadrangle, Pitkin County, Colorado: U. S. Geological Survey Geologic
Quadrangle Map GQ -933. 

4 The Laramide period ofmountain building, which produced the basic structure oftoday' s Rocky Mountains, affected the
area between 55 and 65 million years ago. Faults attributed in whole or in part to solution collapse of the Carbondale

collapse center to the west are thought to have last moved between 14 and 34 million years ago, and minor reactivation

of older faults occurred during the volcanic episodes that resulted in the Basalt Mountain lava flows (8. 8 to 7. 9 mya) and
a small flow west of Woody Creek (1. 5 mya); the latter originated from the Castle Creek fault zone. 
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collapses in the region well into the Pleistocene (Laing and Lampiris, 1980; Streufert, etaL, 19985), 
and earthquakes of up to Mercalli Intensity V16 have occurred in the Aspen— Crested
Butte— Carbondale area within the last few decades. In most cases epicenters are unknown but

thought to be well to the south of the property, in the heart of the West Elk Mountains. Dips
measured on exposures of Manitou Dolomite above and west ofTract B range from 55° to 65° 

to the northeast through northwest (Bryant, 1971), or substantially parallel to the northeasterly
surface slope. 

7- 20 -020. Steep and Potentially Unstable Slopes. Slopes on Tract B vary from nearly flat in the
buildable area just south of the abandoned Colorado Midland Railroad grade to as much as nearly
40% on the flanks of the Pride of Aspen dumps. Mine refuse should be treated as uncompacted
fill. If used in construction or excavated and backfilled for utilities, as fill against foundations, etc., 

dump materials should be tested for adequate strength for the intended purpose as well as for
components potentially caustic or corrosive to metals or concrete, and for radioactive minerals
that could introduce radon into confined spaces. If talus materials are disturbed, either on

exposed natural slopes or as encountered beneath the dumps, adequate soil testing to assure

stability should be carried out prior to disturbance, excavations should be examined for existing
or potential slip planes, foundations facing up slope should be designed and constructed as
retaining walls, and all excavations and fills for utilities, driveways, landscaping, etc., not graded
back to at least 3h: ly mechanically supported as well ( final grading to 4h: ly is strongly
encouraged, § 7- 20- 20(e)( 4)(a)). As is the case with all slope construction, excavated materials

should be well compacted, graded, and drained to avoid increasing instability ( §70- 20- 020(c)( 1)( c)). 
Disturbed areas should be revegetated as soon as possible; final landscaping should be limited
to native species that do not require supplemental irrigation. "Water features" on and near steep
slopes are discouraged, but if installed must be thoroughly sealed against and routinely inspected
for leakage. 

w

720 -050(a). Avalanche Areas. Avalanche hazards to which Tract B are exposed are addressed in

a separate report by Arthur 1. Mears, P. E., Inc., dated May 11, 2009, and will not be further
addressed here. 

7- 20-050(b). Landslide Areas. Tract B is not mapped in a potential landslide area ( PitCo maps; 
Olander, et al., 1974). Nevertheless, it would be prudent to treat the base of the talus slope as the

toe ofan old, stabilized landslide, all soil testing and excavation work performed on the property
should be routinely monitored for slip planes or other indication of movement, and if observed
adequate precautions taken to assure stability of structures and other improvements. 

7- 20 -050(c). Rockfall Areas. The area is not mapped as a rockfall hazard zone ( PitCo maps; 

Olander, et al., 1974). Rockfall is addressed generally in the Mears report referred to above. The
hazard is present in the form of closelyjointed Manitou Dolomite along and mostly west of the

5 Laing, D., and Lampiris, N., 1980, Aspen high country - the geology: Thunder River Press, Aspen, 132 p.; Streufert, R. K., 
Widmann, B. L., and Kirkham, R. M., 1998, Geologic map of the Basalt quadrangle, Eagle, Garfield, and Pitkin Counties, 
Colorado: Colorado Geological Survey Open File Report OFR 98 -1, 18 p. 

6 Roughly equivalent to magnitude 5 on the more - familiar Richter scale. Earthquakes of this magnitude are felt by all, with
damage from minor to moderate. 

a
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northwestern boundary ofTract C (visible as the sloping ridge from upper center to lower center
right in Mears fig. I and in fig. 2) and the pinnacle of apparently at least partially brecciated' 
Leadville Limestone above the upper tunnel dump along the southeast boundary (left of center
in Mears fig. 1). Bryant (1971) maps a fault, down to the east, between these exposures. Laramide
faulting is largely responsible for closely- spaced rectangular fracturing of the Manitou, while
collapse brecciation ofthe Leadville occurred during the uplift and exposure ofthe region during
the period of mountain- building that formed the Ancestral Rocky Mountains. Breccia fragments
in the upper Leadville have been recemented and recrystallized to the extent that breakage along
original fragment boundaries is uncommon. Rockfall from the Manitou consists mostly of
rectangular slabs that come to rest quickly, rarely more than a few feet from the base of the
exposure. Slabs that break into smaller, more cubic or rounded fragments, as noted in the Mears

report usually less than a foot long, can roll to the bottom of the slope. Because of the close
fracturing, large rocicfall, that is rocks with maximum dimensions of more than 3 feet, from this
exposure are very rare. Rockfalls from the Leadville can be expected to be more erratic in size and
shape, and boulders as large as 3 feet or more can reach the bottom of the slope, although the

combination of the forest cover and the relatively -short slope distance between the source and
the slope bottom suggests that velocity and therefore impact energy would be relatively low. In
addition, the limited size ofthe exposure suggests that such a rocicfall would be extremely rare, 
with a likely frequency of 100 years or more. Risk from limited outcrops ofthe Leadville and older
sedimentary rocks higher on Shadow Mountain above Tract B is mitigated by diminishing slope
angle, direction of the slope, and the nature of the exposures themselves. 

As Mears also concluded, because ofthe lack of a detailed site plan and adequate topography, no
attempt has been made to perform rocicfall simulations to determine potential bounce heights

and impact energies. 1 concur that an energy- dissipating fence is the best approach to rockfall
mitigation for this location. Once adequate site planning has been completed a qualified provider
of such systems should be consulted to determine proper height, capacity, and location. 

3-80- 050 -0. Alluvial Fan Hazard. The area is not mapped as an alluvial fan or associated debris
flow hazard zone (PitCo maps; Olander, et al., 1974). 

7- 20- 050(e). Talus Slope. Bryant (1971) maps the natural surficial materials on most ofTract B as

talus (Qt), but does not map a talus hazard in the area ( Bryant, 1972). This is most likely due to
the fact that except for immediate areas beneath bedrock exposures the talus is mature, with

substantial stabilizing soil development and moderate to heavy vegetation. The area is not
mapped as a talus slope hazard zone (PitCo maps; Olander, et al., 1974). 

q7- 20- 050(x. Mancos Shale. Mancos Shale is not present on, under, or in the immediate vicinity
of Tract B ( Bryant, 1971). The area is not mapped as a Mancos Shale hazard area ( PitCo maps; 

Olander, et al., 1974). 

As observed from the slope bottom. 

8 Bryant, B., 1972, Map showing areas of selected potential geologic hazards in the Aspen quadrangle, Pitkin County, 
Colorado: U.S. Geological Survey Folio of the Aspen Quadrangle, Colorado, Map 1- 785 -A. 
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li 7- 20-05018. Faults. As noted, Tract B is located in a faulted area between components of both
the Castle Creek and the Aspen Mountain — Richmond Hill fault zones. Although Bryant (1971) 

maps faulting on the Tract C portion of the Pride ofAspen claim, none are mapped or projected
w on Tract B itself. While there has been no known movement on any ofthese faults in historic time

and probably none for thousands or even millions ofyears, earthquakes ofup to Mercalli Intensity
VI have occurred in the Aspen— Crested Butte — Carbondale area within the last few decades. Basic
USGS shake data for the site at 39. 191172° north latitude, 106. 828174° west longitude, are as

follows: 

Period Sa

sec) ( g) 

0. 2 0. 351 Ss, Site Class B
1. 0 0.076 S1, Site Class B

Detailed IBC design criteria are available at http  / earthquake. usgs.gov /research/hazmaps /design/. 

7- 20 -050 (h). Expansive Soil and Rock. There are no known expansive soils or rock units

7 -20 -050 -111. Ground Subsidence Hazard. There is a potential for voids in talus deposits resulting
from collapse of original voids between boulders, piping, or differential compaction. Detection
of such voids can be accomplished by observation during routine soil testing and excavating
activities. Available mine maps do not suggest the presences of workings beneath Tract B, and

the size of the dumps on the property are in proportion to the scale ofworkings illustrated on
them. However, mine mapping in the Aspen area, particular with regard to smaller mines, is
notoriously inaccurate, and soil testing should be sufficient to detect voids that could affect
foundation design. As always, excavations for any purpose should be properly backfilled and

w compacted to prevent subsidence. 

General. The materials most likely present in the weathered and vegetated talus, the glacial
outwash gravels, and the tunnel dumps are not known to contain radioactive minerals in the area; 
nevertheless, because radioactive minerals are not unknown in the veins and lodes of the Aspen

Mining District, and Precambrian rocks occasionally contain radioactive minerals aswell, as noted
previously mine refuse used for construction or fill, if any, should be tested, and all inhabited
spaces should be designed and constructed to prevent the accumulation of radon as well as other

noxious or toxic gases. Water and waste disposal will be provided through connections with City
of Aspen utilities. As always, irrespective of other recommendations contained herein, all

excavations, roadways, foundations, utility installations, final grading, landscaping, and other
improvements should be designed and constructed in such a manner as to convey water, 
including snowmelt, away from the improvements and properly integrated into both constructed
and natural drainage systems as appropriate. 

Conclusions. Steep slope and rockfall hazards are present on Tract B, Pride ofAspen Lode Claim
U. S. Mineral Survey 7364). The steep slope hazard is primarily in the form of potential
excavations in the long- abandoned mine dumps and can be mitigated through proper foundation
design based on the nature of the excavated material, or by removal from the site. Regarding the
natural talus slope mostly if not entirely buried by mine refuse on Tract B, old vegetated talus, 
which by definition requires significant soil development, is generally stable. While it is
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recommended that for evaluation and construction design purposes the bottom of this slope

should be treated as the toe of an old stable landslide, nothing in this recommendation should
be interpreted as suggesting that properly - designed construction might destabilize higher slopes. 
The rockfall hazard is present in the form ofan exposed steeply- sloping ridge along the northwest
side ofTract C immediately above Tract B and a rock pinnacle in Tract C above the upper tunnel
dump. Because of shattering of the former and the brecciated structure of the latter, rockfall of
fragments larger than 2 feet reaching the bottom the slope with a repeat frequency of less than
100 years is unlikely, and such hazard as does exist can be mitigated by proper design and
construction of rockfall energy- dissipating fencing. These and other geologic hazards affecting
Tract B are not significantly different from those affecting many other sites in Pitkin County
previously approved for development, and design and construction techniques suitable for such
conditions are well- established. The property is in a geologically sensitive area, but with
mitigation the hazards to which the property is exposed can be minimized; nothing in this report, 
however, should be construed as suggesting that mitigations recommended herein can or will
eliminate such hazards in their entirety. If you have any questions or require any further
information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

cc: Lyle Reeder

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This report concerns natural processes that are unpredictable and in large measure poorly
understood. It is intended to identify potential observable hazards within the scope ofwork to which the subject
property is exposed and to suggest mitigating measures in compliance with applicable regulations. Nothing in this
report should be construed or interpreted as suggesting the absence of the described hazards, or that the

recommended mitigations will protect the subject property from the described hazards under all circumstances, 
foreseen or unforeseen. Nothing in this report should be construed or interpreted as suggesting that additional
unidentified hazards are not present. It must also be understood that " mitigation" does not mean either the

elimination ofthe hazard( s) or prevention ofthe consequences of hazard event or events, onlythe reduction to the

extent reasonably possible of the latter. By accepting this report all present and subsequent parties thereto agree to
indemnify and hold harmless the preparer for any and all damages, direct, indirect or consequential, including personal
injury or loss of life, above and beyond the original cost ofthis study, caused by or resulting from any occurrence of
the described or other hazard(s), whether or not such damages may result from failure to identify said hazard(s) or
from failure or inadequacy of properly engineered, constructed, and maintained recommended mitigations. The
preparer of this report cannot and will not be responsible in any way or manner whatsoever for the proper
engineering, construction, and /or maintenance of recommended mitigations, or the inadequacy or failure of
improperly engineered, constructed, and /or maintained recommended mitigations, or mitigations that have been
altered in any way whatsoever from those recommended bythe preparer. This report may be amended or withdrawn
without notice at any time prior to receipt of payment therefor. 
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STATE OF COLORADO
COLORADO GEOLOGICAL SURVEY -- serving the people of Colorado COLORADO

Department of Natural Resources

1313 Sherman Street, Room 715
Denver, CO 80203

Phone: ( 303) 866 -2611

Fax: ( 303) 866 -2461

March 4, 2011 DEPARTMENT OF

NATURAL
RESOURCES

Ms. Suzanne Wolff

Pitkin County Community Development
130 South Galena Street Aspen, CO 81611

Suzanne. Wolff(ti-co.pitkin.co. us

Re: Pride of Aspen PUD and Activity Envelope Application, PI -11- 0006_ 1

Dear Ms. Wolff: 

Thank you for the submittal of the above referenced proposal. The applicant would like to establish a residential
home on the Pride of Aspen Lode Mining claim. It is approximately 10 acres. The building envelope will be placed
in the northwest section of the site. Due to snow and adverse ground conditions, I was unable to fully evaluate site
conditions, soil constraints, and geologic hazards. 

As noted in the application, the majority of the site contains steep slopes, rockfall hazards, avalanche hazards, 
potentially unstable slopes, subsidence hazards from past mining, and uncontrolled fill (tailings). Though the

building envelope will be placed in an area where slopes are 30 percent or less, the driveway, and potentially, hazard
mitigation structures, would be located in areas where slopes are greater than 30 percent. 

1041 hazard maps show that most of the lot is located in an area with potential avalanche and slope stability hazards. 
An avalanche hazard report, by Art Mears, suggests that the lower end of the property is subject to blue or moderate
avalanche hazards and that such hazards would extend to the tailings area. The Mears report was very preliminary
in nature, no maps were included, and no quantitative analysis of hazards was completed. In addition, it appears that
Mr. Mears did not review site - specific plans. 

Mr. Mears has considerable experience in evaluation of avalanche hazards; however, his report contains very little
information to justify his conclusions. In addition, because the report contains illegible figures and no maps, it is
very difficult to determine the extent and degree of the hazards briefly described in his report. It would be prudent
to fully evaluate, document, and map avalanche hazards. Additional discussion and justification of hazard ratings
red vs. blue) should also be submitted. 

Rockfall hazards are discussed in the Mears report and a geologic report by Bruce Collins. Since I could not fully
evaluate site conditions, I cannot confirm the observations reported by Mr. Collins. His explanation of general
geologic conditions, taken from existing geologic mapping, does appear to be correct. 

Without further documentation by the applicant and /or the ability to walk the entire site, I can' t verify the
conclusions about other site hazards like rockfall. Again, both reports were very preliminary in nature, no maps
were included, and no evaluation of the site plan was completed. 

It would be prudent to fully evaluate, document, and map all hazards. Additional discussion and justification of
avalanche hazard ratings ( red vs. blue) should be submitted. Preliminary rockfall hazard mitigation plans should be
submitted. This will require analysis of hazards to both the proposed home and driveway and require a quantitative
analysis. Significant cuts and fills for the driveway, rockfall mitigation, and building pads, should be evaluated for
stability. 

ai b x are nQd
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Ms. Suzanne Wolff

Page 2

March 4, 2011

Mr. Collins states that available mine maps do not suggest the presence of mining workings on Tract B; however, he
does not discuss the risk of subsidence for other tracts; including the proposed site plan. These risks should be
clarified. Mr. Collins states that routine soils testing should be sufficient to determine voids from past mining and
potential subsidence hazards. This may or may not be true depending on the depth of mine workings. Additional
detail on potential subsidence hazards should be done now that a site plan has been submitted. 

Both Mr. Mears and Mr. Collins noted that due to lack of a detailed site plan and adequate topography, no attempt

was made to perform quantitative hazard assessments. Now that both a site plan and detailed topography are
available, it would be prudent to perform such work. 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns. I can be reached at 303. 866. 2611 ext. 8315 or by email at
karen.berrv(d), state. co. us. 

Sincerely, 

Karen A. Berry
Geological Engineer, PG, AICP, CPESC -SWQ
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HOUGLAND & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ON WILDFIRE HAZARD MITIGATION

FIRE PROTECTION AND BUILDING & FIRE CODES

October 18, 2006

Mr. Lyle Reeder

Aspen, CO 81611

Subject: Wildfire Hazard Mitigation for the Gramiger Estate property located in. 
Pitkin County, south of 4 h Street near Aspen, Colorado. Property is also
identified as Pride of Aspen M.S. 7364

Dear Mr. Reeder, 

Thanks for meeting me on Thursday September 28' to provide me with
information regarding this property and the proposed building site. I went to the site to
measure slopes, take photos and evaluate the wildfire hazard conditions. I will qualify
my observations as those of conditions as they now exist. 

The area indicated as the probable building site is in the vicinity of the mine dump
and is located in the lower portion of the property approximately 100 to 200 -feet from the
north property line measured horizontally. The area above is more densely covered with
various types ofvegetation on slopes above 45% that I determine to be a high wildfire

hazard area. The area around the probable building site is less densely vegetated and
neared to the toe of the slope, however there are a considerable number of conifers, oak

and service berry and I determine this to be a Medium Wildfire Hazard Area. The site
provides the opportunity to develop and maintain defensible space. 

Vegetation Management and Modification Recommended: 

Around the proposed house and beyond the furthermost projection of combustible

construction of this building for a distance of 15 -feet the area should be of primarily
noncombustible hard scape surfaces. Woodyvegetation should not be planted within
this area. Firewood or other combustible materials should not be stored within this
area. If the owner would like to maintain some trees or small clusters of trees or

shrubs in the vicinity of the buildings this may be done if the 15 -foot area is extended
outward from the furthest growth expected from the mature trees and shrubs. In other
words, these trees and shrubs should have defensible space as the buildings do. 

Crowns of vegetation within these clusters should be at leastl0 -feet from any portion
of the buildings. Limbs of trees within these clusters should be pruned to one half the
height of the tree or 10 -feet whichever is less. 

2. Beyond the 15 -foot area up to 45 -feet or the property lines maintain natural and/ or
irrigated grass at less than 6- inches and thin existing trees and brush into individual or

17 GAMBA DRIVE, GLENWOOD SPRINGS, COLORADO 81801
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clusters. To the south on the steep slope above buildings no oak, service bevy or
conifer trees should be retained or planted where the mature vegetation drip line is
within 25 -feet of any combustible projection of the house. The exception would be
aspen or conifer trees that are separated from other trees by 25 -feet drip line to drip
line. Limbs of trees should be pruned to one half the height of the tree or 10 -feet
whichever is less. No brush or shrubs which when mature will be tall enough act as

ladder fuel should be provided or maintained around the trees. Clusters of bushes or

trees should be separated from each other and from those beyond the 35 -foot area by
a distance of 2 '/ z times the height of the mature vegetation. The diameter of a cluster

should be limited to 2 '/2 times the height of the mature vegetation. As an example: If

the expected mature height of the vegetation is 10 feet then the diameter of the cluster
should be no greater than 25 feet and the distance between clusters should be greater

than 25 feet. Ideally the plant material growing between trees and clusters of bushes
or trees is grass maintained at 6- inches or less. Thin and remove lower branches of
brush or shrubs within clusters or individual plants to eliminate ladder fuel. Most of

the shrubs that will be cut are vigorous sprouting plants and the cut ends should be
treated with a product named Garlon® or an equivalent by a by person licensed to
apply herbicides. Cut materials should be either removed or chipped and spread. 

3. For a distance of 100 -feet or to the property line remove all standing dead and
deadfall. Cut and collected materials should be removed or chipped and spread. 

New Construction, Additions: 

Pitkin County has Structural Design and Construction Requirements, the following are
paraphrased from the Pitkin County Land Use Code, chapter 7, Section 7 -20 -60 Wildfire
Hazards and may or may not contain exact language but it is intended to be consistent
with the intent and purpose of the Pitkin County requirements: 

Roofs shall be constructed with a Class -A roof assembly as defined in the 2003
International Building Code (IBC) Section 1505. 2. Wood shake /shingle roof coverings
are prohibited in all wildfire hazard areas. Roofs with less than a 3: 12 pitch are not

permitted in wildfire areas unless they comply with the following: 
q

1) All roof coverings shall be Class -A materials approved for installation on

a Class -A roof assembly. 
2) All roof coverings shall have a surface that shall facilitate the natural

process of clearing the roof. 
3) All roof designs shall facilitate the natural process of clearing roof debris. 

Protrusions above the roof line, such as parapets, shall be prohibited. 
4) Roofs shall be installed as required by the adopted building code and shall

have a minimum slope of 1: 48. 

5) All roof designs, coverings or equivalent assemblies shall be specifically
approved by the Fire Marshal prior to submittal of a building permit
application. 

6) Vents: Soffit Vents shall be located in the outer 1 / 3rd of the overhang and
screened with corrosive resistant wire mesh, with mesh one - fourth inch

4 ") maximum. 

6UCJ90
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Maintenance: 

a) ' Roofs and gutters shall be kept clear of debris. 
b) Area shall be kept clear of all litter, slash and flammable debris. 
c) All flammable materials shall be stored on a parallel contour a minimum

of fifteen feet ( 15) away from any structure. 
d) Weeds and grasses within the fifteen -foot (1S) perimeter and under trees

shall be maintained to a height of not more than six inches ( 6 "). 

Miscellaneous: 

a) Firewood/wood piles shall be stacked on a parallel contour a minimum of
fifteen feet (1S) away from the structure, 

b) Fences shall be kept clear of brush and debris. 
e) Wood fences shall not connect to the structure. 
d) Any outbuildings or additional structures shall adhere to the same

standards as structures. 

e) Each structure shall have aminimum ofone ten (10) pound Class ABC
fire extinguisher. 

f) Addresses shall be clearly marked with two -inch (2 ") non - combustible
letters and shall be visible at the primary point of access from the public or
common access road and installed on a non - combustible post. 

I also recommend a publication titled "Firewise Construction Design and Materials" 
available from the Colorado State Forest Service. 

If you have comments, questions or require additional information please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

j7111
6

Art Hougland

NOTICE: This Wildfire Hazard Mitigation Analysis along with observations and recommendations is
intended to be an aid to the owner, architect and vegetation management' and/ or landscape design and
implementation professionals in the development of defensible space and of fire wise construction
documents. The review of the existing wildfire hazard potential on this property and the observations and
recommendations for the mitigation of these hazards does not constitute an acceptance of any responsibility
by Hougland & Associates for errors, omissions or discrepancies. The behavior of wildfire is
acknowledged to be capricious in nature. Hougland & Associates does not proclaim that circumstances, 
including improper maintenance, may not arise that would permit wildfire to overwhelm the mitigation
measures recommended or implemented. Observations and recommendations are intended to be
collaborative with wildfire hazard mitigation guidelines of the Colorado State Forest Service and of other
nationally recognized standards and are intended to be constructive and in support of the owners interest. 
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September 25, 2012 
 
Luis Menendez 
Menendez Architects P.C. 
715 W. Main Street, Suite 104 
Aspen, CO 81611 
 
Re:  Mudflow analysis at 501 West Hopkins           WRC File 2235-1 
         
Dear Mr. Menendez: 
 
A mudflow analysis was completed for the area of proposed development at 501 West 
Hopkins using the FLO-2D model. This analysis used the same parameters and 
assumptions that were used in the 2001 Surface Drainage Master Plan. These include a 
peak sediment concentration of 45% by volume and having the inflow hydrographs enter 
the overland flow portion of each grid element. The topography data, sediment data, and 
inflow hydrographs used in the master plan were also used in the new model. 
 
To create the pre-project mudflow model, grid size was reduced from the 100-foot 
dimension found in the master plan to a 50-foot dimension to allow for a more detailed 
analysis in accordance with the City of Aspen’s 2010 Urban Runoff Management Plan 
(URMP). The local survey was then used to adjust the existing grid node elevations 
within the survey area if necessary. There are 836 total grid elements in the new 
mudflow model. Area and width reduction factors were then included in the model in the 
following fashion: every grid element in the vicinity of the proposed development that 
was partially blocked by a structure was assigned a unique area reduction factor and 
flow path width reduction factors; those grid elements outside the area of interest that 
were partially blocked by a structure were assigned a generic area reduction factor of 
0.40 and a generic flow path width reduction factor of 0.50 in all four directions. Existing 
mudflow depths in the project vicinity are on the order of three inches or less. Data files 
from the pre-project mudflow model are included in Appendix B on the attached CD. 
 
To create the post-project mudflow model, revisions were made to each of the six nodes 
that represent the area of proposed development. Area and flow width reduction factors 
were modified for each of these nodes to reflect the proposed construction. The 
elevations of the grid elements were not changed at this point as future grading plans 
have not been established. Changes in mudflow depths were negligible (less than one 
inch) for all model nodes and all adjacent properties except the node representing the 
south yard of the proposed construction site. This node had its mudflow depth increase 
from three inches to nine inches (from elevation 7915.45 to elevation 7915.96). Data 
files from the initial post-project model are included in Appendix C on the attached CD. 
 
Revisions were then also made to the grid element elevations in an attempt to mitigate 
the increase in mudflow elevation. Grid elevation revisions were made using a weighted 
average to account for some of the node area being occupied by the proposed home 
and some by area outside the parcel being developed. By lowering the proposed 
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elevation of the south yard by 1.24 feet and the east yard by 0.85’, the elevation of the 
mudflow at the development site will be reduced back to the pre-project elevation of 
7915.45. The elevation of the finished floor of the proposed construction has been 
designated at 7916.50, providing over one foot of mudflow freeboard. Data files from the 
post-project model including proposed grading are included in Appendix D on the 
attached CD. Additional items required by the City are included in Appendix A, including 
a tabular comparison of data and revised mudflow plain mapping. 
 
In conclusion, the proposed construction does not impact mudflow depth at any adjacent 
properties. Additionally, the proposed site grading changes mitigate for all mudflow 
impacts to the proposed construction.  
 
If you have any questions or concerns about the mudflow modeling or the proposed 
changes to your property, please don’t hesitate to contact me at 303-757-8513. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Jessica Nolle, P.E. 
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501 WEST HOPKINS AVENUE 
ASPEN, CO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I HEREBY AFFIRM THAT THIS REPORT FOR THE IMPROVEMENTS AT 501 WEST HOPKINS 

AVENUE, ASPEN, CO WAS PREPARED BY ME FOR THE OWNERS THEREOF IN ACCORDANCE 

WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE CITY OF ASPEN URBAN RUNOFF MANAGEMENT PLAN AND 

APPROVED VARIANCES AND EXCEPTIONS LISTED THERETO.  I UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS THE 

POLICY OF THE CITY OF ASPEN THAT THE CITY OF ASPEN DOES NOT AND WILL NOT ASSUME 

LIABILITY FOR DRAINAGE FACILITIES DESIGNED BY OTHERS. 
 
 
 
 
RICHARD GOULDING, P.E.  
 
 
RFE Project # 2016-11 
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1.0	General	

1.1	Existing	Site		
The  following  report  is an evaluation of an undeveloped  site  located at  the  intersection of  South 4th 

street and West Hopkins Avenue  in Aspen, Colorado. The property  is addressed at 501 West Hopkins, 

which is located within the Aspen mountain drainage basin and within the mudflow zone as defined by 

the URMP. The property is 7,500 square feet and consists of a grassy field with a minor slope downhill to 

the north. An existing residence with extensive landscaping is located to the west of the site, with Aspen 

Mountain  to  the  south with  a  trail  uphill  of  the  property  line.  Hopkins  is  located  just  north  of  the 

property, with a sidewalk and landscaping. South 4th Street is road base and is located just to the east, 

with a trail between the site and the road. A water shutoff is located on the site for previous irrigation 

purposes.  The  sewer  line  is  existing  under  4th  Street  in  front  of  the  property.  Electric  and 

communications are located on the shared northern corner of the neighboring residence, and a gas line 

runs in front of the site.  

 

View of the site from Hopkins Avenue 

A Geotechnical Report was produced on August 31st, 2006. 2 Borings onsite confirmed the sub‐soil 

consisted of .5’ of topsoil overlying relatively dense, silty sandy gravel containing cobbles and boulders.  

A percolation test was conducted on September 17th, 2013 in boring 4, resulting in the slowest 

percolation rate of 8 inches per hour. 

1.2	Proposed	Conditions		
This project is classified as a ‘Major Project’ as per Table 1.1 of the URMP. This is because the proposed 

development is over 1000 square feet (sf) and disturbs an area of approximately 7,400 sf., which is over 

98% of the site. This has implications for the design. The intent of this report is to demonstrate 
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compliance with the requirements of the URMP. The Low Impact Design (LID) Principles in the 

introduction of the manual were used as a guide throughout the design process. Onsite storm 

infrastructure has been sized for capacities required by FAA.  

The proposed residence is 7,751 square feet (sf) with a 3,200 sf footprint. Extensive landscaping will 

extend to the property line. Above structure patios and walkways will be located on the south and north 

side of the structure. The 2 car garage will be accessed from South 4th Street on a snowmelted concrete 

driveway. Cuts of up to 23’ deep are expected for the sub‐level excavation. For drainage, two drywells 

will capture all runoff from roofs and hardscape. These drywells are sized to have capacity for full 

detention.   

Utility connections will be made to the existing infrastructure.  

1.3	Previous	Drainage	Studies		
The City of Aspen updated their URMP in 2001 and the property is within the boundaries of the study. 
The study indicates that the property is within a Mudflow Area, which an analysis was performed and is 
referred to in section 1.5 of this drainage report. 

1.4	Offsite	Drainage	&	Constraints		
A portion of the hillside to the south of the site was analyzed as an offsite basin, along with a section of 
the right of way to the north of the residence. These offsite basins will flow onto the property and be 
collected in the drywells. However, the drywells have been sized for capacity of the onsite runoff, so if 
capacity of the drywell is met it will overflow into the right of way. The table below displays the size and 
the calculated runoff from a 5 year and a 100 year storm. The Time of Concentration for the basin is 5 
minutes due to its small size which is the minimum time allowed in the URMP.  

 
 

 

Offsite 5 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.02

2 1528.23 202.83 13.27% 0.140 5 3.29 0.02

Offsite 5 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.02

2 1528.23 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.01
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1.5	Mudflow	Impacts	
A mudflow analysis was completed by WRC for the area of proposed development at 501 West Hopkins 

using the FLO‐2D model. This analysis used the same parameters and assumptions that were used in the 

2001 Surface Drainage Master Plan. These include a peak sediment concentration of 45% by volume and 

having the inflow hydrographs enter the overland flow portion of each grid element. The topography 

data, sediment data, and inflow hydrographs used in the master plan were also used in the new model. 

To create the pre‐project mudflow model, grid size was reduced from the 100‐foot dimension found in 

the master plan to a 50‐foot dimension to allow for a more detailed analysis in accordance with the City 

of Aspen’s 2010 Urban Runoff Management Plan (URMP). The local survey was then used to adjust the 

existing grid node elevations within the survey area if necessary. There are 836 total grid elements in the 

new mudflow model. Area and width reduction factors were then included in the model in the following 

fashion: every grid element in the vicinity of the proposed development that was partially blocked by a 

structure was assigned a unique area reduction factor and flow path width reduction factors; those grid 

elements outside the area of interest that were partially blocked by a structure were assigned a generic 

area reduction factor of 0.40 and a generic flow path width reduction factor of 0.50 in all four directions. 

Existing mudflow depths in the project vicinity are on the order of three inches or less.  

To create the post‐project mudflow model, revisions were made to each of the six nodes that represent 

the area of proposed development. Area and flow width reduction factors were modified for each of 

these nodes to reflect the proposed construction. The elevations of the grid elements were not changed 

at this point as future grading plans have not been established. Changes in mudflow depths were 

negligible (less than one inch) for all model nodes and all adjacent properties except the node 

representing the south yard of the proposed construction site. This node had its mudflow depth 

increase from three inches to nine inches (from elevation 7921.20 to elevation 7921.71).  

Offsite 100 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.13

2 1528.23 202.83 13.27% 0.400 5 6.33 0.09

Offsite 100 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 10

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 2483.46 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.13

2 1528.23 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.08
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By lowering the proposed elevation of the south yard by 1.12 feet and the east yard by 0.85’, the 

elevation of the mudflow at the development site will be reduced back to the pre‐project elevation of 

7921.2. The elevation of the finished floor of the proposed construction has been designated at 7922.25, 

providing over 12” of mudflow freeboard.  

 

2.0	Drainage	Basins	and	Sub‐basins	
 
The site was divided into 2 major drainage basins, which were then subdivided into smaller sub‐basins. A 
Drainage Exhibit  in the appendices  illustrates the basins and sub‐basin delineations.   It  lists Impervious 
Areas, Runoff Coefficients, and Peak Flows.  
 
The sub‐basins were created  to calculate  the concentrated  flow  from each  impervious area,  including 
patios, decks and roofs. These sub‐basin peak flows were then used to size the proposed infrastructure. 

2.1	Drainage	Basins	
Basin 1 is 4,875 square feet (sf), 70% impervious, and consists of roof drains, inlets, trench drains, and 

the landscaping surrounding the west and north, and east sides of the residence. Runoff from this basin 

is collected and conveyed to Drywell A. This drywell has capacity for full detention for the entire basin. If 

capacity of the drywell is met, the drywell will emergency overflow out the grated lid and into the right 

of way. 

Basin 2 is 2,944 sf and is 59% impervious. It collects all runoff from the south side of the residence. This 

includes runoff from downspouts, the patios, and the landscaping. All runoff in Basin 2 is collected in 

Drywell B where it collects the required capacity for full detention. If the capacity is met, the runoff will 

emergency overflow and disperse into the grass east of the residence and into the right of way.  

2.2	Peak	Discharge	Calculations	
The peak flows were calculated for each Major Basin for the 5 and 100 year storm events. Rainfall 
intensity was calculated using a Time of Concentration (Td) of 5 minutes.  Actual time of concentration 
on the site is significantly less than 5 minutes, but according to the City of Aspen URMP, equations used 
to calculate rainfall intensity are only valid for a Time of Concentration of greater than 5 minutes. So the 
smallest valid Time of Concentration value was used.  The 1 hour Rainfall depth (P1), given in Table 2.2 as 
0.64 inches for the 5‐year event and 1.23 inches for the 100‐year event. Equation 2.1 was referenced 
when solving for the Rainfall Intensity.  

I = 88.8P1/(10+Td )1.052 

Runoff Coefficients (C), a function of the Soil Group (in this case B) and the percentage of impervious 
area within each basin were developed using Figure 3.2. The Runoff Coefficient (C) was then multiplied 
by the Rainfall Intensity (I) and the acreage of each Major Basin (A) to determine the peak discharge for 
each Major Basin. Q allowable was calculated the same way except each basin was treated as 
undeveloped or 100% pervious. The Peak Discharge (Qp) is given by equation 3.1. 
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Qp= CIA 
Qp= Peak Discharge (cfs) 
C= Runoff Coefficient (Unitless)  
I= Rainfall intensity (inches per hour) 
A= Area (Acres)  
 
Peak flow values were used to calculate the size of the proposed detention and conveyance structures, 
such as drywells, inlets and piping. The tables below contain the peak flows for developed and 
undeveloped conditions for 5 and 100 year storm events.  
 

 

 
  

3.0	Low	Impact	Site	Design	
 
Low Impact Development (LID) aims to mimic the natural pre‐development hydrologic pattern. The goal 

is to manage storm water as close to its source as is possible. This entire developed site is approximately 

66%  impervious.  The  treatment  train  approach  is  used  on  all  runoff  to  increase water  quality  and 

percolation. 

5 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 3397.28 69.68% 0.450 5 3.29 0.17

2 2943.87 1750.07 59.45% 0.370 5 3.29 0.08

5 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 0.64

Return Period 5

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.03

2 2943.87 0.00 0.00% 0.080 5 3.29 0.02

100 Year Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 3397.28 69.68% 0.590 5 6.33 0.42

2 2943.87 1750.07 59.45% 0.540 5 6.33 0.23

100 Year Peak Discharge Pre Development Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec)

1 4875.27 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.25

2 2943.87 0.00 0.00% 0.350 5 6.33 0.15
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3.1	Principles	
Principle 1: Consider storm water quality needs early in the design process. 

The Grading and Drainage design was coordinated with the architect during the design phase. Due to 

the lack of space for the project, coordination in the design process was key, and due to the mudflow 

potential, a system with limited pipes and complexity was necessary. 

Principle 2: Use the entire site when planning for storm water quality treatment. 

Due to the size and limitations of the parcel, it was necessary in the design process to use the site 

efficiently. Grading away from the residence for the project was difficult to achieve with the flat site. 

The swale graded around the residence is being used to increase infiltration and treatment before 

entering the drywells and the city storm system. 

Principle 3: Avoid unnecessary impervious area. 

Due to the majority of the patios being above structure, they could not be designed as pervious. 

However, planters have been designed on structure to reduce hardscape. 

Principle 4: Reduce runoff rates and volumes to more closely match natural conditions. 

The runoff will all be infiltrated into the ground, as the drywells are sized for full detention. There will be 
no runoff leaving the site.  
 
Principle 5: Integrate storm water quality management and flood control. 

The Drywells are being used for water quality, which in itself increases flood control. The drywells will 

eliminate the peak flow as there is no runoff leaving the site. 

Principle 6: Develop storm water quality facilities that enhance the site, the community and the 

environment. 

With the runoff dispersing over a landscaped area, contaminants will be removed before being 

introduced into the drywells and into the groundwater.  

Principle 7: Use treatment train approach. 

The majority of downspouts disperse into the landscaping before entering the proposed storm system. 

The emergency overflow from the drywell will release into a grass field, which will treat the water 

before entering the city storm system. 

Principle 8: Design sustainable facilities that can be safely maintained.  

Screens will be placed over downspouts to provide a barrier against vermin and debris. Drainage 

systems were simply designed so maintenance is minimized. Infrastructure will be just below grade 
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providing little labor for maintenance. The Owner will sign a maintenance agreement as part of their 

Certificate of Occupancy. 

Principle 9: Design and maintain facilities with public safety in mind. 

Proper drainage and grading of the driveway and walkway reduces ice buildup and dangerous icy 

conditions. All grading was done with safety in mind.  

4.0	Hydrological	Criteria	

4.1	Storm	Recurrence	and	Rainfall	
The property  is not  in  the commercial core and  is served by any city curb and gutter so  this property 

classifies as a “Sub‐urban area served by public storm sewer”.  5 and 100 year events were analyzed.  

4.2	Peak	Runoff	Methodology		
This site is within the Aspen Mountain Basin, however overflows would require additional infrastructure, 

so the site shall meet full detention requirements of the site.  To determine these capacities, the rainfall 

from  a  100  year  storm  that  is  collected  on  all  impervious  areas must  be  detained. No  detention  is 

required for pervious areas. Below is a summary.  

 

5.0	Hydraulic	Criteria	
Sub‐basins were delineated per the design points of concentrations created by roof drains and inlets. 

Pipe networks were then created connecting the sub‐basins and conveying the flows to the overall 

points of concentration for each major basin. The 100 year peak flow for each sub‐basin was calculated. 

Full Detention Storage

Basin Total Area Impervious Area Impervious Full Detention Depth Factor of Safety Required Storage BMP

(ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) (in) F.O.S. (ft

3
)

1 4875.27 3397.28 69.68% 1.23 1 348 Drywell A

2 2943.87 1750.07 59.45% 1.23 1 179 Drywell B
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5.1	Inlets	
The 100 year peak flows were used in the sizing of inlets. Equations 4‐17 to 4‐20 were used in the 

analysis. They incorporate a 50% clogging factor and 40% opening in the grates.  A water depth of 0.04’ 

was assumed and all the inlets were treated as sumps as they will be set a minimum of .04‘(½ Inch) 

below the flow lines. Below is a summary of each square inlet being tested for capacity against their 

tributary basin, and below that is every circular inlet calculation.  

 

 

5.2	Pipes	
The pipes were analyzed by calculating the flow from the sub basins entering them. Below is table which 

groups what sub basins are conveyed in each pipe. The TOC is below 5 minutes for all sub‐basins, so a 

reduction was not taken for the intensity.  They were tested for hydraulic capacity at 80% full. Depth of 

flow was also calculated in the spread sheets below. The pipes are all SDR 35 PVC with a manning’s 

coefficient of .01.   

Peak Discharge Developed Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23

Return Period 100

Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious % C Value Time of C Intensity Q Max

See(D1) ft
2

ft
2 Percentage From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

01.052 
ft
3
/sec

1.1 97.98 40.70 41.54% 0.500 5 6.33 0.01

1.2 434.54 434.54 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.06

1.3 376.09 134.59 35.79% 0.490 5 6.33 0.03

1.4 240.49 240.49 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.03

1.5 904.22 904.22 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.12

1.6 254.31 254.31 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.04

1.7 138.04 138.04 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.02

1.8 70.93 70.93 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.01

1.9 369.11 369.11 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.05

1.10 713.90 713.90 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.10

1.11 1275.66 96.45 7.56% 0.380 5 6.33 0.07

2.1 302.71 302.71 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.04

2.2 662.36 662.36 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.09

2.3 343.43 343.43 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.05

2.4 209.42 209.42 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.03

2.5 111.77 111.77 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.02

2.6 1314.18 120.38 9.16% 0.380 5 6.33 0.07

Sub Basin and Rectangular Inlet Calculations 

1 Hour(P1) 1.23 m=40% Ys=.04 (Depress inlet by 0.04')

Return Period 100 Cg=50% Co=0.65

Inlet ID Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Time of Concentration Intensity Q Max Inlet Type Inlet Width Inlet Length Effective Open Area (EQ. 4‐20) Inlet Capacity   (EQ 4‐19) Has Capacity

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) (From Table)  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  (ft
3
/sec) Rectangular Wo (inches) Lo (inches) Ae=(1‐Cg)mWoLo Q=CoAe√2gYs (Yes/No)

A6‐TRENCH DRAIN 1.9, 1.10 1083.01 1083.01 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.149 4" x 24.75' 4 297 1.650 1.656 Yes

Sub Basin and Circular Inlet Calculations 
1 Hour(P1) 1.23 m=40% Ys=.04 (Depress inlet by 0.04')

Return Period 100 Cg=50% Co=0.65

Inlet ID Basin ID Total Area  Imp. Area  Impervious  C Value Concentration Intensity Q Max Inlet Type Diameter Area(EQ. 4‐20) Inlet Capacity   (EQ 4‐19) Has Capacity

See(D1) (ft
2
) (ft

2
) (%) From Table  (Td) I=88.8P1/(10+Td)

1.052  ft
3
/sec Wo (inches) Ae=(1‐Cg)mA Q=CoAe√2gYs (Yes/No)

A2‐INLET 1.3 376.09 134.59 35.79% 0.490 5 6.33 0.027 12" Round 12 0.157 0.183 Yes

DRYWELL A 1.6, 1.8, 1.11 1600.90 421.69 26.34% 0.460 5 6.33 0.107 24" Round 24 0.628 0.732 Yes

B1‐INLET 2.3 343.43 343.43 100.00% 0.950 5 6.33 0.047 8" Round 8 0.070 0.081 Yes

DRYWELL B 2.1‐2.6 2943.87 1788.07 60.74% 0.570 5 6.33 0.244 24" Round 24 0.628 0.732 Yes
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Design Q design / Q full charts were downloaded from FHWA. The equations in Section 4.8.4 was used as 

the basis for these calculations.  

 

 

 

Storm System Pipes
Pipe System Pipe  Contibuting Sub‐Basins Peak Flows (CFS)

A A1 1.2 0.06

A2 1.2, 1.3 0.09

A3 1.2‐1.4, OS2 0.21

A4 1.2‐1.5, OS2 0.33

A5 1.2‐1.5, 1.7, OS2 0.35

A6 1.9, 1.10 0.18

A7 1.9, 1.10 0.18

B B1 2.3 0.05

B2 2.3 0.05

K=0.462

Pipe
Combined 

Design Flow

Manning 

Coefficient
Flattest Slope Equation 4‐31

Required 

Diameter 

Design 

Diameter

Design 

Diameter‐80%

Has Capacity@ 

80% full

 (ID) Q (ft
3
/sec) n  (%)S0  d={nQ/K√So}3/8 (inches)  (inches)  (inches) Yes/No

A1 0.06 0.01 1.00% 0.20 2.353 4.0 3.200 Yes

A2 0.09 0.01 1.00% 0.23 2.702 4.0 3.200 Yes

A3 0.21 0.01 1.00% 0.31 3.756 6.0 4.800 Yes

A4 0.33 0.01 3.00% 0.30 3.644 6.0 4.800 Yes

A5 0.35 0.01 3.00% 0.31 3.721 6.0 4.800 Yes

A6 0.18 0.01 2.00% 0.26 3.124 4.0 3.200 Yes

A7 0.18 0.01 2.00% 0.26 3.124 4.0 3.200 Yes

B1 0.05 0.01 2.00% 0.16 1.892 4.0 3.200 Yes

B2 0.05 0.01 2.00% 0.16 1.892 4.0 3.200 Yes

Onsite Piping Capacity

Pipe
Combined 

Design Flow 

Manning 

Coefficient

Design 

Diameter
X‐section Slope Q ‐Full Q‐Design/Q Full d/D  Depth

 (ID) Q (ft
3
/sec) n  (inches)  (ft2)  (%)  (ft3/sec) Q/Qfull (from Chart) d= (d/D)*D

A1 0.060 0.01 4.0 0.087 1.00% 0.248 0.242 0.37 1.46

A2 0.087 0.01 4.0 0.087 1.00% 0.248 0.350 0.45 1.80

A3 0.209 0.01 6.0 0.196 1.00% 0.731 0.285 0.41 2.43

A4 0.333 0.01 6.0 0.196 3.00% 1.266 0.263 0.38 2.28

A5 0.352 0.01 6.0 0.196 3.00% 1.266 0.278 0.41 2.43

A6 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.515 0.57 2.28

A7 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.515 0.57 2.28

B1 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.135 0.28 1.10

B2 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.087 2.00% 0.351 0.135 0.28 1.10

Depth Of Flow‐section 4.8.4 Sewer Sizing 
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6.0	Proposed	Facilities	

6.1	Drywell	
The proposed drywells collect all runoff from the site in Basin 1 and Basin 2. They are designed to have 

capacity for full detention. Drywell A is 5’ in diameter and 12.5’ deep, while Drywell B is 4’ in diameter 

and 10’ deep. They are both 10’ away from the structure and will not affect the foundation.  An 

emergency overflow was designed to release the excess runoff through the manhole lid into landscaped 

areas that flow to the right of way.   

 

6.2	Infiltration	
Part of the Analysis is to ensure that the drainage structure can completely drain within 24 hours. The 

minimum depth of perforation the drywell must have is 4’. Below is a calculation showing that there is 

enough perforation area for the drywell to drain within 24 hours using the percolation rate determined 

on September 16th, 2013 at 7.5 minutes per inch, or 8 inches per hour.  Section 8.5.4.2 was referenced 

for these calculations.  

Pipe
Combined 

Design Flow 

Manning 

Coefficient

Design 

Diameter 
d/D  Slope  Rh/D  Rh  Exit Velocity

 (ID) Q (ft
3
/sec) n  (inches) (from Chart) (%) (from Chart) (ft)

v = [1.49/n] Rh
2/3 

√S  (ft/sec)

A1 0.060 0.01 4.0 0.37 1.00% 0.104 0.20 5.06

A2 0.087 0.01 4.0 0.45 1.00% 0.104 0.23 5.64

A3 0.209 0.01 6.0 0.41 1.00% 0.104 0.21 5.33

A4 0.333 0.01 6.0 0.38 3.00% 0.104 0.21 9.00

A5 0.352 0.01 6.0 0.41 3.00% 0.104 0.21 9.24

A6 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.57 2.00% 0.104 0.27 8.81

A7 0.181 0.01 4.0 0.57 2.00% 0.104 0.27 8.81

B1 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.28 2.00% 0.104 0.16 6.12

B2 0.047 0.01 4.0 0.28 2.00% 0.104 0.16 6.12

Exit Velocities

Drywell Storage

Drywell  Basins Diameter Storage Depth Internal Volume External (18" of Screened Rock) Volume Total Capacity Required Capacity

(Name) (#) (ft) (ft) π*H*(D/2)
2
) (ft

3
) 0.3*π*H*((D/2)+1.5)

2
‐ (D/2)

2
) (ft

3
) (ft

3
) (ft

3
)

DRYWELL A 1 5 12.5 245 115 360 348

DRYWELL B 2 4 10 126 78 203 179
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7.0	Operation	and	Maintenance		

7.1	Drywell	
Drywells must be inspected and maintained quarterly to remove sediment and debris that has washed 
into  them. A maintenance plan shall be submitted  to  the City  in  the Drainage Report describing  the 
maintenance  schedule  that  will  be  undertaken  by  the  owners  of  the  new  residence  or  building. 
Minimum inspection and maintenance requirements include the following: 

 Inspect drywells at least four times a year and after every storm exceeding 0.5 inches. 
 Dispose  of  sediment,  debris/trash,  and  any  other waste material  removed  from  a  drywell  at  

suitable  disposal  sites  and  in  compliance  with  local,  State,  and  Federal  waste regulations. 
 Routinely evaluate the drain‐down time of the drywell to ensure the maximum time of 24 hours is 

not  being  exceeded.  If  drain‐down  times  are  exceeding  the maximum,  drain  the  drywell  via 

pumping  and  clean  out  the  percolation  area  (the  percolation  barrel may  be  jetted  to  remove 

sediment  accumulated  in  perforations.  If  slow  drainage  persists,  the  system may  need  to  be 

replaced. 

8.0	Appendices		

Drawings	11x17	

Mudflow	analysis		

Drywell A Perforations

Needed Perforation Area
Infitration Rate 8 in/hr.

Hydraulic Cond. (K) 0.0002 ft/sec

Required Detention 348.00 ft
3

Required Perforation Area (AP) 43.50 ft
2

Drywell Diameter 5.0 ft

Perforation Depth 4.0 ft

Proposed Perforation Area (AP) 62.83 ft
2

Drywell B Perforations

Needed Perforation Area
Infitration Rate 8 in/hr.

Hydraulic Cond. (K) 0.0002 ft/sec

Required Detention 179.00 ft
3

Required Perforation Area (AP) 22.38 ft
2

Drywell Diameter 4.0 ft

Perforation Depth 4.0 ft

Proposed Perforation Area (AP) 50.27 ft
2
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ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Commitment
COMMITMENT FOR TITLE INSURANCE

Issued By

FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
NOTICE

IMPORTANT—READ CAREFULLY: THIS COMMITMENT IS AN OFFER TO ISSUE ONE OR MORE TITLE
INSURANCE POLICIES.  ALL CLAIMS OR REMEDIES SOUGHT AGAINST THE COMPANY INVOLVING THE
CONTENT OF THIS COMMITMENT OR THE POLICY MUST BE BASED SOLELY IN CONTRACT.

THIS COMMITMENT IS NOT AN ABSTRACT OF TITLE, REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF TITLE, LEGAL OPINION,
OPINION OF TITLE, OR OTHER REPRESENTATION OF THE STATUS OF TITLE.  THE PROCEDURES USED BY
THE COMPANY TO DETERMINE INSURABILITY OF THE TITLE, INCLUDING ANY SEARCH AND EXAMINATION,
ARE PROPRIETARY TO THE COMPANY, WERE PERFORMED SOLELY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE COMPANY,
AND CREATE NO EXTRACONTRACTUAL LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON, INCLUDING A PROPOSED INSURED.

THE COMPANY’S OBLIGATION UNDER THIS COMMITMENT IS TO ISSUE A POLICY TO A PROPOSED INSURED
IDENTIFIED IN SCHEDULE A IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS COMMITMENT.
THE COMPANY HAS NO LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION INVOLVING THE CONTENT OF THIS COMMITMENT TO ANY
OTHER PERSON.

COMMITMENT TO ISSUE POLICY
Subject to the Notice; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and the Commitment
Conditions, First American Title Insurance Company, a Colorado Corporation (the "Company"), commits to issue the
Policy according to the terms and provisions of this Commitment.  This Commitment is effective as of the Commitment
Date shown in Schedule A for each Policy described in Schedule A, only when the Company has entered in Schedule A
both the specified dollar amount as the Proposed Policy Amount and the name of the Proposed Insured.

If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met within six months after the Commitment Date, this
Commitment terminates and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

First American Title Insurance Company

If this jacket was created electronically, it constitutes an original document.
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COMMITMENT CONDITIONS

1. DEFINITIONS
(a) "Knowledge" or "Known":  Actual or imputed knowledge, but not constructive notice imparted by the Public

Records.
(b) "Land":  The land described in Schedule A and affixed improvements that by law constitute real property.  The

term "Land" does not include any property beyond the lines of the area described in Schedule A, nor any right, title,
interest, estate, or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways, or waterways, but this does
not modify or limit the extent that a right of access to and from the Land is to be insured by the Policy.

(c) "Mortgage":  A mortgage, deed of trust, or other security instrument, including one evidenced by electronic means
authorized by law.

(d) "Policy":  Each contract of title insurance, in a form adopted by the American Land Title Association, issued or to
be issued by the Company pursuant to this Commitment.

(e) "Proposed Insured":  Each person identified in Schedule A as the Proposed Insured of each Policy to be issued
pursuant to this Commitment.

(f) "Proposed Policy Amount":  Each dollar amount specified in Schedule A as the Proposed Policy Amount of each
Policy to be issued pursuant to this Commitment.

(g) "Public Records":  Records established under state statutes at the Commitment Date for the purpose of imparting
constructive notice of matters relating to real property to purchasers for value and without Knowledge.

(h) "Title":  The estate or interest described in Schedule A.

2. If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met within the time period specified in the Commitment
to Issue Policy, this Commitment terminates and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

3. The Company’s liability and obligation is limited by and this Commitment is not valid without:
(a) the Notice;
(b) the Commitment to Issue Policy;
(c) the Commitment Conditions;
(d) Schedule A;
(e) Schedule B, Part I—Requirements;
(f) Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and
(g) a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.

4. COMPANY’S RIGHT TO AMEND
The Company may amend this Commitment at any time.  If the Company amends this Commitment to add a defect,
lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or other matter recorded in the Public Records prior to the Commitment Date, any
liability of the Company is limited by Commitment Condition 5.  The Company shall not be liable for any other
amendment to this Commitment.

5. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
(a) The Company’s liability under Commitment Condition 4 is limited to the Proposed Insured’s actual expense

incurred in the interval between the Company’s delivery to the Proposed Insured of the Commitment and the
delivery of the amended Commitment, resulting from the Proposed Insured’s good faith reliance to:
(i) comply with the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements;
(ii) eliminate, with the Company’s written consent, any Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; or
(iii) acquire the Title or create the Mortgage covered by this Commitment.

(b) The Company shall not be liable under Commitment Condition 5(a) if the Proposed Insured requested the
amendment or had Knowledge of the matter and did not notify the Company about it in writing.

(c) The Company will only have liability under Commitment Condition 4 if the Proposed Insured would not have
incurred the expense had the Commitment included the added matter when the Commitment was first delivered to
the Proposed Insured.
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(d) The Company’s liability shall not exceed the lesser of the Proposed Insured’s actual expense incurred in good faith
and described in Commitment Conditions 5(a)(i) through 5(a)(iii) or the Proposed Policy Amount.

(e) The Company shall not be liable for the content of the Transaction Identification Data, if any.
(f) In no event shall the Company be obligated to issue the Policy referred to in this Commitment unless all of the

Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have been met to the satisfaction of the Company.
(g) In any event, the Company’s liability is limited by the terms and provisions of the Policy.

6. LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY MUST BE BASED ON THIS COMMITMENT
(a) Only a Proposed Insured identified in Schedule A, and no other person, may make a claim under this

Commitment.
(b) Any claim must be based in contract and must be restricted solely to the terms and provisions of this Commitment.
(c) Until the Policy is issued, this Commitment, as last revised, is the exclusive and entire agreement between the

parties with respect to the subject matter of this Commitment and supersedes all prior commitment negotiations,
representations, and proposals of any kind, whether written or oral, express or implied, relating to the subject
matter of this Commitment.

(d) The deletion or modification of any Schedule B, Part II—Exception does not constitute an agreement or obligation
to provide coverage beyond the terms and provisions of this Commitment or the Policy.

(e) Any amendment or endorsement to this Commitment must be in writing and authenticated by a person authorized
by the Company.

(f) When the Policy is issued, all liability and obligation under this Commitment will end and the Company’s only
liability will be under the Policy.

7. IF THIS COMMITMENT HAS BEEN ISSUED BY AN ISSUING AGENT
The issuing agent is the Company’s agent only for the limited purpose of issuing title insurance commitments and
policies.  The issuing agent is not the Company’s agent for the purpose of providing closing or settlement services.

8. PRO-FORMA POLICY
The Company may provide, at the request of a Proposed Insured, a pro-forma policy illustrating the coverage that the
Company may provide.  A pro-forma policy neither reflects the status of Title at the time that the pro-forma policy is
delivered to a Proposed Insured, nor is it a commitment to insure.

9. ARBITRATION
The Policy contains an arbitration clause.  All arbitrable matters when the Proposed Policy Amount is $2,000,000 or
less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Proposed Insured as the exclusive remedy of the
parties.  A Proposed Insured may review a copy of the arbitration rules at http://www.alta.org/arbitration.
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Colorado - Schedule A

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule A
Transaction Identification Data for reference only:
Issuing Agent: Winter Van Alstine Issuing Office: Attorneys Title Insurance Agency

of Aspen, LLC
Issuing Office's ALTA® Registry ID: 1019587 Loan ID No.:

Commitment No.: 21004788 Issuing Office File No.: 21004788
Property Address: 501 West Hopkins Ave, Aspen, CO 81611

SCHEDULE A

1. Commitment Date:  June 7, 2021 at 07:45 AM

2. Policy or Policies to be issued: Amount Premium

A. ALTA Owners Policy (06/17/06) $0.00 $0.00
Proposed Insured: TBD
Certificate of Taxes Due $0.00
Endorsements:
Additional Charges: $0

Total $0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment is Fee simple.

4. The Title is, at the Commitment Date, vested in:

R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company

5. The land referred to in the Commitment is described as follows:

SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HERETO

For informational purposes only, the property address is: 501 West Hopkins Ave, Aspen, CO 81611.
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(Continued)
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Colorado - Schedule A

Attorneys Title Insurance Agency of Aspen, LLC

By:
Winter Van Alstine
Authorized Officer or Agent

FOR INFORMATION PURPOSED OR SERVICES IN CONNECTION WITH THIS COMMITMENT, CONTACT: Attorneys
Title Insurance Agency of Aspen, LLC, 715 West Main Street, Suite 202, Aspen, CO 81611, Phone: 970 925-7328, Fax:
970 925-7348.
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Colorado - Schedule BI & BII

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule BI & BII
Commitment No: 21004788

SCHEDULE B, PART I

Requirements

All of the following Requirements must be met:

1. The Proposed Insured must notify the Company in writing of the name of any party not referred to in this
Commitment who will obtain an interest in the Land or who will make a loan on the Land. The Company may then
make additional Requirements or Exceptions.

2. Pay the agreed amount for the estate or interest to be insured.

3. Pay the premiums, fees, and charges for the Policy to the Company.

4. Documents satisfactory to the Company that convey the Title or create the Mortgage to be insured, or both, must
be properly authorized, executed, delivered, and recorded in the Public Records.

5. Payment of all taxes and assessments now due and payable as shown on a certificate of taxes due from the
County Treasurer or the County Treasurer's Authorized Agent.

6. Evidence that all assessments for common expenses, if any, have been paid.

7. Final Affidavit and Agreement executed by Owners and/or Purchasers must be provided to the Company

8. Warranty Deed must be sufficient to convey the fee simple estate or interest in the land described or referred to
herein, from R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company, to TBD, the proposed insured,
Schedule A, item 2A. NOTE: C.R.S. Section 38-35-109(2) required that a notation of the purchaser's legal
address, (not necessarily the same as the property address) be included on the face of the Deed to be recorded.

9. Release of the Deed of Trust from R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company, to the
Public Trustee of Pitkin County for the benefit of Bank of America, N.A., to secure an indebtedness in the principal
sum of $8,500,000.00, and any other amounts and/obligations secured thereby, dated December 13, 2016, and
recorded December 15, 2016, as Reception No. 634652.

10. Release of the UCC Financing Statement from R.D. Olson investments II, LLC, debtor, to Bank of America, N.A.,
the secured party, recorded December 15, 2016, as Reception No. 634651.

11. Release of the Deed of Trust from R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California limited liability company to the
Public Trustee of Pitkin County for the benefit of Bank of America, N.A., to secure an indebtedness in the principal
sum of $8,500,000.00, and any other amounts and/obligations secured thereby, recorded October 23, 2017 as
Reception No. 642498.
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12. A copy of the properly signed and executed Operating Agreement if written, for R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a
California limited liability company, to be submitted to the Company for review.

13. Certificate of Good Standing from the California Secretary of State for R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a California
limited liability company.

14. Record a Statement of Authority to provide prima facie evidence of existence of R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC, a
California limited liability company, an entity capable of holding property, and the name of the person authorized to
execute instruments affecting title to real property as authorized by C.R.S. Section 38-30-172.

15. Additional Requirements may be included once the name of the Buyer is provided.

16. Improvement Survey Plat sufficient in form, content and certification acceptable to the Company. Exception will be
taken to adverse matters disclosed thereby.

17. This Title Commitment is subject to underwriter approval.
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This page is only a part of a 2016 ALTA® Commitment for Title Insurance issued by First American Title Insurance Company. This Commitment is not
valid without the Notice; the Commitment to Issue Policy; the Commitment Conditions; Schedule A; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B,
Part II—Exceptions; and a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.

Copyright 2006-2016 American Land Title Association. All rights reserved.
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Reprinted under license from the American Land Title Association.
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Colorado - Schedule BI & BII

ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Schedule BI & BII (Cont.)
Commitment No.: 21004788

SCHEDULE B, PART II

Exceptions

THIS COMMITMENT DOES NOT REPUBLISH ANY COVENANT, CONDITION, RESTRICTION, OR LIMITATION
CONTAINED IN ANY DOCUMENT REFERRED TO IN THIS COMMITMENT TO THE EXTENT THAT THE SPECIFIC
COVENANT, CONDITION, RESTRICTION, OR LIMITATION VIOLATES STATE OR FEDERAL LAW BASED ON RACE,
COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, GENDER IDENTITY, HANDICAP, FAMILIAL STATUS, OR
NATIONAL ORIGIN.

The Policy will not insure against loss or damage resulting from the terms and provisions of any lease or easement
identified in Schedule A, and will include the following Exceptions unless cleared to the satisfaction of the Company:

1. Any facts, rights, interests or claims which are not shown by the Public Records, but which could be ascertained
by an inspection of the Land or by making inquiry of persons in possession thereof.

2. Easements, or claims of easements, not shown by the Public Records.

3. Discrepancies, conflicts in boundary lines, shortage in area, encroachments, and any facts which a correct land
survey and inspection of the Land would disclose, and which are not shown by the Public Records.

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor or material theretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by law and not
shown in the Public Records.

5. Any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or other matter that appears for the first time in the Public Records
or is created, attaches, or is disclosed between the Commitment Date and the date on which all of the Schedule B,
Part I—Requirements are met.

Note: Exception number 5. will be removed from the policy provided the Company conducts the closing and
settlement service for the transaction identified in the commitment

6. Any and all unpaid taxes, assessments and unredeemed tax sales.

7. Unpatented mining claims; reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof.

8. Any water rights, claims of title to water, in, on or under the Land.

9. Taxes and assessments for the year 2021, and subsequent years, a lien not yet due or payable.
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10. Reservations and exceptions as set forth in the Deed from the City of Aspen dated July 26, 1888, and recorded
August 28, 1888, in Book 59 at Page 476, as Reception No. 025593.

11. Reservations and exceptions as set forth in the Deed from the City of Aspen dated April 4, 1892, and recorded
April 4, 1892, in Book 79 at Page 43, as Reception No. 046622.

12. Any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the Official Map of the City of Aspen recorded
December 16, 1959, as Reception No. 109023.

13. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under Ordinance No. 6 (series of 1959, An
Ordinance Accepting a Map Entitled "Official Map of the City of Aspen, Pitkin County, State of Colorado," as the
Official Map of the City of Aspen:  Providing for Dedication of all Streets and Alleys, Except Such Streets and
Alleys Heretofore Vacated;  And Providing for the Filing of Said Map, Field Notes, and Supplemental Plats with the
Clerk and Recorder for Pitkin County, dated November 2, 1959, and recorded December 18, 1959, in Book 189 at
Page 354 as Reception No. 109043;  and any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the Willets
Map recorded November 12, 1969 in Plat Book 4 at Page 27 as Reception No. 137902.

14. Any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the recorded plat of Boomerang Lodge, Ltd., recorded
September 27, 1999, in Plat Book 51 at Page 28, as Reception No. 435910.

15. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Easement dated April 15, 2003,
and recorded April 18, 2003, as Reception No. 481651.

16. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Ordinance No. 6 (Series of 2006)
An Ordinance of the City of Aspen City Council Rezoning the "Boomerang Vacant Parcel" to the R-6 (Medium -
Density Residential) Zone District and Approving a Lot Split, Creating Lots 1 and 2 of the Boomerang Lot Split, City
of Aspen, Pitkin County, Colorado, dated April 10, 2006, and recorded June 16, 2006, as Reception No. 525368.

17. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Subdivision Exemption Agreement
for the Boomerang Lot Split by and between Aspen FSP - ABR, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company and The
City of Aspen, dated June 16, 2006, and recorded June 16, 2006, as Reception No. 525369.

18. Any and all notes, easements and recitals as disclosed on the recorded Boomerang Lot Split Subdivision
Exemption Plat, recorded June 16, 2006, in Plat Book 79 at Page 70, as Reception No. 525370.

19. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Resolution of the Aspen Planning
and Zoning Commission Denying a Variance from the Rear Yard Setback and Approving Variances from the
Garage Placement and Window Height Residential Design Standards to Construct a Single-Family Residence at
501 West Hopkins Avenue, City of Aspen, Pitkin County, Colorado (Resolution No. 8 - Series of 2013) recorded
March 28, 2013, as Reception No. 598071.

20. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Bargain and Sale Deed, recorded
December 10, 2015, as Reception No. 625448.

21. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Easement Agreement dated
February 16, 2017, and recorded March 1, 2017, as Reception No. 636495.

22. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Easement Agreement dated
December 30, 2016, and recorded March 1, 2017, as Reception No. 636496.

23. Terms, conditions, provisions, agreements and obligations specified under the Revocable Encroachment License
Application dated November 15, 2018, and recorded Deceber 12, 2018, as Reception No. 652552.

24. Any existing leases or tenancies, and any and all parties claiming by, through or under said lessees.
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ALTA Commitment for Title Insurance
ISSUED BY

First American Title Insurance Company

Exhibit A
File No.: 21004788

The Land referred to herein below is situated in the County of Pitkin, State of Colorado, and is described as follows:

Lot 1, BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT, a Planned Community, according to the Plat recorded June 16, 2006, in Plat Book 79 at
Page 70, as Reception No. 525370, Pitkin County, Colorado.
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DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Pursuant to C.R.S. 30-10-406(3)(a) all documents received for recording or filing in the Clerk and Recorder’s office shall contain
a top margin of at least one inch and a left, right and bottom margin of at least one-half of an inch. The Clerk and Recorder will
refuse to record or file any document that does not conform to the requirements of this section.

NOTE:  If this transaction includes a sale of the property and the price exceeds $100,000.00, the seller must comply with the
disclosure/withholding provisions of C.R.S. 39-22-604.5 (Nonresident withholding).

NOTE:  Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-2 requires that “Every title insurance company shall be responsible to
the proposed insured(s) subject to the terms and conditions of the title commitment, other than the effective date of the title
commitment, for all matters which appear of record prior to the time of recording whenever the title insurance company, or its
agent, conducts the closing and settlement service that is in conjunction with its issuance of an owner’s policy of title insurance
and is responsible for the recording and filing of legal documents resulting from the transaction which was closed.

Pursuant to C.R.S. 10-11-122, the company will not issue its owner’s policy or owner’s policies of title insurance contemplated
by this commitment until it has been provided a Certificate of Taxes due or other equivalent documentation from the County
Treasurer or the County Treasurer’s authorized agent; or until the Proposed Insured has notified or instructed the company in
writing to the contrary.

The subject property may be located in a special taxing district. A Certificate of Taxes due listing each taxing jurisdiction shall be
obtained from the County Treasurer or the County Treasurer’s authorized agent. Information regarding special districts and the
boundaries of such districts may be obtained from the Board of County Commissioners, the County Clerk and Recorder, or the
County Assessor.

NOTE:  Pursuant to CRS 10-11-123, notice is hereby given:

This notice applies to owner’s policy commitments containing a mineral severance instrument exception, or
exceptions, in Schedule B, Section 2.

 A. That there is recorded evidence that a mineral estate has been severed, leased, or otherwise conveyed from the
surface estate and that there is a substantial likelihood that a third party holds some or all interest in oil, gas,
other minerals, or geothermal energy in the property; and

 B. That such mineral estate may include the right to enter and use the property without the surface owner’s
permission.

NOTE:  Pursuant to Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-2, Affirmative mechanic’s lien protection for the
Owner may be available (typically by deletion of Exception no. 4 of Schedule B, Section 2 of the Commitment from the
Owner’s Policy to be issued) upon compliance with the following conditions:

 A. The land described in Schedule A of this commitment must be a single family residence which includes a
condominium or townhouse unit.

 B. No labor or materials have been furnished by mechanics or material-men for purposes of construction on the
land described in Schedule A of this Commitment within the past 6 months.

 C. The Company must receive an appropriate affidavit indemnifying the Company against un-filed mechanic’s and
material-men’s liens.

 D. The Company must receive payment of the appropriate premium.
 E. If there has been construction, improvements or major repairs undertaken on the property to be purchased

within six months prior to the Date of the Commitment, the requirements to obtain coverage for unrecorded
liens will include: disclosure of certain construction information; financial information as to the seller, the
builder and or the contractor; payment of the appropriate premium, fully executed Indemnity Agreements
satisfactory to the company, and, any additional requirements as may be necessary after an examination of the
aforesaid information by the Company.

No coverage will be given under any circumstances for labor or material for which the insured has contracted for or
agreed to pay.
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NOTE: Pursuant to C.R.S. 38-35-125(2) no person or entity that provides closing and settlement services for a real estate
transaction shall disburse funds as a part of such services until those funds have been received and are available for immediate
withdrawal as a matter of right.

NOTE:  C.R.S. 39-14-102 requires that a real property transfer declaration accompany any conveyance document presented for
recordation in the State of Colorado. Said declaration shall be completed and signed by either the grantor or grantee.

NOTE:  Pursuant to CRS 10-1-128(6)(a), It is unlawful to knowingly provide false, incomplete, or misleading facts or
information to an insurance company for the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the company. Penalties
may include imprisonment, fines, denial of insurance and civil damages. Any insurance company or agent of an
insurance company who knowingly provides false, incomplete, or misleading facts or information to a policyholder or
claimant for the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the policyholder or claimant with regard to a settlement
or award payable from insurance proceeds shall be reported to the Colorado division of insurance within the
department of regulatory agencies.

NOTE:  Pursuant to Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-3, notice is hereby given of the availability of an ALTA
Closing Protection Letter which may, upon request, be provided to certain parties to the transaction identified in the commitment.

Nothing herein contained will be deemed to obligate the company to provide any of the coverages referred to herein unless the
above conditions are fully satisfied.
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TELEPHONE 970 925-7328 FACSIMILE 970 925-7348

ATTORNEYS TITLE INSURANCE AGENCY OF ASPEN, LLC
715 West Main Street, Suite 202

Aspen, CO 81611

Attorneys Title Insurance Agency of Aspen, LLC

Privacy Policy Notice

PURPOSE OF THIS NOTICE

Title V. of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) generally prohibits any financial institution, directly or through it affiliates,
from sharing non-public personal information about you with a nonaffiliated third party unless the institution provides you
with a notice of its privacy policies and practices, such as the type of information that it collects about you and the
categories of persons or entities to whom it may be disclosed.  In compliance with the GLBA, we are providing you with
this document, which notifies you of the privacy policies and practices of Attorneys Title Insurance Agency of Aspen,
LLC.

We may collect nonpublic personal information about you from the following sources:

 Information we receive from you, such as on application or other forms.
 Information about your transactions we secure from out files, or from our affiliates or others.
 Information we receive from a consumer reporting agency.
 Information that we receive from others involved in your transaction, such as the real estate agent or lender.

Unless it is specifically stated otherwise in an amended Privacy Policy Notice, no additional nonpublic personal information
will be collected about you.

We may disclose any of the above information that we collect about our customers or former customer to our affiliates or
to nonaffiliated third parties as permitted by law.

We also may disclose this information about our customers or former customers to the following types of nonaffiliated
companies that perform marketing services on our behalf or with whom we have joint marketing agreements:

 Financial service providers such as companies engaged in banking, consumer finance, securities and insurance.
 Non-financial companies such as envelope stuffers and other fulfillment service providers.

WE DO NOT DISCLOSE ANY NONPUBLIC PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU WITH ANYONE FOR ANY
PURPOSE THAT IS NOT SPECIFICALLY PERMITTED BY LAW.

We restrict access to nonpublic personal information about you to those employees who need to know that information in
order to provide products or services to you.  We maintain physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards that comply with
federal regulations to guard your nonpublic personal information.
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Land Title Guarantee Company
Customer Distribution

PREVENT FRAUD - Please remember to call a member of our closing team when
initiating a wire transfer or providing wiring instructions.

Order Number: Q62012779 Date: 05/10/2021

Property Address: TBD HOPKINS AVENUE, ASPEN, CO 81611

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CLOSER OR CLOSER'S ASSISTANT FOR WIRE TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS

For Closing Assistance Closing Processor For Title Assistance
Kimberly Szczesny
533 E HOPKINS #102
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 925-1678 (Work)
(303) 393-4870 (Work Fax)
kparham@ltgc.com
Contact License: CO414945
Company License: CO44565

Marc Obadia
533 E HOPKINS #102
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 925-1678 (Work)
(800) 318-8202 (Work Fax)
mobadia@ltgc.com
Company License: CO44565

Land Title Roaring Fork Valley Title
Team
533 E HOPKINS #102
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 927-0405 (Work)
(970) 925-0610 (Work Fax)
valleyresponse@ltgc.com

Buyer/Borrower
A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED
Delivered via: No Commitment Delivery

Agent for Seller
KLEIN COTE EDWARDS CITRON LLC
Attention: JOSEPH EDWARDS
101 S MILL ST # 200
ASPEN, CO 81611
(970) 925-8700 (Work)
(970) 925-3977 (Work Fax)
jee@kceclaw.com
Delivered via: Electronic Mail

Seller/Owner
RD OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC
Delivered via: No Commitment Delivery
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Land Title Guarantee Company
Estimate of Title Fees

Order Number: Q62012779 Date: 05/10/2021

Property Address: TBD HOPKINS AVENUE, ASPEN, CO 81611

Parties: A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED

R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY

Visit Land Title's Website at www.ltgc.com for directions to any of our offices.

Estimate of Title insurance Fees

"TBD" Commitment $217.00

Total $217.00

If Land Title Guarantee Company will be closing this transaction, the fees listed above will be collected at
closing.

Thank you for your order!

Note: The documents linked in this commitment should be reviewed carefully. These documents, such as covenants
conditions and restrictions, may affect the title, ownership and use of the property. You may wish to engage legal
assistance in order to fully understand and be aware of the implications of the effect of these documents on your
property.

Chain of Title Documents:

Pitkin county recorded 12/28/2018 under reception no.
652984
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Property Address:

TBD HOPKINS AVENUE, ASPEN, CO 81611

1. Effective Date:

04/30/2021 at 5:00 P.M.

2. Policy to be Issued and Proposed Insured:

"TBD" Commitment
Proposed Insured:
A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED

$0.00

3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment and covered herein is:

A FEE SIMPLE

4. Title to the estate or interest covered herein is at the effective date hereof vested in:

R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

5. The Land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows:

LOT 19, LYING AND BEING SITUATED IN SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE
6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO, AS SHOWN ON THE BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH,
RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, COLORADO, APPROVED FEBRUARY 14, 1980
AND RECORDED DECEMBER 8, 1986, IN PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

LOT 21, LYING AND BEING SITUATED IN SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE
6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO, AS SHOWN ON THE BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH,
RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, COLORADO, APPROVED FEBRUARY 14, 1980,
AND RECORDED DECEMBER 8, 1986 IN PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

LOT 34, LYING AND BEING SITUATED IN SECTION 13, TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE
6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, PITKIN COUNTY, COLORADO, AS SHOWN ON THE BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH,
RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, COLORADO, APPROVED FEBRUARY 14, 180,
AND RECORDED DECEMBER 8, 1986, IN PITKIN COUNTY RECORDS IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO

EXTRA LODE MINING CLAIM, U.S.M.S. NO. 4712, 
EMBRACING A PORTION OF TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST, OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL
MERIDIAN LOCATED IN THE ROARING FORK MINING DISTRICT. 

ALTA COMMITMENT

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Schedule A

Order Number:Q62012779
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Copyright 2006-2021 American Land Title Association. All rights reserved.

The use of this Form is restricted to ALTA licensees and ALTA members in good standing
as of the date of use. All other uses are prohibited. Reprinted under license from the
American Land Title Association.

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

ALL THAT PORTION OF THE COPPEROPOLIS LODE MINING CLAIM, U.S.M.S. NO. 1759 WHICH LIES WEST
OF THE WEST SIDE LINE OF THE PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE MINING CLAIM, U.S.M.S. NO. 7364, BETWEEN
CORNERS NO. 3 AND 4 OF THE PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE. LOCATED IN THE ROARING FORK MINING
DISTRICT, 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

PRIDE OF ASPEN LODE MINING CLAIM U.S.M.S. NO. 7364, LOCATED IN THE ROARING FORK MINING
DISTRICT. 

COUNTY OF PITKIN, 
STATE OF COLORADO.

ALTA COMMITMENT

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Schedule A

Order Number:Q62012779
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ALTA COMMITMENT

Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

Schedule B, Part I

(Requirements)

Order Number: Q62012779

All of the following Requirements must be met:

This proposed Insured must notify the Company in writing of the name of any party not referred to in this
Commitment who will obtain an interest in the Land or who will make a loan on the Land. The Company
may then make additional Requirements or Exceptions.

Pay the agreed amount for the estate or interest to be insured.

Pay the premiums, fees, and charges for the Policy to the Company.

Documents satisfactory to the Company that convey the Title or create the Mortgage to be insured, or
both, must be properly authorized, executed, delivered, and recorded in the Public Records.

1. CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING OF R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY, ISSUED BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

2. WRITTEN CONFIRMATION THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY FOR
R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RECORDED DECEMBER
28, 2018 AT RECEPTION NO. 652983 IS CURRENT. 

NOTE: SAID INSTRUMENT DISCLOSES ROBERT D. OLSON AS THE SOLE MEMBER AND MANAGER
AUTHORIZED TO EXECUTE INSTRUMENTS CONVEYING, ENCUMBERING OR OTHERWISE AFFECTING
TITLE TO REAL PROPERTY ON BEHALF OF SAID ENTITY. IF THIS INFORMATION IS NOT ACCURATE, A
CURRENT STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY MUST BE RECORDED.

3. GOOD AND SUFFICIENT DEED FROM R.D. OLSON INVESTMENTS II, LLC, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED
LIABILITY COMPANY TO A BUYER TO BE DETERMINED CONVEYING SUBJECT PROPERTY.

NOTE: ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS OR EXCEPTIONS MAY BE NECESSARY WHEN THE BUYERS
NAMES ARE ADDED TO THIS COMMITMENT. COVERAGES AND/OR CHARGES REFLECTED HEREIN, IF
ANY, ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UPON RECEIPT OF THE CONTRACT TO BUY AND SELL REAL ESTATE
AND ANY AMENDMENTS THERETO.
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This commitment does not republish any covenants, condition, restriction, or limitation contained in any
document referred to in this commitment to the extent that the specific covenant, conditions, restriction,
or limitation violates state or federal law based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender
identity, handicap, familial status, or national origin.

1. Any facts, rights, interests, or claims thereof, not shown by the Public Records but that could be
ascertained by an inspection of the Land or that may be asserted by persons in possession of the Land.

2. Easements, liens or encumbrances, or claims thereof, not shown by the Public Records.

3. Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse circumstance affecting the Title that
would be disclosed by an accurate and complete land survey of the Land and not shown by the Public
Records.

4. Any lien, or right to a lien, for services, labor or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by
law and not shown by the Public Records.

5. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters, if any, created, first appearing in the
public records or attaching subsequent to the effective date hereof but prior to the date of the proposed
insured acquires of record for value the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
Commitment.

6. (a) Taxes or assessments that are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the Public Records; (b) proceedings by a public
agency that may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not shown
by the records of such agency or by the Public Records.

7. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the
issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims or title to water.

8. RIGHT OF THE PROPRIETOR OF A VEIN OR LODE TO EXTRACT AND REMOVE HIS ORE THEREFROM,
SHOULD THE SAME BE FOUND TO PENETRATE OR INTERSECT THE PREMISES HEREBY GRANTED,
AND A RIGHT OF WAY FOR DITCHES OR CANALS CONSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED
STATES, AS RESERVED IN UNITED STATES PATENT RECORDED MAY 20, 1949 IN BOOK 175 AT PAGE
198.

9. RIGHT OF THE PROPRIETOR OF A VEIN OR LODE TO EXTRACT AND REMOVE HIS ORE THEREFROM,
SHOULD THE SAME BE FOUND TO PENETRATE OR INTERSECT THE PREMISES HEREBY GRANTED,
AND A RIGHT OF WAY FOR DITCHES OR CANALS CONSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED
STATES, AS RESERVED IN UNITED STATES PATENT RECORDED MAY 20, 1949 IN BOOK 175 AT PAGE
182.

10. RIGHT OF THE PROPRIETOR OF A VEIN OR LODE TO EXTRACT AND REMOVE HIS ORE THEREFROM,
SHOULD THE SAME BE FOUND TO PENETRATE OR INTERSECT THE PREMISES HEREBY GRANTED,
AND A RIGHT OF WAY FOR DITCHES OR CANALS CONSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED
STATES, AS RESERVED IN UNITED STATES PATENT RECORDED MAY 20, 1949 IN BOOK 175 AT PAGE
163.

11. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF A PERPETUAL RIGHT OF WAY AS SET
FORTH IN AGREEMENT RECORDED APRIL 6, 1901 IN BOOK 142 AT PAGE 366.
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12. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN DECREE RECORDED
NOVEMBER 1, 1968 IN BOOK 237 AT PAGE 155 AND IN STIPULATION RECORDED NOVEMBER 1, 1968 IN
BOOK 237 AT PAGE 158.

13. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN AGREEMENT RECORDED
JANUARY 8, 1975 IN BOOK 295 AT PAGE 435 AND RERECORDED MARCH 3, 1975 IN BOOK 296 AT PAGE
711.

14. EASEMENTS, CONDITIONS, COVENANTS, RESTRICTIONS, RESERVATIONS AND NOTES ON THE PLAT
OF BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT PLAT OF THE DEPENDENT RESURVEY AND SURVEY FOR
TOWNSHIP 10 SOUTH, RANGE 85 WEST OF THE SIXTH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN RECORDED DECEMBER
08, 1986 IN BOOK 524 AT PAGE 552.

NOTE:THIS COPY WHICH IS RECORDED IN THE PITKIN COUNTY CLERK AND RECORDERS OFFICE IS
ILLEGIBLE, THE FOLLOWING COPY OF THIS SURVEY IS FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
WEBSITE AND UPLOADED AS OUR ESI 36512381

15. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF PERPETUAL NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT
AS SET FORTH IN QUIT CLAIM DEED RECORDED NOVEMBER 20, 1987 IN BOOK 551 AT PAGE 409.

16. TERMS, CONDITIONS, PROVISIONS AND OBLIGATIONS OF RESOLUTION OF THE PITKIN COUNTY
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, NO. 68, SERIES OF 2012 RECORDED NOVEMBER 13, 2012 AS
RECEPTION NO. 593895.

17. ANY QUESTION, DISPUTE OR ADVERSE CLAIMS AS TO ANY LOSS OR GAIN OF LAND AS A RESULT OF
ANY CHANGE IN THE RIVER BED LOCATION BY NATURAL OR OTHER THAN NATURAL CAUSES, OR
ALTERATION THROUGH ANY CAUSE, NATURAL OR UNNATURAL, OF THE CENTER THREAD, BANK,
CHANNEL OR FLOW OF WATERS IN THE CASTLE CREEK LYING WITHIN SUBJECT LAND; AND ANY
QUESTION AS TO THE LOCATION OF SUCH CENTER THREAD, BED, BANK OR CHANNEL AS A LEGAL
DESCRIPTION MONUMENT OR MARKER FOR PURPOSES OF DESCRIBING OR LOCATING SUBJECT
LANDS UPLOADED AS OUR ESI 36512969.

18. ANY RIGHTS, INTERESTS OR EASEMENTS IN FAVOR OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE
STATE OF COLORADO, OR THE PUBLIC, WHICH EXIST OR ARE CLAIMED TO EXIST IN AND OVER THE
PAST AND PRESENT BED, BANKS OR WATERS OF CASTLE CREEK UPLOADED AS OUR ESI 36512969.
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LAND TITLE GUARANTEE COMPANY
DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS

Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-11-122, notice is hereby given that:

Note: Effective September 1, 1997, CRS 30-10-406 requires that all documents received for recording or filing in the
clerk and recorder's office shall contain a top margin of at least one inch and a left, right and bottom margin of at least
one half of an inch. The clerk and recorder may refuse to record or file any document that does not conform, except that,
the requirement for the top margin shall not apply to documents using forms on which space is provided for recording or
filing information at the top margin of the document.

Note: Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-2 requires that "Every title entity shall be responsible for all matters
which appear of record prior to the time of recording whenever the title entity conducts the closing and is responsible for
recording or filing of legal documents resulting from the transaction which was closed". Provided that Land Title
Guarantee Company conducts the closing of the insured transaction and is responsible for recording the legal
documents from the transaction, exception number 5 will not appear on the Owner's Title Policy and the Lenders Policy
when issued.

Note: Affirmative mechanic's lien protection for the Owner may be available (typically by deletion of Exception no. 4 of
Schedule B, Section 2 of the Commitment from the Owner's Policy to be issued) upon compliance with the following
conditions:

No coverage will be given under any circumstances for labor or material for which the insured has contracted for or
agreed to pay.

The Subject real property may be located in a special taxing district.(A)

A certificate of taxes due listing each taxing jurisdiction will be obtained from the county treasurer of the county in
which the real property is located or that county treasurer's authorized agent unless the proposed insured provides
written instructions to the contrary. (for an Owner's Policy of Title Insurance pertaining to a sale of residential real
property).

(B)

The information regarding special districts and the boundaries of such districts may be obtained from the Board of
County Commissioners, the County Clerk and Recorder, or the County Assessor.

(C)

The land described in Schedule A of this commitment must be a single family residence which includes a
condominium or townhouse unit.

(A)

No labor or materials have been furnished by mechanics or material-men for purposes of construction on the land
described in Schedule A of this Commitment within the past 6 months.

(B)

The Company must receive an appropriate affidavit indemnifying the Company against un-filed mechanic's and
material-men's liens.

(C)

The Company must receive payment of the appropriate premium.(D)

If there has been construction, improvements or major repairs undertaken on the property to be purchased within
six months prior to the Date of Commitment, the requirements to obtain coverage for unrecorded liens will include:
disclosure of certain construction information; financial information as to the seller, the builder and or the
contractor; payment of the appropriate premium fully executed Indemnity Agreements satisfactory to the company,
and, any additional requirements as may be necessary after an examination of the aforesaid information by the
Company.

(E)
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Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-11-123, notice is hereby given:

This notice applies to owner's policy commitments disclosing that a mineral estate has been severed from the surface
estate, in Schedule B-2.

Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-1-128(6)(a), It is unlawful to knowingly provide false, incomplete, or misleading facts or
information to an insurance company for the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the company. Penalties may
include imprisonment, fines, denial of insurance, and civil damages. Any insurance company or agent of an insurance
company who knowingly provides false, incomplete, or misleading facts or information to a policyholder or claimant for
the purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the policyholder or claimant with regard to a settlement or award
payable from insurance proceeds shall be reported to the Colorado Division of Insurance within the Department of
Regulatory Agencies.

Note: Pursuant to Colorado Division of Insurance Regulations 8-1-3, notice is hereby given of the availability of a closing
protection letter for the lender, purchaser, lessee or seller in connection with this transaction.

Note: Pursuant to CRS 10-1-11(4)(a)(1), Colorado notaries may remotely notarize real estate deeds and other
documents using real-time audio-video communication technology. You may choose not to use remote notarization for
any document.

That there is recorded evidence that a mineral estate has been severed, leased, or otherwise conveyed from the
surface estate and that there is substantial likelihood that a third party holds some or all interest in oil, gas, other
minerals, or geothermal energy in the property; and

(A)

That such mineral estate may include the right to enter and use the property without the surface owner's
permission.

(B)
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JOINT NOTICE OF PRIVACY POLICY OF
LAND TITLE GUARANTEE COMPANY,

LAND TITLE GUARANTEE COMPANY OF SUMMIT COUNTY
LAND TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION AND 

OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

This Statement is provided to you as a customer of Land Title Guarantee Company as agent for Land Title Insurance
Corporation and Old Republic National Title Insurance Company.

We want you to know that we recognize and respect your privacy expectations and the requirements of federal and state
privacy laws. Information security is one of our highest priorities. We recognize that maintaining your trust and confidence
is the bedrock of our business. We maintain and regularly review internal and external safeguards against unauthorized
access to your non-public personal information ("Personal Information").

In the course of our business, we may collect Personal Information about you from:

applications or other forms we receive from you, including communications sent through TMX, our web-based
transaction management system;

your transactions with, or from the services being performed by us, our affiliates, or others;

a consumer reporting agency, if such information is provided to us in connection with your transaction;

and

The public records maintained by governmental entities that we obtain either directly from those entities, or from
our affiliates and non-affiliates.

Our policies regarding the protection of the confidentiality and security of your Personal Information are as follows:

We restrict access to all Personal Information about you to those employees who need to know that information in
order to provide products and services to you.

We may share your Personal Information with affiliated contractors or service providers who provide services in the
course of our business, but only to the extent necessary for these providers to perform their services and to
provide these services to you as may be required by your transaction.

We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards that comply with federal standards to protect your
Personal Information from unauthorized access or intrusion.

Employees who violate our strict policies and procedures regarding privacy are subject to disciplinary action.

We regularly assess security standards and procedures to protect against unauthorized access to Personal
Information.

WE DO NOT DISCLOSE ANY PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU WITH ANYONE FOR ANY PURPOSE THAT
IS NOT STATED ABOVE OR PERMITTED BY LAW.

Consistent with applicable privacy laws, there are some situations in which Personal Information may be disclosed. We
may disclose your Personal Information when you direct or give us permission; when we are required by law to do so, for
example, if we are served a subpoena; or when we suspect fraudulent or criminal activities. We also may disclose your
Personal Information when otherwise permitted by applicable privacy laws such as, for example, when disclosure is
needed to enforce our rights arising out of any agreement, transaction or relationship with you.

Our policy regarding dispute resolution is as follows: Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to our privacy
policy, or the breach thereof, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the rules of the American Arbitration
Association, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having jurisdiction
thereof.
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Commitment For Title Insurance
Issued by Old Republic National Title Insurance Company

NOTICE

IMPORTANT—READ CAREFULLY: THIS COMMITMENT IS AN OFFER TO ISSUE ONE OR MORE TITLE INSURANCE
POLICIES. ALL CLAIMS OR REMEDIES SOUGHT AGAINST THE COMPANY INVOLVING THE CONTENT OF THIS
COMMITMENT OR THE POLICY MUST BE BASED SOLELY IN CONTRACT.

THIS COMMITMENT IS NOT AN ABSTRACT OF TITLE, REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF TITLE, LEGAL OPINION, OPINION OF TITLE, OR OTHER
REPRESENTATION OF THE STATUS OF TITLE. THE PROCEDURES USED BY THE COMPANY TO DETERMINE INSURABILITY OF THE TITLE, INCLUDING
ANY SEARCH AND EXAMINATION, ARE PROPRIETARY TO THE COMPANY, WERE PERFORMED SOLELY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE COMPANY, AND
CREATE NO EXTRACONTRACTUAL LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON, INCLUDING A PROPOSED INSURED.

THE COMPANY’S OBLIGATION UNDER THIS COMMITMENT IS TO ISSUE A POLICY TO A PROPOSED INSURED IDENTIFIED IN SCHEDULE A IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF THIS COMMITMENT. THE COMPANY HAS NO LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION INVOLVING THE
CONTENT OF THIS COMMITMENT TO ANY OTHER PERSON. .

COMMITMENT TO ISSUE POLICY

Subject to the Notice; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and the Commitment Conditions, Old Republic National Title Insurance
Company, a Minnesota corporation (the “Company”), commits to issue the Policy according to the terms and provisions of this Commitment. This Commitment is
effective as of the Commitment Date shown in Schedule A for each Policy described in Schedule A, only when the Company has entered in Schedule A both the
specified dollar amount as the Proposed Policy Amount and the name of the Proposed Insured. If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met
within 6 months after the Commitment Date, this Commitment terminates and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

COMMITMENT CONDITIONS

1. DEFINITIONS

2. If all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements have not been met within the time period specified in the Commitment to Issue Policy, Commitment terminates
and the Company’s liability and obligation end.

3. The Company’s liability and obligation is limited by and this Commitment is not valid without:

4. COMPANY’S RIGHT TO AMEND

The Company may amend this Commitment at any time. If the Company amends this Commitment to add a defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim, or
other matter recorded in the Public Records prior to the Commitment Date, any liability of the Company is limited by Commitment Condition 5. The
Company shall not be liable for any other amendment to this Commitment.

5. LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY

i. comply with the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements;
ii. eliminate, with the Company’s written consent, any Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; or
iii. acquire the Title or create the Mortgage covered by this Commitment.

“Knowledge” or “Known”: Actual or imputed knowledge, but not constructive notice imparted by the Public Records.(a)
“Land”: The land described in Schedule A and affixed improvements that by law constitute real property. The term “Land” does not include any
property beyond the lines of the area described in Schedule A, nor any right, title, interest, estate, or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues,
alleys, lanes, ways, or waterways, but this does not modify or limit the extent that a right of access to and from the Land is to be insured by the Policy.

(b)

“Mortgage”: A mortgage, deed of trust, or other security instrument, including one evidenced by electronic means authorized by law.(c)
  “Policy”: Each contract of title insurance, in a form adopted by the American Land Title Association, issued or to be issued by the Company
pursuant to this Commitment.

(d)

  “Proposed Insured”: Each person identified in Schedule A as the Proposed Insured of each Policy to be issued pursuant to this Commitment.(e)
“Proposed Policy Amount”: Each dollar amount specified in Schedule A as the Proposed Policy Amount of each Policy to be issued pursuant to this
Commitment.

(f)

“Public Records”: Records established under state statutes at the Commitment Date for the purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters
relating to real property to purchasers for value and without Knowledge.

(g)

“Title”: The estate or interest described in Schedule A.(h)

the Notice;(a)
the Commitment to Issue Policy;(b)
the Commitment Conditions;(c)
Schedule A;(d)
Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; and(e)
Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and(f)
a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.(g)

The Company’s liability under Commitment Condition 4 is limited to the Proposed Insured’s actual expense incurred in the interval between the
Company’s delivery to the Proposed Insured of the Commitment and the delivery of the amended Commitment, resulting from the Proposed
Insured’s good faith reliance to:

(a)

The Company shall not be liable under Commitment Condition 5(a) if the Proposed Insured requested the amendment or had Knowledge of the
matter and did not notify the Company about it in writing.

(b)

The Company will only have liability under Commitment Condition 4 if the Proposed Insured would not have incurred the expense had the
Commitment included the added matter when the Commitment was first delivered to the Proposed Insured.

(c)

The Company’s liability shall not exceed the lesser of the Proposed Insured’s actual expense incurred in good faith and described in Commitment
Conditions 5(a)(i) through 5(a)(iii) or the Proposed Policy Amount.

(d)

The Company shall not be liable for the content of the Transaction Identification Data, if any.(e)
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6. LIABILITY OF THE COMPANY MUST BE BASED ON THIS COMMITMENT

7. IF THIS COMMITMENT HAS BEEN ISSUED BY AN ISSUING AGENT

The issuing agent is the Company’s agent only for the limited purpose of issuing title insurance commitments and policies. The issuing agent is not the
Company’s agent for the purpose of providing closing or settlement services.

8. PRO-FORMA POLICY

The Company may provide, at the request of a Proposed Insured, a pro-forma policy illustrating the coverage that the Company may provide. A pro-forma
policy neither reflects the status of Title at the time that the pro-forma policy is delivered to a Proposed Insured, nor is it a commitment to insure.

9. ARBITRATION

The Policy contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Proposed Policy Amount is $2,000,000 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of
either the Company or the Proposed Insured as the exclusive remedy of the parties. A Proposed Insured may review a copy of the arbitration rules at
http://www.alta.org/arbitration.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Land Title Insurance Corporation has caused its corporate name and seal to be affixed by its duly authorized officers on the date shown
in Schedule A to be valid when countersigned by a validating officer or other authorized signatory.

Issued by:
Land Title Guarantee Company
3033 East First Avenue Suite 600 
Denver, Colorado 80206
303-321-1880

Senior Vice President
This page is only a part of a 2016 ALTA® Commitment for Title Insurance issued by Land Title Insurance Corporation. This Commitment is not valid without the
Notice; the Commitment to Issue Policy; the Commitment Conditions; Schedule A; Schedule B, Part I—Requirements; and Schedule B, Part II—Exceptions; and
a counter-signature by the Company or its issuing agent that may be in electronic form.  

Copyright 2006-2016 American Land Title Association. All rights reserved.

The use of this Form (or any derivative thereof) is restricted to ALTA licensees and ALTA members in good standing as of the date of use. All other uses are
prohibited. Reprinted under license from the American Land Title Association.

In no event shall the Company be obligated to issue the Policy referred to in this Commitment unless all of the Schedule B, Part I—Requirements
have been met to the satisfaction of the Company.

(f)

In any event, the Company’s liability is limited by the terms and provisions of the Policy.(g)

Only a Proposed Insured identified in Schedule A, and no other person, may make a claim under this Commitment.(a)
Any claim must be based in contract and must be restricted solely to the terms and provisions of this Commitment.(b)
Until the Policy is issued, this Commitment, as last revised, is the exclusive and entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject
matter of this Commitment and supersedes all prior commitment negotiations, representations, and proposals of any kind, whether written or oral,
express or implied, relating to the subject matter of this Commitment.

(c)

The deletion or modification of any Schedule B, Part II—Exception does not constitute an agreement or obligation to provide coverage beyond the
terms and provisions of this Commitment or the Policy.

(d)

Any amendment or endorsement to this Commitment must be in writing and authenticated by a person authorized by the Company.(e)
When the Policy is issued, all liability and obligation under this Commitment will end and the Company’s only liability will be under the Policy.(f)
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Pitkin County Mailing List of 300 Feet Radius

Pitkin County GIS presents the information and data on this web
site  as  a  service  to  the public.   Every effort  has been made  to
ensure that the information and data contained in this electronic
system  is  accurate,  but  the  accuracy  may  change.   Mineral
estate ownership is not included in this mailing list. Pitkin County
does not maintain a database of mineral estate owners.

Pitkin  County GIS  makes no warranty  or guarantee  concerning
the completeness,  accuracy, or  reliability  of  the  content  at  this
site  or at  other sites to which we link.  Assessing accuracy and
reliability of information and data is the sole responsibility of the
user.  The user understands he or she is solely responsible and
liable  for  use,  modification, or distribution  of  any information  or
data obtained on this web site.

This  document  contains  a  Mailing  List  formatted  to  be
printed  on  Avery  5160  Labels.   If  printing,  DO  NOT  "fit  to
page" or "shrink oversized pages." This will manipulate the
margins  such  that  they  no  longer  line  up  on  the  labels
sheet. Print actual size.

From Parcel: 273512466002 on 06/09/2021

Instructions:

Disclaimer:

http://www.pitkinmapsandmore.com
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ALPINE BANK

GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO  81601

2200 GRAND AVE
SCOTT BUILDING CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

400 W HOPKINS AVE
501 MAIN ASPEN LLC

GRAND RAPIDS, MI  49503

ALDRICH PL #200 OTTAWA AVE NW

WASHBURN SERENE MARIE V

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #205
430 WEST HOPKINS CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

COMMON AREA

432 W HOPKINS AVE

KURKULIS PATSY & PAUL R

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #201

LITTLE AJAX CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS #006
SCHULMAN WILLIAM PAUL

CHARLEVOIX, MI  49720

301 MERCER BLVD
JEWISH RESOURCE CENTER CHABAD OF ASPEN

ASPEN, CO  81612

435 W MAIN ST

HERNANDEZ ROBERTO PABLO REV TRUST

MIAMI, FL  33129

1901 BRICKELL AVE #B913
POTTS LEAH S

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #102
PERRY IAN MICHAEL

ASPEN, CO  81611

426 E HYMAN AVE

SAMUEL JOSHUA MOSES

DILLON, CO  80435

PO BOX 756
JOHNSTON FAMILY TRUST

COSTA MESA, CA  92626

2018 PHALAROPE
R D OLSON INVESTMENTS II LLC

NEWPORT BEACH, CA  92660

520 NEWPORT CENTER DR #600

NIX ROBERT JR

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 3694
TOMS CONDO LLC

ERWINNA , PA  18920

6 SHULL FARM RD 
SHERWIN ENTERPRISES LLC

DURHAM, NC  27701

1714 VISTA ST

SLONE MICHAEL DAVID II

FAYETTEVILLE, AR  72703

4476 WATERSIDE CT
SGSG ASPEN CONDO LLC

DENVER, CO  80237

8100 E UNION AVE #2303
501 WEST MAIN LLC

ASPEN, CO  816111818

532 E HOPKINS AVE

KATZMAN LORI ANN

CHARLEVOIX, MI  49720

301 MERCER BLVD
CITY OF ASPEN

ASPEN, CO  81611

130 S GALENA ST
HORNE CHRISTOPHER & BRANDI

AUSTIN, TX  78746

5214 BUCKMAN MTN RD

01037H TRUST

BEVERLY HILLS, CA  90210

715 N SIERRA DR
FELER LAURIE & CLAUDIO

CARBONDALE, CO  81623

550 FOX RUN
CARROLL MEREDITH & ARTHUR

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #210

DAUCH KARIN

NEW YORK, NY  10003

80 4TH AVE #7A
TODD SHANE

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 2654
SMITH ANDREW C & DONNA G

DALLAS, TX  75205

3622 SPRINGBROOK ST
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WESTERNOFF TRENT & NAZLY FAMILY TRUST

MANHATTAN BEACH, CA  90266

724 10TH ST
ERICKSON A RONALD

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #211
400 W HOPKINS CONDO LLC

DALLAS, TX  75209

5403 NEOLA DR

AMAYA JOSE ANTONIO & BLANCA E ARGUETA

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #103
MADSEN MARTHA W

ASPEN, CO  81611

608 W HOPKINS AVE APT 9
STUART DANIEL S & TAMARA B

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 3274  

STERTZER ELIANE C

ASPEN , CO  81612

PO BOX 8677
STASPEN LLP

ATLANTA , GA   303094420

229 PEACHTREE HILLS AVE NE #438
UTOPIA LIVING ASPEN LLC

SANTA MONICA, CA  90402

225 GEORGINA AVE

ANGELOV DIMTAR S & DANIEL D

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #209
WENDT ROBERT E II

PACIFIC PALISADES, CA  90272

350 MT HOLYOKE AVE
YOUNG PAUL III FAMILY TRUST

ASPEN, CO  816111603

413 W HOPKINS AVE

FRANSEN ERIN M & GREGORY H

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS UNIT 206
FOSTER LOT 2 LLC

ASPEN, CO  81611

625 E HYMAN AVE #201
LITTLE AJAX CONDO ASSOC

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE

HOPKINS & FOURTH LLC

ASPEN, CO  81611

625 E MAIN ST UNIT 102B #401
TUCKER LUCY LEA

ASPEN, CO  81611

PO BOX 1480
LINDAUER REBECCA F

AUSTIN, TX  78703

1115 ELM ST 

WERLIN LAURA B TRUST

SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94115

2200 PACIFIC AVE #12F
LOT 2 BOOMERANG LOT SPLIT

ASPEN, CO  81611

533 E HOPKINS AVE 3RD FL
VOSS NATALIE

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #204

521-523 W HOPKINS AFFORD HOUSING HOA

ASPEN, CO  81611

521 W HOPKINS AVE
HESSIAN ASPEN LLC

WINTER PARK, FL  327894881

1470 GENE ST #B
ALPINE BANK

GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO  81601

2200 GRAND AVE

CHRISTIANA UNIT D101 LLC

ASPEN , CO  81612

PO BOX 4937 
RAINBOW CONNECTION PROPERTIES LLC

MORRISON, CO  80465

151 SUMMER ST #771
NAVIAS CRAIG & ESTHER TRUST

ASPEN, CO  81612

PO BOX 4390

MARY B LOT 2 LLC

PALO ALTO, CA  94301

855 EL CAMINO REAL STE 13A BOX #249
PROMISE LAND LLC

ENGLEWOOD, CO  801114628

6412 S QUEBEC ST
CITY OF ASPEN

ASPEN, CO  81611

130 S GALENA ST
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400 W HOPKINS CONDO LLC

DALLAS, TX  75209

5403 NEOLA DR
DENBY SAMUEL ROBERT

ASPEN, CO  816111617

501 W MAIN ST #A101
SHEA LAYNE & MICHAEL

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #202

MCGUIRE JENNIFER ERIN

ASPEN, CO  81611

501 E DEAN ST
MCCLURE MARY

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #207
SCHALL FAMILY TRUST

ENCINO, CA  91436

3841 HAYVENHURST DR

MARSHALL ALISON & JOSHUA

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #212
CONNERFAMILY LLC

PALISADE, CO  81526

PO BOX 38
WELLES PETER S & SONDRA T

CARBONDALE, CO  81623

5343 CR 100

ALPINE BANK

GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO  81601

2200 GRAND AVE
BLACK BENJAMIN F & ALICE M

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE #208
PROMISE LAND LLC

ENGLEWOOD, CO  801114628

6412 S QUEBEC ST

GOLDENBERG STEPHEN R

ASPEN, CO  81611

430 W HOPKINS #2
GOLDSTONE JONNA A

ASPEN, CO  81611

605 W HOPKINS AVE # 203
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Mayor and City Council

FROM: Sara Ott, City Manager
Jim True, City Attorney

MEMO DATE: August 5, 2021

MEETING DATE: August 10, 2021

RE: Wheeler Real Estate Transfer Tax Ballot Question

Please find attached Ordinance 19-2021 to place a ballot question on the November 2, 
2021 Election.  The proposed ordinance addresses three main points from the August 2, 
2021 Council work session.  These are:

 Ensure continued funding to meet the needs of the Wheeler Opera House
 Removes the cap for grants for arts and culture
 Authorizes the Red Brick Center for the Arts, in its current programming efforts, to 

be funded by this revenue source

Council discussed other topics, which could be addressed outside of the ballot question.  
Most notably, the Finance Director anticipates that should this ballot question pass, the 
current fund balance at the effective date of the question will be assigned as predating 
the voter consent for expanded use.   This change would be called out in the financial 
documents beginning with the 2022 budget for added disclosure.

Attachments
- August 2, 2021 work session memo
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ORDINANCE NO. 19
(SERIES OF 2021)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO, 
AMENDING SECTION 23.48.060 – WHEELER OPERA HOUSE REAL ESTATE 
TRANSFER TAX AND DELETING SECTION 23.48.061 – WHEELER OPERA HOUSE 
RESERVE LINE ITEM OF THE MUNICIPAL CODE OF THE CITY OF ASPEN AND 
SUBMITTING SUCH AMENDMENTS TO THE CITY ELECTORATE FOR 
CONSIDERATION. 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 5.5 of the Home Rule Charter of the City of Aspen, the City 

Council, on its own motion, has the power to submit at a general or special election any proposed 

ordinance or question to a vote of the people.

WHEREAS, the Wheeler Opera House real estate transfer tax (“WRETT”) imposes a “real 

estate transfer tax on every document in writing, where in or whereby title to real property situated 

in the City is transferred, which tax shall be measured by the consideration paid or to be paid for 

such grantor conveyance and shall be due and payable by the grantee at the time of transfer and 

contemporaneously therewith.” See City of Aspen Municipal Code, § 23.48.060(a). 

WHEREAS, presently, funds received by the City of Aspen pursuant to the WRETT are 

placed in a special revenue fund and are subject to appropriation by the City Council of the City 

of Aspen “only for the purpose of renovation, reconstruction and maintenance of the Wheeler 

Opera House or for the payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for such purposes and 

for the purpose of supporting the visual and performing arts.” See City of Aspen Municipal Code, 

§ 23.48.060(c). 

WHEREAS, presently, WRETT funds available for support of the visual and performing arts 

are limited to one-hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) except if “approved by at least sixty 

percent (60%) of the electors voting at a regular or special election.”
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WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 23.48.060(c) of the Aspen Municipal Code, as adopted by 

Ordinance No. 20, Series of 1979, more than $100,000.00 of WRETT funds may be available to 

support the visual and performing arts only if “approved by at least sixty percent (60%) of the 

electors voting at a regular or special election” 

WHEREAS, the Red Brick Center for the Arts is a home to numerous local artists and other 

community serving groups and provides a venue for displays and programs for local artists and 

community groups.   

WHEREAS, the City Council supports the amendment of Section 23.48.060 to remove the 

limitations on the use of taxes generated by the WRETT for the support of the visual and 

performing arts and to include within the support of visual and performing arts the support of the 

Red Brick Center for the Arts, upon the approval of this Ordinance by at least sixty percent (60%) 

of the electors voting at the coordinated election to be held on November 2, 2021.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 

OF ASPEN, COLORADO THAT: 

Section 1:

Section 23.48.060 – Wheeler Opera House real estate transfer tax, of the Aspen Municipal Code 

is hereby amended as follows, with additions shown in bold, underline and deletions shown as 

strikethrough: 

Sec. 23.48.060. Wheeler Opera House real estate transfer tax. 

(a) Tax Imposed.  There is hereby imposed a real estate transfer tax on every 
document in writing, wherein or whereby title to real property situation in the city 
is transferred, which tax shall be measured by the consideration paid or to be paid 
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for such grantor conveyance and shall be due and payable by the grantee at the time 
of transfer and contemporaneously therewith. No document shall be recorded 
whereby or wherein title to real property situation in the City is transferred until the 
real estate transfer tax has been paid. 

(b) Amount of tax. The amount of real estate transfer tax payable shall be 
computed at the rate of one-half of one percent (.5%) of the consideration paid in 
return for the transfer of ownership or title. 

(c) Application of funds. All funds received by the City of Aspen pursuant to 
this Section 23.48.060 shall be deposited in the Wheeler Opera House real estate 
transfer tax special revenue fund, which fund is hereby created. The account shall 
be subject to appropriation by the City Council of the City of Aspen only for the 
purpose of renovation, reconstruction and maintenance of the Wheeler Opera 
House, or for the payment of principal and interest on bonds issued for such 
purposes and for the purpose of supporting the cultural, visual and performing arts, 
including but not limited to, the capital and operational support of the Red 
Brick Center for the Arts. However, the City Council shall not appropriate in 
excess of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) of real estate transfer tax 
funds in any single calendar year for the purpose of supporting the visual and 
performing arts without obtaining the approval of sixty percent (60%) of the 
electors voting at a regular or special election on the same. The City Council, 
pursuant to ordinance, and without an election, may borrow money, issue bonds, or 
otherwise extend the credit of the city for renovation and reconstruction of the 
Wheeler Opera House provided that the bonds or other obligations shall be made 
payable from the funds derived from this Chapter. For purposes of this Section, the 
following definitions shall apply: "Renovation, Reconstruction and Maintenance" 
shall be defined as those activities, operations, or physical improvements necessary 
to ensure a performing arts venue that provides arts programming opportunities to 
the citizens of the community. and an endowment fund in perpetuity. Funds 
available "for the purpose of supporting the visual and performing arts" in addition 
to the one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) of real estate transfer tax funds 
shall include all revenues generated by the operation of the Wheeler Opera House 
to include gross revenues generated from lease agreements for space within the 
Wheeler Opera House, gross theater rental revenue, gross ticket processing fee and 
ticketing services revenue, and gross artist concessions revenue.

(d) Effective date.  The provisions of this Section 23.48.060 shall be effective on 
the first day of January 1980.

(e) Duration of ordinance.  This section 23.48.060 shall continue effective 
insofar as the levy of the real estate transfer tax is concerned through December 31, 
2039; and insofar as the collection of the tax levied in the aforesaid period and 
actions or proceedings for collecting any tax so levied, including interest and 
penalties thereon and enforcing any of the provisions of this Chapter are concerned, 
this Chapter shall continue effective until all of said taxes levied in the aforesaid 
period are fully paid and any and all suits and prosecutions for the collection of said 
taxes and for the punishment of violations of this Chapter shall have been fully 
terminated.
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(f) Provisions irreplaceable or unamendable. Subsections (b) and (c) of this 
Section 23.48.060 providing for the amount of the tax and the application of funds 
shall be and remain irrepealable and unamendable without the approval of the 
electorate for the repeal or amendment pursuant to the requirements of Section 12.1 
of the Charter of the City. 

(g) Administration.  The Director of Finance shall administer this Section 
23.48.060 and shall prepare such forms and adopt such regulations consistent with 
this Chapter, as he or she deems necessary to implement the same.  The Arts and 
Non Profit Grant Review Committee for the City of Aspen shall submit a report to 
the City Council on an annual basis describing funding activities for the past year 
and the available funds for the support of the purposes set forth herein, including 
the visual and performing arts for the next fiscal year.  This Section 23.48.060 shall 
be administered in accordance with Chapters 23.04 through 23.28 of this Title, to 
the extent that they do not conflict with the provisions of this Section, for all taxes 
due or paid after November 1, 2000.

Section 2. 

All previous amendments to Section 23.48.060, as set forth in the provisions above, are hereby 

adopted.  

Section 3. 

Sec. 23.48.061 - Wheeler Opera House Reserve Line Item, adopted pursuant to Ordinance No. 

3, Series of 2010, is hereby deleted in its entirety.  

Section 4.

This ordinance shall not affect any existing litigation and shall not operate as an abatement of any 

action or proceeding now pending under or by virtue of the ordinances repealed or amended as 

herein provided, and the same shall be conducted and concluded under such prior ordinances.

Section 5.  

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this ordinance is for any reason held 

invalid or unconstitutional in a court of competent jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a 
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separate, distinct and independent provision and shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions 

thereof.

Section 6:  

Pursuant to Ordinance 20, Series of 1979, this Ordinance shall be effective only upon approval of 

at least sixty percent (60%) of the electors voting at the coordinated election to be held on November 

2, 2021.  The ballot question submitted to the electorate by resolution of City Council shall be in 

substantially the form that follows:

CITY OF ASPEN QUESTION NO. ____
AMENDMENT TO CITY CHARTER – TERM LIMITS.

Shall Ordinance No. 19, Series of 2021, be approved? Ordinance No. 19, Series of 2021, 
if approved, continues the use of the Wheeler Opera House real estate transfer tax for 
the benefit of the Wheeler Opera House and for the purpose of supporting the visual 
and performing arts but removes the specific financial limitation on the grant of funds 
generated by the tax for the purpose of supporting cultural, visual and performing arts
and allows for such funds generated by the tax to be used for the support of the Aspen 
Red Brick Center for the Arts.  

Yes  [ ]
No  [ ]

Section 7:  

A public hearing on this ordinance shall be held on the 24th day of August 2021, at a meeting of the 

Aspen City Council commencing at 5:00 p.m. in the City Council Chambers, Aspen City Hall, Aspen, 

Colorado 

Section 8:  

The City Clerk is directed, upon the adoption of this Ordinance, to publish a copy of this ordinance in 

a newspaper of general circulation within ten (10) days, or as soon as possible thereafter as possible. 
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INTRODUCED, READ AND SCHEDULED FOR SECOND READING as provided by law, by 
the City Council of the City of Aspen on the 10th day of August 2021.

Attest:

_________________________ ____________________________________
Nicole Henning, City Clerk Torre, Mayor

FINALLY adopted, passed and approved this 24th day of August 2021.

Attest:

_________________________ ____________________________________
Nicole Henning, City Clerk Torre, Mayor
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MEMORANDUM 
 
TO:   Mayor and City Council 
 
FROM: Sara Ott, City Manager 
 
MEMO DATE: July 30, 2021 
 
MEETING DATE: August 2, 2021 
 
RE:   Wheeler Real Estate Transfer Tax 
             
 
Request of Council:  Staff seeks direction on whether the Council wishes to advance 
development of a ballot question to repurpose a portion of the Wheeler Real Estate 
Transfer Tax (Wheeler RETT).  
 
Summary and Background: The 0.5% real estate transfer tax was first adopted by 
voters in 1979 and was uniquely pledged as financial support for the Wheeler Opera 
House, plus an annual set aside of $100,000 for arts grants. Since this initial adoption, 
the tax has been reaffirmed by voters twice, as the tax has a periodic sunset provision 
every 20 years. To date, these renewals have been focused on extending the tax, and 
have not considered adjusting the allowable uses for the tax. The 2016 extension vote 
extended the Wheeler RETT through December 31, 2039.  The initial tax question is 
attached.  
 
The current arts grant program provides $400K of annual funding to service providers 
and institutions. $100K of this amount comes from RETT proceeds as noted in the initial 
and renewal ballot language (attached). The remaining $300K comes from earned 
revenue from Wheeler Opera House operations – activities such as leases to the gallery 
and restaurant, concessions, and net ticket sale proceeds.  
 
At a Council work session on February 23, 2021 staff was directed to explore and present 
opportunities to expand the application of future tax collections for other community 
benefits. This direction reflects today’s reality that the dedicated Wheeler Opera House 
fund balance has grown to more than $32M and represents a level that is essentially five 
times the average annual expenditure authority. 
 
On April 20, 2021, City Council reviewed the typical annual subsidy, including capital 
expenditures, for supporting the Wheeler Opera House, and discussed the desire to 
change the financial policy for the Wheeler Opera House Fund to increase the targeted 
reserve level to approximately 200% ($7.6-$8.0M) of the operating subsidy. 
 
On May 3, 2021, City Council identified four possible community benefits for further 
exploration.  These areas are: mental wellness, healthy rivers/stormwater, childcare 
capacity, and arts and culture. 
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Discussion:  This purpose of this work session is for staff to provide an updated long-
term capital plan for the Wheeler Opera House, as well as for staff to present 
recommendations related to narrowing down the possible community benefits to be 
pursued in a ballot question.    
 
Wheeler Opera House Capital Plans 
The Wheeler Opera House has undergone extensive renovations to the interior and 
exterior over the past decade.  These include substantial restoration and upgrade work 
to all public spaces in the building, including the balcony, auditorium seating, bar lobby 
redesign, carpet replacement, main box office lobby renovations, as well as 
improvements to the basement office and shop spaces. Additionally, significant 
replacements and upgrades to building systems such as the heating, ventilation, and 
cooling system, have been completed. Presently, the first-ever repair and refurbishment 
of the signature masonry work of the exterior of the building is nearing completion. All of 
these projects have taken place to ensure the safety and comfort of Wheeler patrons. 
 
The 100+ year old building needs consistent and regular maintenance to ensure the 
facility remains as a high quality historically preserved structure, while meeting the needs 
of modern theater performance. Capital projects totaling nearly $4.5 million over the next 
three to five years will focus on upgrading theatrical systems, installing energy-efficient 
fixtures, replacing deteriorating and obsolete equipment, integrating communications 
systems throughout the building, and other projects designed to provide a world-class 
performance experience for artists and audiences alike. Longer-range projects may 
include repairs and upgrades to exterior spaces on the Wheeler site, replacement of end-
of-useful life heating, cooling, or electrical systems, as well as continued upkeep and 
refurbishment of the building and its public and office spaces.  
 
Possible Community Benefits from Expansion of the Wheeler RETT Use 
City Council has participated in in-depth updates on mental wellness, healthy rivers, 
childcare, and cultural arts economic impacts and community offerings over the past 
several months.    Each of these issue areas are critical to supporting the community’s 
values of caring for people, ideas, expression, and the environment.     Every area would 
benefit from additional funding.  
 
Ballot Requirements 
The initial ballot question establishing the Wheeler RETT was clear that changes in 
granting for arts in Aspen require at least 60% voter approval, and therefore, any ballot 
question would need to meet this threshold approval to be implemented.  This question 
has been renewed, most recently in 2016 for collections occurring 2019-2039. 
Additionally, the Council should be aware that the state constitution prohibits new real 
estate transfer taxes and any discussion about the RETT should be focused on re-
purposing only, not changes to the tax rate.   
 
Ballot Question Timing 
The upcoming opportunities are: 
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Election Date   Deadline for submitting ballot language to Pitkin County  
November 2, 2021   Early September 2021 
November 8, 2022   Early September 2022 
March 7, 2023    December 2022 
 
Each election date has different considerations. Voter turnout is likely to be higher in 
November 2022 due to gubernatorial and congressional elections on the same ballot. 
March 2023 is a City Council election date for two council seats and the mayor. The 
November 2021 election is likely to be very limited in issues – it may only be the RETT 
question. 
 
The longer time until a ballot question could allow more discussion among Council and 
the community about which community benefits are priorities. However, this may not be 
necessary with Council’s already-completed focus discussions, financial modeling, and 
possible limitations early in the process. Additionally, these other funding priorities can 
benefit from the incremental increase in revenue streams sooner, which could be critical 
if funding is increased to non-profit partners. 
 
Lastly, the timing of the election will have different costs for the City. The operating cost 
for an election is likely around $15,000 and may adjust depending upon the number of 
questions from different jurisdictions on the ballot. 
 
 
Recommendations: Some recommendations are to not fund specific community 
benefits from Wheeler RETT.  As part of the recommendations, I am providing a high-
level consideration of other means to meet that particular community benefit.  I would 
anticipate that City Council would have a discussion at a later meeting to provide direction 
on these other recommendations where staff can provide more detailed information.   
 
Mental Wellness – It is recommended to prepare a special 2022 grant cycle specifically 
focused on getting tobacco tax revenues out to community partners focused on improving 
access to professional mental health prevention and treatment services.    
 
The voters of Aspen approved the tobacco sales tax in 2017.  From 2018-2020, 
collections total $1,141,397.  Of this amount up to $250,000 is awarded annually to the 
Aspen School District for a portion of the salary for a school counselor and a youth 
connector program managed by Aspen Family Connections.  Therefore, there is an 
unencumbered balance of approximately $891,000 that could be distributed.  In 2022, the 
first $250,000 of 2021 revenues would go towards the Aspen School District.   
 
Healthy Rivers/Stormwater Infrastructure – It is recommended to focus on one-time grant 
dollars for new infrastructure needs, and to consider utilizing American Rescue Plan 
dollars for repairs to existing infrastructure nearing end of life.  
 
The City has been awarded a total of $1,860,239.54 of American Rescue Plan funding 
as a non-entitlement city. The first 50%, $930,119.77, of this award was disbursed to the 
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City in late June 2021, with the balance coming in 2022.  The Council will need to 
encumber the funds by 2024 for an authorized use.   
 
There is also possible new state and federal infrastructure funding may be soon available 
for competitive grant awards.  
 
Childcare Capacity –  It is recommended to seek funding support through partnership and 
grants, with a kick-off contribution for capital needs from the Kids First Fund to construct 
a new facility.  
 
If desired, the staff can provide financial analysis of borrow scenarios, however, the 
annual revenues of the fund are unlikely to be able to fully finance the construction of new 
facilities entirely without impacting current programs, including financial aid to families. It 
is likely possible to use American Recovery Act dollars for capital construction.   
 
Alternative new revenues should be pursued locally including work with neighboring 
jurisdictions to increase financial support to childcare operations located outside of the 
City’s boundaries.   
 
Cultural Arts - It is recommended Council pursue a ballot question that seeks to 
accomplish multiple objectives with future Wheeler RETT revenues: 

• Ensure the operating and the capital needs of the Wheeler Opera House are 
prioritized and adequately funded into future 

• Remove the culture and arts grants cap, thereby making it an annual budgeting 
allocation for consideration based upon actual prior year revenue collections  

• Fund the Red Brick Center for the Arts from the Wheeler RETT, thereby 
preserving the space and programming into the future for the community’s use, 
including reducing barriers for Aspenites to participate in the arts and 
supporting local artists  

 
Further, it is recommended that the duration of the repurposing be in place through the 
current tax renewal period from passage of a question to 2039, and that the existing 
Wheeler Opera House Fund fund balance be used with intention through annual 
appropriations to preserve the Wheeler’s programming and meet capital needs for the 
building. is consistent with current practices, the City’s fund balance policy, and the 
original intent of the Wheeler RETT ballot question.     
 
The rationale for these recommendations is straightforward.   First, the voters of Aspen 
have been clear that the protection of the Wheeler Opera House for generations to come 
is an essential function of the local government.   Not only does it provide space for local 
arts organizations, it provides space for community connection and exploration.   
(Remember the Bauhaus Ball!)   
 
Second, the City took over the daily management of the Red Brick Center for the Arts 
(“Art Center”) about 4 years ago.  Since then, the programming and sense of community 
has grown, and past-due basic building needs have been addressed.   There are still 
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other needs, as tenants will attest, to modernize the Art Center in a way respectful to the 
building’s history.    
 
The City currently funds the Art Center’s operating needs from commissions on gallery 
sales, modest rents from individual artist studios, local non-profits, room rentals, an arts 
community programming grant from through Wheeler Fund, and a subsidy from the 
General Fund and Asset Management Plan Fund.  Table 1 below provides an overview 
of the long-range operating subsidy anticipated from the General Fund to maintain the 
current service levels. 
 
There is a 2022 budget proposal from the Art Center to increase community programming 
that would likely result in a modest increase in this subsidy for community instruction 
classes.  These classes typically do not recover 100% of the operating costs, such as 
youth programs tailored to the school calendar.   
 
 
Table 1.  
 

City of Aspen 
Budget         As of 07/29/2021 
001 - General Fund |  
Red Brick Center of the Arts                

  2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027-2031 Ten Year 

  Actuals Forecast Request Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Total 
                    
Revenues In $391,863 $413,000 $420,500 $437,300 $454,800 $473,000 $492,000 $2,770,700 $5,048,300 

Grant From the 
Wheeler Fund $0 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $120,000 $270,000 
Total Revenues $391,863 $443,000 $450,500 $467,300 $484,800 $503,000 $522,000 $2,890,700 $5,318,300 

                    
Total Uses $448,716 $589,538 $566,540 $585,670 $604,430 $625,520 $646,690 $3,578,920 $6,607,770 
Surplus/(Subsidy) ($56,852) ($96,638) ($116,040) ($118,370) ($119,630) ($122,520) ($124,690) ($688,220) ($1,289,470) 
As a Percent of 
Uses 13% 16% 20% 20% 20% 20% 19% 19% 20% 

 
 
 
Over the next 10 years, there is approximately $1.5M in capital needs identified in the 
Asset Management Plan Fund for the Arts Center. A more in-depth study is scheduled 
for in late 2021 and early 2022 that will update this estimate, including incorporating 
construction inflation and modernization of common areas, windows and entrances, and 
mechanicals.   Table 2 shows the combined subsidy for capital and operating for the next 
ten years, without expanded programming or updated capital needs assessment. This 
model indicates approximately a 30-35% annual subsidy required from other funds to 
operate and upkeep the Arts Center.  
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Table 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
Third, by transferring the Art Center’s subsidy from the General Fund and the Asset 
Management Plan Fund to Wheeler RETT, the City can make payment of the remaining 
outstanding certificates of participation (COPs) for the ISIS Theater through the General 
Fund.  This will create time to restructure the purchase agreement between Aspen Film 
and the City. It is my recommendation that Aspen Film would still need to pay the 
remaining purchase price to obtain ownership, but in terms more favorable to its ability to 
maintain revenue streams and operate a film theater during the transitional time in the 
film industry.   The outstanding COPs total approximately $2.1M, with annual debt service 
payments ranging from a low of $79,368 to a maximum of $176,759 towards the end of 
the repayment period.  The final payment is due in 2037.  
 
The Council may contemplate paying for the COPs directly from the Wheeler RETT.  This 
is certainly a possibility.  This approach would preclude non-arts use in the space during 
the time the City retains ownership of the property.   It also would ensure any future 
acquisition revenues by Aspen Film would first go to benefit the Wheeler Opera House 
Fund, then to the General Fund.   
 
Alternatives: The Council may wish to not propose any ballot question at this time.  
Additionally, the Council could choose to direct different combination of uses for inclusion 
in a ballot question.   

City of Aspen 
Budget              As of 07/29/2021 
001 - General Fund |  
Red Brick Center of the Arts                  

  2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027-2031 Ten Year 
  Actuals Actuals Actuals Forecast Request Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Total 

                        
Revenues In $508,849 $582,778 $391,863 $413,000 $420,500 $437,300 $454,800 $473,000 $492,000 $2,770,700 $5,048,300 
                       

Grant from the 
Wheeler Fund $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $30,000 $120,000 $270,000 
Total Revenues $538,849 $612,778 $421,863 $443,000 $450,500 $467,300 $484,800 $503,000 $522,000 $2,890,700 $5,318,300 

                        
Total Operating 
Uses (General 
Fund) $407,667 $449,487 $448,716 $589,538 $566,540 $585,670 $604,430 $625,520 $646,690 $3,578,920 $6,607,770 
Operating 
Surplus/(Subsidy) $131,182 $163,290 ($26,852) ($146,538) ($116,040) ($118,370) ($119,630) ($122,520) ($124,690) ($688,220) ($1,289,470) 
As a Percent of 
Operating Uses (32%) (36%) 6% 25% 20% 20% 20% 20% 19% 19% 20% 
                        
Total Capital 
Expenditure 
(AMP Fund) ($0) $99,860 $0 $167,000 $165,000 $521,000 $100,000 $48,000 $57,000 $646,000 $1,537,000 
Total 
Surplus/(Subsidy) $131,182 $63,430 ($26,853) ($313,538) ($281,040) ($639,370) ($219,630) ($170,520) ($181,690) ($1,334,220) ($2,826,470) 
Total As a 
Percent of Uses (32%) (12%) 6% 41% 38% 58% 31% 25% 26% 32% 35% 
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Possible Next Steps: The Council may wish to address these questions during its 
discussion. 

1. Does the Council wish to place a repurposing question before the Aspen voters? 
2. Does the Council wish to target November 2021 or a different election? 
3. Does the Council wish to give staff direction to draft proposed ballot language? 

And if so, what topics should be included in the drafting for the Council’s review? 
4. Does the Council wish to seek any public polling or community sentiment through 

Aspen Community Voice and/or open houses in August? 
5. Does the Council desire any additional information to assist with the discussion? 

 
 
These recommendations and a recap of the Council’s discussion will be presented to the 
Wheeler Opera House Advisory Board on August 11.   
 
Finally, staff anticipate returning to the Council in August if the Council wishes to go 
forward with the November 2021 election.   
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RESOLUTION NO. ~

Series of 1979)-'WHEREAS, 

the City Council of Aspen, Colorado, has, by its

adoption of Ordinance No. ~ , Series of 1979, approved the imposition

of a one- half of one percent (1/2 of 1%) tax upon

real estate transfers within the City of Aspen, Colorado; and

WHEREAS, Section 12.1 of the Charter of the City of Aspen,

Colorado, requires that no excise tax be levied until such tax

shall have been approved by a majority of the electors voting

at a regular or special election on the same; and

WHEREAS, formal action is necessary to place this issue

on the ballot,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF

THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO:

Section 1

That at the General Municipal Election to be held in the

City of Aspen, Colorado, on Tuesday, the 8th day of May, 1979,

there shall be submitted to a vote of the qualified, registered

electors of the City, the following question as set forth below,

which question shall be similarly stated in the Ballot Label

and Notice of Election.

FORM OF QUESTION

VOTE FOR OR AGAINST THE FOLLOWING"

Shall the City of Aspen impose a Real Estate Transfer Tax

on transfers of real property located within the

City, which tax shall be in the amount of one-

half of one percent (1/2 of 1%) of the

consideration received for the transfer and the proceeds of

which tax will be used only for the purpose of

renovation, reconstruction and maintenance of the Wheeler
Opera House and for the purpose of supporting the

visual and performing

arts.Section

2 Those

qualified, 1. 

For 2. 

Against registered electors of the City who

are qualified to vote under the Constitution and the Charter

of the City of Aspen, shall be allowed to vote on the

proposed 520
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ORDINANCE NO. 20

Series of 1979)

AN ORDINANCE IMPOSING A REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAX

UPON THE TRANSFER OF INTERESTS IN REAL PROPERTY

AND PAYABLE BY THE GRANTEE; REQUIRING THE

COLLECTION OF SUCH TAX BY THE DIRECTOR OF

FINANCE OR HIS AGENTS; EXEMPTING CERTAIN

TRANSACTIONS FROM THE TAX IMPOSED AND ESTABLISHING

PROCEDURES FOR ACQUIRING A CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION;

PROVIDING FOR THE APPLICATION OF FUNDS TO LIMITED

USES; ESTABLISHING PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS OF

THIS ORDINANCE AND FOR THE CREATION OF A LIEN ON

THE PROPERTY TRANSFERRED FOR THE AMOUNT OF THE

TAX UNPAID; AND, ~KING THIS ORDINANCE EFFECTIVE

ON JANUARY 1, 1980, ON APPROVAL OF THE SAME BY

THE ELECTORATE

WHEREAS, the City of Aspen has acquired the Wheeler Opera

House and taken the necessary steps to have the property listed

on the National Register of Historic Structures; and

WHEREAS, the Wheeler Opera House has twice suffered fire

damage; and

WHEREAS, the Wheeler Opera House has been condemned three

times for fire and safety code violations within the last

three years; and

WHEREAS, the Wheeler Opera House desperately needs extensive

renovation and reconstruction; and

WHEREAS, the City of Aspen, with input from the community

and professional consultants, has adopted a renovation Master

Plan for the Wheeler Opera House; and

WHEREAS, the City of Aspen has exhausted every available

source of funding to make the necessary renovation and recon-

struction, but has only been able to obtain federal grants

for minor structural repair and renovation; and

WHEREAS, the City Council desires toimpose a Real Estate

Transfer Tax to provide sufficient funds to make such renovation

and reconstruction; to provide for the maintenance of the

Wheeler Opera House; and, subordinate thereto, to provide for

the support of the visual and performing arts; and

WHEREAS, such a tax must be ratified and approved by

the electorate prior to its enforcement all as required by

Section 12.1 of the Charter of the City of Aspen,
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORADINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL

OF THE CITY OF ASPEN, COLORADO:

Section 1. Real Estate Transfer Tax.

There is hereby imposed a Real Estate Transfer Tax on every

document in writing, wherein or whereby title to real property

situated in the City of Aspen is transferred, which tax shall

be measured by the consideration paid or to be paid for such

grant or conveyance and shall be due and payable by the grantee

at the time of transfer and contemporaneously therewith. No

document shall be recorded whereby or wherein title to real

property situated in the City of Aspen is transferred until

the real estate transfer tax has been paid.

Section 2. Definitions.

For the purposes of this ordinance certain words are

defined as follows:

a)      Document. " Document" means and includes any

deed, instrument or writing by which real

property located within the City of Aspen is

transferred.

b) Transfer. " Transfer" means and includes any

conveyance of the ownership of a title to real

property and is evidenced by any deed or instru-

ment or writing wherein or whereby title to real

property situated in the City of Aspen is granted

or conveyed, subject to the exclusions provided

in this ordinance. " Conveyance of ownership" for

the purpose of this ordinance means and includes

the transfer of more than fifty percent of the

authorized and issued shares of a corporation which

has as its principal asset real property situated

in the City of Aspen.

c)      Real Property. " Real property" means and includes

all lands or interests in lands within the City

of Aspen to which title or the right to title

has been acquired from or ratified by the govern-
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ment of the United States or the State of Colorado.

d)      Consideration. " Consideration" means and includes

the actual cash paid and/or value of the property

delivered, or contracted to be paid or delivered,

in return for the transfer of ownership or title

to real property and shall include the amount of

any lien, mortgage, contract indebtedness, or

other encumbrance, either given to secure the

purchase price, or any part thereof, or remaining

unpaid on the property at the time of sale. The

term does not include the amount of any outstanding

lien or encumbrance in favor of the United States,

the State of Colorado, or of a municipal or

quasi-municipal governmental corporation

or district for taxes, special benefits or

improve-

ments. Section 3. Amount of

Tax. The amount of Real Estate Transfer Tax payable shall

be computed at the rate of one- half of onepercent ( 1/ 2 of 1%) 

of the consideration paid in return for the transfer of

ownership

or title. Section 4. 

Lands Affected. When a document subject to the ordinance

includes property located within the City of Aspen and property

located within another city or in Pitkin County or other counties, 

the tax imposed under the authority of this ordinance shall

be computed only with respect to property located within the City

of Aspen and the tax shall be assessed on that part of

the consideration fairly attributable to the part of such property

located within

this City. Section 5. Director of Finance

to Enforce. a)      The Director of Finance of the City

of Aspen is charged with the enforcement of

the provisions of this ordinance and is hereby

authorized and empowered to prescribe, adopt

and
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and enforce rules and regulations pertaining

thereto.

b) At the time of any transfer upon which a tax

is imposed by this ordinance there shall be made

a report to the Director of Finance on forms

prescribed by him, setting forth the true,

complete and actual consideration for the transfer,

the names of the parties thereto, the location

of the real estate transferred, and such other

information as he may require.

c)      For the purpose of collection of the taxes imposed

by this ordinance, the Office of the Pitkin County

Clerk and Recorder, together with all banks, title

companies, escrow companies, building and loan

institutions and real estate agencies permitted

as such to do business under the laws of the

State of Colorado and maintaining offices within

the City of Aspen for the collection of said tax.

The Director of Finance is authorized to negotiate

with such appointed agents to allow them to retain

a reasonable amount of the sum collected to cover

their expense in the collection and remittance of

said tax.

Section 6. Exemptions.

The Real Estate Transfer Tax imposed by this ordinance shall

not apply to:

a) Any document wherein the United States, or

any agency or instrumentality thereof, the

State of Colorado, any County, City and

County, Municipality, District or other

political subdivision of this State, is either

the grantor or grantee.

b)      Any document wherein the grantee corporation,

association or trust has been organized, operated

and maintained solely and exclusively for chari-

table or religious purposes. 526
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c) Any document granting or conveying title to

real property in consequence of a gift of such

property, where no consideration other than

love and affection, charitable donation or nominal

compensation is evidenced by the terms of the

instrument of transfer.

d) Any document terminating or evidencing termination

of a joint tenancy in real property except where

additional consideration of value is paid in

connection with such termination, or a decree

or agreement partitioning real property held

under common ownership unless a consideration of

value is paid in connection therewith.

e) The transfer of title or change of interest in

real property by reason of death, will or decree

of distribution.

f) Transfers made pursuant to mergers or consolida-

tions of corporations, or by a subsidiary to a

parent corporation for no consideration other

than cancellation or surrender of the subsidiary's

stock.

g) Any deed or conveyance made and delivered without

consideration for the purpose of confirming,

correcting, modifying, or supplementing a

transfer previously recorded; making minor

boundary adjustments, removing clouds on titles;

or granting easements, rights-of- way

or licenses. h) Any decree or order of a court of

record deter- mining or resting title, including a

final order awarding title pursuant to a

condemnation

pro- ceeding.i)      Any deed granting or conveying title

to

cemetery
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j) Any lease of any real property ( or assignment

or transfer of any interest in any such lease)

provided such lease by its terms does not con-

stitute a de facto conveyance of the subject

property. In the latter event the Real Estate

Transfer Tax shall be based upon the capitalization

at 5% of the average annual rental over the entire

term of the lease, including any renewal term,

plus the actual consideration, other than rent,

paid or to be paid. ~hen the average annual

rental cannot be determined, or at the election

of the Director of Finance, the tax shall be

based upon the assessed value of the property

covered by the lease.

k) Any mineral deed or royalty deed.

1) Transfers to secure a debt or other obligation,

or transfers or release of property which is

security for a debt or other obligation.

m) Any executory contract for the sale of real

property under which the vendee is entitled

to or does take possession thereof without

acquiring title thereto, or any assignment

or cancellation of any such contract.

n)      Any deed or conveyance under execution, sale,

or foreclosure sale under a power sale or court

decree of lien foreclosure; sheriff's deed;

public trustee deed or treasurer's deed.

Section 7. Application for Exemption.

In the event any document which is exempt from the Real Estate

Transfer Tax herein imposed does not contain language clearly

showing its exempt character, the grantor or grantee may apply

for and obtain from the Director of Finance a Certificate of

6-
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Exemption, which may be affixed to such deed or instrument

of transfer. The Certificate of Exemption shall be in substan-

tially the following form:

EXEMPTION FROM REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAX

STATE OF                                                  )

County of                                                 )
ss.

The undersigned, as grantor or grantee of a deed or instrU-

ment of conveyance from                                                                                  (grantor)
to                                                        (grantee) dated

transferring the following described property situate in

the State of Colorado, County of Pitkin, and City of Aspen:

hereby does apply for an exemption from the payment of the

Real Estate Transfer Tax imposed by Ordinance No.          ,

Series of 1979, of the City of Aspen. The basis of such

exemption is as follows:

State briefly grounds for exemption, including
applicable section and subdivision of Ordinance No.

Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of

19

Signature)
Notary Public

My commission expires:

CERTIFICATE OF EXEMPTION

I hereby certify that the above- described transfer of

real property is exempt from the payment of a Real Estate

Transfer Tax under Ordinance No.          , Series of 1979, 

Section

Signature) Any person whose claim of exemption duly applied for

under the provisions of this section is denied by the Director

of Finance may immediately appeal to the City Council for a

deter- mination of such exemption and such appeal shall be

considered by the City Council at its next regular meeting. In the

event ofa determination by the City Council favorable to said

grantor, any amount previously deposited, or so much thereof as may

be allowed by the Council, shall be promptly refunded to said

grantor. Section 8. Application of

Funds. a) All funds received by the City of Aspen pursuant

to this ordinance shall be deposited in the Real

Estate Transfer Tax fund, which fund is hereby
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The fund shall be subject to appropriation by the

City Council of the City of Aspen only for the

purpose of renovation, reconstruction and maintenance

of the Wheeler Opera House or for the payment of

principal and interest on bonds issued for such

purposes and for the purpose of supporting the

visual and performing arts. However, the City

Council cannot appropriate in excess of $100,000.00

in any single calendar year for the purpose of

supporting the visual and performing arts without

obtaining the approval of sixty (60%) percent of

the electors voting at a regular or special election

on the same.

b)      The City Council, pursuant to ordinance, and without

an election, may borrow money, issue bonds, or

otherwise extend the credit of the City for renovation

and reconstruction of the Wheeler Opera House provided

that the bonds or other obligations shall be made

payable from the funds derived from this ordinance.

Section 9. Penalties and Liens.

a)      All taxes imposed by this ordinance, if not

paid when due, shall bear interest at the rate

of eighteen percent ( 18%) per annum until so paid.

The amount of the Real Estate Transfer Tax imposed

by this ordinance, and interest due thereon, is

hereby assessed against the property upon the

transfer of which the tax is imposed, and if not

paid when due, such tax and interest, if any,

shall constitute a lien on the property for the

amount thereof, which lien shall continue until

the amount thereof is paid or until its discharge

or record by foreclosure or otherwise.

8-
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STATE OF COLORADO                       )

ss

COUNTY OF PITKIN                        )

CERTIFICATE

I, Kathryn S. Koch, City Clerk of Aspen, Colorado,

do hereby certify that the above and foregoing ordinance was

introduced, read in full, and passed on

reading at a regular meeting of the City Council of the

City of Aspen on%_~/~ ~ , 197~,__ and pub] ished

in the Aspen Times a weekly newspaper of general circul-

arian, published in the City of Aspen, Colorado, in its

and approved at a regular meeting of the City Council on

Ordinance No.    /~                             , Series

provided by law.

IN WITNESS W_~EREO~,

and ordered published as

of 197 ~, of said City, as

I have hereunto

the seal of said City of Aspen, Colorado,

set ny hand and

SEAL

City Clerk
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	Project Name and Address: Pride of Aspen Land Exchange - 501 W Hopkins Ave
	Parcel ID  REQUIRED: 2735-124-66-002
	Name: R.D. Olson Investments II, LLC - Robert Olson, Managing Member
	Address: 520 Newport Center Dr, #600, Newport Beach, CA 92660
	Phone_2: (949) 271-1101
	email: bob.olson@rdodevelopment.com
	Name_2: Mitch Haas, Haas Land Planning, LLC
	Address_2: 420 E. Main Street, Suite 220, Aspen, CO 81611
	Phone_3: (970) 309-2773
	email_2: mitch@hlpaspen.com
	Net Leasable square footage: N/A
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